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Abstract 
Children's everyday popular cultural consumption: things, practices, spacings, times 
The central concern of this thesis is children's everyday popular cultural consumption. Through the 
thesis I propound a thinking through of that subject, and pre-existent Social Scientific approaches to it, 
by drawing upon a programme of in-depth qualitative research encounters with groupings of 8- to 9- 
year olds from the English West Midlands (and the popular cultural fads which preoccupied them), 
during 2000/01. The shape of the thesis is as follows: 
Chapter 1 introduces, contextualises and elucidates my interest in children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption, with reference to salient bodies of Social Scientific work. Through a critical review, the 
thesis emerges as a plea, and an attempt, to take seriously both the concerns and themes of a number 
of longstanding (and perhaps, latterly, easily overlooked) accounts of children's popular culture, and 
simultaneously the radical anti-essentialism of emergent modes of critique which profoundly unsettle 
those accounts. 
Chapter 2 elaborates the way in which I sought - methodologically, ethically and conceptually - to work 
from this position. This entailed a commitment to a purposefully open-ended and auto-affective mode of 
work. The following thesis chapters engage with empirical traces - and concern the key subjects, 
issues and questions - emergent from the resulting research programme. The chapters might be read 
individually (as stand-alone glimpses of each of the popular cultural fads which preoccupied research 
participants during 2000/01, in turn) or as an ensemble (presenting an increasingly complex 
contemplation of children's everyday popular cultural consumption, with each chapter complexifying the 
others), as follows. 
Chapter 3 concerns research participants' affection for the pop group S Club 7 during May 2000, and 
contemplates the importance of material things in children's everyday popular cultural consumption. 
Chapter 4 concerns research participants' enthusiasm for the book Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire 
throughout 2000/01, and contemplates the practices of children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption. 
Chapter 5 concerns the fad for Pokemon amongst research participants during the latter half of 2000, 
and contemplates the socialities and spacings and temporalities of children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption. 
Chapter 6 offers a range of concluding thoughts. It is suggested that the (ostensibly `fleeting', 
`unimportant', `trivial', `superficial') things, practices, spacings and times glimpsed in the preceding 
chapters raise a number of profound conceptual questions for Social Scientific research and thought 
(not least, but not only, on children's everyday popular cultural consumption), and raise a number of 
hitherto overlooked issues in the everyday lives of many contemporary children. 
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groupings in which `consumption' was practiced, and the spatiality of those groupings. This prompts 
a number of realisations along those lines, which - amongst much else - complexify the 
predominant 'sociological' take on 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption', outlined in 
Chapter 1. Moreover, since research participants' `Pokemon'-talk was increasingly bound up in talk 
of the approaching Christmastime of 2000 (and thus the microscooter, the `must-have' toy for many 
research participants at Christmas 2000) a sense of the economic outlay involved in `children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption', coupled with a sense of the temporalities of that 
consumption (both of which were multiplied and amplified by the rituals and practices of 
Christmastime), is strongly evoked. This prompts a number of realisations `popular cultural' things, 
which - amongst much else - complexify the predominant 'economic' take on 'children's everyday. 
Following a summary of the thesis, and a reiteration of the importance of cumulatively taking all the 
above seriously all-at-once, the Conclusion has two main arcs: firstly, an insistence of the continued 
importance of the concerns of long-standing approaches to `children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption', and an urgent continued need to address them empirically, but also a need to think 
through those concerns in a more open, honest, complex, messy, open-to-being-bewildered, 
conceptual way; and secondly an insistence of the continued importance of always-emergent 
abstract conceptual endeavours salient to 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption', but 
also of the need to temper and think through those abstractions empirically. Much broader issues 
are thus raised, for research on `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' in particular, for 
Social Scientific research with children in general, and for Social Scientific research more generally. 
1.11 Points of departure: fragments, false starts, recollections, scribbling, 1999-2003 
"Everything was jumbled in my brain" (L. Richardson 2001: 33) 
"[B]eginnings are always written from hindsight: they are stories created later, from the 
perspective of what we have become, through which we constitute our sense of what we are. 
Not only can we never again be or fully know what we were at any beginning, we couldn't then 
know either if something were beginning or what was beginning" (Game and Metcalfe 1996: 70) 
"[O]f course, each fragment could become a book" (Baudrillard 1997: ii) 
As a second preface to the Introduction, I'd like to propound a succession of brief fragments of text, 
which were written at various stages in the process of producing this thesis during 1999-2003. I re- 
present these fragments - initially scribbled in my research notebook or on scraps of paper or on 
post-it notes, in all sorts of contexts, or saved-but-discarded on floppy disc - verbatim, for a number 
of reasons, not least: to evoke some of the ideas, refrains and aspirations which were present in, 
and constitutive of, the thesis-in-the-making (for many of these fragments were produced in, or just 
prior to, moments when - usually by writing to myself - it became a little clearer to me what it was 
that I was trying to do); to show something of the broader context of emergent ideas and ambitions 
which course (often implicitly) through the coming thesis, and of which this thesis is just one limited 
product and part (indeed, they frequently exceed the written thesis, and I return to them wistfully in 
xvi 
the Conclusion); to align and/or engage the reader with some of those ideas; to show some pieces 
of writing which - despite seeming throwaway, even cringeworthy, there and then and here and 
now - strike me as having something say, in and of themselves, which is important (and salient to 
the thesis); to begin the task of introducing myself as a person, and an authorial positionality; to 
suggest something of the intended tempo and method of the coming thesis (successive open- 
ended scenes; all sorts of parallel and mutually complexifying ideas; all sorts of stuff, going off one- 
after-another but to be held in mind all-at-once)'; and to be honest and up-front about the 
messiness, contradictoriness, fallibility, constantly-becoming-ness of (my) academic production. So 
at this point take as long, or as little time, as you want to dwell on and think through the brief textual 
fragments, juxtaposed one-after-another, on the following pages. Then, with the neat guide of the 
first preface and the swirling background noise of the second preface in mind, proceed to the 
Introduction.... 
1 Relatedly, at this point I feel I should comment on (and perhaps apologise for! ) the writing style which, largely unwittingly, 
has come to be characteristic of this thesis. You'll find that this thesis has: lots of colons; lots of long strings of text 
separated by successive semi-colons; lots of footnotes; lots of long sentences; lots of numbered lists. Part of me is very 
frustrated, and filled with academic self-loathing, by this. But then again, another part of me has really wanted to keep 
some of this unwieldy, dense style in. Because it seems to me to be a perfect microcosm of what the thesis is all about, in 
many ways: that is, of the imperative to take all sorts of complexities on board, and take them seriously all-at-once. 
Metaphorically, the thesis as a whole, might be imagined as a colon, then a vast string of complexifying, and densely 
footnoted, qualifying comments, placed after the pre-existent bodies of work approaching 'children's everyday popular 
cultural consumption' outlined in Chapter 2. Or to put it another way, time and again, whilst writing this thesis (often in the 
space of individual sentences within the thesis! ) I have found myself practicing a style of writing "seething with questions... 
every which way, thinking things through to a complexity that bewilders and paralyses... [leaving] me uncertain, which 
means it leaves me thinking" (Price 1999: xiii). It is for this capacity to instil bewildered thinking that I have chosen to leave 
some vast passages of dense text untouched. Another thing, which I'm cautious about raising, but which you might be 
interested to bear in mind, is a comment raised by a friend, that all this is 'very Midlander'. That is, that my writing-style in 
this thesis might be somehow somewhat linguistically and stylistically evocative of the characteristic speaking-style of the 
accent from the English West Midlands which I 'have'. I'm not sure to what extent I like the essentialism and generalisation 
implicit in that, but I absolutely recognise the point (there is, as the transcriptions of my and other research participants' 
'talk' in chapters 4-7 perhaps evoke, a certain rambly... disjointed... profuse... talk-then-pause, talk-then-pause speech 
dynamic which is , in caricature at least typically 
'Midlander') and, in keeping with this thesis' inherent valorisation of 
"EVERYDAY TALK" (Halfacree 1994: 29), I rather like the idea of that: the capacity of a 'minor language' (in this case a 
somewhat decentred regional accent) to seep unwittingly and unsettlingly through a 'major language' (in this case, 
academic thesis prose) (Katz 1996). I comment more particularly on a number of issues related to writing strategies in the 
thesis, at a number of points in chapter 1. 
xvii 
i) The very first words typed on my newly acquired second-hand laptop computer, sitting on my bedroom floor, Friday 11-10-02,11 pm 
ý, . ý. ,,. ,. -: ý. ýý..:.. ý. . ý. ... ý; . zfa: ýhk:; ý 
Soo.. umm., yeah, This is it. No more procrastination. No more planning; no more anticipation; no more reading; 
no more thinking; no more photocopying; no more scribbling; no more gazing at the ceiling and the sky. "This i actually happening" (G. Marcus 1989: 2). Here, now: writing THE INTRODUCTION to THE THESIS. But its difficult 
because... 
How to begin? I mean, seriously.., how to begin? Hove! "I can't even write that helpful paragraph that you expect 
in an essay and may have been impatient to read, the one that points the way through the text to come b 
explaining that I will first discuss this and then that and then the other" (St. Pierre 1997b: 370). 
That's partly because of general thesis angst (The oppression of being on page one, - 121 words down, 79879 t 
go). 
Its partly because I'm a morass of ideas. Not least because what my thesis is about - in the sense of 'where its at 
(theoretically and empirically) - is being open to bewilderment and complexity, complexifying and unsettling much 
that is taken-for-granted, and taking seriously and doing all sorts of things all-at-once. There's going to be a lot o 
thinking and writing and rethinking and rewriting. It doesn't lend itself to neat, straightforward, authoritative, 
declarative linearity and know-all-ness, here and now... 
Its partly because I have no idea where I am going. Not really. Not completely. And I mean that in a positive way' 
a romantic ideal of thinking through writing, a commitment to a bewildered, modest, . 
honest (self-effacing, 
bashful) version of academic practice... 
And its partly because... well... let's face it, I'm rubbish at introductions. Really, seriously, rubbish. Even now, I've 
still not quite figured out what it is I'rn meant to say when hairdressers, impatient relatives, friends, friends' 
parents, friends of friends, or academic coryterenc-e attendees ask me what it is I 'do'. I get all self-deprecating 
and defensive (can't help it! ), foreclose discussion, fluster something about "doing a PhD... Geography... yeah, 
down in Bristol.. no I still haven't left!... all about Children's Everyday Popular Cultural Consumption... children's 
books and TV programmes and toys and stuff... uh, yeah, I know it sounds a bit mad... I should get a proper job... 
haha..: but, er, trust me I know what I'm doing" 
Soo... getting back to the point... That's my stock phrase for what my PhD is about. `Children's Everyday 






ii) Maxims, on the inside cover of my research notebook, accumulated 1999-2003 
on a bright pink post-it note] "We are saying that all those textbooks which do not problematise social categories 
are not just boring, they are also misleading, because they give simple answers to difficult questions: they strip the 
world of its enchantment but, worst of all, they perpetuate repressive thought" (Shurmer-Smith and Hannam 1994: 
A sticker (given away at an exhibition at Wolverhampton Art Gallery, circa June 2003) reading `DEMOLISH 
SERIOUS CULTURE' 
An `I ? BRUM' sticker, annotated to read `I ? BRUM centre for cultural studies' 
on a yellow post-it note] "the production end, its material instruments - its `means' - as well as its own sets of 
social (production) relations - the organisation and combination of practices within media apparatuses. But it is in 
he discursive form that the circulation of the product takes place' (Hall 1980: 128, my underlining) 
on a scrap of paper, taped in] "a browse through the vast majority of geographical bookshelves or any geography 
ourse syllabi soon makes us realise that geography is/has been dominated by the study of `man', an adult man, 
and latterly adult women. We might in fact be forgiven for thinking that children simply do not exist in the spatial 
orld, since so much geographic research is undertaken in term of adult experience only... may I suggest that it is 
now time to consider how the other third or quarter - the children - live" (S. James 1990: 278) 
in silver ink] "amid the Ridley Scott images of world cities, the writing of skyscraper fortresses, the Baudrillard 
visions of hyperspace... most people actually still live in places like Harlesden or West Brom. Much of life for 
many people... still consists of waiting in a bus shelter with your shopping, for a bus that never comes" (Massey 
1994: 163) 
XIX 
iii) 'Beginnings': assorted memory/narrative exercises, scrawled in research notebook, next to a duckpond, 
early August 2002 
A significant point of departure for this thesis was a 2-week period spent working as a library assistant in the I( 
vain-branch library, during summer 1995: ie. 2 Weeks surrounded by career librarians - 1968 veterans, steepe 
eftist thought, and angrily polemical cultural studies... The first time, really, that I'd heard anyone espous 
)articularlytheorised (and politicised) sense of `culture'... the first time I'd heard anyone articulate an anger -a 
heorised anger - about the (to use their term) 'hegemonic' conservatism, racism, sexism, elitism etc of childrE 
iterature, and popular culture generally. That was pretty powerful, and compelling, affirmative and important to 
Suddenly there were no sacred cows. Suddenly everything was up for grabs, and open to critique 
'Oh, so you're the one who did the Postman Pat dissertation (Horton 1997), are you?! ' ... One way o 
nythologising the beginnings of this thesis would be to say that this all began as a little in-joke, circa 1996. Me 
3ecky, Cath, Michelle in the back room of the University of Bristol Geography library, having a post-lecture cha 
mnd a laugh... My bad (and affectionate! ) impersonation of a certain lecturer, describing in wordy academic term: 
he `rural geographies' of fictional rural settings, including Greendale (Postman Pat's village). In hindsight, it was ar 
ntellectually quite telling joke... in that the humour depended on what seemed like a profound mismatch, there an( 
hen, between the delivery (academic) and the subject matter (for children; popular culture). I quickly realised tha 
here were serious things at stake here. But yes, if you pressed me, I'd say that was where it (Horton 1999,2002 
orthcoming a, forthcoming b) all started. 
The first time I was exhilarated - really exhilarated - by an academic text = the time I was given a photocopy o 
ioulton and Short's (1996) paper from Journal of Rural Studies about Sylvanian Families. Watching as it rolled of 
he photocopier, seeing the little pictures of cute anthropomorphic toys in the context of an academic journal... tha 
was a real moment. More than that though, the influence of that paper has endured: its central, problematics - the 
seed to consider the `production' of (children's popular cultural) texts on one hand, and the `consumption' o 
; children's popular cultural) texts on the other hand - and the directions in which they pull are at the heart of mý 
academic life so far. Albeit, whereas I find `production' quite unproblematic to write about, quite well figured ou 
already... `consumption' is endlessly complex, and endlessly complexifying: "I began to poke around, and the mor( 
found, the less I know" (G. Marcus 1989: 19). And for that reason, I'm using my PhD thesis to think througi 
consumption' in a sustained way. 
xx 
iv) Photographs: photocopied and pasted into research notebook. 
Fig. 2 Horton and Monkey visit London, circa 1981 
Fig. 3 Horton's Christmas presents, circa 1985 
xx' 
v) Another memory/narrative exercise, early August 2002 
-my earliest memory?... Blackpool (1980-ish? 3 or 4-ish)... Me, mum, dad... Stressful journey (car broke 
down? )... The lights. Cold. Walking along the sea front. Dinosaur-shaped lights. Frightening steam kettle in the 
guest house that (or was that Wales? ). The tower. Argument in a department store toy department over 
(expensive) silver toy gun... very bright fluorescent lights inside... (apparently l screamed and screamed)... Had a 
nosebleed in the shop... All over the place... All down my shirt (apparently the nurse in the shop had to slap me to 
calm me down). Not allowed the toy gun... Or the time I got my first StarWars figure? (from Birmingham 
Rackhams... a special journey to spend Xmas money... a huge display in the shop, like a swamp-ish diorama with 
(what I remember as) hundreds of figures... I got a Darth Varier... and stood looking, really looking, at the display 
for a long time... the train journey back home was a special time)... Or maybe the time I lost `Monkey', in London? 
I prayed - raed!! - for his safe return, but no use... Before I ever knew heartbreak and grief, that was the worst 
ay of my life). I really don't know right now (and thinking about it I don't really even know if these are M 
memories, or a collation of imagery from my parents' reminiscences). What is striking is the sorts of things that i 
recall with particular intensity, and the sorts of things to which those recollections are attached. 
vi) 'I saw this and thought of you'. A letter cut out of the Saturday Telegraph newspaper (circa May 2000) and 
given to me by my mother: partly because of its relevance to my `research'; partly because of its relevance to 
our mother/son relationship. 
Spring cleaning 
SIR - In a recent attempt to create some more storage space, I tried to persuade my daughter to 
throw out some of 
ier old toys and other paraphernalia. 
Very grudgingly, she allowed me to dispose of some ancient, squashed face paints, a frayed skipping rope and 
some broken sunglasses. 
Under no circumstances, however, am I allowed to get rid of any of the following; a radio-controlled car, in three 
pieces, which last worked in 1989; a pot of dirty, dehydrated lumps of Plasticine; two unfrayed skipping ropes; a 
half-used pack of `Big Shot' caps. for a cap gun, a broken clockwork spider; two broken torches; a bag of 
marbles and some 53 crayons of varying lengths. 




vii) Saved to floppy disc, Saturday 9-11-02 
... because "the topic of children and geography deserves much more attention by geographers than it has bee 
given so far" (S. James 1991: 271); 
... 
"to craft a new form of human-geographical inquiry open to the circumstances and to the voices of `other' peopl 
in `other' places: a new geography determined to overcome that neglect of 'others' which has characterised muc 
eographical endeavour to date" (Philo 1992: 199). 
reasons which matter to me, which I've seldom heard fellow researchers discuss: 
... because encountering `children' is often a full-on, messy, stressful, chaotic, cool, fun, noisy, confusing, bewildering encounter, which profoundly challenges many `grown up' norms and ways of being/knowing (including 
academic norms and ways of being/knowing); 
... "entangled in these wholehearted projects... [is] there also some element of - this interests me, because it i bout me? I do it, because I am it? " (Riley 1997: 24). That is... because working with children prompts a great deal 
of reflexive thinking about oneself.. particularly in terms of one's own `adulthood' (what is `adult' about me, an 
when and why did it come about? What is `childish' about them, and when and why did I stop having/doing it? )... 
and the essentialist categories with which we define ourselves... and the implications of this in thinking through, for 
xample, issues of positionality and identity. I find this reflexive impulse is particularly heightened when engaging 
with children rather similar to one's (past) self. Researchers seem rather reluctant to own up to this (which i 
isappointing since many researchers do - wilfully or not - often research with children who are rather like their 
past) selves); 
... because 
focusing on 'children' enables exploration of broader societal formations of which children (together with 
adults) are importantly part - peer groups, friendship groupings, families, households, neighbourhoods, suburbs, 
cultures; 
... 
because many aspects of children's are precisely those parts of the world which are overwritten an d 
verburdened by grown up, including academic, discourses, so studying children in situ provides a means o 
pinking through and/or critiquing a whole raft of grown up/academic knowledges; 
because children's geographies can seem surreal, messy, bewildering to grown ups: they can sometimes fee 
ike an antithesis to academic understandings, and thus can be mobilised in critique of those academic 
inderstandings and abstractions; 
... because children's 
`cultures' and `cultural products' are exemplary - in extremis - of the sorts of `cultures' an 
cultural products' which are overlooked and disdained by academia and posterity. 
... 
the capacity of the admission `t was a child once' to undercut one's own claims to grown up, including academic, 
uthority. 
XXIII 
viii) Research notebook, Friday 31-5-02 
995, It seems a long time ago now... but I remember, on first arriving at university, being profoundly excited by 
he prospect of exploring the university library. Libraries have always been dear to me, in different ways, 
hroughout my life. But this was something new entirely. Truthfully, dork that I am, it gave me a bit of a buzz to 
inticipate it. The university library would, so I imagined, be a portal to knowledge: every book I'd ever wanted to 
ead, and a book on every subject I'd ever wanted to read about, and then some. I even wrote down a list of 
hings to look up on the library catalogue, and on the academic journal database. There was loads that interested 
ne; loads to took up; loads of questions to be answered; loads of stuff that I cared about that I wanted to read 
academics write about. 
t was with really heartfelt disappointment then, that I discovered that pretty much everything I was interested in - 
all the TV programmes I had ever watched, all the music I had ever cared about, most of the books I had ever 
read, all the food I ate, all the films and art and magazines and 20th century bits and pieces that I really gave a 
iamn about, everything I'd ever been involved with over my life, everything I'd ever been curious about, 
everywhere I'd ever lived - was seemingly absent. Whole swathes of my life, and the lives of lots of people 
now, were just not there, there and then. In 1995, l had to look backwards, or dig deep for scraps of 
, ontemporary academic writing about all the stuff that really mattered to me. And that really got me down. 
daydreamed that someday I would have to start filling those gaps. 
ix) Saved to floppy disc, Tuesday 6-05-03 
I've been thinking a lot about `popular culture', and why it is I feel compelled to write about it. 
Its not a tactic to wind people up, or a bit of fun. 
Its not bitterness that so much of my (cultural) life is just absent from academic writing. Although I won't deny 
that. "I'd like to think my memories count for somethingr' (Klosterman 2002: 5). 
Its not just a desire to stick up for the lowbrow, the mass-produced, the populist, the critically unacclaimed.. 
Although I won't deny that either: I believe that everything is worthy of at least some academic attention, and 
am, after all, an unwitting arch-finder-of-profundity-in-the-critically-unacclaimed, in so many areas of life., 
constitutionally, a mushy peas, cheese on toast, cup of tea, Vimto kind of guy. 
Its not just an impulse to rail against an elitist status quo. Although I do feel that. Because still, "to judge from the 
published record, geographers emerge as being profoundly elitist in their interests, with a derogatory view of the 
'mass' media and thus its `mass' audience" (Burgess and Gold 1985: 15). 
Rather, I've come to see this as the beginnings of something more ambitious, more forward, more self-confident 
more of an antithesis to what's already out there, academically; something that I'll figure out eventually. A more 
sustained thinking through - something like "a low culture manifesto" (Klosterman 2003: 1) - of the ways in whicl 
engaging/practicing `popular culture' might enable a (re)thinking through of many aspects of everyday life and/o 
Social Science and/or geography... "my method, if there is one, is to try and treat Historical events as culture 
happenstances and cultural happenstances as Historical events - or to let the terms of one fade into those of the 
other" (G. Marcus 1995: 6). 
XXIV 
x) Research notebook, 27-02-03 
I remember... after my parents moved house, 1998 (moving out of the house and the shabby old 1960s" 
ptimistic-aspirational-suburbia-turned-sour Midlands neighbourhood where I'd spent the first 20 years of m 
life... where I'd walked to school day on day, year on year, where I grew up, where every cliched disaffected 
lameboy coming-of-age melodrama was played out)... realising, sadly, that I had no photos at all - no trace 
whatsoever, in fact - of the milieu where I'd spent most of days of my life, up to that point. The milieu where, 
walking to school day on day, growing up year on year, hanging out, playing, going through all the cliche 
coming-of-age type moments... Absolutely no trace of it. Only memories. 
xi) Saved to floppy disc, 27-08-03 
"[her book] is arguably brilliant, but [she] never reminded me of anyone I ever hung out with" (Klosterman 2002: 
4) 
That's something which is at the heart of all this: the way in which, having spent 3 years reading, reading, reading 
definitely brilliant and important - Social Scientific literatures about 'children's geographies' and `geographies o 
childhood', I've actually found very little which reminds me of me (then or now), or `anyone I ever hung out with... 
r which affects me, in some sense; which makes me sit up and say `aww.. yes! That's it... that's what it was like 
to be me as a child' or `aww.. yes! That's it... that's what it was like to be me researching with children'. Part o 
that is because much of the contemporary work that I look up to is about rural childhoods, or historical 
childhoods, or childhoods-which-were-contemporary-at-the-time-of-research-but-feel-like-the-past-now, o 
hildhoods in milieu which are very different to the "dour consistency... pristine it is not/ Nor is it proud or 
ostentatious" (Stavonina 2003) world of the West Midlands in the late twentieth century. I can only think of three 
exceptions: Morris-Roberts 2001, T. Skelton 2001; J. Swain 2002. And that's despite "a pro-urban bias i 
hildhood research" (Tucker 2000.1), which has produced a disproportionate number of studies of childhood 
industrial towns in the English Midlands, not a million miles from the sites of my own childhood milieu. So I'm no 
hining that `anyone I ever hung out with' is absent from these literatures.. rather, I'm expressing a concern 
bout the lack of recognition and feeling I get from reading the manifold academic accounts which are all about 
`anyone I ever hung out with. Its an issue, I think, about the sorts of questions that are asked, the methods use 
to ask those questions, and re-presentations of research/research participants on the page. 
xxv 
xii) A card sent to me by a friend, January 2002 
LIFE 
Fig. 4 `LIFE' - Detail of a greetings card, © Edward Monkton 2002 
XXVI 
xiii) Notes written on the back of the card shown in fig. 4, January 2002 
ESS... ie 
the messiness/non-linearity of thinking, of doing a thesis 
the messiness/non-linearity of life... 
.. 
in a general, theoretical sense... the frequent impossibility of extracting neat linear accounts about the world 
he fraudulence of neat linear stories: "things don't just happen, they have reasons. And the reasons havE 
easons. And then the things that happen make other things happen. Nothing moves forward in a straight line 
4othing is straightforward"... "Things don't just happen do they? They have effects. And the effects and the 
effects of the effects have effects. And then the effects of the things that happen make other things happen, sc 
he effects of the effects become reasons. Nothing moves forward in a straight line. Nothing is straightforward' 
K. Brooks 2002: 24,61). 
.. and in a personal, emotional, experienced 
sense (I do feel bewildered/lost like that about rr, 
academic/personal) life: I don't feel like a well-rounded `grown up', although I feel like I should by now; I don 
eel like an erudite academic, although I feel like I should by now; how did I get here, and where am I going 
\nd so on and so on). 
suppose MESS is central to `where I'm at`, in two senses. 
=firstly, my `work' is a product of my anxiety when confronted with the many overly neat academic accounts o 
hings which interest/concern me. This cuts two ways. On one hand, rigorous, self-assured `policy relevant' 
proper Social Research gives me the fear: metaphorically (and sometimes literally) I'm the one at the back o 
he conference room wishing I wasn't too bashful to speak up, to assert that "- I enjoyed you paper, and I agree 
vith you entirely... but - these seem to me to be overly straightforward answers to utterly perplexing questions 
Ehe world is more complex and bewildering. Why the urge to pin it all down in the most rational way? " etc etc 
?n the other hand, conversely self-assured statements of avant-garde theory give me the fear too 
netaphorically (and sometimes literally) I'm the one at the back of the conference room wishing I wasn't too 
)ashful to speak up, to assert that "I really loved you paper, and it opened up a lot of ideas for me, and I agree 
vith you entirely... but -I wish you would've acknowledged and thought through the nitty gritty messiness of 
? veryday lives. Why the urge to perpetual abstraction? " 
econdly, because I'd say I'm very bewildered, self-doubtful, faltering and fretful within the realm of academia inI 
rhich I find myself. And I don't say that in a self-deprecating way; not totally anyway. Rather, I write from ä 
esire to find a way of being, and doing academic research and writing which works from and with that: 
MESSY, bewildered, self-doubtful, faltering and fretful" enquiry and theory! 
XXVII 
xiv) Notes, repeatedly scribbled to myself on multiple post-it notes, inserted on pages of my research 
notebook. Especially on pages full of the densest thinking and notes on the most abstract, outre texts. An 






xv) A phrase, which recurs a lot throughout my research notebook, or scribbled in the margins of photocopied 
papers: CAKE/JELLY 
Research notebook, 11-08-03 
41*11 
AKE/JELLY. Its a metaphor, which I've been trying to articulate and/or find an opportunity to use.., for an idea 
which is really pretty central to my thesis. What I'm thinking, whenever I write CAKE/JELLY is... 
Social Scientific research about children often talks - explicitly or implicitly - in terms of ingredients: "stirring 
some additional ingredients into the mix" (Philo 1992: 193). The same is true of much Social Scientific 
research advocating a turn to hitherto overlooked/marginal topics (not least: children, everyday life, culture, 
popular culture, consumption): they're framed as straightforwardly additive projects; that is, the more 
ingredients you add, the bigger/better `cake' you can make; the more previously overlooked topics you `stir into 
the mix' of academic endeavour, the bigger/better the academic cake you make. 
I insist on thinking about it in terms of a different sort of dessert: pineapple jelly... 
[Culinary interlude: if you add fresh pineapple chunks to jelly, the pineapple juice corrodes the jelly, breaks 
down its structure, reduces it to a messy slurry. The more chunks you add, the more mess it makes. The only 
way to avoid this is to use tinned, Ultra-Heat Treated pineapple chunks]. 
That is, the more `chunks' of hitherto overlooked subject matter you `stir in', the more it unsettles/makes a 
mess of the pre-existent structure of knowledges/assumptions you started with. The more you think about 
=other' figures and places, the more mess you can get into... In a good way. Messy fruitfulness. Fruitful 
messiness. Unless of course you homogenous and neutralise the `chunks' (like UHT-ing pineapple chunks) to 
the point that they fit unproblematically into your pre-existing frame. 
xxix 
Chapter 1 
`Children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption': three foundations 
Fig. 5 Horton's desk, circa 1999 
1. `children's everyday popular consumption': three foundations 
"I remain dedicated to exploring the possibility of a critical populism, which can account for both ordinary 
people's everyday culture, and its material construction beyond the immediate comprehension and control 
of ordinary people. That can only be achieved if certain artificial barriers between schools of thought are broken down" (McGuigan 1992: 5) 
This thesis is a product and part of my ongoing and only-just-begun attempts to explore the 
possibility of such a `critical populism', with particular reference to the contemporary `everyday 
culture' and geographies of British children (Horton 2001,2002,2003, forthcoming a, forthcoming 
b). As a part of this exploration, it takes as its central concern a subject which I, along with other 
interested Social Scientists (Kline 1993, Seiter 1993, Mayall 1994, Fleming 1996, Cross 1997, 
Kincheloe and Steinberg 1997, Walkerdine 1997, Zipes 2001, Mitchell and Reid-Walsh 2002), have 
come to know as `children's everyday popular cultural consumption''. This is a (rather 
unsatisfactory) shorthand for the "shared repository of commercials, television programmes, movies 
and music... books... and mass-market commodities [which] are woven into the fabric of [many] 
children's lives" (Seiter 1998: 297), and the things done with these mass-produced and/or mass- 
media-tised things as they "descend on children from another world, the world of adults (Wollen 
1979: 52). 
Thinking through `children's everyday popular cultural consumption', and pre-existent Social 
Scientific approaches to it, the thesis draws upon in-depth qualitative research conducted in the 
English West Midlands during 2000/01. It re-presents a succession of encounters with research 
participants who, there and then, were closely engaged with the `popular cultural' phenomenon of 
the moment. As such it is cohered around discussion of each of the four key `popular cultural' 
phenomena, amongst research participants, of 2000/01 in chronological order: the pop group S 
Club 7; the book Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire; `Pokemon'; and `microscooters'. Through 
these empirically informed contemplations, an increasingly complex apprehension of `popular 
cultural consumption' - an issue which has been sidestepped by, or which has explicitly troubled, 
most pre-existent accounts of `children's popular culture'2 (Bryant and Anderson 1983, Buckingham 
1991, Brown et al 1993, Reid-Walsh 1993, Mitchell and Reid-Walsh 1995,1996, R. Cox 1996, Rand 
1998, Horton forthcoming b) - is elaborated. 
11 emphasise that this is absolutely not (intended as) a denial of the significance of cultural 'production'. Rather, this is a 
heuristic move, and just one cut across a much bigger question (cf Hall 1980, Harrington and Bielby 2000, Deacon 2003). 
2 This is in marked contrast to the way in which the 'production' of `children's popular culture' has in many ways been 
exhaustively and comprehensively written (for example: Murdock 1994, Houlton and Short 1995, Horton 2003, Horton 
forthcoming a, Thrift forthcoming). It is somehow easier to draw neat declarative lines of cause and effect with confidence 
when considering how popular cultural products are made (available) via the machinations and institutions of the `popular 
cultural' industries, not least because there is considerable pre-existent material for guidance (for example: on popular 
culture generally see Mosco 1996; on television see Murdock (1994), Crisell (1997), Strinati (2000a); on film see Gomery 
(1985); on literature see Mackey (1998)). It is because of this imbalance in understanding and consideration that I have 
devoted this thesis to thinking through the question of `popular cultural consumption'. I remain committed to researching 
salient areas of `popular cultural production' too, and see a continuation of work in this direction as an important task. 
2 
This chapter introduces and contextualises this endeavour, developing three foundational 
anxieties: 3 a concern that `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is worthy of much more 
Social Scientific4 - particularly Human Geographical - attention, thought and enquiry than has 
hitherto been the case; a concern that the handful of bodies of Social Scientific work which do 
address this subject have still-vital things to say, but are too often overlooked; and yet also a 
concern that these still-vital bodies of work must be rethought and complexified in the light of more 
recent, and more abstract, radically deconstructive lines of critique. To this end, this chapter 
reviews, and positions the thesis in relation to, three salient, pre-existent sets of Social Scientific 
work. Firstly, the thesis is aligned with five significant, ongoing Anglo-American Social Scientific 
`turns' of concern and enthusiasm, through which demands for new research into the hitherto 
neglected topics of `childhood', `the everyday', `culture', `popular culture', and `consumption' have 
been articulated. Secondly, the thesis is located in relation to four long-standing bodies of Social 
Scientific work which, at the confluence of these `turns', have directly attended to 'children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption', respectively foregrounding its material cultural, ideological, 
sociological, and economic import. The continued importance of these issues is stressed, but a 
number of frustrations with these bodies of work, individually and collectively, are also highlighted. 
Thirdly, the thesis is also situated as sympathetic to five more recent, emergent post-structural 
literatures which demand a rupture from the previous two bodies of work, placing each of the 
notions of `childhood', `the everyday', `culture', `popular culture', and `consumption' (and thus 
research and discourses predicated upon them, individually or collectively) under erasure, asserting 
that they are utterly problematic, limited, limiting, increasingly less-than-useful, and unsustainable 
essentialist fictions. Through these three reviews5, the thesis thus emerges as a plea, and an 
3 Note of the structure/style of this Introductory chapter, #1: colons/semi-colons. In this thesis, and particularly in this 
chapter, I have frequently found myself writing in incredibly long, list-like sentences (with many colons, semi-colons, 
numbered points and footnotes). I acknowledge that this is probably quite wearing for many readers, but there is a point to 
this writing style, which is actually part and parcel of the thesis, conceptually and methodologically. I have found the act of 
writing exhaustingly long, endlessly bifurcating sentences instructive in developing the substance and raison d'etre of the 
thesis. Each sentence (and indeed, the assemblage of all these sentences) might be read as an - increasingly intense and 
overwhelming - attempt to log all of the things that matter in relation to a particular point or issue. Within each of these epic 
sentences there is thus a gradual accumulation of multiplicity, with each successive juxtaposed moment clarifying, 
complexifying, qualifying or compounding all other moments. This strategy is essentially what the thesis is: it operates at all 
levels of the thesis, from individual sentences to the overall thesis structure itself (cf footnote 5, below). 
4 Throughout this thesis, I have come to use the (capitalised) term 'Social Science' as a caricatured catch-all term for the 
pre-existent academic, Disciplinary, 'Establishment' research community which refers to itself by that name. Likewise, I use 
'Human Geography' to denote a particular pre-existent academic, Disciplinary, 'Establishment' formation within `Social 
Science'. There is, of course, a certain criticism implicit in such capitalisation (Lemert 2003), but I am inescapably a Social 
Scientist writing a Human Geography thesis. Wherever I repeatedly make statements referring to, or broadly resonant with, 
Social Science in this thesis, my primary personal enthusiasm and standpoint is very much in and of Human Geography. 
5 Note of the structure/style of this Introductory chapter, #2: juxtapositions. When writing this chapter, I came to think of, 
and use it as a diagram or map: an increasingly complex, increasingly dense, increasingly overlain sketch of a lot of things 
that matter to me (in this, the peculiar context of writing this particular thesis, at least). A strategy of juxtaposition came to 
be central to writing the chapter (and, to some extent thus, to developing the sense of what matters to me which underlies 
the thesis, conceptually and methodologically): because I insist that many questions/considerations/issues matter (or ought 
to matter), all-at-once. Indeed, this chapter might be read in a similar way to the juxtaposed fragments of the Preface: 
through the juxtaposition of Sections (and sub-sections, and sub-sub-sections, and points within sub-sub-sections, etc) in 
this chapter, the broad context for this thesis is slowly pulled together, and gradually introduced. A broad, open, planar map 
of where I'm at, and what matters to me thus gradually sediments out. It was/is within the very broadly open-ended milieu 
that I conducted doctoral research and wrote this thesis, and indeed continue to think/work. Through my doctoral 
research/thesis I have addressed some of the many questions/considerations/issues marked out in this chapter more 
successfully than others. I directly address the methodological open-endedness which was part and parcel of this, in 
Chapter 2, and subsequent key successes/limitations in relation to the research questions that (in effect) emerged, in 
Chapter 6. 
3 
attempt, to take seriously both the aims and themes of the first two of these bodies of work, and 
simultaneously the radically anti-essentialist criticality of the third. 
1 .1 Social Scientific `turns'... 
Why then, might a Human Geographer write a thesis about 'children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' in 2002/2003? Approaching this question, and as a first foundation, this section re- 
presents a demand for new Social Scientific research into `childhood' and `the everyday and 
'culture' and `popular culture' and `consumption'. It proceeds via a review/sketch of five broad 
parallel, related post-war `turns' of Social Scientific enthusiasm and enquiry towards `childhood', 
towards `the everyday', towards `culture', towards 'popular culture', and towards `consumption'. 
Contemplating each of these 'turns' in turn6, the ways in which each of these topics should be 
understood to matter - and perhaps matter more than ever - in the context of contemporary Social 
Scientific enquiry are outlined. It is into this demand, that this thesis is written. 
towards childhood 
Already implicit in a thesis about `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is a conviction 
that `childhood' matters profoundly, is inherently interesting, and is worthy of much more academic 
attention than has yet been the case. As such this thesis is aligned with, and a part of, the recent 
emergence of a much heralded `New Social Studies of Childhood' (Morrow and Richards 1996, 
Prout and James 1990,1997, Qvotrup 1994, Jenks 1996, Corsaro 1997, A. James et al 1998, 
Mayall 2002), in and after which many Human Geographers have taken childhood? as a central 
concern of their research (Aitken 1994, Matthews and Limb 1999, Holloway and Valentine 2000a, 
McKendrick 2000, Aitken 2001 a). The motive concerns in and of this Social Scientific turn8 towards 
childhood might be caricatured as fivefold. 
Firstly, there is a concern - in continued response to demands emergent from second wave 
feminism (Eisenstein 1979, Ehlstain 1981, Firestone 1992, Millett 1992) - to move on from, and 
unsettle, Academia's `traditional' epistemological, methodological and moral centre (supposedly 
`objective', but actually predominantly white, heterosexist, middle-aged, middle class, male), and its 
6 Note of the structure/style of this Introductory chapter, #3: repetition. A repetitive style is a key feature of this review (and 
indeed all of the reviews in this chapter). The repetition of textual form in discussions of different issues was quite 
deliberate and serves two functions: (i) as a metaphor for the parallel and mantra-like repetition of arguments, tropes, ideas 
and debates in ostensibly discrete fields (and thus as a means of making/demanding new connections between schools of 
thought which ought not be so separated); and (ii) as a means - again - of gradually accreting an argument through 
juxtaposition (in this case of the parallels and differences between schools of thought), with each repetition compounding all 
the others. 
7 In this context, for reasons closely related to institutional and organisational arrangements and projects (Prout 2001), 
'childhood' has come - even if only pragmatically - to be widely understood as 'under 16 years of age'. This is, as I make 
clear in the following pages, more-than-problematic. Likewise, the categories of 'the everyday', 'culture', 'popular culture' 
and 'consumption' which are flagged in the first part of this chapter will also be profoundly contested as the chapter, and the 
thesis, unfolds. 
8 Parallel 'turns' toward childhood can be traced through the disciplines of Sociology (Ambert 1986), Anthropology 
(V. Caputo 1995), Urban Planning (Southworth and Bannerjee 1990), Environmental Psychology (Spencer 1987), 
Landscape Studies (C. Marcus 1978), and Literary Studies (Chawla 1994), as well as Human Geography (Hill and 
Michelson 1981, Hart 1984). 
4 
pre-existent 'truths' (supposedly necessary, ahistorical and universal, but actually partial, not least 
because of their embeddedness and collusion in patriarchy via their preoccupation with societies' 
male, wealthy, white elites, their public spaces and their exercise of high politics, government, 
statecraft etc) (D. Smith 1992, Keller 1992, G. Rose 1993). This has effected a turn of attention 
towards children, in a number of senses: as part of a corrective project to give voice to groups 
systematically silenced and marginalised by contemporary Social Science (and likewise 
disenfranchised within society more generally), of which children are exemplary (McDowell 1992); 
as part of an agenda to valorise experiences and geographies hitherto neglected by Social Science, 
in particular by attending to women's lives, restricted private milieu, and the unwaged labour of 
domesticity and motherhood in which children and women are often "clumped together" (Thorne 
2002: 251; Kuhn 1978, Hartmann 1981, Ferguson 1984, Rich 1992), spatially (Yeatman 1984, 
D. Smith 1987), discursively (Hartsock 1983, Hunter College Women's Studies Collective 1983, 
Jaggar 1983, Ortner and Whitehead 1989), and via a shared everyday disempowerment (Firestone 
1970, Chodorow 1978, Jardine and Blake 1980, Tivers 1985, D. Smith 1987, Alanen 1994, Oakley 
1994, G. Rose 1993 ch2); as part of the development of feminist Social Scientific standpoints, 
wherein "the `special' tie women have with children" (S. James 1990: 281) has been thought 
through; and as part of projects to uncover the bases of female marginalisation, through research 
into the production of gender and the learning of sexism during childhood, and the possibility of 
models of education and upbringing to correct this (Mulvey 1992, Westkott 1992). 
Secondly, there is a concern - in continued response to the range of philosophical and cultural 
endeavours bracketed as `Postmodern' - to activate, through Social Scientific enquiry, a "pluralistic 
`democratic' spirit that celebrates the loss of authority, and especially that of the intellectual elite" 
and a celebration of "knowledge... of local terrains, with a tolerance of variety and diversity of 
narratives" (Pile and Rose 1992: 125). This has effected many, many Social Scientific projects 
"[exhibiting] an openness to viewing the world through different windows" (Cloke and Jones 
forthcoming). In practice, this has generally taken the form of a commitment to "stirring some 
additional ingredients into the mix... through conducting new enquiries into the situations... of 
`other'... peoples, and also through deploying `other' philosophical and methodological devices in 
the process", particularly via research "recovering the geographies of 'other' human groupings - the 
geographies of peoples other than white, middle-class, middle-aged, able-bodied, sound-minded, 
heterosexual men" (Philo 1992: 193). Children are one such `other' group to whom Social Scientists 
have increasingly and enthusiastically turned on precisely these grounds (Sibley 1991) 
Thirdly, there is a concern - quickened by a shifting context of policy (UNICEF 1989, HMSO 1989, 
Riches 1991, K. Clarke et al 1994,1996, O'Neill 1994, Taylor 2000) and juridicial precedent (King 
and Piper 1995, Barton and Douglas 1995, Masson 2000, McMahon and Payne 2001), a general 
demand for `inclusionary' policy-making and research practice (Qvortrup 1997, Pole et al 1999, 
Woodhead and Faulkner 2000), interventions by Children's Rights campaigners (Cockburn 1998, 
Woolley et al 1999, Danilels and Jenkins 2000), and arguably the changing situation of 
contemporary children (Mayall 2002) - "that children be given the opportunity to contribute to 
decision-making about their future interests,... [and] an ethical imperative that children have a basic 
right to be heard" (Lloyd-Smith and Tarr 2000: 60). This has effected the development of manifold 
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`child-centred' approaches in diverse contexts which have, in turn been influential in fostering an 
academic context "which attempts to take children seriously as they experience their lives in the 
here and now as children" (Morrow and Richards 1996: 92), increasingly approaching them as 
agentic "persons in their own right" (Prout 2001: 193): that is, as competent, expert, fully- 
participating, "able, willing and reliable contributors" (Willow and Dugdale 2000: 1), "active in the 
construction and determination of their own social lives, the lives of those around them and the 
societies in which they live... not just the passive subjects of social structures and processes" (Prout 
and James 1990: 8). In this context there has been widespread experimentation with a diverse 
array of methods which share in common assumption that proximal, mutual qualitative relationships 
between researchers and children are helpful in apprehending a child-centred view of things 
(S. Punch 2002a). 
Fourthly, there is a concern - part of a broader Social Scientific concern' to re-engage with 
"important and good things in some of the older literature that is being too quickly just... overlooked" 
(Philo 1997: 1) - to re-state keenly salient issues in older, too-often overlooked, Social Scientific 
literatures about childhood (Sibley 1991, S. James 1991, Winchester 1991). In the Human 
Geographical context, this has proceeded in three directions. On one hand there has been a re- 
engagement with diverse pre-existent research - latterly figured as an endeavour to map the 
`geographies of childhood' - which was variously concerned with and by "questions about structure 
(structural determinations of action, ones external to and beyond the control of children 
themselves)" (Philo 1997: 3). On the other hand, conversely, there has also been a re-engagement 
with diverse work - latterly grouped as an endeavour to apprehend 'children's geographies' - 
concerned, in various ways, with "internal realms of cognition, interpretation and meaning, and... 
thereby... questions about a enc (about children's creative insights into and responses to what is 
around them)" (Philo 1997: 3), around the insight that children are "a cohort in the population whose 
relationship to the environment is fundamentally different to that of all others" (Hill and Michelson 
1981: 194-195). And thirdly there has been a cross-disciplinary re-engagement with the earlier work 
of sociologists, social anthropologists and social historians: "a store of conceptual and substantive 
work which can illuminate the spaces of childhood (even if the scholars involved would probably not 
speak of `spaces' in this way)" (Philo 2000b: 246). 
Fifthly, there is perhaps a sense that, here and now, childhood matters more than ever, that there 
are just more things - and more new things - to be said, debated and panicked about childhood, and 
its place in the contemporary social, cultural, economic, and imaginary scene, than ever before 
(Valentine 1996a, Scott et al 1998, R. Smith 2000, G. Wood 2000, Hope 2001). 
So, summing up, there exists a compelling politicised demand, philosophical rationale and 
methodological agenda for new Social Scientific work on long-standing questions about childhood. 
In this context, research on `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is thus timely. 
... towards 
the everyday 
A second premise of a thesis about `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is a 
conviction that `the everyday' - by which I mean to evoke that mundane, taken-for-granted, trivial, 
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happenstance, humdrum, banal, barely-if-at-all-said "milieu where, commuting to work, doing one's 
job in the home or the factory or the office or the mall, going to the movies, buying groceries, buying 
records, watching television, making love, having conversations, not having conversations, or 
making lists of what to do next, people actually [live]" (G. Marcus 1989: 3); or perhaps "that which 
does not get recorded in the History made up of important `events" (Attfield 2000: 50) - matters 
profoundly, is inherently interesting and is worthy of much more academic thought, study and 
exploration than has hitherto been the case. This is a demand, consonant with motives of the 
previously discussed `turn' to childhood, to acknowledge that "the ordinary... - what we all do, what 
we take part in... our everyday processes of making meanings and making sense of the world... the 
routine activities and control of ordinary people as they go about their day-to-day lives" (MacKay 
1997: 7) - matters. As such this thesis is aligned with, and a part of, an ongoing resurgence of 
Social Scientific enthusiasm for research into the everyday, "to grasp contemporary forms of 
subjectivity and the actual conditions under which people live" (Hall 1988: 243). Through this 
enthusiasm manifold aspects of "the forms of life we routinely consider unremarkable and thus take 
for granted... the routine or rhythms of occupations, relationships and residences" of people of all 
ages (Chaney 2002: 10), have been foregrounded in Social Scientific literatures (Fiske 1992b, 
Drotner 1994, Spacks 1995, Gardiner 2000, Highmore 2002): sometimes as "a slap in the face" to 
`proper' academic concerns (McRobbie 1991: ix); sometimes as a more subtly corrective "attempt 
to make visible the previously invisible" (Coupland 1996: 3). 
This `turn' has found expression throughout contemporary Human Geography, through a number of 
related imperatives which have come to be the implicit starting point of a great deal of research, and 
which might be sketched as follows: a desire to attend to the "lay discourses" (O. Jones 1995) of "all 
manner of everyday (dare I say non-academic? ) people in all sorts of everyday circumstances" 
(Murdoch and Pratt 1993: 434); a realisation "that all manner of insights about the workings of 
human society can best be found, not from the most obvious sources comprising or recording the 
seeming economic, political or social core of a given people's world, but from sources which on first 
glance may seem quite marginal, peripheral, insignificant and even esoteric... [the] `bits and pieces' 
of human life" (Philo 1994: 1-2); and a broader concern with "the unquestioned background to our 
lives" as the interface between "structures of society" and agentic "biographies of individuals", that is 
where "we both create and are created by society" (Eyles 1989: 103). These imperatives have been 
put into practice via research into all manner of quotidian geographies present and past, as well as 
a re-engagement with earlier, readily overlooked, Social Scientific work approaching the everyday. 
As the everyday has come to be an accent on much new Human Geographical research, so there 
has also been a turn towards more qualitative, creative, affective endeavours with which to engage 
everyday places and people more keenly (for a diverse illustrative snapshot - including several new 
studies of children's everyday geographies - see the essays collected in Dwyer and Limb (2001)). 
So, secondly, there exists a compelling demand and methodological agenda for new Social 
Scientific approaches to the somewhat overlooked milieu of the everyday. In this context, research 
on `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is thus timely. 
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... towards culture 
A third implicit premise of a thesis about `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is that 
the parts of everyday lives routinely described as 'cultural' matter profoundly, are inherently 
interesting and are worthy of much more academic attention than has yet been the case. As such, 
this thesis is aligned with, and a part of, a much-heralded and endlessly discussed post-war `cultural 
turn' throughout the Social Sciences (neatly summarised in du Gay 1997, Gray and McGuigan 
1997, Murdock 1997, for example), including Human Geography (anthologised in Philo 1991; 
substantially summarised in McDowell 1994, Johnston 1997, for example). This, however, is a 
statement which always already requires two clarificatory qualifications: firstly I need to distance 
myself from some of the connotative baggage which the word `culture' carries (I dislike and take 
issue with the idea of `visiting exotic/'other' cultures', and the rhetoric of `a culture' as something 
essential of blood and soil to be fought over, and the notion of being '(un)cultured'); and secondly I 
must assert that this `cultural turn' is not an academic turn to a hitherto overlooked subject of 
`culture', as such. Indeed, the long-running scholarly traditions of Anthropology, American 
Cultural/Landscape Geography (cf Cosgrove 1994), and Cultural Criticism (cf McGuigan 1992, 
Milner 1994) each explicitly take `culture' as their core concern, and each preceded the 'cultural 
turn' by a century or more. Rather, the `cultural turn' might be understood as a diversity of work by 
Social Scientists - particularly with/in British cultural studies (Hall 1992) - since the late 1970s 
concerned to critique and move on from the prototypical accounts of `culture' bequeathed and 
assumed by these much earlier traditions, along two related lines (Storey 1996): on one hand a 
critique - particularly ranged against the Anthropological and Landscape traditions - of the way in 
which `culture' has often been essentialised as an unproblematic, isolable, superorganic and prior 
thing in and of itself, or a place to be visited; and on the other hand a critique - particularly ranged 
against Cultural Criticism and its legacies, and also the canon of texts and activities legitimised as 
`cultured' by this tradition - of the notion of `culture' as something that can be possessed. From 
these critiques has emerged a body of work concerned to develop a new understanding of `culture' 
which, in opposition to these earlier traditions, begins from the position that `culture' is something 
which is done, and thus refuses judgementalism, and emphasises the pluralistic and vital practices 
of culture in situ: culture-as-practice; culture as "the whole range of practices and representations 
through which a social group's reality (or realities) is constructed and maintained" (Jenks 1993: 3); 
that is, as all of "the forms through which people make sense of their lives, [encompassing] the 
everyday and the esoteric, the mundane and the elevated, the ridiculous and the sublime" (Rosaldo 
1992: 26). I understand the `cultural turn' as a new sensitivity to culture-as-practice. That is the 
sense in which I use `culture', and `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. 
So this thesis is written in the context of the many challenges and excitements emergent from the 
Social Scientific/Human Geographical `cultural turn'. The key problematics emergent from this 
"dense forest of theoretical perspectives and analytical applications" (Gray and McGuigan 1997: xv) 
might be summarised, minimally, as follows (Hall 1992): (i) a desire to critique and move on from 
the conservatism and essentialisms of pre-existent Social Scientific approaches to `culture'; (ii) a 
need to foreground, and think through cultures-as-practice; (iii) a project to attend to cultures-as- 
practice - and their attendant representations, texts, meanings, subcultures and styles - overlooked 
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or disparaged by earlier academic approaches to `culture'; (iv) parallel lines of enquiry into cultural 
`production' on one hand, and cultural `consumption' on the other; (v) parallel lines of enquiry the 
`structuralism' (emphasising the structural determinants of cultural action) and 'culturalism' 
(emphasising the creativity and agency afforded by `culture') of culture-as-practice; (vi) the unveiling 
of hitherto unacknowledged cultures-as-practice inherent in ostensibly 'harder' domains of the 
Social, Economic, and Political; (vii) to think through ongoing and unprecedented transformations 
through which cultural practices have arguably become increasingly important in the contemporary 
world and central to everyday life. This thesis can be read as some sort of a faltering attempt to 
respond to some or all of the above, with reference to `children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption'. 
... towards Popular Culture 
Another starting-conviction of a thesis about `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is 
that those cultural practices and products routinely described as `popular cultural' - that "variety of 
entertainments made available as a broad social appeal, usually reinforced by strong advertising 
campaigns, to anonymous audiences, who consume performance as commodities" (Chaney 2002: 
169) - matter profoundly and warrant more academic attention has ever been the case. As such, 
this thesis is aligned with, and a part of, something of a Social Scientific `turn' - part and parcel of 
the `cultural turn' - towards `popular culture' (Willis 1978,1990, Open University 1982, Day 1990, 
Easthope 1991, Dahlgren 1992, Strinati and Wagg 1992, (. Davies 1995, Storey 1996a). 
This thesis begins from a criticism salient to Human Geography, and Social Science more 
generally: that "geographers have traditionally paid scant attention to popular culture, preferring to 
dwell on high cultural artefacts which fell within a retarded definition of what constituted the arts. 
While this is not a new criticism I feel that it is one that requires reiteration. I contend that popular 
culture remains stigmatised, a residual category existing as high culture's Other: mere 
entertainment too ephemeral and superficial to be worthy of scholarly attention" (Wall 2000: 77). To 
take this contention seriously is to deepen and further the convictions of the `cultural turn'. It is a 
statement which might demand a number of commitments: to acknowledge and move on from 
(what might be seen as) the self-aggrandising, class-interested, gendered snobbery undergirding 
the cultural Establishment and academic status quo; to correct an academic "tendency to either 
ignore the mass media entirely, or simply to gloss over its role", and an ignorance of, or 
unwillingness to work empirically with, "those who buy, read, watch, enjoy, worry about and are 
angered by the enormous range of media products they encounter in everyday life" (Burgess 1990: 
140); to assemble a body of work about the vast majority of cultural worlds and practices which lie 
outside the traditionally legitimated corpus of elite practices and canonical works; to rescue from 
condescension entire groups and spaces hitherto overlooked or disdained by the academic and 
cultural status quo as a result of their popular cultural fandom; to further the cultural turn's anti- 
essentialism relativism and pluralism, making plain that there are no secure moral evaluative 
positions from which to judge what is or isn't `culture', only "an unleashed democracy respectful 
neither of established authority nor of the artefacts which they have been taught to regard as 
constituting the basis of culture" (Bigsby 1973: 12); to provide texture to pre-existent accounts of 
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cultural lives, by beginning with the frequently irrational, arcane and uncanny everyday objects and 
practices involved in their constitution, of which popular culture provides numerous telling examples; 
to engage the `production' and `consumption' of popular culture; to practice a sort of self- 
deprecation of academic authority, "a deliberate... attempt by some... workers to position 
themselves as fans alongside those they are studying and thus to avoid the danger of speaking for 
them" (Fiske 1987: 250) and indeed often acknowledge them as much more expert on popular 
cultural matters than academics; to reclaim `popular culture' from the pessimistic predictions, 
evaluations, discourses and approaches of earlier critics, to highlight their blind spot to the 
oppositional, empowering, radicalising potential of new cultural forms and to foreground the 
creative, innovative things that can be done with or through `popular culture'; to show how much of 
the world is provided by popular cultural industries; "to take into account everything which was 
generally considered as essentially frivolous, anecdotal or meaningless" (Maffesoli 1989: 1). 
There thus exists a compelling demand for academic research approaching `popular culture', as 
worthy of study in its own right. Moreover, for a whole range of historically particular reasons (Rome 
1995) it is also argued that, here and now, 'popular culture' matters more than ever as "a whole 
series of cultural productions which find favour... in numbers which simply beggar historical 
comparison" (MacCabe 1986: 7). Popular cultural practices and forms are arguably of 
unprecedented importance in the constitution, conduct, signification and enchantment of many 
people's everyday lives and identities (Chamber 1986, Shirato 1993): indeed, it might be argued 
that, now more than ever the popular cultural industries "do not simply make commodities; they 
make available the repertoire of meanings through which the social world, including the world of 
commodities, is understood and acted upon" (Murdock 1997: 87); no less than "the memory banks 
of our times" (Morley and Robins 1995: 91). 
It is in these related contexts that research into `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is 
thus timely. 
.. and towards consumption. 
And fifthly, a thesis about 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is a statement that, in 
particular, cultural 'consumption' matters profoundly, is inherently interesting and is worthy of much 
academic attention than has yet been the case. As such the thesis is aligned with an ongoing 
resurgence of interest throughout the Social Sciences (not least through the preceding four 'turns') 
towards `consumption' (Hall 1980b, McCracken 1990, C. Campbell 1991, C. Clarke 1991, Mukerji 
and Schudson 1991, Glennie and Thrift 1992, Moores 1993, Cruz and Lewis 1994, 
Jackson and 
Thrift 1995, Miller 1995, Lury 1996, Storey 1996b), that is "the selection, purchase, use, 
maintenance, repair and disposal of any product or service" in all its permutations, and with all 
that 
entails (C. Campbell 1995: 102). 'Consumption' is held to constitute 
"the basis for a defining critique 
of modern and postmodern culture" (Silverstone 1994: 104) - whether 
that is conceived positively or 
negatively - in relation to contemporary urban 
landscapes and lifestyles (Kowinski 1985, 
Featherstone 1987, Morse 1990, Shields 1992, Zukin 1992,1995,1998, Goss 1993, 
O'Conner and 
Wynne 1996, D. Clarke 1997, Wynne and O'Conner 1998), and identities and social groupings 
(B. Martin 1981, Betz 1992, Mort 1996, Scott 1997). As such, `consumption' 
is recognisably 
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intertwined with contemporary `mass'/'popular culture' (Ritzer 1996, D. Clarke and Bradford 1998), 
and so the investigation of `consumption' has become a key mode of making, developing or taking 
seriously moves suggested by `the cultural turn', along a number of axes (Douglas and Isherwood 
1978, R. Williams 1982, Featherstone 1995, M. Crang 1998). The motives for this engagement with 
`consumption' might be characterised as follows: in order: (i) to correct the "productionist bias" of 
social science (Urry 1990: 277); (ii) to begin to engage with spaces and practices of consumption 
hitherto systematically excluded from mainstream Social Scientific attention as a result of this bias; 
(iii) to move away from approaches emphasising the structuring effects of production, "towards the 
rejection of a productivist vision of modernity, in favour of a... recognition that people's actions and 
experiences as consumers have an increasingly formative role to play in maintaining social life" 
(Miles and Paddison 1998: 814); (iv) to "[find] in consumption the basis for a defining critique of 
culture not as destructive but, on the contrary, as the source of much (if not all) that is creative both 
in the pointillism of everyday life and in the surrealism and hyperrealism of the mass media" 
(Silverstone 1994: 104); (v) to begin to explore the deeply personal, intangible, often ostensibly 
uncanny or irrational practice of everyday lives, and the 'informal', 'marginal' or 'oppositional' spaces 
of the world - in all of which `consumption' is frequently central - which have hitherto eluded the 
attention of Social Scientific research; (vi) to think through relationships between cultural 
'production' and `consumption' (Miles 1998a, Milller 1997b), that is, how "consumption produces 
production... first, because the production's object (the product) is only finally 'realised' when it is 
consumed... secondly, consumption produces production - by creating the need for more 
production" (Hall 1973: 21); (vii) to practice academic self-deprecation, acknowledging that Social 
Scientists (even those who would vocally dismiss the study of 'consumption', particularly popular 
cultural consumption, as `trivial') are `consumers' too, and spend significant amounts of time and 
money to participate in 'consumption'; (viii) to work towards more nuanced understandings of the 
complexities of `consumption' and of `consumers' themselves as "living, breathing complexes of 
subject positions with myriad concerns, concerns which spread outside consumption narrowly 
defined" (Jackson and Thrift 1995: 211); to think through the relationships between consumption 
and identity, via the really felt, lived experiences of contemporary lives (Featherstone 1982, 
Hochschild 1983, Turner 1984, Frank 1991, Langman 1992, Csordas 1994, Holbrook 1993, Falk 
1994, Warde 1994, Uusitalo 1996, Barbalet 1998, S. Brown 1998, Crossley 1998). This then, is a 
strong and thought-provoking case for new Social Scientific research approaching 'consumption'. 
Moreover, for historically particular reasons (Benson 1993) it is argued that, here and now, 
`consumption' matters more than ever (McCracken 1990, Featherstone 1991, M. Lee 1992, Lury 
1996, Edgell and Hetheringotn 1996, Miller 1997a), because of the development of capitalist 
consumer markets, demographic and economic trends conducive to consumer expenditure, and 
cultural norms geared to "an excremental ethic of obese consumption and non-utilitarian 
expenditure" (Larsen 2001: 65), in which "accumulation, or profusion, is evidently the most striking 
descriptive feature" (Baudrillard 1988: 30). In this context, new forms, fads, niches and fashions of 
`consumption, ' of unprecedented complexity and turnover, have been invented and made available, 
constituting "a world of niche markets tailored to suit specific socio-economic groups, through 
electronically mediated signs and images, spectacles and simulations" (Johnston 1997: 310). Thus 
'consumption' is arguably increasingly central to many everyday lives and landscapes: "at the core 
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of experience, at the heart of our capacity or incapacity to make sense of the world in which we live" 
(Silverstone 1999: ix). For "there are few, if any, moments of the day during which women and men 
are not in corporeal contact with commodities purchased by themselves or others" (Pred 1996: 13). 
Perhaps "we have reached the point where `consumption' has grasped the whole of life" (Baudrillard 
1988: 33). It is in these related contexts that research into `children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' is thus timely. 
So, these five academic `turns' of enthusiasm and enquiry constitute a demand for new Social 
Scientific research into `childhood' and `the everyday' and `culture' and `popular culture' and 
`consumption'. Collectively then, they might also be said to create an imperative for research into 
`children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. It is in this context that this thesis is written. The 
following section reviews, and locates the thesis in relation to, pre-existent Social Scientific research 
into `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. 
1.2 Pre-existent Social Scientific approaches to `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' 
As a second foundation, this section positions the thesis in relation to pre-existent Social Scientific 
work which, at the conflux of the `turns' outlined in the previous section, has already approached the 
question of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. It proceeds by reviewing four bodies 
of work which have been particularly long-running and influential in mapping this terrain, and which 
have importantly shaped the sorts of questions which are habitually asked about `children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption'. These are the bodies of work which, respectively, have 
approached `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' as 'material culture'; as an 
`ideological vector'; as a sociological concern; and as an economic issue. Through this review, the 
ways in which `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' has been thought to matter is 
outlined. In the process, my ambivalent relation to these four bodies of work emerges repetitively: I 
assert that each of these bodies of work raises still-vital questions, but is frustrating in itself, and in 
its relation to the other bodies of work. 
... as material culture 
Firstly, there is a body of work which explores `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' 
through the lens of material cultural studies (Mayo 1984, Schlereth 1985,1992, Miller 1987,1998, 
Tilley 1990,1999, Kingery 1996, Lillehammer 2000). Here, the cultural materials, objects, texts and 
technologies (made) available to children in various times and places are engaged as "canonical 
indices" (Williams and Costall 2002: 97): `fossils' or `textual records' with which contemporary 
childhood (Avis 2000, Bandelj et at 2001), and thus "the shapes of an era... the 'moods' of social 
change" (Williamson 1986: 14) more broadly, can be better apprehended. Under this heading is 
grouped diverse "object-centred" narrations (Knorr-Cetina 1997: 1) - encompassing object analysis 
(Quimby 1978, Prown 1992, Pearce 1994, Stewart 1996), textual analysis (Graves 1998, Verbeek 
and Kockelkoren 1998), and ethnographic photography and archival history (Deetz 1996, Martin 
and Garrison 1997, Riccini 1998) - of all sorts of "material ingredients" (Derevenski 2000a: 5) of 
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present and past childhoods, in which mass produced and popular cultural things figure 
(increasingly) importantly. There are inventories of the material milieus of different childhoods, of 
which mass-produced cultural things are/were part and parcel, such as children's bedrooms 
(Stevenson 1954, Calvert 1992, Brown et al 1994, Salinger 1995, Steele and Brown 1995, Stearns 
et al 1996, Jacobson 1997, Lees-Maffei 2002, Mitchell and Reid-Walsh 2002), family living rooms 
(Riggins 1994, Kincheloe 1998), school or nursery classrooms (Carlsson-Page 1987, Farber et al 
1994, Jones and Brown 2001, Chätelet 2002, Dudek 2002, Hoffschwelle 2002, Nicholson 2002, 
Tracey 2002), playgrounds (Laris 2002, Solomon 2002, Spencer-Wood 2002), campgrounds (Slyck 
2002), `hangouts' and `dens' (Buss 2002, Cross 2002, Factor 2002, Rasmussen and Smidt 2002), 
toyshops (Seiter 1995), school desks (Colhoon 2002), and `the home' or `everyday' more generally 
(MacCarthy 1972, Czikszentmihalyi and Rachberg-Hilton 1981, Marchese 1984, Saisselin 1985, 
Quiney 1986, Lubar and Kingerley 1993, Zeldin 1994, Bijker 1995, Harris and Berke 1997, Norman 
1998, A. Clarke 1999). There are accounts of individual mass produced object types, foregrounding 
the telling evolution of, for example, dolls and dollhouses (Formanek-Brunell 1993, Armstrong 1996, 
Washburn 1997), Barbie dolls (M. Rogers 1999), trading cards (Nelson and Steinberg 1997), GI Joe 
toys (Michlig 1998), Lego bricks (Toft Petersen 2002), lead soldiers (Egan 1996), board games 
(T. Burns 1978, Duchesne 2001), jigsaw puzzles (West and Petrik 1992) and a kaleidoscope of toy 
types, ancient and modern, from around the world (Mergen 1984, Vaughan-Jones 2001, Argyriadis 
2001). There are accounts tracing the commodification and mass production of materials such as 
children's magazines (Garvey 1996, Vostral 2002), clothes (Vallone 1995, Buckley 1996) and 
popular cultural merchandising (Khalsa 1990, Griffin 1999). And there are longitudinal histories 
(Fraser 1966, Brewer 1979, Fritzsch and Bachman 1966, Fleming 1996, Cross 1997, Fehily et al 
2000, Cross 2002), cross-cultural comparisons (Bathiche and Derevensky 1995), and coming-of- 
age narratives (Sutton-Smith 1986, M. White 1993) about the changing constellations of toys, 
popular cultural products and the associated complex mass media-tised iconography. These 
accounts invariably conclude that the lives of ever-more children are inherently and inextricably 
entwined with popular consumer culture, and consumption has come to be importantly and 
increasingly important in many children's lives (McCracken 1988, Brewer and Porter 1993, Miller 
1999), everyday worlds (Thompson 1979, Halle 1993, Lüdtke 1995, de Grazia 1996, Friedman 
1998, Steedman 1998), `homes' (Coates and Fordham 2000, Gregory 2000, Hackney 2000, 
Hanson 2000) and `neighbourhoods' (Oliver et al 1981, A. Clarke 1997, Gurney 2000, Llewellyn 
2000) 
I consider this body of work to be enabling and important in a number of its central features: in its 
insistence that small, mundane material things - even rather mundane popular cultural things, 
made for children - can be telling and thought-provoking; in its commitment to engaging small nitty 
gritty everyday things and places, often through direct encounter; in its showing of the centrality of 
material things as central to everyday experience; in its insistence of the way in which material 
things are always already bound up in (power-) relations and have a history and a geography and a 
"quasi-social-ness" (Dant 1999: 2); and in its literal tracing of the materialised trajectories of 
everyday things through, for example, 'everyday' `consumption' (P. Crang 1996b, Baudrillard 1996, 
Jackson 1999). 
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In other senses though, this thesis is written from a number of frustrations with this body of `material 
cultural' approaches: the way in which: (i) these accounts are limited in their focus on single objects, 
and fragmented in that they rarely allow a sense of how these different facets co-exist, interact, and 
are encountered all-at-once; (ii) they are too few and far between, so many potentially fascinating, 
enlivening, inspiring, messy or problematising case studies of 'children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' remain unwitnessed; (iii) time and again, the same small, particular canon of `classics' 
of each given genre or medium has been subjected to academic scrutiny, so a small bric-a-brac of 
cultural forms has come to stand for `Children's Popular Culture' (meanwhile, a great deal of 
`children's everyday popular cultural consumption' - particularly the dull, routine, the one hit 
wonders, cheap, everything which is not `self-evidently' important or meaningful - is systematically 
absent from Social Scientific accounts); (iv) there is often a particular underlying 
elitist/traditionalist/conservative politics; reverent nostalgia for more authentic past times; a dismay 
that childhood has become inactive, indulged, ruined, apathetic and unwholesome, and that cultural 
products produced for children are simply not as good or virtuous or as worthy of academic 
attention as they used to be; (v) they prefer definitive, generalisable statements or typologies, and 
neat narratives tending to bypass any engagement with the small-scale and specific, saying much 
about `Childhood' and `Popular Culture', but very little about specific children and their specific 
popular cultural objects; (vi) they offer little sense of how "artefacts of material culture are deployed 
performatively", either there and then or here and now (Warde 1996: 305); (vii) they treat isolated, 
individual material things, rarely acknowledging how "a more complex set of relationships exists 
between persons and things, and that social relationships interpenetrate with the material world" 
and how lives are "lived out through the material world" (Thomas 1996: 58,55); (viii) they "make the 
world static, to freeze it in order to interpret it" (Thomas 1996: 63), forcing material things to always 
mean something; and (ix) they tend to essentialise and generalise the meaning of things and take- 
for-granted the ability to objectively `read' things and their function. 
This thesis is thus an attempt to think and write a thoroughly materialised account of 'popular 
cultural consumption' whilst moving on from these frustrations. 
as ideological vector 
For a second body of Social Scientific commentary, `children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' matters because of what it does to children. Here, there have been numerous, wide- 
ranging projects - part of a broader "headlong rush to trace the effects of the mass media on 
audience attitudes and behaviour" since the 1970s (Gold 1974: 1; Abercrombie et al 1980, Barker 
and Beezer 1992, Milner 1994, McLelland 1995, Pines 1996) - concerned to discern and unveil the 
effects, particularly the ideological effects, that different forms of popular cultural consumption have 
on children. 
Different arcs of work within this tradition have foregrounded and worried about quite different 
effects of popular cultural consumption upon children. For one line of enquiry - caricatured as "a 
right wing `moral majority' position" (Buckingham 1993a: 5) - the supposed capacity of popular 
cultural consumption to subvert and threaten `traditional' societal values amongst children 
demands 
most attention. Thus there has been a long running tradition of commentary concerned to 
draw 
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attention to, and counteract, representations of (or incitements to) violence, delinquency, drug- 
taking, sexuality, or homosexuality, in children's literature (Mackenzie 1997, Wollman-Gonilla 1998), 
television (Liebert et al 1983, Large 1980, Winn 1985) and toys. 
For another converse line of enquiry it is the supposed capacity of popular cultural consumption to 
impose, inculcate and reproduce perniciously conservative forms of 'false consciousness' which 
undergird `traditional' norms and values amongst children which demands attention. Thus another 
long running tradition of commentary is concerned to draw attention to, or counteract, 
representations of (or indoctrination into) militarism, colonialism, capitalism, hegemonic sexism, 
consumerism, racism, prejudice, materialism and so forth, in children's literature (J. Hill 1971, 
Marshall 1975, Giblin 1977, Klein 1977, N. Tucker 1977b, Farr 1991, Elkin 1994, R. Phillips 1995, 
Morris 1996, Strehle 1999), television (Melody 1973, Wagg 1992, Barker and Petley 1997, 
Buckingham 1997), toys (Attfield 1996, Webley and Cutts 1985, Hodge and Tripp 1986, Cross 
1997, Campenni 1999) and computer games (Greenfield 1984, Tryselius 2002). 
And for another line of enquiry - caricatured as a "liberal position [with] considerable currency... 
among middle-class parents" (Buckingham 1993a: 5) - it is the effects of children's exposure to 
supposedly educationally poor, `lowest-common-denominator' contemporary popular cultural 
consumption which occasions most concern. So another long running tradition of work is concerned 
to draw attention to links between the rise of children's popular cultural consumption and children's 
declining literacy and general knowledge, retarded cognition (D. Butler 1988, Gauvain 1995,2001), 
blunted senses, declining individualism (Lurie 1991), poorly-developed visual and verbal skills 
(Avery et al 1977, Lonsdale 1997), hand-eye coordination, colour awareness and motor skills, and 
their growing passivity, stupor and obesity (Crowe 1983), poor social skills (Hildick 1970, Jones and 
Buttrey 1970, Adcock and Adcock 1972, Sherrard-Smith 1975, Meek et al 1977) and so on. 
Debate from and between these lines of enquiry has concentrated around a succession of `moral 
panics' around an unfolding "popular demonology" (Buckingham 1994: 80) of popular cultural forms, 
with certain forms demonised at different times: from comic books in the 1950s (Barker 1989), to 
children's literature through the 1970s (Dorfman and Mattelhart 1975, Dixon 1977, N. Tucker 1977b, 
Zimet 1976, Stinton 1979, Yates 1980, Sutherland 1985), to children's television, commercials and 
`video nasties' in the 1980s (Williamson 1978, Liebert et al 1983, Large 1980, Winn 1985, Buxton 
1990, Abercrombie 1996), to the internet in the 1990s (Clerc 1996, Cassell and Jenkins 1998) and 
beyond. At each of these moments of `panic', academic commentators have sought to unmask the 
various potential pernicious influences of popular cultural consumption (and called for legislative or 
parental controls and interventions aligned with their respective ideological positions). 
This thesis shares with this body of work a conviction that `children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' must matter somehow in this sense: after all, "most [children] have never been inside 
an operating room, criminal courtroom, a police station or a jail or a corporate boardroom" but 
tellingly know something about such places (Gunter and McAleer 1997: 47). However, this thesis is 
also written from a number of concerns with this body of commentary: the way in which: (i) It is 
invariably the most recent popular cultural forms which are treated with most suspicion, and it is 
invariably `their' popular culture, not `ours' - the supposedly declasse fads of working class culture, 
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women and children for example - which are held up to most criticism and blame; (ii) authors 
contributing to this ongoing set of debates see overwhelmingly characterised by a heroic, 
unshakeable certainty in their respective positions, and an urge to endlessly and loudly defend and 
assert those positions; (iii) despite all the confidently-stated, endlessly-proliferating rhetoric, there 
has actually tended to be a dearth of careful empirical work into the effects of children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption (indeed, more often, this body of work has leant on unsubstantiated 
anecdotal accounts, or an implicit assumption that research is unnecessary because what is being 
argued is `common sense', `right there before our eyes'); (iv) the empirical work which has emerged 
from this body of work has primarily been a matter of unpacking, unmasking, and "grading [cultural 
objects] into lumps of a priori dangerous influence" (Brunt 1992: 69) via content analysis, with little 
empirical exploration of what happens to these objects when children actually encounter them, in 
and through practice; the content of popular cultural forms is too often allowed to stand as proof of 
their effects (and, by extension, correlation between content and behaviour has been treated as 
proof of causality); (v) this empirical work is to-often a forum "for adults to pass judgement on 
children's... culture" along predictable discursive lines - "British is good, American is bad; public 
service is good, commercial is bad; live action is good, animation is bad; education is good, 
entertainment is bad; and so on" (Buckingham 2000: 161,163); "an obsession with judging whther 
the object in question is `good' or `bad' for the kids" (Dahlquist 1997: unpaginated) - effectively 
disdaining whole realms of cultural practices and experiences in the process (D. Cook 2001); (v) this 
body of work has produced a profoundly limited sense of how `effects' have an effect! There is 
much talk about how popular cultural consumption can act as a `trigger', `catalyst', `cause', or can 
have an `effect' but little sense of what these words actually mean in and through practice; and so 
(vi) the recurrent emphasis on `effects' - and indeed the implicit underlying logic that fixed, 
discernable content of cultural objects has a discernable `effect' - surely produces a profoundly 
limited sense of cultural practice and agency, positioning children as "fresh and malleable, capable 
of being influenced in any direction" (Children's Rights Workshop 1976: 61), the small powerless, 
fixed victims of an inconceivably vast, mobile, Machiavellian, fascinatingly potent popular culture 
industry (meanwhile "the researchers seem to see themselves as the off-screen saviours, rushing 
in to save the child who is unable to save himself or herself" (Reid-Walsh and Mitchell 2002: 1)); 
(vii) these accounts are confined to `paper tigers' (Foulkes 1983); spectacular exemplary proofs of 
the point being made; (viii) the `consumers' themselves - and, for that matter, the producers 
themselves - are rarely consulted so these accounts are predominantly unpeopled (Bawden 1985, 
Hodges 1985, Storr 1985, Berland 1992); "cultural artefacts are portrayed, but not the lives of those 
who use, purchase and are affected by such artefacts" (Billig 1994: 164); and (ix) in abstractly 
analysing and coding representations and effects, these accounts say little about the specific 
materiality of specific material things (A. Williams 1996). 
This thesis is thus an attempt to think and write a contribution to this debate around `popular cultural 
consumption' whilst moving on from these concerns. 
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... as resource for agency 
Explicitly contra the approaches just outlined (Gold 1974, Gauntlett 1989, Jenkins 1992, Moores 
1993, Gledhill 1998, ), as part of "a greater recognition of the role played by audiences within mass 
communication" (Buckingham 1994: 82; (. Chambers 1985, Buckingham 1987, Radway 1987, 
Hartley 1988, Bordwell 1989, Ang 1989,1991, J. Collins 1989, Murdock 1989, Fiske 1989a, 1989b, 
1991,1992, Allen 1990, Morley 1992, McQuail 1994, Dahlgren 1998, Rand 1998, Gauntlett and Hill 
1999, Strinati 2000b, 2000c, Longhurst et al 2001), a third body of Social Scientific work has 
emphasised and explored the creativity and agency of `children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption'. In this account, popular culture matters because of what children do with/through it. It 
is figured as an empowering resource which can (increasingly) play an important role in enabling 
children's autonomous, purposeful, creative projects in all sorts of senses. Thus a great deal of 
research has shown how, in and through their `popular cultural consumption', children: practice 
inventive play (Lansdown and Walker 1991, Lokken 2000, Curtis 2001), hone their critical thinking, 
self-understanding and sense of humour (Damon and Hart 1988, D. Wood 1988), practice 
inquisitiveness (Kail 1989), invent games and scenarios, memories and dreams (Kinder 1991, 
Sefton-Green and Buckingham 1996, Gibson 2000, Holloway and Valentine 2000b), form 
sophisticated opinions, and pose existential questions about the world (Coles 1987), constitute their 
own styles, fashions, identities and subcultural groupings (Clark et al 1976, Rubin 1980, Sluckin 
1981, Dunn 1988a, Ewen 1988, Murdock 1990, Buckingham 1993b, Hendry et al 1993, Wulff 1995, 
Miles 1997), talk, fantasise and think innovatively and imaginatively (Feshback 1976, Bruner 1986, 
Newkirk 1989, Hartman 1995, B. Smith 1995, Pesce 2000), manipulate their everyday milieu to 
create their own spaces (D. Anderson 1981, Bruner 1986, Gray 1992, Silverstone and Hirsch 1992, 
Buckingham 1994, Morley 1998b, Alasuutari 1999, Spigel 2001), actively do their own thing (Larson 
1995, Reynolds 1996, Gunter and McAleer 1997, McNamee 1999), resist and/or subvert norms and 
discourses imposed from without (McRobbie and Gerber 1991, B. Davies 1993, Brill 1995, Ganetz 
1995, Bradford 1998, Duke and Kreshel 1998), distance themselves from their parents (Greenberg 
1974, J. Best 1998, McNamee 2000), enchant the spaces in which they find themselves (Hengst 
1997), develop an autonomous oral culture (Ang 1985, Fiske 1987, Moss 1993b, Dresang 1999, 
H. Davies et al 2000, Harrington and Bjelby 2000) and purposefully form their own friendship groups 
(Bazalgette and Buckingham 1995, Ang 1996, Gill 1996). Children, it is argued are active, not 
reactive, participants in all this (D. Anderson 1981). They invest so much time, emotion, energy and 
commitment in popular cultural consumption, that they are expert in exerting innovative, creative, 
imaginative, expressive agency through popular cultural practice (Rushkoff 1996, Curtis 2001, 
Factor 2001), such is their "mastery of the principles of consumer culture" (Seiter 1992: 244). 
This thesis shares this valorisation of children's creativity and agency. But it is also written from a 
number of substantial concerns with this body of work: the way in which: (i) here, children's 
creativity is most often classified and essentialised as a stage in a developmental sequence of 
psychological transition (see Silverstone (1994) on television; Appleyard (1990) on reading; Fein 
and Kinney (1994), Fein (1995) on creativity; Fine (1983) on peer group interactions; Sutton-Smith 
(1993,1994a), Goldstein (1994), Gross (1996) on toys) which surely, ironically, forecloses and 
essentialises the creativity being described, rarely granting it the same status as (say) youth 
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subcultures (Valentine et al 1998); (ii) this sort of account tends to overemphasise, or even 
patronise, children's creativity, agency or resistance, effacing, in the process, any consideration of 
the broader social geographies and cultural politics which impact upon children. assume objective 
stance/view; (iii) these accounts are often written up too neatly, and in relation to a priori 
assumptions, using pre-existent definitions and understandings which are unquestioned and 
unaltered by the process; (iv) a particular spatial language is bound up in this which, broadly 
typifying much Social Scientific thought, is oversimple and generalised -a nuanced sense of 
spatiality is "conspicuous by its absence... the fact that `space' is mentioned on every page 
notwithstanding" (Lefebvre 1974: 4) - which is out there to be mapped, and behind which, tacitly 
and troublingly, "lies an active, prior, conscious, and performing self" (Gregson and Rose 2000: 
433). 
This thesis is thus an attempt to think and write about children's popular cultural creativity, without 
repeating these troubling traits. 
... as economic issue 
Fourthly, there is a body of projects - part of a broader mapping of children's economic agency and 
involvement (Morrow 1994, Webley 1996, Song 1999, Woodhead 1999, Levison 2000, Orellana 
2001) - concerned to announce the onset of a new era in which the economic sphere has come to 
play an unprecedented motive role in children's cultural lives particularly via the machinations of the 
popular cultural industries. One line of enquiry within this tradition has been concerned to chart the 
specific historical-economic preconditions which have constituted a 'new era' in which children are 
newly able to influence consumption decisions to an unprecedented extent, with newly-granted 
agency and competence as consumers in their own right (McNeal 1987, Chin 1993, Hendry et al 
1993, Kline 1993, Seiter 1993, Gunter and Furnham 1998, H. Marsh 1999). More children are said 
to have more disposable income, more tendency towards materialistic wanting, and more ability to 
fulfil that wanting (either directly, or through their 'pester power') than ever before (Mukerji 1983, 
Middleton et al 1994, McNeal 1995, Brooke 1998, A. Smith 2000a, R. Smith 2000). A second line of 
enquiry has been concerned to describe how popular cultural industries have sought to aggressively 
exploit this new market of child consumers quite directly (Zelizer 1987, Stern and Schoenhaus 
1990, Seiter 1992, del Vecchio 1997, D. Rogers 1998), not least through the rise of aggressive 
cross-media marketing (Kinder 1991, Seiter 1993, Smoodin 1994) to produce a valuable and 
economically savvy niche market (Bambi and Berti 1988). And a third line of enquiry within this 
tradition has sought to describe some of the new forms, practices, and tensions emergent from this 
"pricing of the priceless child" (Zelizer 1987: 1; Plumb 1982, Chin 1993) and an apparent 
'McDonald ization' of many childhoods (Corke 2001; D. Cook 2002, Cross 2002, Gillis 2002). Thus 
there are many accounts of the ongoing conversion of children's lives into "a form of sociability 
fortified by the institution of acquiring and exchanging private productive property" and the new and 
"complex interactions between the desiring individual and the massified demand... the child 
appealing for satisfaction and the market providing the very vocabulary of appeal" (Fleming 1996: 8) 
that result. Research to this end has ranged across a diversity of case studies, encompassing the 
way in which children's worlds are increasingly commodified and surrounded by commodities and 
logics of global capitalist consumerism (E. May 1989, Kline 1993,1995, McKendrick et al 2000a, 
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Corke 2001, D. Cook 2002), the way which commercialised consumption increasingly dominates 
many children's 'free'/'play'/'leisure' time (Zelizer 1987, Wartella and Mazzarella 1990, Ganetz 1995, 
Kincheloe and Steinberg 1997, Kline 1998, Livingstone and Bovill 1999, Lozado 2000), the 
development of a distinctive, globally growing multimillion "kid's market" (Pecora 1998, McNeal 
1999, D. Cook 2000, Cross 2000), the commercialisation of children's everyday things and worlds 
(Englehart 1987, Kline 1989, Manning 1999, Oaff 2001), the commercialisation and 
commodification of play times and spaces (McKendrick et al 1999a, 1999b, 2000b), the emergence 
of visits to sites of conspicuous consumption as an important leisure activity in itself (Matthews et al 
2000, Vanderbeck and Johnson 2000), the ways in which "individual desire is always articulated 
with socially constructed objects - the desirable - and with equally socially constructed ways of 
wanting - the routines of consumption" (Fleming 1996: 8; Ashworth et al 1994), the emergence of a 
new and distinct `purchasing power' (Sonuga-Barke and Webley 1992, Seiter 1993, Nathan 1998, 
Chin 2001) and `pester power' (Nava 1992, Russell and Tyler 2002) with which children enact this 
demand for desirable objects of popular cultural consumption, and the new sorts of relations, 
tensions and conflicts that result (Oldfield and Yu 1993, Walkerdine 1997, Seiter 1998). This then, 
is a body of work which asserts that many, and more than ever, "children are always already 
consumers" (Buckingham 1994: 166) from birth onwards (Roedder 1999), and this is held to have 
profoundly reconfigured many children's everyday lives. 
This thesis shares this concern with the increasing commodification of many children's everyday 
lives; this concern to "open up the largely uncharted economic worlds of children", to recognise 
"children as savvy, active economic agents" (Zelizer 2002: 376,378). But it is also written from a 
number of substantial concerns occasioned by a reading of a great deal of this work, namely: (i) the 
way in which such accounts often seem to have an unhealthy fascination with the Machiavellian 
ingenuity of the popular cultural industries, which not only often seems to verge on a celebration of 
the cunning of those involved, but also tends to assume, all-too-readily, a subservient acquiescence 
in the popular cultural industries' cleverness on the part of both researchers and consumers; (ii) the 
sense of overwhelming negativity towards the `new era' of children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption which pervades this work, positioning the rise of children's popular cultural 
consumption as something to be criticised, swept under the carpet, or compared unfavourably to a 
more authentic 'golden age'; (iii) the curious absence of individual children-as-consumers, and their 
individual, contingent agentic practice, from this research, which produces an absence of many 
aspects of children's everyday popular cultural consumption pertaining to the personal, individual 
level and local scale; and (iv) the quest for neat linear economically-centred historical narratives 
which often effaces the messy contingency of the everyday. 
This thesis is thus an attempt to think and write about the commodification of great swathes of 
many children's lives, in a manner corrective to these troubling traits. 
Moreover, this thesis is also written from a number of concerns regarding these four bodies of work 
as a collective. A first concern is, simply, that there is not enough careful empirical work 
approaching `children's everyday popular cultural consumption', and that "meagre stock of genuine 
criticism" (Blishen 1985: 9) which does exist treats a limited, particular (nostalgic, conservative) 
array of popular cultural products (Hunt 1998, Reynolds 1998, Wilkie 1998, Horton 2002). In so 
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doing, these bodies of work exemplify a broader "lack of focus on children's own unique 
perspectives and... their feelings and thoughts about their condition" (Ireland and Holloway 1996: 
155), a "general paucity of detailed understandings of young people, their social lives, practices and 
spaces" which ensures that "we know staggeringly little about [how] social life is played out on a 
micro, everyday, at times mundane and often non-rational level... the ways that `ordinary people' 
actually live their lives" (Malbon 1999: 22). Secondly, I contend that the bodies of work outlined here 
are so well-established that nobody now has any doubts about what sorts of questions you are 
supposed to ask about `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. They simplify the world 
(of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'), distilling it into four neat sets of ready-made 
ideas in response to four neat sets of ready-made questions. That is not to deny the usefulness of 
those ideas or questions, but a third concern is that "ultimately, a great deal of research in this field 
appears to have been framed by a series of either/or choices" (Buckingham 1994: 82), a series of 
dualisms - such as: is the material culture of childhood changing for the better/for worse? is a given 
text good/bad for children? are children active/passive in consumption? should we 
celebrate/deplore the growth of niche markets for child consumers? - which, conceptually, have 
reached perpetual impasse. Social Scientific writing about `children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' has thus often become a matter of picking sides and staking out positions around 
these binaries, of making cliched statements, generalisations, assertions and arguments - "choose 
the answer with your newspaper or chat show, your politician or your taxi driver" (Leach 1994: xi) - 
in support of a position dogmatically decided in advance. There has been little evident willingness to 
any cede any ground or own up to any ambivalence, so much is lost as anything which cannot be 
understood in this way is made absent. These impasses thus become perpetual and insoluble in 
theory. A fourth concern is with the way in which these accounts approach `children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption' as something which can be turned to simply, known, theorised, 
comprehended, totted up, explained, found out, resolved and stably brought into Social Scientific 
knowledge. They thus produce and maintain a distance between Social Science and this subject, 
exemplifying a sort of appropriative knowing which "has masterfully refused to place itself within the 
social life it studies" (Game and Metcalfe 1996: 5), "as if... constructed without author(ity)" (Ropers- 
Huilman 1999: 28). Fifthly I am concerned by the ways in which these accounts are, in all sorts of 
ways, "constructed behind the backs of those concerned" (Dayan 2001: 745), and often overcode 
`children's everyday popular cultural consumption', overburdening it with meanings quite distant 
from consumers' everyday lives in the process. A sixth concern is with the ways in which these 
approaches really do `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' a disservice, producing 
particularly thin, limited likenesses of it - an example of what might be called, melodramatically, 
"dead, dead, dead geographies" (Thrift 2000a: 235) - far removed from the richness and complexity 
of everyday geographies of children's popular cultural consumption. And a final, perhaps most 
profound, concern is with the way in which approaches to 'children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' take for granted prior essentialist notions of `childhood' 
`the everyday', `culture', 
`popular culture' and `consumption'. The problematisation of those essentialisms, and its aftermath, 
concerns the following section. 
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1.3 Taken-for-granted concepts under erasure 
As a third foundation, this section outlines five emergent post-structural arguments (Game 1995) 
which mark a significant critical break from the easy continuity of the previous two sections. The 
case is made that each of the familiar, seemingly straightforward notions of `childhood', `the 
everyday', `culture', `popular culture' and 'consumption' mobilised thus far, in turn, are utterly 
contestable, that they are relational effects, not least of each other, and that consequently there is 
simply no prior essential 'childhood', everyday', `culture', 'popular culture' or `consumption' - and 
thus no essential `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' - of which to speak. Through 
this review, my ambivalent relation to these five arguments emerges repetitively: on one hand I 
assert that each argument is compelling and important in their profound problematisation of the 
just-outlined bodies of work, and rue the general failure, thus far, of Social Scientists contributing to 
those endeavours to take these arguments on board; on the other hand I assert that these 
deconstructive arguments ought not do away with those bodies of work entirely. 
... `childheed? 
Throughout the Social Scientific `turn' to childhood, notions of `Childhood', `the Child' and 'Children' 
have generally been deployed cautiously, and not uncritically. Interested Social Scientists have 
generally positioned them between inverted commas, with disclaimers or qualifying footnotes 
acknowledging that there is no single experience of childhood and no essential child, for "children 
come in all shapes and sizes and may be distinguished along various axes of gender, race, 
ethnicity, ability, health and age" (Matthews and Limb 1999: 65). But still, Social Scientists have 
continued to cleave pretty faithfully to notions of `Childhood', `the Child' and `Children' finding them 
useful and enabling fictions with which to tackle and make sense of all sorts of important Social 
Scientific questions and problems, and their approaches have tended to be undergirded, at least 
implicitly, by two basic assumptions: (i) that biologically and phenotypically, it is useful and 
straightforward to talk about children developing into adults; and that (ii) that sociologically, it is 
useful and straightforward to talk about children making transitions into adulthood. However, the 
usefulness and sustainability of both these predicates - and thus of notions, like `children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption' which take them for granted - have latterly been held up to profound 
contestation as essentialising discourses (Hill and Tisdall 1997, N. White 1998) which produce a 
"vicious circle of perceiving, constructing and reporting children as a different species" inherent in 
both those assumptions (Alderson and Goodey 1996: 108). 
The assumption that children are in the process of developing, biologically and phenotypically, into 
adults is broadly, often implicitly, taken-for-granted as commonsense. However, firstly, it is variously 
and increasingly argued that this premise is less-than-useful, and perhaps untenable because: (i) 
discursively, it implicitly essentialises and valorises `adulthood' as a norm, ideal and 'finished 
article', a state of `human being' ('complete' in terms of physique, intellect, biochemistry, self- 
presence, self-control, rationality etc), against which `childhood' is essentialised, and `othered' as a 
state of `human becoming' (prototypical, incomplete, and inferior in every sense) (Qvortrup 1994); 
(ii) it is predicated upon an assumption of universally-experienced progression from `childhood' to a 
consistent state of adulthood, a reductive "mechanical predictability that is out of keeping with the 
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dynamics of change, the extent of the flux over time, and the degree of individual variability that 
seems to be the case" . (Rutter and Rutter 1992: 2); (iii) the assumption of a straightforward 
biological or bodily distinction between children and adults or simply does not bear scrutiny when 
one considers the fundamental bodily continuities and fixities maintained throughout this 
`development' (Wyness 2000), and the ways in which development proceeds throughout the 
lifecourse as a continuum of different bodily (dis)orders, not a progression from disorder to order 
(consider the way in which bodily conditions or skills can come and go over the lifecourse); (iv) the 
notion of bodily `development' per se is itself a reductive oversimplification, when one takes 
seriously the body's physicality and also the way in which this physicality is aided, abetted and 
`developed' in conjunction with objects quite without and beyond bodily development itself (consider, 
after N. Lee 2001, the example of public speaking: breathing and speaking via the lungs which are 
composed of both lifelong tissue and daily-renewed tissue; the possibility of stably `developed' 
bodily faculties such as breathing steadily deserting you, as you get up to speak; the possibility of 
learning skills and using props to purposefully intervene in this); (v) as feminists have importantly 
argued since the late 1970s (Irigaray 1985, Harding 1986, Riley 1988, Benhabib and Cornell 1991, 
Turner 1991, Harding 1992, Walby 1992), supposed essential, commonsense bodily conditions 
such as `gender', `childhood' or `adulthood' might be better understood as examples of "a staging of 
the body, a performance enacted on a daily basis... put on, or applied" (Fenton 2000: 725) in 
response to socially and culturally particular norms, practices and moral economies impacting upon 
the body which arguably vastly, vastly exceed the prior properties of bodily genotype and phenotype 
upon which they are inscribed (Gregson et al 1994, H. Phillips 2001); and (vi) as an important part of 
this bodily `performance', most adults seem dissatisfied with their notionally 'finished' bodies and 
(along with notionally `incomplete' children too) seem perpetually in the process of changing their 
bodily properties, on-the-way to an `ideal' - which often as not means `younger' - body, through 
exercise, adornment, cosmetics, surgery, accessories and fashions (Bleier 1991, Gatens 1991, 
Ekinsmyth 2002). 
The assumption that children are in the process of making sociological transitions into adulthood is 
also broadly taken-as-commonsensical by many Social Scientists. However, this premise has also 
latterly been subject to critique because: (i) it depends upon a definition of `childhood' as prior to 
`adulthood' in the sense of being "apolitical, asexual, wholly dependent on adults, never engaged in 
serious activities such as work or culture" (Hoyles 1979: 1) when this may never really have been 
the case (and is certainly increasingly not the case) (Redhead 1993); (ii) recent social-cultural 
change (Irwin 1995, R. Rogers 1997) in Western capitalist economies has effected fundamental 
changes in individuals' lifecourses and lifestyles which mean that is simply not useful to talk about a 
linear, collective transition into `adulthood' "in which the majority of young people neatly go forward 
in a uni-directional way towards some magical moment when adulthood is conferred" 
(Jeffs and 
Smith 1999: 10) (as, for example, many `children' increasingly assume `adult' responsibilities - 
absenting themselves from education, forming families, setting up 
homes, entering the labour 
market - while many `adults' 
become `infantilised' with prolonged dependency upon parents, 
delayed entry into the labour market, later family formation, and longer durations in fulltime 
education) (Elkind 1982, Postman 1982, 
Polakow 1992); (iii) moreover many lifecourses become 
"synchronical and reversible" (du Bois-Raymond 1998: 66), characterised by gradual, contingent 
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changes of lifestyle, individualisation, destandardisation, de-sequencing, "backtracking, re-visiting, 
revising and the reversing of earlier decisions regarding life style and content" (Jeffs and Smith 
1999: 11; Cahill 1990, Beck 1994, Giddens 1994) so "the links between the future, present and past 
are no longer understood as having a linear or chronological relation to one another" (Brannan and 
Nilsen 2002: 518; Bertaux 1981, Buchman 1989, Beck-Gernsheim 1995,1996, Furlong and 
Cartmel 1997, Thomson et al 2002); (iv) the `traditional' formations of family, work, education, 
home, through which `children's transition into `adulthood' has traditionally been discerned, 
measured and charted are no longer taken for granted norms (S. Lewis et al 1998, Nilsen 1998); (v) 
there has rarely been consistency between different accounts of transition or attempts to formally or 
legally bind them (A. James 1986); (vi) the discourse of children's transition into adulthood can be 
fatalistic, particularly with relation to gender and `class', and typically positioning full time paid labour 
and patriarchal family values as the desired goal of `adulthood' (Miles 2000); (vii) the notion of 
autonomous, independent `adulthood' is problematised when one considers that for people of all 
ages, life is effectively a borrowing and a co-performance, where one is invariably engaged with and 
indebted to something or someone else (N. Lee 2001); and (viii), conversely, it is unhelpful to extract 
a neat concept of `childhood', as separate from the messy contradictory mixture of adult 
experiences, assumptions, ideas and ideals which importantly constitute the idea (O. Jones 1999), 
and the social formations ('home', family, peers) and practices which frame individual `childhoods' 
(Abrams 1997, O. Jones 2001 a). 
Moreover, the notion of a transition into adulthood - whether biological (Woodhead 1997) or 
sociological (Hendrick 1990) - has been unveiled as a social/cultural construct by cross-cultural 
surveys (N. Tucker 1977a), and historiographical surveys of `childhood' (Aries 1962, Fraser 1966, 
deMause 1976, Hoyles 1979, Somerville 1982, Heininger 1984, Cunningham 1991,1995, Wunsch 
2002), children's circumstances (L. Stone 1977, M. Anderson 1980, Walvin 1982, Pollock 1983, 
Hopkins 1984), and shifting political-legal definitions of `the child' (Stainton-Rogers and Stainton- 
Rogers 1992, A. James et al 1998, Davin 1999): in short, these accounts provide ample evidence 
that "what it means to be a child varies over time and space" (Valentine 1996a: 581). 
This then, poses a profound challenge: how might it possible to write an account of `children's 




The notion of `the everyday' or `everyday life' seems intuitive enough. However, these ostensibly 
straightforward notions - and thus notions, like `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' 
which take them for granted - have increasingly been contested because: (i) the mobilisation of the 
notion of `the everyday' has too often tended to be predicated upon a particular politics 
in deciding 
which parts of the world have gravitas and which, in contrast, belong under the 
heading `everyday, 
which has often come to function as a dumping ground for anything and everything considered 
lowly 
status, low level or trivial; (ii) it is questionable whether they denote anything, 
for surely 
everydayness is everywhere, everyday, so it is impossible to delimit what 
isn't `the everyday'; (iii) 
they implicitly posit `the everyday' as a prior inert thing, a place that can be unproblematically visited, 
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studied and summed up, when `it' might be better apprehended, more complexly and dynamically, 
as "an always ongoing accomplishment" (Silverstone 1999: 6). 
Moreover, it is argued that the sort of attention to which `the everyday' has been subjected by Social 
Scientists has been profoundly problematic, being predicated upon and empowered through, a 
certain repression of everydayness (Morris 1990). This is partly because of the subject matters 
chosen to represent `the everyday' which have emphasised the readily narrate-able, or spectacular, 
aspects of `the everyday' and left much behind. It is partly inherent in the act of writing about the 
everyday: the imperative to extract a representation, to always "give a meaning" (Lefebvre 1971: 
27), which effaces aspects of everydayness which are less open to this sort of meaning-making. It 
is partly because of the inability of academic and textual representation to ever fully evoke the 
"dense, vivid, detailed interwoven narratives, relationships and experiences... [and the] density and 
intensity of the experiences, practices and objects packed into them" of `the everyday' (Fiske 1992b: 
155). And in particular, it follows from the tendency to seek oversimple unequivocal answers: which 
effects "a closure against the indefinite" (Morris 1998: 231). Moreover though, it is because of "a 
banal overflow" of everydayness (Seigworth 2000: 229), the "pure process in excess" (Morris 
1998: 111) through which "the everyday escapes. That is its definition. We cannot help but miss it if 
we seek it through knowledge" (Blanchot 1993: 239). There is, to think in terms from Lefebvre 
(1988: 87) as narrated by Seigworth (2000: 245-246), a rift between `daily life' (the grounded site 
where human practices... are continuously and simultaneously constituted/reconstituted), `the 
everyday' (everyday life as a concept, as represented by writers, and in texts, for example), and 
`everydayness' (the immediacy of the lived the processual excess of the first two terms). And it is 
this rift which so problematises recourse to the notion of the everyday. How then, for example might 
it possible to write an account of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' which is 
attentive to everydayness, and which works with, rather than covering up this double bind? 
'culture'? 
Notions of `culture', `the cultural' and `cultures' have also come to be well-used, familiar and taken- 
for-granted predicates of much social scientific research via the `cultural turn'. But yet again, these 
notions - and thus notions, like `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' which take them 
for granted - have increasingly been problematised in a number of senses because: (i) since 
`culture', in this context, is increasingly understood as comprising "all manner of things that might be 
construed as constituting the cultural `stuff' of everyday life, not just phenomena routinely 
designated as cultural (eg. `Highbrow' arts and `lowbrow' media), but also the complete panorama 
of meaning systems both collective... and more individual" (Philo 2000a: 28) - encompassing 
innumerable modes of "amusement, ornamentation, self-affirmation, social display and so on" 
(Scott 1999: 807) - it is increasingly salient to ask, what parts of the world are not cultural? (ii) as 
`culture' comes to settle close to most parts of everyday life - we are pretty much never without 
cultural things in our everyday lives "as physical or symbolic objects, as guides or as traces, as 
experiences or as aides-memoires" (Silverstone 1999: 8) - it is (perhaps increasingly) unclear which 
parts of everyday life are not cultural? (iii) at a more `macro' level, it is (perhaps increasingly) difficult 
to differentiate `culture' and `the economy' and `the social' (Strinati 1995). 
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Moreover, the notion of `culture' has been opened to critique because of the way in which it has 
been approached, academically, in two senses. On one hand, reiterating comments about elusive 
`everydayness', it is argued that `culture' `escapes' too: that is, attempts to know and write culture 
which "[create] the discursive objectification and sedimentation of `culture"' are "by definition always- 
already falling short and falling behind" the ongoing, never-ending flux of cultural practices (Ang 
1996: 76). On the other hand, it is argued that approaching 'culture' as a separate self-contained 
subject of concern has constituted a disenfranchising "retreat from the empirical world" (Gregson 
1993: 529). For a "preoccupation with immaterial cultural processes, with the constitution of 
intersubjective meaning systems, with the play of identity politics through the less-than-tangible, 
often-fleeting spaces of texts, signs, symbols, psyches, desires, fears and imaginings" occasions 
concern that "we have ended up being less attentive to the more `thingy', bump-into-able, stubbornly 
there-in-the-world kinds of `matter' (the material) with which earlier geographers tended to be more 
familiar" (Philo 2000a: 33); that is, a concern that the `cultural turn' has produced "a vulgar 
culturalism" (Sayer 2000: 166); "a trajectory of work which is banal, naively celebratory and 
politically irresponsible" (Morley 1998a: 491), in its ostensible retreat from value judgements (Jenks 
1993) 
How then, might it possible to write an account of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' 
which both takes serious the plurality and complexity of particular cultures-as-practices, and 
(re)connects those practices with broader social and material geographies? 
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Fourthly, the notion of `popular culture' - and thus notions, like `children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' which take it for granted - have increasingly been subject to a parallel critique 
because: (i) it is increasingly questionable whether the singular prefix `popular' is in any way 
meaningful or useful (MacCabe 1986) given the chaotic heterogeneity of the "practices or texts or 
activities frequently associated with the field of leisure and `enjoyed' by large numbers of people" 
(McRobbie 1991: xiii) for which it has come to stand (which, moreover, can include things which 
might formally be thought of as `high culture', too); (ii) it is questionable whether the supposedly 
commonsense traditional distinctions between `high' and `low' actually culture matter at all to 
consumers who are more `omnivorous' than the `high/popular cultural distinction suggests 
(Peterson 1992, Peterson and Kearn 1996, Carrabine and Longhurst 1999, Warde et al 1999); (iii) it 
is questionable whether the traditional distinction between `high' and `popular' culture 
is at all 
meaningful when cultural consumption is considered, for the practices through which a novel and a 
comic, for example, are consumed are ostensibly identical; (iv) `popular culture' 
is arguably 
increasingly becoming the norm - becoming `culture' without need for a prefix - for 
"we are coming 
to a time when the model which describes popular culture in a relation of antagonism 
to a high or 
elite culture is, in some senses, ceasing to be serviceable" 
(Freccero 1999: 254-255); and yet (v) to 
use the prefix `popular' is to make a special case, to mark a separation 
from the norm and enact a 
judgement which, more often than not, remains beset by elitism; (vii) it posits `popular culture' as a 
certain thing, a neat stable entity readily 
definable by academics, when it might be better 
understood as ever-dynamic, as constituted 
through consumers' complex everyday practices. 
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How then, might it possible to write an account of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' 
without recourse to the problematic prior essentialism of `popular culture', taking seriously the 
argument that "there are no longer any agreed and inviolable criteria which can serve to 
differentiate art from popular culture" (Strinati 1995: 225)? 
v)` '. 
Finally, the well-used and taken-for-granted notion of 'consumption', like `children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption' which take it for granted - has increasingly been problematised in a 
number of senses because: (i) it is increasingly questionable whether a single abstract notion of 
`consumption' is in any way meaningful or useful (Miller and Rose 1997, Miles 1998b) given the 
chaotic heterogeneity of the practices for which it has come to stand: "the concept consumption is 
applied to a bewildering range of goods and services - everything from art to shopping, to watching 
television, receiving welfare and visiting a zoo. It also figures prominently in accounts of political 
change, economic transformation and cultural fragmentation" (Edgell and Hetherington 1996: 1); (ii) 
the notion of `consumption' is a way of knowing and writing `consumption' which is quite distanced 
from, and sometimes utterly unrecognisable to, consumers own understandings (it is not intuitive to 
talk about `consuming' a book or TV programme or toy for example); (iii) increasingly "everything 
becomes a consumer item" (Sampson 1994: 37) - that is, all texts/material 
objects/things/events/performances are potentially consume-able, so `consumption' seems to be a 
term which encompasses everything (and therefore nothing); (iv) the notion of `consumption' 
suggests a simple, cut and dried act, a transaction that happens unproblematically in one moment, 
yet it might be better understood as "a process intricately enmeshed in the situated practices and 
social relations of... everyday life, in the commonplace spatialities of individual and collective 
existence,... so completely and complexly enmeshed in those practices, relations and spatialities 
that it may be regarded onto itself only through acts of academic legerdemain" (Pred 1996: 12-13; 
Nava 1987, Frow 1995); (vii) positing `consumption' as something definite, purposeful and 
graspable by social scientists, it surely also implicitly turns away from so many important `irrational', 
non-representational aspects and practices of `consumption' which are an unbounded part of the 
"the minute-by-minute and the minute... [in the] normality, ordinariness, security and identity... in the 
daily round" (Silverstone 1999: 69), not least the parts which are unthought, unsaid and embodied. 
How then, might it possible to write an account of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' 
which moves on from, rather than repeat, these frustrations and absences? 
The five preceding contentions constitute a third foundation for this thesis: a post-structural 
sensibility which directly and radically challenges all of the essentialist terms taken for granted 
in the 
notion of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. My conviction in this thesis 
is that the 
domain known as `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' matters profoundly, and that 
the questions raised by pre-existent Social Scientific approaches to this subject are still-vital. 
However, I also believe in the post-structural challenges to this domain: that is, I accept that 
`childhood', `the everyday', `culture', `popular culture' and `consumption' are useful concepts to make 
sense of the things they describe, but I suggest that they are 
less useful when it comes to writing 
`children' as fellow citizens, understanding `the everyday' as where I am/we are here and now, 
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acknowledging that ('popular')'culture' is something I am/we are a part of, and accepting that 
`consumption' that I/we do. I assert that the latter post-structural sensibility should not do away with 
the former questions entirely, but rather, I suggest that these questions should be radically 
complexified and problematised through engagement with these deconstructive contentions (which, 
vice versa, might in turn be complexified by being thought through in the context of older questions 
and issues). 
1.4 Summary 
By way of introduction, this chapter has contextualised the thesis with reference to three salient sets 
of pre-existent Social Scientific work. Firstly a succession of demands for new social scientific 
research into `childhood', `the everyday', `culture', `popular culture', and `consumption' were 
sketched. Secondly, the thesis was located in relation to four key pre-existent Social Scientific 
approaches to `children's everyday popular cultural consumption': with respect to each, the 
continued importance of the questions raised was stressed, but also a number of frustrations with 
these bodies of work, individually and collectively, were stressed. And thirdly, radically unsettling the 
two previous foundations, a post-structurally flavoured critique was introduced. My conviction from 
the outset has been that all of this should be taken seriously, all-at-once. But this is easier said than 
done. This Introductory chapter represents a rather vast, complex open-ended map of multiple 
things that matter which might solicit multiple potential ways on and research strategies. The 
following chapter outlines my methodological and conceptual move on from this foundational 
position, and thus grounds the thesis in my particular conceptual inclinations and methodological 
choices, there and then and here and now9. 
9 Note of the structure/style of this Introductory chapter, #4: autobiographical glimpses. Central to this task, and central to 
everything written in this thesis, is me: the presence of my body in researching and writing, and my choices and inclination 
and practices in shaping the research/thesis, and the presence of glimpses of 'me' in the words of the thesis. This is the 
area that has fascinated me most when listening to other people's feedback on the written thesis: I am invariably told that 
the thesis is 'very John', or that I have 'given myself away' via the thesis, or that the thesis is a bit of a 'puzzle' (figuring it 
out essentially = figuring me out), or that thesis is quite 'touching', 'loving', 'personal', `passionate' or even 'brave'. All this is 
despite the thesis's absence, by and large, of explicit Autobiographical statements of who I am. I continue to feel rather 
ambivalent regarding such feedback. On the one hand I see this implicit John-ness - this sense of me which apparently 
sediments out, for some readers at least, as the thesis unravels - as an achievement to be proud of. I insist that the 
personal and the affective are too-often hushed up, missed or effaced in Social Scientific research and writing, and indeed 
a key methodological purpose of my doctoral research was to prompt personal attachment my subject matter, and to find 
ways of working and writing with that involvement always there, at least in the back of my mind (see chapter 2 for more 
detail on both these points). And certainly, writing this thesis was a quite intense, affecting experience that I `got a lot out of' 
and which I had to 'put a lot of myself into'. I am proud and pleased, therefore that for many readers this sensibility is the 
most noteworthy, interesting or 'best' thing about the thesis. On the other hand, I feel inherently guarded and unsure of how 
to respond to all this. I reserve the right, really, not to highlight each and every point which I think offers an 'autobiographical 
glimpse'. And I reserve the right not to agree/disagree with readers' comments about 'glimpses' they get of me. Perhaps 
this ambivalence is itself key to understanding the thesis. But then again perhaps all academic writing is autobiography in 




Ways on: challenges, methods, ethics, concepts 
2. Ways on: challenges, methods, ethics, concepts 
So, to reiterate, this thesis is written from a conviction that `childhood', `the everyday', `culture', 
`popular culture' and `consumption' each matter profoundly, are inherently interesting, and are 
worthy of much more academic thought, study and exploration than has yet been the case. 
Moreover, it is written from a conviction that they matter collectively, that `childhood' might be better 
understood through an engagement with `the everyday', which might be better understood by 
engaging with `culture', which might be better understood through engagement with `popular 
culture', which might be better understood through engagement with `consumption'. Foundationally, 
I share the concerns enunciated by long standing bodies of Social Scientific research, with 
`children's everyday popular cultural consumption' as cultural text, ideological vector, creative 
resource and economic issue. Yet I also write from profound frustrations with these bodies of work, 
with their dualistic impasses, their representationalism, their assumption that `children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption' can be fully known and pronounced upon, and particularly their 
mobilisation of (perhaps increasingly) problematic essentialist notions of `childhood', `the everyday', 
`culture', `popular culture' and `consumption'. The thesis thus emerges as a plea, and an attempt, to 
take all of this serious at once, and yet move on from these frustrations. This is a rather broadly 
scoped intention, which encompasses a great deal. With this breadth always already at the back of 
my mind, I was intent on making an (initially, at least) open-ended space for myself to think, 
research, and write. I was determined that I should go about all this in a way which would be open- 
minded, and which would not foreclose or ignore or prescribe or presume too much about anything 
or anyone or anywhere I would encounter within this broad remit. At the same time, I was 
determined to allow/acknowledge/prompt some/whatever sort of personal affective attachment to 
those anythings or anyones or anywheres. 
This chapter outlines the ways in which I sought to think, research, and write on from the very 
broad position mapped in Chapter 1 (and within that, from the particular insistences upon open- 
endedness and personal affective engagement just articulated), during 1999-2003. Firstly, it draws 
out the methodological challenges inherent in this position. Secondly, it outlines the specific steps I 
took and the decisions I made to research in response to these challenges. Thirdly, it furthers my 
thinking through (Horton 2001) of the research/ethical complexities bound up in all this. And finally, 
as a route map for the remainder of the thesis, it sketches the conceptual co-ordinates to which I 
was inclined, there and then, and with which I thought and wrote my way on from all of this. The 
chapter as a whole thus not only logs what I did, but also signals ways in which this methodology 
constituted a particular, practical part and parcel of the work my thinking/critique/observation as 
mapped in Chapter 1, and how this work produced the shape, content and style of the thesis. 
2.1 Methodological challenges 
Many, many methodological demands - constituting many, many potential research projects - 
might be inferred via a reading of the very broad position mapped in Chapter 1. For me though - no 
doubt as a result of my conceptual inclinations (implicit from Chapter 1, and sketched a little more 
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explicitly in Section 2.4 below), which no doubt say something quasi-autobiographical about me -a 
number of key profound methodological demands coagulate. 
Firstly, there is the challenge of approaching `children's everyday popular cultural consumption', 
foregrounding children's hitherto neglected experiences and geographies, without recourse to a 
prior and absolute essentialist notion of `childhood' or 'adulthood', or an essential and stable 
difference between them'. This condition problematises the two methodological strategies 
predominant in recent Social Scientific research with children: approaching children as `beings' in 
parity with adults (the challenge is thus to widen the conception of what counts as `beings', applying 
pre-existing Social Scientific research methods to these hitherto neglected geographies and to stir 
them into Social Scientific knowledge), or approaching children as `becomings', fundamentally 
different from adults (the challenge is thus to minimise difference between researcher and 
researched, perhaps through child-centred methodologies, or strategies to make adults 
researchers `least-adult'). The former strategy is problematic because it postpones thinking about 
the differences between `children' and `adults', while the latter strategy postpones thinking about the 
similarities and continuities between them. Moreover, both strategies presuppose a notion of 
complete, stable `adult' being (the former positions children as beings just like `adults', while the 
latter suggests that adult beings might engage with others like children if only appropriate methods 
were used). By contrast this thesis begins from the conviction that children are different to adults - 
"we can never fully `close the gap' between our (adult) views of the world and those of children, 
and... neither would we want to" (Jones 2001 b: 175) - but that "we can never not work with `others' 
who are separate and different from ourselves; difference is an essential aspect of all social 
interactions" anyway (Nast 1994: 57). It also begins from a denial of the veracity of an essential 
prior notion of complete adult 'being': "none of us all knowing subjectivities" (Katz 1992: 504) and 
"there is no clear landscape of social positions to be charted by an all-seeing analyst, neither is 
there a conscious agent, whether researcher or researched... Instead, researcher researched and 
research make each other" (G. Rose 1997: 316). Two methodological demands are implicit in this. 
On one hand there is a need to practically and discursively unsettle the position of unproblematic 
confident knowing adult `being', and the neat `adult'tchild' binary, typically assumed by Social 
1I want to be quite clear about this. There are, of course, profound differences between 'children' and `adults', individually 
(just as there are between individuals of any age) and collectively (for example, in bodily size and characteristics, 
experiential breadth, societal position in an adult-centic world, behaviour, sense of self/identity, and (self-)discipline), a 
"'substance' which has created the need for and practice of separating out childhood and adulthood" (Jones 2001b: 174). 
But I write from the position that - perhaps increasingly, because "adulthood can no longer be assumed to be stable and 
complete, childhoods are becoming increasingly ambiguous" (N. Lee 2001: 103) - these differences do not add up to an 
absolute, universal, stable, distinction between 'childhood' and `adulthood' (which is not to deny the convenient and 
pragmatic utility of making that distinction). I see "human life [as] an endless and endlessly variable process of becoming", 
where all humans, 'adults' and 'children' alike, are always in flux, always becoming (N. Lee 2001: 104), and I see the 
distinction between 'childhood' and 'adulthood' as a somewhat crude, overly neat, unnecessarily rigid, understanding of this 
continuum and these mobilities. I also agree that the differences between `adults' and 'children', individually and 
collectively, are "only... one kind of variation between human becomings in a context of many others" (N. Lee 2001: 140). 
thus refuse the systematic distinction between `adults'-as-human-beings and 'children'-as-human-becomings assumed, at 
least implicitly, in much Social Scientific work (and the significance attributed to that distinction more broadly). Or, to put it 
another way, "I have always thought that there is more 'child' in adults than they would admit to. (Indeed the opposite 
seems equally true as well)" (Harker 2001: viii): "despite the fact that nothing in our body, our physical appearance or our 
knowledge has remained unchanged, we think of ourselves as the same person now as the one that was born many years 
ago, hated particular teachers, had measles on holiday in Italy, fell in love, married, had children and studied sociology" 
(Adam 1995: 18). I'm quite open to the suggestion that this is because of my age, and life circumstances, here and now 
(the idea of being a 'grown up' feel new to me; I have not yet made many of the classic transitions into adulthood). Having 
said all that, the words `adult' and `child' are used at face value a 
few times in this thesis, mostly in the context of research 
interviews, by and about people who referred to themselves in those terms. 
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Scientists in approaching childhood, through modes of research and writing which admit to the 
ambiguities and contradictions of those assumptions, and which subvert the all-powerful 'being' 
`adult'/' researcher'. On the other hand - acknowledging that Social Scientific research with children 
has hitherto often reinforced those assumptions2, and moving on from that realisation by assuming 
that "our identities do not pre-exist our performances of them", and so research practices are 
"constitutive (if not completely so), both of the researcher and of the other involved in the research 
process" (G. Rose 1997: 316,315) - there is a need to develop research practices which make 
"space for the emergence of new forms of alliances" (Madge et al 1997: 98) between ('adult') 
researchers and ('child') researched. That is, which negotiate a "subjective we" (Busier et al 1997: 
165) and enable relations of rapport, reciprocity and conversation between `adults' and `child' 
becomings, "out of which something else might happen" (Katz 1996: 489), working with differences 
while never essentialising a singular `Difference', producing relations which "open new spaces of 
insight, of meaning, which displace, de-centre the [researcher]" (F. Smith 1996: 163), "to produce 
non-generalising knowledges that learn from other kinds of knowledges" (G. Rose 1997: 315), 
speaking with, not on, for or about children. 
Secondly, there is the challenge of approaching `children's everyday popular cultural consumption', 
foregrounding hitherto neglected everyday geographies, without recourse to a prior and absolute 
essentialist notion of 'the everyday'. A number of methodological demands are implicit in this. There 
is a need to perform research which enables presence, proximity and participation in `the everyday', 
a means of sympathetically and attentively encountering, conversing and being there, without 
intruding, essentialising, colonising, exploiting or making authoritative claims to knowledge: a 
means, that is, "of valuing and working with everyday practical activities as they occur" (Thrift 
2000a: 216). There is a need to take seriously, methodologically, an understanding that `the 
everyday' "is not real in a fixed, stable or predictable way; that it is not entirely accessible; and... it 
does not appear empirically the same to everyone, no matter how carefully we look...; no one - 
neither researcher or researched - can fully know the world, or be fully detached from the 
construction of knowledge" (S. Smith 2001: 25). So there is a need to unsettle, practically and 
discursively, the notion of `the everyday as a fixed, stable, singular place which can be 
unproblematically visited and pronounced upon. On one hand this demands a commitment to 
questioning why certain places seem straightforwardly "less-spectacular" to certain people 
(McDowell 2001: 89), not least through a reflexive "inward turning history" (de Certeau 1984: 108). 
On the other hand it demands methodological procedures sympathetic to this multiplicity of 
`everydays' and the complexities of `everyday' experiences, which acknowledge the extent to which 
2 "[I]n recent years researchers have been criticised for dealing with children as 'objects of study', taking little account of 
what is regarded as meaningful and significant by children themselves... The purpose [of research] has usually been to 
assess concepts, hypotheses and theories developed by adults... [S]tudies have produced many fascinating insights, but 
often the voices and views of children are surprisingly muted" (Hill et al 1996: 129). This 'muting' is typically explained as 
an effect of the predominance of developmental psychologists and quantitative/observational sociologists in pioneering 
research with children: the former are said to approach children as passive objects of experimentation (Backett and 
Alexander 1991, Kalnins 1992, Burman 1994); the latter are said to analyse childhood as it is framed by adults (James and 
Prout 1990, Blitzer 1991, M. Hill 1992, Melton and Limber 1992, R. Rogers 1993, Brannen and O'Brien 1995); both are said 
to favour standardised, quantifiable, prescribed measures and results (Spencer and Flin 1991, Ryan and Walker 1993); 
and - to reiterate a point already made 
in Chapter 1- both are said to Conceptualise children as lesser than adults" 
(Mayall 1994: 2). While this is perhaps a caricature, it was, until recently, certainly fair to say that "there is noticeably little 
[literature] that addresses qualitative approaches to surveys of children" (Williamson and Butler 1996: 61). This realisation 
was part and parcel of the `turn' towards children's social worlds and perspectives outlined in Chapter 1. 
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access to different everydays is limited, and that much will be unknowable, unreachable and 
irretrievable, but which celebrate that difference and "work creatively within that limitation, rather 
than seeing it as a negative thing" (Jones 2001b: 176). Moreover, it demands methodological 
sympathy with, apprehension of, 'everydayness', the unforeseen, undetermined, un-historicised 
relational "unfolding performative scenes through and within which worlds are always being 
enacted, always being disclosed" (Harrison 2002: 500). "We must learn to live in the middle of 
things, in the tension of conflict and confusion and possibility; we must become adept at making do 
with the messiness of that condition" (St. Pierre 1997a: 176). 
Thirdly, there is the challenge of approaching 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption', 
foregrounding hitherto neglected cultural geographies, without recourse to an essentialist notion of 
`culture' (-as-thing, or -as-quality). So there is a need for research practices enabling presence, 
proximity and collaboration in particular `cultures-as-practice', methods of sympathetically and 
attentively encountering, conversing and being there, as they happen, without intruding, 
essentialising, colonising, exploiting or making authoritative, totalising claims to knowledge. This 
demands methodological procedures sympathetic to the dynamism and multiplicity of `cultures-as- 
practice', and the complexities and contradictions of cultural practices. It also demands 
methodological sensibility of the extent to which, for any (researching) individual, access to different 
`cultures-as-practice' is not necessarily completely possible, and that much will probably be 
unknowable, unreachable and irretrievable. Children for example, often "have different values from 
adults or different perspectives on their experiences, indeed children create their own social worlds 
and social relations of which adults can have only partial or fragmented pictures" (Valentine 1999a: 
142): "after all children's culture is their culture! ", so for example "only a seven-year-old-girl who is a 
Barbie aficionado can fully experience the complexities of being a [seven-year-old] Barbie player, a 
Barbie owner, one who is subjected to Barbie-bashing and so on" (Mitchell and Reid-Walsh 2002: 
26,9). There is thus a need for research practices which work with, rather than cover up, this 
limitation, moving towards relations and methods through which cultural practitioners might be 
"willing, and able, to comment on their experiences and articulate their feelings and values, thus 
allowing culture to 'speak itself' through individuals' stories" (Hoggart et al 2002: 205), to ensure 
that the knowing and writing emerges from the `culture-as-practice' itself, rather than a prior, 
essentialising notion of what the `culture' night be like. Moreover, it demands methods which take 
seriously the complexity of `culture-as-practice', an understanding that "even though from a 
theoretical point of view human actors encode things with significance, from a methodological point 
of view it is the things-in-motion that illuminate their human and social context": "we have to follow 
the things themselves, for their meanings are inscribed in their forms, their uses, their trajectories" 
(Appadurai 1986: 5). Fourthly, relatedly, there is the challenge of approaching `children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption', foregrounding hitherto neglected geographies of popular cultural 
practices, without recourse to a prior, essentialist, judgemental notion of `popular culture'. 
This 
demands methods consistent with a rigorous cultural relativism, with which to encounter, take 
seriously and accept on their own terms, popular cultural practices which might seem 
"irretrievably 
alien to adults: bizarre (to us) `other' worlds, closed off 
by `the dark of reason' that limits adult gaze" 
(Jones 2001 b: 174). And, again, it demands research practices which enable presence, proximity 
and collaboration in particular popular cultural practices, methods of sympathetically and attentively 
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encountering, conversing and being there, "working on the event as it happens, working in the heat 
of the event" (Baudrillard 1997: 33), without intruding, essentialising, colonising, exploiting or 
making authoritative, totalising claims to knowledge. Moreover, it demands methods sympathetic 
with the specific dynamics of popular cultural practices, particularly the flux, turnover and intensities 
of popular cultural fads and enthusiasms. There is thus a need for research practices not only open 
to the possibility "of being surprised, of reaching knowledge not prefigured in one's starting 
paradigms" (Willis 1977: 7), but also predicated upon "engagement with the emergent' (Thrift 
2000b: 2), that is "a trust that something may come out, though one is not yet completely sure 
what" (Rajchman 2000: 7), a sensibility "not to predict, but to remain attentive to the unknown 
knocking at the door" (Foucault 1992: 165), to thus be "held in suspense: everything is coming; 
everything is possible. Each singular event is bursting with infinite potential" (Doel 1998: 2). 
Fifthly, there is the challenge of approaching `children's everyday popular cultural consumption', 
foregrounding hitherto neglected geographies of consumption, without recourse to a prior, 
essentialist notion of `consumption'. So on one hand there is a need for research practices enabling 
presence, proximity and collaboration in particular geographies of 'consumption', methods of 
sympathetically and attentively encountering, conversing and being there, as they happen, without 
intruding, essentialising, colonising, exploiting or making authoritative, oversimplifying claims to 
knowledge. For "if consumption practices comprise a perpetual series of short performative 
episodes... and if taste and judgement vary between situations, it is only by keeping close company 
with the consumers in question that their behaviour can be evaluated" (Warde 1996: 308). On the 
other hand, however, there is a need to confound, complexify and methodologically and 
discursively move on from, the neat, final abstract notion of `consumption' too often assumed by 
Social Scientists, to start instead from the complex, creative and messy concepts and imaginings of 
consumers themselves, in and of specific instances of popular cultural consumption. 
Moreover, there is the challenge of moving on from the positions of critique elaborated, in Chapter 
1, around pre-existing Social Scientific approaches to `children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption'. Thus, in response to `material culture' approaches, I sought to acknowledge the 
messy, all-at-once complexities, inter-relations and contradictions specific children and their 
specific popular cultural objects, and to foreground a range of cultural practices which - being 
around mass produced, `fun', somewhat ephemeral fads, for children, and conducted in ostensibly 
unexalted places and unremarkable circumstances - might have been hitherto overlooked or 
disparaged by academia and posterity. In response to `ideological' approaches, I sought to put new 
empirical work approaching `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' on the agenda and 
also to practice a more modest, uncertain approach, to keep an honest open mind 
to the 
ambiguities, contradictions, messiness and uncertainties of children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption which problematise unequivocal positions, not 
least by contemplating consumers' 
cultural practice and agency. In response to approaches concerning 
'children's everyday popular 
cultural consumption' as resource for agency, 
I sought to take seriously both the potentially 
structuring effects of consumption and consumers' agency, at 
the same time, and I sought to 
engage this empirically, and without recourse 
to grandiose narratives of space, socialisation, or 
developmental ism. And in response to approaches concerning the economic issues of 
`children's 
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everyday popular cultural consumption' I sought to engage individual children-as-consumers, and 
foreground the accounts of consumers themselves, rather than celebrating the forces of 
consumerism effecting them (which is not to say that that those forces do not matter a great deal in 
those accounts). Moreover, I sought to do all this, at once, and to do so through grounded, small- 
scale encounters which would newly sidestep and move on from the perpetual impasses 
characteristic of pre-existent approaches, individually and collectively: for "real [sic] events can save 
us much philosophy" (Willis 1978: 1). 
With all this in mind, all-at-once I was committed to a hitherto unusual and necessarily innovative 
methodology and research sensibility, founded upon a principle of open-endedness. My 'Research 
Aims' were quite deliberately minimal (to put myself in places where important/relevant/interesting 
things related to `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'; to get involved in those places 
and with the people in them and whatever happens to be going on there and then; to do this in 
places which would, all along, prompt me to think about myself, my childhood and so on; and, 
ultimately to see what happened when I did all that). My `Research Questions' were deliberately 
open (what is going to be going on in those places while I'm there? What sorts of things will be 
important/relevant/interesting in the context of Social Scientific studies of 'children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption'? How am I going to feel while I'm in those places? What will I be 
prompted to think/write about? ). My `Thesis Plan' was entirely open (write about the interesting 
important/relevant/interesting things related to `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' 
that happen, as they happen, whatever they might be; do this writing in whatever style seems 
appropriate/useful/interesting/applicable at the time). Ironically, it takes a great deal of work, effort 
and commitment to be open-ended - some would say `vague' - and in this way. The specific work 
involved in doing all this was as follows. 
2.2 Methods 
This thesis is predicated upon three broad, interrelated3 research projects, conducted during 
2000/01, in and through which I was committed to figuring out a means of practicing research 
consistent with these demands, to take seriously and think on from the issues undergirding them. 
That is, I sought to develop a mode of research which would: (i) place me in the midst of mundane 
instances of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption', to practically encounter them as 
they happened4; (ii) negotiate and sustain relations of close proximity, rapport, ongoing 
conversation, equity and reciprocity (and, ideally, mutual inspiration) with those involved in these 
3 In line with my anti-essentialist standpoint, it is important to acknowledge/blur the frustrating narrative artificiality 
seemingly inherent and inevitable in writing a thesis. I want to make clear, contrary to 
the neat distinction perhaps implicit 
in the thesis' structure, that the three projects were ongoing simultaneously, and that thinking, writing, and the imperatives 
of 'literature review', 'concepts', 'methodology', `ethics', doing research' and 
'writing up' were all becoming simultaneously. 
4I want to make clear that this was not a representational or scientific empiricism, nor an 
'anti-theory' thing, but a 
conviction that, simply, an approach predicated upon 
being there, though mundane encounters and participation, would 
make a refreshing change, and a means of moving on 
from the impasses, metanarratives, strident certainties and 
essentialisms that have often dogged this 
field, and which have produced a version of 'children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' which is in one sense oversimplified, overabtstracted 
from the things it supposedly understands, yet also 
overly complex in a different sense, overloaded with academic meanings 
and weights. 
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instances of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'; (iii) engage with instances of 
`children's everyday popular cultural consumption' in a sympathetic, collaborative, enthusiastically 
curious, generous, non-judgemental, unobtrusive spirit, providing conditions in which the culture 
might `speak itself'5; (iv) avoid prior essentialist assumptions, to accommodate and take seriously 
the unexpected, messy, ambivalent, happenstance complexities of `children's everyday popular 
cultural consumption', literally in-the-making, as-it-happened; (v) be sufficiently mobile and 
distributed to at least begin to apprehend and track some of the complex, connected, multiple 
relations, locations and geographies through which `children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' proceeds; and (vi), whilst doing all that constantly force me to reflexively think through 
or unsettle my own assumptions (about what seems self-evident, straightforward and 
commonsense to me about `childhood', `the everyday', `culture', `popular culture', and 
'consumption', for example) thus allowing a sense of positionality to sediment out gradually, rather 
than claiming to completely know or represent myself from the outset6 ; and (vii), whilst doing all 
that, constantly and purposefully engage/affect/involve me, and to allow/acknowledge/work with this 
prompted engagement. 
To these ends I embarked upon three parallel, related research projects to enable close 
encounters with specific instances of `children's popular cultural consumption' in-the-making - and 
in-depth qualitative? relations with those involved in its conduct and emergence - in a milieu which 
seems straightforwardly `everyday' to me: the suburbs of a particular industrial town in the English 
West Midlands8. These projects enabled me to encounter, with different degrees of intimacy, the 
5 That is, a way of researching and thinking and writing "that forgo[es] a masterful assimilation of the foreign" (Game and 
Metcalfe 1996: 85), not least via research relations which enable participants' ('childish') to suffuse, subvert and squeezed 
through the pores of (my) grown up procedures, interests, and language "in a relation of constant becoming and change" 
(Katz 1996: 491). 
That is, too often, Social Scientists' treatment of troubling questions of standpoint, positionality and relationality (as 
articulated by... for example) go no further than introductory self-description via strings of adjectival identifiers. This has 
always struck me as problematic because: (i) this strategy often feels tokenistic, as if done out of dutiful obligation, and 
thus oversimplifies or avoids what is at stake in these questions; (ii) it rests upon an oversimplifying, reductive, fatalistic 
understanding of identity, taking for granted that individuals can be exhaustively described and explained through recourse 
to a list of adjectives; (iii) invariably, such accounts mobilise a whole array of contested essentialising adjectival categories 
- of `gender', `race' and `age', for example - as if they were uncontrovertibly fixed, prior and unproblematic; (iv) in their 
selectiveness and partiality, such accounts are often self-aggrandising or self-serving, producing the author as the hero of 
the piece, or at least privileging the author as every bit as important as the subject at hand, in all sorts of ways. My aim in 
this thesis is to produce a narrative space in which a less deliberate and intrusive, more open-ended, complex, processual 
sense of myself sediments out as I write and as you read about `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. That 
said, it seems important - but only as a point of departure to this end, rather than an end in itself - to point out that at time 
of writing I am a 25-year-old, white, English, male, heterosexual, `able bodied', PhD student. 
7 The project was predicated entirely upon intensive in-depth qualitative methods. This was quite deliberate. Like many 
Social Scientists (particularly many of those whose work constitutes the 'turns' outlined in the previous chapter), I see 
qualitative methods as providing a means of working "where `situated'... or local knowledges... are given prominence over 
'grand theory"', which "do not start with the assumption that there is a pre-existing world that can be known, or measured, 
but instead see the social world as something that is dynamic and changing" and which is "characterised by a relational 
construction of knowledge between researcher and research subjects and... upon both developing empathy between 
researcher and researched as well as focusing upon the reflexivity of the research encounter" (Dwyer and Limb 2001: 5,6, 
7). I thus worked from a conviction that qualitative methods provided a means of enabling research encounters 
characterised by rapport, proximity, creativity, expressiveness, improvisation, open-endedness and openness to emergent, 
experiential, everyday knowledges, and were sympathetic and attentive to practices of 'children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' themselves as well as my particular approach to and interest in them. There is also a sense in which open 
ended qualitative encounters are particular effective for encountering popular cultural consumers (Alasuutari 1995, Fiske 
1994, Stanton 1996, Geraghty 1998, Couldry 2000), and particularly conducive to the "unorthodox, constantly improvised 
scenarios" in which children are at their most talkative (J. Moore 1992: 128, E. Anderson 1990). I was also struck by the 
dearth of careful qualitative work previously done in this area. I want to make clear, however, that this is absolutely not a 
dismissal of previous/emergent Social Scientific work concerned to tackle similar questions using different methodologies. 
e The point is not to claim that this is certainly, authentically 'The Everyday' or that the people there are somehow `the 
Common People'. Indeed, I find that assumption problematic and patronising. Moreover I am well aware that what seems 
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everyday geographies of a particular primary school, a particular public children's library, and a set 
of particular `homes'9, respectively, and to triangulate a sense of `children's everyday popular 
cultural consumption' between them. These settings were, by design, well known to me10: the 
projects returned me to the school where I had been taught, the children's library where I had often 
`hung out' as a child, and the housing estates where I had grown up, respectively (and all the 
places, routes, resonances and idiosyncrasies inbetween). So "for myself, fieldwork was not to be 
an encounter with any primitive, or yet again, even foreigners. The `other' in my field was heavily 
constituted out of a tension between my own memory of an earlier time, and the recognisable 
changes of my return: out of the memory of how I used to be, and the inadequacy of my new 
cultural reflexes" (Stewart 1989: 15). That is, a tension which ensured a profound reflexivity was 
always already inherent my research, particularly around the question of relations between 
child/adult and researcher/researched for I felt, in a very palpable sense, that "when I judge these 
people, I judge myself" (Myerhoff 1979: 28). I believe that this closeness to my `subject(s)' is central 
to this thesis, and the way it turned out. 
The first project placed me amongst some everyday geographies of a particular primary school in 
the English West Midlands (formerly my old primary school). Here, with the kind permission of 
school staff, and the rigorously-attained prior informed consent of children and their parents or 
guardians (see section 2.3), I spent two-and-a-bit school terms during 2000/01 as a regular 
presence in the everyday life of the school, and especially in the everyday lives of two `year 3' (aged 
7-8) classrooms". This was the setting and occasion for a rolling research project which sought to: 
(i) encounter instances of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' as they happened, in 
situ, there and then, for an extended duration (or at least extended in the context of the dynamics of 
popular cultural consumption fads); (ii) enable open-ended, unforced, unstructured conversations 
around the shared concern of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption', between myself 
and the children variously engaged in these instances; (iii), maintain "the small group setting that 
[children] are familiar with in the classroom where conversation seems to flow effortlessly' 
`everyday' to me is peculiar or marginal to others, and that my taken-for-granted assumptions (about what `the suburbs' are 
like, for example) are not at all universal. Rather, I foreground this milieu because it seems `everyday' to me and because 
my being there as researcher demanded sustained thinking through of why I think that, and the implications of that. Being 
there was also a really affecting, interesting personal experience, and prompted all manner of autobiographical reveries, 
reminiscences and (bad! ) writing. I have only used a small amount of this explicitly autobiographical material in this thesis, 
but I feel that my engagement with the people and places I encountered was central to the successes of the thesis, and 
central to the Implicit sense of me which -I am told - pervades the thesis! 
9 This is not to essentialise 'the school', 'the library' and 'the home': I use these convenient, accepted nametags for 
Euclidean spaces as points of departure, knowing full well that they barely begin to encompass the geographies they are 
supposed to describe. Nor is it to idealise these institutions: I agree that "children constitute a social group, whose interests 
are not necessarily harmonious with those of `the home' and its adults, and are not necessarily coterminous with the values 
of the home and the school" [and the library] (Hood et al 1996: 118). Rather, I use these institutions as pragmatic starting 
points for research and thinking. 
10 Or, more precisely, these settings felt both uncannily, profoundly, evocatively familiar to me, yet also irrevocably, 
uncannily different, not always in ways I could explain. I found this a frequently disorientating experience, being caught 
between my anecdotal and experiential knowledges and memories of how things were during my childhood, and the new 
observations, experiences and encounters occasioned by my return to these settings as a `grown up'/'researcher'. 
11 The choice of this age range was partly pragmatic (it was the opinion of the school hierarchy that my presence in these 
classrooms would minimise potential disruption of educational outcomes) and partly deliberate (because it is precisely this 
age range which previous Social Scientific approaches to `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' has tended to 
emphasise: the aim of my research was to approach this same subject, and this same age group, but in a quite different 
way, methodologically and conceptually). 
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(Mauthner 1997: 23), so as to work with some of the very groups in which `children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption' is practiced, as "part of a dialogue that had started long before my 
project and would continue afterwards. In this sense, though specially convened around specific 
topics, these were not formal `focus groups' - in the way Burgess et al (1988a, 1988b) use it - of 
anonymous strangers so much as an [engagement with] already existing groups... a more 
naturalistic approach to people who were discussing things anyway" (M. Crang 2001: 217)12, 
experimenting with rambly open ended in depth group discussion (Matthews and Tucker 2000, 
Mayall 2000); (iv) work with some of the ostensibly banal practices - like discussing, drawing, 
imagining, judging, arguing, bantering, intuiting, inventing, and telling tall tales about popular culture 
- which are importantly part and parcel of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'; (v) be 
"participatory in a stronger sense than merely that it employed `user friendly' materials; [with 
children] involved not only how they participated personally but in consciously influencing the 
direction of the research" (Thomas and O'Kane 1998: 341), thus centre-ing what was important, all- 
consuming, and worthy of study, time, energy, contemplation and discussion, to the children 
themselves, there and then; and thus, (vi) be prepared for anything popular cultural industries might 
throw up, to work with little idea of what the `next big thing' might be. And so, after a protracted 
period of introducing myself and the project 13, and getting-to-know-everybody14, -a period, that is, 
12 Conducting qualitative research with pre-formed groups has many other advantages (Greenbaum 1987, Morgan 1988, 
Kitzinger 1994, Smithson 2000), not least: in allowing researchers to be able "to `eavesdrop' on the sorts of conversations 
a group would be likely to have in a non-research setting... [but also] struggling to understand in-jokes and tacit group 
knowledge", in dialogically "[giving] the researcher access to the multiple and transpersonal understandings that 
characterise social behaviour", in constituting research relations in which "researchers, as well as participants can learn 
through the process [for]... conversations take on their own dynamic and spontaneous group debates can reveal 
unexpected findings" (Bedford and Burgess 2001: 126,124), and in precluding a one-way interrogative, exploitative 
research process, for "interviewees do not simply go along with the researcher's programme, even if it is structured rather 
than open... [I]nterviewees carve out spaces of their own;... [they] are not passive subjects; they are active participants in 
the interaction" (Scheurich 1997: 71), and in ceding "some of the researcher's control over the project... to the researched 
[for]... group members have more freedom to choose the direction of the discussion... In extreme situations, the group can 
literally shout the conductor down. Because the interviewees make their own choices as to what is relevant and interesting, 
group discussions can also unearth material that the conductor had not considered. In addition, the interview transcripts 
are clearly polyphonic" (Kneale 2001: 137). In all these senses (like Hill et al 1996), I have found open-ended qualitative 
group research a particularly useful, interesting, mutually engaging mode of research with children, which "encourage[s] 
children to use their own language and their own ways of communicating" (Williams et al 1989), and which can facilitate a 
nice, engaged mode of talking with even the most timid or unruly participants! (A. Lewis 1992, Hoppe et al 1995, Harden et 
al 2000, O'Kane 2000). 
13 Careful attention to introductions is a profoundly important part of Social Scientific research with children (Fine and 
Sandstrom 1988, Mauthner et al 1993, Solberg 1996). In this project, I found the following introductory sequence useful: (i) 
explain that I was from 'a university' and that I was there to 'do some research' (and spend some time discussing what 
`university' and a 'research project' is), thus setting the professionalism and formal purpose of my presence in their 
classroom first and foremost; (ii) introduce myself as `John, or Mr. H, whatever you prefer' (thus tempering the formality of 
my motives with informality at a personal level, and allowing participants to choose how comfortable they themselves felt 
about this); (iii) make clear the duration of my expected stay in their classroom; (iv) explain that I work at Bristol university, 
although I used to be a pupil at their school, and used to live in a house on a nearby housing estate (thus both clarifying my 
presence and positionality and inspiring many talking points and conversations in the process); (v) explain that I am 
working on a research project about `what children today are into, what they watch, what they read, what they play with, 
what they do, what they think about stuff' and that I'm really interested in what those in the classroom can tell me (thus 
establishing my very broad interests - scarcely limiting the parameters of the sorts of thing they might like to talk about - 
and establishing a certain amount of trust that neither I nor the project was out to judge or bash their stuff); (vi) `show and 
tell' a carrier bag-full of my own childhood popular cultural stuff (various toys, books, stickers, paraphernalia associated 
with television programmes, photographs of me as child, and suchlike), exemplifying the sorts of engaged, rich, even fun, 
conversation which I hoped would be characteristic of research, and reiterating the broad parameters of my research 
interest (and in the process staking out expectations, that research would involve a series of encounters between children- 
as-experts, for whom consumption is an everyday, passionate endeavour, and me-as-researcher, whose childhood 
endeavours were similar-yet-different, and whose everyday endeavours and passions are have since changed; somewhat 
(vi) explain what exactly what participation in research would involve and, after fielding questions, ask for volunteers to opt 
in to research. I made these statements and explanations in quite a formal sense to classroom gatherings, of about an 
hour in duration, at the outset. However, I would say that it was mainly through continued informal conversations and 
negotiations over the ensuing couple of weeks that they were made and understood fully (Mandell 1994). 
14 During this time I settled into an increasingly participatory role in the school, coming to be treated as might a work 
experience student or a classroom assistant: an extra pair of 
hands in an overstretched, understaffed, very busy school. 
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"of trying to find good ways of interacting,... ways that are sustainable, ways that are making it 
possible to link" (Law 1997: 9) - research settled into a cyclical, simple-yet-effective pattern. Every 
Monday morning during school termtime, I would conduct a `show and tell' session, about half-an- 
hour in duration, in each of the two classrooms15. As I made clear from the outset, the remit of 
these sessions was pretty much infinitely open-ended: it was an opportunity for children to show 
and/or tell the rest of the class and me whatever was engaging their imagination (positively or 
negatively) and their enthusiasm there and then, a meter of - to use the terms we used in those 
sessions - `what's on our minds', `what matters to us', 'what's cool', `what rocks', 'what we like', 
`what we're into'. Children were incredibly enthusiastic about participating in this process16, and 
overall the sessions produced a remarkably broad miscellany of (often creative, emotive, funny or 
profound) responses, in which the waxing and waning of enthusiasms for particular popular cultural 
fads often emerged strongly. Meanwhile, children from the two classes who opted-in to more 
involved participation in research organised themselves into a number of self-selected friendship 
groups". From Tuesday to Friday each week, I would meet at least once with each group in turn, to 
conduct in-depth, qualitative, group-format interviews18 around topics flagged in that week's `show 
was called upon to perform all sorts of everyday tasks: helping supervise the morning and afternoon `crushes' in and out of 
classrooms, helping out during lessons, handing out classroom materials and tidying up, reading aloud and listening to 
pupils read, shadowing teachers around the playground at breaktimes, making cups of coffee for teachers, helping 
supervise the pre- and after- school clubs, for example. On reflection, this was an important period of research, a gradual 
process of being there and `hanging out' through which pupils and staff could get to know and trust me, and vice versa. It 
was also crucial in enabling the pupils and myself to become used to conversing together, as I got into the worlds of talk, 
work and experience (Heath 1983) which were to be my starting point. 
15 All research sessions in the school were conducted whilst sitting on the floor on the 'story mats' of the classrooms in 
which I worked. I found these locations ideal, in a number of senses. They were relatively quiet, uninterrupted places, 
conducive to conversation, out of others' earshot yet always potentially under the gaze of at least one member of staff, thus 
avoiding "the risk of being in a compromising situation, in which there might be accusations of improper behaviour" (Craig 
et al 2000: 1). They enabled, indeed forced, me "to deal with children directly, and to 'get down to their level"', not -in a 
condescending sense but in a manner literally "akin to squatting down... so that you are face to face with them and see, 
literally, things from their perspective" (Jones 2001b: 174). They were resource-rich, full of things which could be talked 
about during lulls in conversation, or mobilised as props in all manner of creative ways during research sessions. And since 
they were the participants 'home turf' more than mine, these were places of considerable comfort, familiarity, and being-at- 
home-ness for them, which ceded a deal of power to them in the practice of research, precluding an exploitative, 
interrogative process and encouraging creative dialogic encounters. 
16 I am certain of this. Participants often told me how much they enjoyed and looked forward to research sessions, and 
increasingly put much time and thought into preparing for sessions (doing drawings, bringing in props or magazine 
clippings, jotting notes and so on under their own initiative, whilst away from the classroom). The class teachers came 
to 
use `work with John' as a reward for 'good behaviour' in class (and conversely, the teachers occasionally punished 
'bad 
behaviour' by refusing pupils' participation to research sessions. Pupils happily worked through their playtime and 
lunchbreaks, and chose to 'help with research' instead of playing during pre- and after-school club. Moreover, at the end of 
research, many participants asked if I could revisit, or how they could do more stuff like this after my 
departure. This was a 
nice, encouraging gesture to ways in which children can potentially be engaged/empowered 
through involvement in 
research (Kirby 1999). 
17 Thirty-seven schoolchildren volunteered for this, although several left and joined over the course of research. 
They 
worked in nine self-selected friendship groups, of which two were all-male, 
four were all-female and three were mixed 
male/female. With few exceptions, these groups closely corresponded to table 
layouts in the respective classrooms. 
Demographically, groups were well-illustrative of classrooms in a multicultural inner-city `lower quartile' school. 
18 Sessions proceeded on a fairly ad hoc basis, during the schools pre- and after- school club, 
lunchtimes, breaktimes or 
sometimes at appropriate, unobtrusive moments during the school 
day. Each session lasted for as long as participants 
wanted, which could be anything from 5 minutes to over an 
hour. What happened in each session varied considerably 
between groups: some groups loved to chat, some liked listening to my stories about 
the 'olden days', some found just 
talking boring and preferred practical activates such as drawing, and so on. 
My role in all this varied considerably: at 
different moments I could be and intrigued questioner, a thoroughly engaged collaborator 
(getting to the bottom of an issue 
together), the chair of a neat discussion about a directly 'relevant' topic, a participant 
in decidedly 'irrelevant' conversation, 
a crowd controller. In some sessions 
I talked a lot, in others I could barely get an 'um hum' or 'aww' in edgeways. Some 
sessions were a breeze and a pleasure 
to be a part of, while others could be exhausting, bewildering and trying. The range 
of topics discussed over the sessions was unbelievably 
profuse, often surreal and hugely unpredictable. I hesitate to call 
these sessions 'focus groups' because they were, 
intentionally, not formal or prescriptively focused in the sense commonly 
understood by that term. 
Indeed, proudly, if a little self-deprecatingly, I came to think of this as an innovative method of 
'unfocused groups'! 
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and tell' session, particularly those salient to `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'19. 
These meetings were open-ended, informal and largely unprescribed, each with its own 
"developing plot in which topics, roles and format are fashioned in the give and take of the 
interview" (Holstein and Gubrium 1997: 123), thus allowing groups and their members to largely 
dictate what was worth talking about, and usually becoming a matter of me "listening (if only 
because children give me no other choice),... pushed around by the circumstances of the interview" 
(Alderson and Goodey 1996: 108). They were thus strongly ad hoc and improvisational, a matter of 
"setting aside your systematic search for knowledge... and trusting the interview process itself... 
[that is] an admission of your humanness, your need to participate in conversations and your need 
sometimes to abandon the structure in your interviews so that discussions can evolve in 
unexpected ways. By so doing you become bricoleurs, ready to use anything that comes to hand... 
The unexpected found in ourselves and in those with whom we connect can then be mapped, 
welded or sutured onto our research in ways project proposals can never anticipate" (Aitken 2001 b: 
84). The sessions were also overwhelmingly fun, creative and performative for all involved, 
"valuable not [only] for the text into which they are transcribed, but for the conversation as it takes 
place" (S. Smith 2001: 34). This was enhanced through the provision of "a range of tools for 
communication that would enable us to be creative and flexible in our approach to each interview", 
conducive to "a varied repertoire of verbal and non-verbal techniques, in order to be able to adapt 
to the needs and preferences of individuals" (Thomas and O'Kane 1998: 342). Pens, crayons, 
paper, magazines, assorted props and examples of `happening' popular cultural objects were made 
available to participants in each session20. Participants were given free rein in this resource-rich 
space, and responded by discussing, playing, drawing, imagining, arguing, bantering and talking 
amongst themselves, in manifold creative ways, around the schedule of topics provided by that 
week's `show and tell' session. The meetings thus constituted messy, effusive, unpredictable, often 
exhaustingly visceral collective conversational engagements around `children's everyday popular 
19 This produced a research experience of marked peaks (when, for example a new fad was just `breaking', there was 
frustratingly too much to talk about all of a sudden) and troughs (when there was very little new to talk about). It also 
produced a rather messy, profuse kind of research encounter, in which, quite often I found myself in positions where, in a 
very real embodied sense i just didn't know what was going on, or what to say, let alone ask. This then, produced a rather 
random, unexpected experience from minute to minute, day to day, which I saw as very much in keeping with the motives 
of my research, to "forgo a masterful assimilation of the foreign" (Game and Metcalfe 1996: 85). 
20 I have come to see props, and `third objects' such as drawing materials as particularly valuable in conducting qualitative 
research with children. They "may augment children's responses to open-ended questions by serving as aids to either or 
both the retrieval and reporting of information" (Salmon 2001: 268), they provide useful diversions or interventions in case 
conversation breaks down or goes counter-productively off-topic, they encourage self-directed thinking and comment and 
discussion within groups, they encourage thinking aloud, re-enactment, play, ad a sense of fun and genuine mutual 
curiosity which is particularly helpful, in my experience, in encouraging less talkative participants to speak their mind, and 
they provide a means of dealing conversing about or translating "complex relational concepts (eg. older, 10 times), subtle 
distinctions (eg. ask and tell, before and after) and abilities such as telling the time, using dates and reasoning 
hypothetically" or relating the experience of events outside quotidian range of experiences which they might not be 
confident in verbally reporting (Salmon 2001: 270). A large pack of pens, pencils and stationery is thus a central part of my 
research toolkit. However, I want to stress that, unlike many researchers who use children's drawings, I absolutely do not 
treat the drawings that resulted as 'print-outs of children's mental content', results which are unproblematically open to an 
iconographic analysis. Indeed, I am inclined to agree that everything that the participants and me drew during the sessions 
might be understood as "stereotyped images that relate to what they have learned to draw, which in turn is often an 
expression of a limited range of objects emphasised by the particular culture" (Hart 1997: 162). Rather, I see drawing as a 
mode of thinking through practice, a way of thinking, rather than a product of thinking: "it can be creative, fun and can 
encourage children to be more actively involved in the research. The use of drawing gives children time to think about what 
they wish to portray. The image can be changed and added to, which gives children more control over their form of 
expression, unlike an interview situation where responses tend to be quicker and more immediate" (S. Punch 2002b: 331). 
It is this practice in which thinking, drawing, talking, reflecting, correcting, experimenting, discussing were all at once part 
that I sought to encourage in the sessions. On reflection, I see the drawings and transcripts of the sessions as traces and 
reminders of these rich and complex research encounters and my participation in them 
(Laurier 1999), rather than as 
formal, final 'findings' in the scientific empirical sense. 
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cultural consumption', in and of the moment. With a few exceptions, the group sessions were 
audio-taped and latterly transcribed. Many participants also consented to let me keep the drawings, 
scribblings and collages they produced during sessions. The messy, open ended archive of textual 
traces thus produced is one of the empirical foundations of this thesis21. 
The second project placed me amongst some everyday geographies of a particular public 
children's library in the English West Midlands (formerly my childhood hangout). Here, with the kind 
permission of library staff, and the rigorously-attained prior informed consent of children and their 
parents or guardians (see section 2.3), I spent much of the school holidays, and many weekends, 
during 2000/01 as a regular presence in the everyday life of the library, particularly in the library's 
regular `holiday club' for children of primary school age22. This was the setting and occasion for a 
succession of more substantive projects which sought to: (i) encounter instances of 'children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption' as they happened, in situ, there and then; (ii) work with 
some of the very groups in which `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is practiced; 
(iii) experiment with a range of novel `participatory research' methods expressly devised - by social 
workers, guardians ad litem, and teachers - to facilitate children's reflection upon complex or 
abstract issues, particularly pre- or non-representational aspects of their lives, to bring to them to 
bear to the shared concern of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' 23; and thus (iv) 
sustain a space for participants to develop more substantial contemplation, comment and reflection 
upon recent and ongoing instances of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. Through 
a deal of trial and error, I devised several series of `think-sheets': worksheets with a title or 
question, a space for drawing or jottings, and a sequence of questions or prompts to prolong and 
enable thinking on the subject, or around the question. I introduced myself and my project at the 
beginning of each 'holiday club' meeting, and distributed `think-sheets' to those who opted-in to 
participation in research, at the end of the day's organised activities. They could be completed there 
and then, using the resources and stationery I provided24, or taken home for completion. At 
subsequent meetings, those who had completed `think sheets' organised themselves into self- 
selected friendship groups25. I met at least once with each group in turn, to conduct in-depth, 
21What to do with these traces has been problematic to me. I am well aware of the potentially exploitative politics of 
(mis)telling portions of a person's life, but have come to agree that "their voices would not magically 'speak through' my 
work, and if there was ventriloquism it was more probably me controlling what topics they 'talked about' in the staged and 
repeated dialogue on the pages. Nor was I trying to create a `realist' account portraying a people and place 'as they were'.. 
I was also aware that the inclusion of 'authentic voices' is a credentialising technique, and rhetorical strategy, just as much 
as citing references. However, even knowing this, it was important to hear things in these own people's words" (M. Crang 
2001: 229). 
22 The club met three times per week during school holidays, and every other Sunday at other times, for storytelling, 
activities, arts and crafts, author visits etc. As in the school, over the course of research I came to play an increasingly 
participatory role in the club, and in the everyday life of the children's library. 
23 While the emphasis of this literature is specifically upon devising effective `child-centred' techniques, I approached and 
mobilise the emergent methods as "'research-friendly' or `person-friendly' techniques, rather than... 'child-friendly"' 
(S. Punch 2002b: 337). That is, I believe that Social Scientific research with individuals of all ages - not just children - would 
benefit from more thoughtful, ludic, fun or performative methods. 
24 All research sessions in the children's library were conducted whilst sitting on (child-sized) chairs around the 'reading 
table'. The benefits of this site were much the same as for the classroom reading mats, and the library's relative quietness 
(and an adjacent window) fostered a more contemplative air to proceedings. 
25 After a large initial dropout rate, a core of eighteen participants, ages between 5 and 9, consented and regularly turned 
up to the club and research sessions. 
They worked in four self-selected friendship groups, of which two were all-female, 
one was all male and one was mixed male/female. 
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qualitative, group-format interviews, to expand upon, and draw out ideas from their 'think-sheet' 
responses, again with the aid of a bundle of pens, crayons, paper, magazines, assorted props and 
examples of `happening' popular cultural objects. I repeated this process four times during 2000/01, 
with a new `series' of think-sheet for each iteration, approaching the question of `children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption' differently each time26. These meetings thus constituted a series of 
longer, more sustained, more cerebral collective conversational engagements around `children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption', in and of the moment. With a few exceptions, the group 
sessions were audio-taped and latterly transcribed. Most participants also consented to let me keep 
the 'think sheets' they produced. The large and somewhat rambling archive of textual traces thus 
produced is a second empirical foundation of this thesis. 
The third project approached the everyday geographies of some children's homes in the English 
West Midlands (in the streets which were formerly my childhood neighbourhood). The parents or 
guardians of all children who opted-in to involved participation in research in the school and library 
projects were given information packs further introducing myself and my research, and explaining 
the utility of research into everyday geographies of `home', in relation to 'children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption'. The informed consent of the household was sought for an array of 
research projects which sought to: (i) encounter instances of 'children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' as they happened, in situ, there and then; (ii) work closely with some of the very 
groups in which `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is practiced; (iii) be largely self- 
directed and thus able to approach some of the most intimate, private, and surely most important 
geographies of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' in as sympathetic and sensitive a 
manner as possible; (iv), mobilise a variety of visual and discursive research methods in order to 
approach everydayness in a wide number of ways; and (v) be sufficiently mobile and dynamic to 
engage `informal' and `inbetween' parts of `the everyday'. At various times throughout 2000/01 
(during the school summer holidays, and during the school Christmas holidays), each household 
was offered the opportunity of participation in any or all of the following range of exercises: in-depth 
interviews, self-directed photography, written diary work, self-directed video diary work, or 'no 
further involvement'27. Both times, the vast majority of households who consented to further 
involvement enthusiastically consented to self-directed photography and in-depth interview work. 
Each participating household was thus furnished with a single use camera28, guidelines for self- 
26 The four series of sheets constituted four successive thematic cuts across the question of 'children's everyday popular 
cultural consumption', and gradual honing of my sense of what questions and what sort of layout would yield creative, 
interesting, productive results: (i) five sheets entitled `a book', 'a toy', 'a TV programme', 'a film', 'a song'; (ii) three sheets 
entitled 'something that matters', 'something cool', 'what I'm into'; (iii) three sheets, entitled `my room', 'the living room', 
'our house'; (iv) one sheet entitled `what i want for Christmas'. 
27 In the event twelve households consented to participation. All consented to in-depth interviews and self-directed 
photography. None opted in to diary or video camera work. Anecdotally the overwhelming sense I got was that this was 
because it was felt that photography and interviewing would be 'cool' and `interesting', whereas diary or video camera work 
would be time-consuming or intrusive. Thus a number of things I would like to have experimented with, methodologically, 
were not possible in practice in this research project (I could perhaps have easily talked households into using these 
methods, but I felt strongly that this would entail an inappropriate and unwelcome level of persuasive power in my part: I 
was happy to let participants do what they wanted to do). I think that, three years on, with the advent of affordable digital 
cameras and mobile phones with cameras, that this might have turned out differently. 
28 A note on my use of, and attitude towards, photography as a research method. I do not treat the photographs produced 
in these rounds of research as representations, capturings or truths. Instead, I used them mainly as foci for discussion, and 
see them as interesting, thought-provoking 
interventions into my thinking and thesis: "a creative play" (Prosser 1992) 
opening up "another way of telling" 
(Berger and Mohr 1989), which was, it seemed something that the households enjoyed 
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directed photography, and background information pertaining, as broadly and non-prescriptively as 
possible, to the aims and interests of the project. Upon delivery and developing of the photographs 
thus produced, I met at least once with each household group in turn, in whole or in parts, and in 
various locations, to conduct in-depth, qualitative, group-format interviews to talk over and think 
though the photographs. These meetings thus constituted a series of relatively long and sustained, 
frequently `grown up' conversational engagements around `children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption', in and of the moment. These encounters varied greatly: sometimes parents 
dominated conversation, sometimes their sons/daughters did. With a few exceptions, the meetings 
were audio-taped and latterly transcribed. Most participants also consented to let me keep the 
photographs produced. The unwieldy, somewhat rambling archive of textual traces thus produced 
is a third empirical foundation of this thesis. 
Individually and collectively then, these three projects have constituted a large29, profuse and quite 
frankly unmanageable archive of messy30, fragmented, chaotic, partial textual traces and accounts 
of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption', and my engagements and participation in it, 
during 2000/01. These accounts are always already "interrupted, supported, elaborated or 
amended by others", and thus reflect well "the praxis of social memory" (M. Crang 2001: 217). 
Tracking back and forth between the three projects and connecting all of this (to me, in a way which 
is absolutely central to how the thesis has turned out, but which is rather ad hoc and inarticulable), 
is the research notebook which I maintained, albeit unevenly, messily, profusely, illegibly, 
chaotically, throughout 2000/01. I see the diary as "a manuscript that is itself a 'presence' en route 
to a becoming" (S. Smith 2001: 35). It has served many purposes: a place to jot down notes on key 
academic readings, a place to make preparatory notes for research, somewhere to scribble notes 
during and immediately after each research session, a space to keep track of key themes from 
research sessions, and, above all, a place to practice a sort of "observant participation" (Thrift 
2000a), via hundreds of scribbled notes detailing observations, impressions, conversations, 
musings, imaginings and so on31. And ultimately, through an inscrutable process of collage-ing, 
doing and were really engaged with (Hirsch 1997, G. Rose 2003), perhaps because photography was already a part of the 
memorialisation and material geography of these households (Seabrook 1991, Miller 2001). Of course, the photographs 
were mostly absolutely posed, and depicted the most `posed' scenes from the households, but then this posing is telling 
too (Hirsch 1999, D. Chambers 2002). 
29 Indeed, I have only used a small portion of the material gathered to produce this thesis. I could have written many 
theses, or many different versions of the same thesis, for the accumulated material. It is important to say this: a 
commitment to open-ended methodology involves a huge amount of hard work. I would argue that research can be far less 
troubling, far less taxing and far less emotionally involving if you arrive with neat research questions in tow... But the 
troubling, taxing, emotionally involving parts of research of research are often the most rewarding, and can be too-readily 
effaced, ignored or obliterated by neat, a priori research questions. This is an observation for many aspects of research 
attending to `the everyday'. 
30 This is not an apology or a self-critique. Rather, I am owning up to the vital, profuse `mess' which (although seldom 
spoken about) is at the heart of all research, especially qualitative research: surely, "anyone who has collected spoken 
testimonies will know how they confound even the most meticulously planned research. You arrive with clear-cut questions, 
neatly-types; you leave with narratives, dialogues, evasions, long digressions, laughter, more phone numbers, photographs 
and tears" (Merridale 2000: 17). Some implications of this `mess', and this 'messy' sensibility, are thought through in the 
Thesis Conclusion. 
31 1 want to stress that that was not a `field diary' in the formal Ethnographic sense of the term. As I made entries in the 
diary, I had no aspiration to describe "as if through the lens of a camera" (Hoggart et al 2002: 281) and no inclination to 
enforce a separation between "inferences and personal observations, reflections, 
hunches, and emotional reactions of the 
field researcher... [and] the stream of field notes" (Schensul et al 1999: 115-116). Rather, I understand the diary as a 
messy, non-linear collation of personal, impressionistic, traces of 
how research and 'everyday life' and `children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption' proceeded there and 
then (Evans 1988, Facio 1993, England 1994). It is not an 
unproblematic Representation. 
I say this to actively acknowledge "the fragility of witnessing: the difficult juncture between 
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post-it note-ing, annotating, scribbling, highlighting, tearing and reassembly it has come to 
constitute and help make sense of the thesis itself. The research notebook, with its manifold 
narratives and entries, is thus a fourth foundation of this thesis. 
The thesis has thus, literally, been shaped by the open-ended research process. The succession 
and order of empirical chapters was produced by the ebb and flow of research participants 
excitement and willingness to talk, which in turn followed from the particular (unpredictable) 
succession of new `popular cultural' fads which happened to be ongoing while I was in their 
company. The empirical chapters were importantly constituted by the particular (unpredictable, 
idiosyncratic) things that particular individual or groups of research participants said about those 
popular cultural things, and shaped by the particular (unpredictable, idiosyncratic, of-the-moment) 
shape of my conversations with them. The words of the thesis were constituted out of these 
particular contexts and encounters, and all of the accumulated material/textual/thoughtful traces I 
assembled from them in a particular way (producing a thesis, and a style of writing, which - as I 
keep saying - has a lot to do with me, and my particular presence in and response to the places, 
times and individuals encountered during the period of research, and which perhaps produces a 
sense of me which pervades the thesis). I have no doubt that a very different (in all sorts of senses) 
thesis would have resulted, had the same open-ended methodology been applied at a different 
time, in a different place, or by someone else. I see this as a particular strength of my chosen mode 
of research. I believe, too, that such open-endedness, and open-to-uncertainty is useful, in its 
capacity to raise a number of questions about research ethics. 
2.3 Ethics 
Much has been written about "the quirky and complex politics that surround sitting down with 
people (who are usually strangers) and talking about their lives" in and of research projects such as 
this (Aitken 2001 b: 73). Considerations of ethical issues posed by in-depth qualitative social 
scientific research predicated upon close and sustained proximity between researcher and 
researched typically and repeatedly prescribe quite formulaic guidelines of `good practice' (eg: 
Kimmel 1986, Berg 1989, Seiber 1992, T. May 1993, Winchester 1996, M. Punch 1998, Kitchin and 
Tate 2000)32, articulating three essential demands, which - as has been extensively and thoroughly 
asserted (for example: Alderson 1995, Mahon et al 1996, Boyden and Ennew 1997, Graue et al 1998, 
Holmes 1998, Matthews et al 1998, McKendrick 1999, Lindsay 2000, Market Research Society 
experience and discourse", and the more general "twilight... between certainty and doubt" which is ever-present in 
experiences and discourses (Peters 2001: 710). Some implications of this acknowledgment (Felman and Laub 1992, 
Bailey et all 1999) are thought through in the Thesis Conclusion. 
32 While these tenets of `good practice' feel absolutely right and important here and now, this is not to say that they are 
ethical absolutes per se. That 
is an important distinction. Indeed, I think I agree that "there are no transgeographical ethical 
truths for all peoples, times, and places. For example, whilst the deliberate killing of another human being finds almost 
universal condemnation, 
its fluidity becomes apparent in wartimes and warplaces: as a matter of self defence; or as a 
response to prolonged aggravation" 
(Hay 1998: 73n). 
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2000, National Children's Bureau 2000, Qualidata 2000, Grieg and Taylor 2002, Leyshon 2002) - 
33 are particularly salient when children are participants in research 
Firstly there is a demand for informed consent: participants should (be free to) opt in to research, 
and (be in a position to) give informed consent to research conduct at all stages. In any research 
context, it can be difficult to meet this demand: "the problem with approaching potential research 
participants (either directly or through a third party) is that people... often find it difficult to say 'no"' 
(Valentine 2001: 49). This problem is redoubled when children are sought as research participants, 
because: (i) both adults and children are accustomed to a state of affairs where parents or 
guardians assent to things - like research procedures - on children's behalf, and where this assent 
has overwhelmingly but erroneously come to stand for children's own consent (Broome and 
Stieglitz 1992), so children often have little prior experience of having the initiative, of having the 
right to refuse; (ii) in so many senses, adults have an assumed authority in children's everyday lives 
(it is taken for granted that they are in charge, that they know best, that what they say goes, that 
they will assume mildly disciplinarian parental or teacherly roles) and so children often assume a 
deference, obedience and eagerness-to-please not conducive to obtaining their genuine consent 
(Allard 1996); (iii) manifold institutional and societal "structures of compliance" (Valentine 1999a: 
145) - everything from the institutional hierarchy of the school to the micro-practices of peer group 
coercion - impact upon children, continually constituting and inculcating a sense of `the right thing to 
do' not conducive to obtaining their genuinely agentic consent; (iv) children's (self-)discipline, 
obedience and deference to adults are deeply embodied - for example they "react to deeply 
embodied commands: `have your pens and paper ready', 'face the front', 'be quiet when the 
teacher is speaking', `write down what's on the board"' (Game and Metcalfe 1996: 10), or `do your 
best', `behave', `speak when you're spoken to' etc - in a manner which problematises the notion of 
`informed consent' more generally. In the three research projects I sought to overturn these 
problems, to rigorously attain the 'informed consent' of all participants in several senses, by (i) 
providing information accessible to children at each moment in the vast paper trail which enabled 
and sustained the projects34; (ii) taking a great deal of care and time in introducing each of the 
projects, making clear in preliminary discussions the aim, point, methods and timescale of the 
research, and exactly what participation would involve, and reiterating three statements: "it is up to 
you whether you take part in this project. No one should feel forced to agree. You do not have to 
33 Attention to the ethics of (being a male) researching with children has felt, and continues to feel, extra-important during 
this period of research. A succession of tragedies, incidents and scares involving British children (Forrest 1998, Cameron 
et al 1999, Ahmed and Doward 2000, R. Allison 2000, Gerrard 2000, Laville and Foster 2000, A. Smith 2000b, 
S. Stone 
2000, Hope 2001, Revans 2002) made this a very emotionally loaded time for an adult (male) to contemplate encountering 
children. In this climate, it felt all-the-more important to recognise/exceed my ethical responsibilities as a researcher. 
34 In outline, the paperchain of consent was as follows. For the school project: a 
letter to the school Headteacher 
requesting access; then a circular leaflet addressed to parents or guardians of pupils 
in the two classes, circulated with the 
class register, giving my biographical information, contact 
details, and aims of research, and requesting consent to 
approach the pupils; then a fuller 
letter addressed to children and their parents outlining the project, circulated after 
introductory meetings, to be read and thought over; then consent forms with which each participant 
`opted in' prior to the 
first research session. For the library project: a 
letter to the library manager requesting access; then a circular leaflet given 
to parents or guardians of club attendees as 
they brought children to the club, giving my biographical information, contact 
details, and aims of research, and requesting consent to approach 
the children; then a fuller letter addressed to children 
and their parents outlining 
the project, circulated after introductory meetings, to be read and thought over; then consent 
forms with which each participant 'opted 
in' prior to the first research session. For the 'home' project: comprehensive 
information packs were delivered to each household, containing consent 
forms with which each willing household member 
'opted in' prior to the start of the project. 
Inbetween these formal, written procedures were countless informal meetings, 
encounters, conversations, negotiations 
and enquiries which were crucial in enabling the formal consent process. 
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give a reason for saying `no"', "before you agree you need to... take time to think. You may want to 
talk to other people before you decide", and "you can also change you mind, and withdraw from the 
project at any time... again you do not have to say why' (Alderson 1995: 21); (iii) performing quasi- 
formal rituals to obtain written consent at the beginning of every session of research; (iv) 
developing simple-yet-effective practical methods of ensuring consent during research sessions36; 
(v) investing time in ensuring that all participants were content with the research process and aware 
of what was going on at all times37; showing transcripts, and talking over written-up material, with 
participants to ensure their continued consent. 
Secondly, there is a demand for confidentiality: all participants should have the right to 
confidentiality, and their identity of should be safeguarded throughout the research process, 
particularly when their inputs are `written up' in any form. This is "a particularly thorny issue" in all 
qualitative research (Valentine 2001: 49), but is a matter of increasingly heightened import, 
sensitivity and controversy when dealing with children, because: (i) in the aftermath of the 2000 
Human Rights Act, with its assertion of a `right to privacy' for all, there have been several instances 
of Local Education Authorities or Children's organisations threatening legal action against 
individuals for taking photographs or sound recordings of children which might compromise their 
privacy and anonymity; (ii) numerous panics surrounding child abuse and paedophilia have led 
many Local Education Authorities to ban photography and sound recordings on their premises, to 
remove images, names and identifiers of children from school websites and literature, and to strictly 
limit the access of press and researchers to their premises; (iii) at the same time, there is 
increasing recognition of the potentially pernicious role of secrecy in enabling instances of child 
abuse (whether through an abusers deliberate recourse to `secrecy' to sustain and cover up an 
abusive relationship, or through the inability of researchers or childcare workers bound by the `good 
practice' of confidentiality to report suspected abuse), leading some to call for an end to the 
promise of confidentiality. In my own research practice, I took the view that, to a large extent, 
confidentiality was profoundly important, both in sustaining close, trusting qualitative research 
35 So, for example, I phrased the signing of consent forms as 'signing a contract', and made a thing of showing my student 
ID card and police clearance documents before beginning each research session (I likened this to 'having to ask the 
gasman for his identity card before letting him into the house). In some senses this was a bit of fun, a moment of self- 
deprecation and a play at 'grown-up-ness' (cf T. Skelton 2001) to break the ice and develop rapport. But I felt it had a 
serious purpose, that it helped instil in participants a sense that they should read, check and sign contracts properly, that 
they should expect to be shown identity papers, and that they should question anyone who approached them and failed to 
do this, and that they could exert agency in checking and demanding that everything was above board. 
36 This was important because "it is difficult if not impossible for individual children to withdraw from classroom based 
research except by physically walking out" (Valentine 1999a: 145). I made clear at the beginning of all research sessions 
that, at any time, and with no questions asked they were free to call a halt to a particular session, turn off the tape recorder, 
not answer, a prompt, only take part in some activities, leave a session (and they would be free to rejoin later), or remove 
me from the classroom altogether. At the beginning of each session a `stop-word' was devised, and written on a piece of 
card next to the tape recorder, within easy reach of all participants. If at any time they wanted to exert their right to any of 
the possibilities to withdraw consent, they could say the word out loud, or wave the sign. 
37 This was important, because "it is impossible to be given informed consent when neither interviewer nor interviewee 
know exactly where the interview will lead" (Cloke et al 2000: 152n) and moreover because 'consent' does not begin and 
end with the signing of consent forms: "for example, the lack of willingness of interviewees to engage with some or all 
questions/research activities, and an awkwardness or a lack of motivation during an interview, can reflect the subtle 
withdrawal or withholding of consent" (Valentine 1999a: 144). Sustained, relatively long-term research relations, in which 
'researcher' and `researched' genuinely get to know, trust and give a damn for one another, are an effective means of 
ensuring rolling consent through ongoing everyday conversation, negotiation, explication and encounter. 
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relations38, and in terms of `the bigger picture'. Thus: (i) I have omitted the names of the school, 
library. and town in which research was conducted from this thesis; (ii) each participant created a 
self-selected pseudonym (often chosen from a `Big Book of Baby Names') with which they were 
addressed, as much as possible, throughout research sessions and by which they are known in 
transcripts and all subsequent `write ups'; (iii) in the quasi-formal rituals which began each research 
session I made clear that nothing said in the sessions would be trace-able back to whoever said it, 
but also made clear that the sessions were not meant to be secret, that they could discuss the 
pragmatics of research practice, or any concerns they might have, with others39; (iv) where 
necessary I have been sensitive in selecting/juxtaposing empirical material, to avoid exposing 
hurtful or compromising things participants might have said about one another in confidence. 
Thirdly, there is a demand for respect, regard and sensitivity to differences in and of research 
relations: research participants should never be subjected to physical or emotional harm, 
embarrassment, ridicule, misrepresentation, discrimination, oppression, exclusion, bullying or 
exploitation in anyway. This is of particular importance when children are research participants, for 
the potential for unequal, unfair or exploitative relations is heightened by the "the disparities in 
power and status between adults and children" (Morrow and Richards 1996: 98), and specifically 
compounded by (heightened fear of) the potential threat adult males can pose to children. Thus: (i) 
prior to research I sought police clearance from the local constabulary (Grier and Thomas 2001), 
and (in line with requirements for professional workers with children) obtained proof of my lack of 
convictions from the Sex Offenders Register (Sex Offenders Act: HMSO 1997), and made a ritual 
of showing these documents prior to each research session; (ii) I strove to ensure that research 
practices were never exploitative, one-way relations of appropriation but always provided and array 
of fun, thought-provoking, interesting, engaging activities and a resource-rich environment for 
everyone involved; (iii) at the beginning of each research session, a series of ground rules were 
discussed and agreed upon, and written out and displayed next to the tape recorder: 'listen', `don't 
interrupt', `don't be mean', `try to understand where people are coming from'; (iv) I tried to the best 
of my abilities to go out of my way to find albeit small ways of helping out and giving something 
back to the contexts in which I researched; (v) more generally, as I have intimated in describing all 
of the above research methods, I sought to produce a means of researching which subverted my 
authoritative, powerful adultness, and granted much initiative and agency to research participants. 
So in conclusion, I am confident that my research was exhaustively `ethical' when measured 
against the many available prescribed codes of good Social Scientific practice. But then again, I am 
38 Indeed, I came to see that confidentiality was a big thing for children I encountered, certainly more so than for the `grown 
ups' with whom I researched. During research sessions children would frequently make me promise not to tell their parents 
or teacher what had been discussed in research sessions. Even though they seldom said anything that would scandalous 
or even gossip worthy to adults, the way in which they so obviously cared so much about confidentiality was enough to 
convince me of its importance. 
39 I thus took the view that "any disclosure of information... during the research would be an indication that the child was 
ready to pass on the information to someone they trusted. If the information indicated that the child was being harmed, it 
would be our responsibility to support the child in telling someone who was in a position to do something about it; but which 
would have to be done with the child's consent. We could envisage circumstances in which the information was so 
alarming that we would have to insist that someone else be told notwithstanding our commitment to confidentiality; but 
because this was so exceptional it did not mean that we needed to qualify the principle in advance. In the event we did not 
have to deal with any such disclosure" (Thomas and O'Kane 1998: 340) 
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not at all confident that such codes are exhaustive in treating the ethics of Social Scientific 
research, and that is troubling. Prior to starting the three research projects outlined above, 
reflecting on previous research conducted with children as part of my undergraduate dissertation, I 
posed this problem thus: "I have been called `a natural at talking with kids'. I am `Police Cleared' to 
conduct research with children. I have completed workshops on 'Child Protection', `Ethics of 
Teaching and Learning' and `Implementing Codes of Practice'. My research conduct has always 
been well within the legal-ethical strictures[40] of the Children Act [HMSO 1989], the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child [UNICEF 1999], and the Human Rights Act [HMSO 2000], as 
well as codes of practice prescribed by the Medical Research Council (1991), British Sociological 
Society (1993), Market Research Society (2000) and National Children's Bureau (2000). I am 
confident that my past and proposed qualitative research with children is `Ethical' by all of the 
criteria laid down by Curry (1991), Alderson (1995), Birdsall (1996), Matthews et al (1998) and 
Valentine (1999[a]). Why then, when all of these seductive ethical certainties (see S. White 1998) 
are subtracted, do I still feel a vague, nagging, indescribable sense of unease when recalling 
research I have done with children? " (Horton 2001: 160). Two years on, approaching this same 
question I contend that, notwithstanding their profound importance and utility, prescriptive codes of 
good Social Scientific practice can only go so far because: (i) they are always already abstractions, 
"generalised" statements far-removed from the nitty gritty "concrete" situations, scenarios and 
settings from which they are originally derived, and which they are supposed to authoritatively 
anticipate41 (after Benhabib 1987); (ii) they thus essentialise a very particular sense of what 
research is like, taking for granted a separation between 'academy'/'field', 'researcher'/'researched', 
`adult'/'child', and valorising the former part of these binaries as a discrete, rarefied, expert setting 
where ethical guidelines can be planned in advance, prior to being taken into the field and put into 
practice; and (iii) in so doing, they produce a idealistic vision of what research should be like, 
overwhelmingly tending "to hanker after some idealised encounter" between researcher/researched 
(McDowell 1992: 409): this is self-perpetuating, and ill-conducive to open discussion and 
development of research ethics because "by muting our voices and making nice... we attempt to 
make our collaborations look and feel as nice as the ones we often read about" (Moje 2000: 40) 
much tends to get effaced42. However, Social Scientists mobilising guidelines to ethical research 
practice rarely own up to this abstraction, essentialism and idealism: ethical guidelines are often 
40 The frame of obligations/restrictions prescribed by UK Law, here and now, for adults working with children is detailed by 
Masson (2000), Oakley (2000) and Taylor (2000). 1 am sure that I have always been rigorously law-abiding in my research. 
41 This realisation prompts a much broader comment. Many Social Scientists have, in recent years, written widely, 
authoritatively and importantly on 'Ethics' (eg. D. Smith 1994a, 1994b, 1995,1997, Sayer and Storper 1997, Unwin 1999). 
Much of this work comprises a suite of grandly Philosophical debates about `Morality', `Ethics', 'Truth', 'Justice' and so on. 
Notwithstanding my admiration for this work, I am not altogether sure how it relates to the practical, nitty-gritty, lived sorts 
of things - "messy and imprecise problems which defy a formulaic response" (E. Campbell 2000: 216) - with which I am 
concerned here. I thus draw a distinction between 'Ethics' (in the philosophical sense) and 'ethics' (in the sense of nitty 
gritty 'ethical research practices'). The two are, of course, ultimately related, but knowledge of one does not equal 
knowledge of the other (Benhabib 1992, Gormley and Bondi 1999). 
42 I am sure all researchers are guilty of this idealism and 'making nice' to some extent. Certainly, my default position is 
one of trying to `do my best', trying to be 'nice', trying to be empathetic, essentially 'giving a damn', and believing that such 
empathetic niceness ought to be at the heart of all research (Bondi 2003) (and life in general). But does `niceness' 
necessarily equal `ethical-ness'?... "Empathetic preferences can support unethical behaviour. The con artist, the fleecer, 
the blackmailer all may use an understanding of the other to great effect in their activities. Why should empathetic 
preferences lead to ethical choices and behaviour? " 
(Bridge 2000: 532). In this sense, I am somewhat troubled by research 
methodologies which suggest an 
instrumental, tactical deployment of empathy/rapport, to make oneself 'least adult' 





cited as if they fully anticipate and finally solve all research ethics problems, as if is nothing else 
needs to be said or done about research ethics once they have been read and cited (and 
moreover, this citation often appears platitudinous, perfunctory and dutiful; a defensive covering-of- 
ones-back; a formulaic rite of passage; a credentialising tactic which, ironically, defers active 
consideration of research ethics). 
I see the many available guidelines to ethical research practice as important overviews of "domains 
of behaviour considered broadly to be constitutive of ethically correct behaviour" (Hay 1998: 64) by 
the Social Scientific research community: a point of departure, valuable in anticipating and solving 
many ethical dilemmas encountered in my research. But I feel strongly that a piece of Social 
Scientific research with a literature review citing all the right guidelines is not ipso facto an Ethical 
piece of research: it is conceivably quite possible to "satisfy our ethical responsibilities to our fellow 
scholars... [while] not affect[ing] our everyday interactions with our research subjects" (Herman and 
Mattingly 1999: 209). Rather, I see 'research ethics' as "something that must be activated in social 
practices" (lbid: 209) rather than solely through academic abstraction; something constantly 
ongoing, always becoming, always "emergent and contingent upon daily ethical experiences rather 
than fixed and trans-situational" (Morris-Roberts 2001: 152); something that can therefore never be 
completely exhausted or anticipated through recourse to ethical guidelines. I am thus concerned to 
advance "an attempt - and a plea - to get real about the ethics of practising social science" (Horton 
2001: 160), "to initiate a shift from apparent passivity by geographers to a more active role in the 
constitution of research ethics environments" (Hay 1998: 56). 1 agree that "inflexible codes of ethics 
are infinitely inferior to sets of ethical prompts... which... encourage informed thought about ethical 
practice" (Cloke et al 2000: 136), as a strategy to this end. And so, to close - but then again, to 
infinitely open up - this discussion of `research ethics', I will (after Hay 1998: 67-70) propound a 
succession of descriptions of scenarios, each posing an `ethical' dilemma, encountered during the 
research underlying this thesis (see Appendix 1). 
2.4 Reading/writing tactics 
Having outlined the practicalities of my methodological tactics, I now turn to the ways in which, 
there and then, I thought and wrote my way through and on from these empirical encounters. This 
thinking and writing should, again, be understood in the context of the open-ended methodological 
sensibility described throughout this chapter. The patterns of thought and text which are the thesis 
were allowed by this open-ended approach, and directly shaped by the encounters/experiences 
enabled by this approach, in four ways. 
Firstly, the thinking and writing of the thesis was shaped by the particular (unpredictable) 
succession of `popular cultural' fads which most engaged the particular groups of research 
participants with who I worked, there and then: namely, (in chronological order) the pop group S 
Club 7; the book Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire; `Pokemon'; and `microscooters'. These fads 
thus came to be the key subject matter of the thesis. The particular set of thoughts and words on 
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`children's everyday popular cultural consumption' in this thesis were thus focused and shaped by 
the particularities and peculiarities of these fads. 
Secondly, the thinking and writing of the thesis was precipitated by the particular (unpredictable, 
idiosyncratic) things which happened to get said in the particular moments of open-ended research 
encounter I set up, with particular groups of research participants, there and then. The thesis was 
thus shaped by the peaks and troughs of research participants' enthusiasm/willingness to talk, 
which was directly effected by the dynamic of their enthusiasm for emergent `popular cultural' fads. 
In general, this thesis thus came to be cohered around the enthused peaks ('chapters') of research 
participant talk (that is, then, around the four key fads, there and then). Within this emergent 
`chapter' structure, the detail and twists and turns of the thesis were importantly produced in (and/or 
in response to) moments of small scale, low key, detailed research talk. The empirical thesis is thus 
largely constituted out of many such (unpredictable, of-the-moment, rambly, frequently `off-the- 
wall') moments, which could only have been solicited by a patient, open-ended methodological 
approach. Each thesis chapter is thus, essentially, a succession of close writerly engagements with 
(often quite long and rambly) transcribed extracts of such research session talk in which such 
thought-provoking moments happened. As it happened, in so doing, I have actually used a rather 
small portion of the empirical material collected in the course of my doctoral research, drawing 
mainly from the 'household' and `school' group sessions. I believe that these small, open-ended 
momentary showings give us considerable food for thought, offering up all sorts of details and 
ideas which ultimately unsettle or add important texture to familiar pre-existent Social Scientific 
knowledges about `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. 
Thirdly, the thinking and writing of the thesis emerged from the more abstract conceptual co- 
ordinates of my thinking, which were always developing (in fact, in rather inarticulable ways) in this 
open-ended context, there and then, in/through/after particular research moments. I did not set out 
to `test a theory' or to assert a particular/set `theoretical position' from the outset. Rather, I set out to 
allow myself to develop/shift intellectually from/within the very open-ended beginnings mapped in 
Chapter 1. I thus sought to develop not a closed, total authoritative theory of `children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption', but more of "a practical means of going on" (Thrift 1999: 304); a way 
of thinking and writing on and through all this. Retrospectively, the partial, particular shape of this 
development, there and then, might be described as follows. Firstly, thinking through research 
participants' enthusiastic talk about the diverse complex of S Club 7 materials during May 2000, 
found resonance in latter post-structural updates of `material cultural' approaches (Miller 1998, 
Dant 1999, Attfield 2000, (. Cook 2002, Derevenski 2000b) which emphasise the complex 
materialities of everydayness (refracting the thinking of Latour (1979), 
Appadurai (1986), 
Baudrillard (1990a, 1990b), Benjamin (1999) and others). Secondly, thinking through research 
participants' enthused talk about reading Harry Potter 
books throughout 2000/01 I found 
considerable support and inspiration in evocations of the unsaid, practical, performative styles of 
everyday reading (Game and Metcalfe 1996, 
Cavallaro 2001, Chaney 2002: refracting the earlier 
work of de Certeau 1984, Barthes 
1986, Young 1990). Thirdly, my thinking on/from research 
participants' excited talk about 
Pokemon during the latter half of 2000 was importantly shaped by 
O. Jones' recent (2000,2001b, Cloke and Jones forthcoming) puzzling over children's spaces 
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(which engages certain aspects of Deleuze's (1988,1998) philosophy), by accounts of `social 
space' (Shields 1991, Massey 1998, Malbon 1999: refracting the work of Bourdieu 1985, Foucault 
1986, Maffesoli 1988, Lefebvre 1991) and by accounts of "the constructedness but also with the 
provisionality of social identities, social differences and social power relations" (Gregson and Rose 
2000: refracting a to-ing and fro-ing between the insights of Goffman (1963) and J. Butler (1993)). 
Finally, as this Pokemon talk came to be increasingly bound up in excited talk before, during and 
after Christmastime 2000, I found considerable resonance in post-structural theorisations of 
temporality (Ennew 1994, Flaherty 1999: refracting the thought of Bergson 1983. Heidegger 1985). 
This particular set of conceptual issues/questions, which in effect emerged from my purposefully 
open-ended beginnings thus came to shape and bring the thesis into focus. It is thus this suite of 
related ideas/questions/issues which - in and through the subject of `children's everyday popular 
cultural consumption- this thesis effectively came to comment upon. 
Fourthly, all of this, and thus the thinking and writing of the thesis was bound together and shaped 
by me: by my particular participatory presence in the particular research contexts/times, by my 
decision-making and creative presence as thesis-writer, and by the particular sensibility (in and 
through both of these senses), all of which resulted from, and was played out in, my purposefully 
open-ended, purposefully auto-affective methodological set-up. I believe that the sense of me 
which subsequently courses implicitly through every sentence of this thesis was crucial in engaging 
the subjects, individuals and issues which are my concern this thesis so closely. And I believe that 
this closeness was central in allowing me to uncover manifold details and ideas which seem to me 
to modestly revelatory in the context of pre-existent Social Scientific knowledges about `children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption'. This only-slightly-articulable sense of me (which you may 
or may not be able to discern as a reader, anyway) raises a number of questions with much 
broader Social Scientific resonance, which I engage in the Thesis Conclusion. 
2.5 Summary 
In this chapter I have outlined the particular ways in which I thought, researched, and wrote on from 
the very broad position mapped in Chapter 1, during 1999-2003. With reference to a whole slew of 
methodological challenges inherent in that broad position, the need for a methodology which was 
radically open-ended and purposefully auto-affective was asserted. The specific steps 
I took and 
the particular decisions I made, there and then, to put in the work necessary to achieve 
this were 
then outlined, and the research/ethical complexities bound up in all this were thought 
through in 
some detail (see Appendix 1). Finally, as a route map 
for the remainder of the thesis, the 
conceptual co-ordinates to which I was inclined and with which 
I thought and wrote my way on from 
all of this, there and then, were outlined. 
Throughout the chapter, the ways in which this 
methodology produced the particular shape, content and style of 
this thesis were signalled. The 
three substantive empirical chapters which were produced 
(in every way) by this process now 
proceed, as follows. 
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Chapter 3 
`S Club 7 stuff': materialities of children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption 
Fig. 6 Lucy's drawing of some of her `stuff' ('A Pokemon, some cds, cd player, songs, 
paddling pool', etc) 
3 `S Club 7 stuff': materialities of children's everyday popular cultural consumption 
"Consider things, and you will have humans. Consider humans, and you are by that very act interested in things" (Latour 2002: 20). 
"There is so much to learn not only from the things we value but from the rubbish, detritus and discarded things" (Attfield 2000: xv). 
This chapter begins with a single moment from recent 'popular cultural' history: the release of the 
single `Reach', by the British pop group S Club 7 on May 22nd 2000. You may know this song. 
Perhaps you can hum the tune, or even know the dance moves. Maybe you've heard it on a car 
radio, or at a wedding, or on Saturday morning children's television while you were flicking 
channels. Maybe you know a little about 
the band (fig. 7), or the band members. The _ýý. 
chances are though, that this will not mean 
(in either sense of the word) that much to 
you. For many of the research participants 
with whom I worked, however, `Reach' was 
seriously important. It was the first mass 
media-ted phenomenon to engage 
seriously large numbers of the children, 
during the period of research; the first time 
when it was clear to me that something big 
- popular culturally - was going on in the 
research participants' lives. 
Fig. 7 The pop group S Club 7 perform Reach 
(http: //digitalized. nu/stars/sclub09. opg Accessed 5/8/04) 
I propound S Club 7, `Reach', and this song's release, and this moment as illustrative of the sort of 
`children's everyday popular cultural consumption' which is routinely and almost completely 
overlooked by posterity and academia. This chapter draws upon empirical research conducted 
during May-July 2000, re-presenting five momentary, open-ended empirical glimpses of research 
participants' `consumption' of S Club 7 at this time, when it was becoming clear that something `big' 
was going on in the popular cultural lives of the children with whom I worked. 
What emerged - to me at least - from the way in which research participants discussed, presented 
and evoked S Club 7 in this material is a sense of the specific and contingent materiality of this 
instance of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. Specifically, I suggest that, 
respectively and collectively, the five empirical moments might demand recognition of five material 
characteristics of the S Club 7 phenomenon, namely, (i) the centrality of particular, individual 
material things; (ii) the complex, all-at-once materialities which contextualise such things in 
practice; (iii) the taken-for-granted, everydayness of such materialities; (iv) the often unpredictable 
improvisational creativity afforded by such materialities; and (v) the contingent, constructed 
meanings and rules which structure and order such materialities. 
In many senses, these are banal, 
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commonsensical observations, but I hold that these characteristics are curiously absent from pre- 
existent academic accounts of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. As such, I 
suggest that these empirical moments - ostensibly, unremarkably humdrum moments featuring 
(often in a seemingly tenuous, tangential way) an insignificant, insubstantial popular cultural 
phenomenon - pose profound questions of Social Scientific ways of knowing 'children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption'. In particular they cut across and complexify the `material cultural' 
approaches sketched in Chapter 1.2. 
3.1 `The best thing eve?: the release of `Reach' by S Club 7 
A conversation with five 8-years olds in a school classroom in mid-May 2000 - typical of many, 
many conversations with 8-year olds in school classrooms in mid-May 2000 - sets the scene: 
[School group session 6: 1 / Emily, Hayley, JH, Leanne, Lucy, Ryan / Friday 19-5-00,2pm]' 
.... Hayley: "Monday [22nd may 2000] is just gonna be the best thing ever.. " 
Ryan: "the stupidest thing ever more like.. " 
Hayley: "shut up Ryan.. " 
Lucy: "I've been saving up my pocket money for aages.. " 
Hayley: "I know, I can't wait.. " 
Leanne: "I wish it would hurry up.. " 
Hayley: "I bet you don't even know what we're on about?! " 
JH: Well, let me see... Something tells me it might be something to with S Club 7?! 
[All, except Ryan]: "Yaay! haha".. 
Emily: "Its out on Monday".. 
Lucy: "they're the best band ever.. " 
Hayley: "how do you know about it? " 
JH: "well, I've only heard about it like, 10 times already today! That might have something to do with 
W.. " 
Emily: "its their debut".. 
Leanne: "its the best song I've ever heard! ".. 
Lucy: [singing] "So reeach up for the stars.. " 
1I have used a consistent scheme of transcript notation throughout this thesis. 
Each extract is headed by square 
parentheses detailing [context 
/ participants / date and time of start of session]. Within extracts: .. = many utterances at 
once, ... = pause, .... = 
denotes the start/end of an extract, [] = edit within extract, (? ) = uncertain, [? ] = cut out 
untranscribeable section, 
(town) = edit/alteration in interests of confidentiality, [pointing] = salient non-verbal 
action/addendum or clarificatory note. 
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JH: "aww very good!.. " 
Emily: "have you heard it? " 
JH: "Oh, I've only had it my head for about 3 weeks now, thanks to you lot! " 
[all except Ryan, singing] "Follow your heart's desiiiire" 
JH: "so who's getting the single when it comes out? " 
Hayley, Lucy, Leanne: "me! " 
JH: "You're all getting it on Monday? " 
Hayley, Lucy, Leanne: "Yep! Yaay! Yes".. 
Hayley: "My Mums getting me it".. 
Lucy: "I've made my Mum promise to go into {town} straight after school" 
JH: "How about you Ryan? You're not a big fan? " 
Ryan: "wellt, its alright... its just a bit stupid, like its for girls. My little sister's getting it when it comes 
out".. 
JH: "ah, and I how about you Emily? " 
Emily: "I really love it, but my mum says I've got to wait until my birthday.. " 
JH: "aww well never mind, that's not too long to wait is it? " 
Hayley: "you could get her to get you the cd[album] for your birthday! " 
Lucy: "and the video, and the dolls" 
JH: "Ha! ".... 
May 22nd 2000 was a day that mattered a great deal, one way or another, to most of the research 
participants with whom I worked. The occasion was the UK release of the single `Reach' by the 
British pop band S Club 72. `Show and tell' sessions at this time were dominated by their drawings 
of the band, and clippings and posters featuring the band from magazines such as Smash Hits, 
Top of the Pops, and TV Quick, and for several weeks prior to this day, little else had been on the 
agenda in research sessions. To the large (largely female) constituency who called themselves 'S 
Club fans', like Hayley, Lucy, Leanne and Emily, May 22nd 2000 was a momentous, much- 
anticipated, exciting day. In research sessions from the beginning of May onwards, they counted 
down the days and repeatedly brought the song and the band to my attention. They eagerly, 
sometimes competitively, went out of their way to show off their learnt knowledge about the 
members of S Club 7: Tina, Jon, Paul, Hannah, Bradley, Rachel and Jo; they discussed at length 
the song, its lyrics, and the band's then-frequent appearances on television (in their own BBC 
2 It was actually their comeback single - their fourth single in total, and their first in 12 months - and not their debut as 
Emily claimed. I think this misapprehension is telling: it evokes the way in which a year can be a long time in `children's 
everyday poplar cultural consumption'; long enough to make a returning band seem like a totally new band to a new cohort 
of consumers. 
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show, in regular performances on Live and Kicking and CD: UK) and radio (most notably on a local 
radio roadshow, which several research participants attended); they debated which band members 
were `fittest', `prettiest', 'funniest', `best dressed', `nicest', `coolest', most `down to earth' and so on. 
They daydreamed, planned or schemed about acquiring the single, and the album and longform 
video that followed three weeks' later, and the raft of S Club 7-branded merchandising 
accompanying it; they showed me a proliferating array of S Club 7-branded stationery, pencil 
cases, socks, badges, trainers and hairgrips which they brought to school; several groups 
recounted and demonstrated their perfection of the band's dance routines and play at `being' S 
Club 7, during lunchbreaks and playtimes; and so on. Even the (mostly male)3 remainder who were 
less keen on the song, like Ryan, had much to say on the subject, and were entrained in the S Club 
7 phenomenon in some sense: in their willingness to offer well thought-out opinions and a wealth of 
detailed knowledge about the band (albeit to expound at length how and why the band were 'girly', 
`stupid', `bitchy' and/or `minging'), or in their proximity and interactions with siblings or friends who 
were `S Club fans', for example. Fans and detractors, children and grown ups alike all hummed the 
catchy tune before during and after its release, and sang the chorus' plea to `reach up for the 
stars'4. Being there and then, the buzz and anticipation surrounding the single was tangible. This 
was the first time during the research programme that it seemed to me that something big was 
going on in the popular cultural lives of the children with whom I worked. May 22nd was 
unequivocally an important, exciting, much-anticipated day in the lives of many research 
participants and the S Club 7 phenomenon mattered a great deal to them, engaging their attention, 
imagination, conversation and potential or proxy spending power in all sorts of ways. Owning the 
single, and acquiring it on the day of its release, was of utmost importance to many of them, there 
and then: this was, after all, the best band ever, the best song ever, the best thing ever. 
However, May 22nd 2000 is not, by and large, remembered as an important moment in British 
popular culture. Indeed, it is fair to say that anyone who did not spend May 2000 with or around 
British schoolchildren, might have only the barest awareness of `Reach' - as yet another snappy 
tune heard on the radio, perhaps - with little idea that it ever mattered so much to anyone. 
Such is 
the apparently complete dearth of contemporary or retrospective written academic, journalistic or 
critical traces of the S Club 7 phenomenon. For - outwith media aimed at children which are 
specifically devoted to, and integrally part of, children's popular cultural fads5 -S Club 7 were 
largely unheralded in British academic, journalistic or critical sources at the times, and have 
been 
the subject of very little post hoc thought, critique or comment. 
3I hesitate to generalise abut gender too much at this stage. It never seemed to me to be a straightforward case of girls 
being S Club fans, and boys being detractors. Not totally, anyway. 
4 It recently became clear to me that they, and I, 
had been singing (slightly) the wrong lyrics all along. The correct version 
is `reach... for the stars'. Such widely held misinterpretations provide an interesting nuance 
to understandings of popular 
culture predicated on representationalism. 
5 By that I mean that, as is the case with many other recent popular cultural phenomena, very 
little is written about them 
which is not stage managed, and part of 
the publicity project to further the brand. 
6 Scenes from May 22nd 2000: The birth of Leo Blair; the announcement of squads 
for the Euro 2000 football tournament; 
the death of Sir John Gielgud and 
Dame Barbara Cartland. 
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I would suggest that, this absence might be because: (i) the band exemplify an already well-worn 
popular cultural formula: as the latest in a long line of bright and breezy singing, dancing British 
teen-pop bands composed of young 'conventionally attractive' stage school graduates 
manufactured to appeal inoffensively to the widest possible demographic, S Club 7 might be 
imagined to be so middle-of-the-road, so straightforward, so unproblematic, bland and passe as to 
not require attention; (ii) the band are exemplary of a exponentially growing genre of cute, 
saccharine, inoffensive pop for young consumers which has few `adult' fans, and indeed which 
might appear ephemeral, superficial, lacking gravitas and not worth bothering with from the point of 
view of `adult' discourses: after all, they sing, the smile, they dance - surely there is little else to 
know or say? (iii) in any case, the band exemplify a sort of popular culture which might be said to 
be nice, unthreatening, inoffensive, appropriate, safe, everyday and predictable: there are surely 
more important things to worry about? (iv) they exemplify a sort of popular cultural form which is 
resolutely and quite deliberately uncontroversial, which lacks ambiguity or subtext, and which does 
not really `mean' much at all: in this sense, there seem to be minimal grounds for critique, little 
cause for concern, and little substance on which to hang a sustained academic engagement; (iv) 
the band are exemplary of an emergent sort of popular culture - produced via sophisticated cross- 
collaborations of popular cultural industries - which profoundly confuses and eludes the neat 
precepts of `adult' discourses more used to dealing with more readily-pigeonhole-able versions of 
popular culture: the S Club were equally and at once a musical group, actors in a fictional television 
series, stage performers, media personalities, pin-ups, and icons adorning. a proliferation of 
merchandising; and as such, (v) the band might be said to represent a zenith/nadir (delete as 
appropriate) of sophisticated manufactured popular culture for children: and there is a sense in 
which this is approached as something to be grudgingly accepted, but not encouraged, by adult 
writers who in any case have more weighty and pressing matters to attend to. In all of these senses 
then, I suggest that the enthusiasm for S club 7I witnessed can be understood as the tip of an 
iceberg, standing for many, many more forms and instances of popular cultural consumption which 
have been largely and repeatedly overlooked or consigned to the dustbin of history by academic, 
journalistic or critical writers. Such is the extent of this oversight that I suggest that, ironically, the 
`bland', `banal', 'nice', `unshocking', taken-for-granted everydayness represented by S Club 7 poses 
profound - perhaps albeit small - questions of the canon of `adults" attempts to write and make 
sense of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. This chapter aims to work with 
precisely this profound everydayness. 
Specifically, this chapter draws upon a small portion of the empirical work conducted during May- 
July 2000, when it was becoming clear that something `big' was going on in the popular cultural 
lives of research participants, when S Club 7 were the best thing ever. The chapter re-presents 
empirical work conducted with five (quite similar, yet quite different) participating households at this 
time: the households of Hayley, Lucy, Leanne, Emily and Ryan (the five children constituting the 
friendship group whose conversation introduced this chapter), whose interview talk provided a great 
deal f thought-provoking material. 
Thus the chapter draws upon self-directed photography projects conducted by the five households' 
at this time. In each case, households presented 
images and accounts of their weekend 'leisure' 
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times, and in each case, S Club 7 were shown to be importantly present and in the process of 
being `consumed' (albeit sometimes tenuously and tangentially) in and of these times, in ways 
which became more apparent from household members' post hoc discussion and reminiscence of 
these moments. I re-present this empirical material as it emerged in and of these research 
encounters: in the form of fleeting, open-ended vignettes of interview talk, around S Club 7 (but not 
always directly about S Club 7). As such, these five empirical episodes may perhaps seem simple 
and less-than-noteworthy, but I suggest that they are profoundly significant in two senses. Firstly, 
simply, they are illustrative accounts of the sorts of `children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' which is habitually, systematically, sadly and overwhelmingly overlooked by posterity 
and academia, not least by Social Scientists. Secondly, the empirical moments are significant for 
the recurrent themes emergent from or through them. That is, respectively and collectively, they 
might evoke a number of features of the S Club 7 phenomenon, which might be said to be 
characteristic of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption', per se. That is, what this rather 
low-key, undramatic empirical material suggested to me was a number of observations about 
materiality which, though perhaps somewhat banal, self-evident, simple stuff in and of themselves, 
are, I suggest, effectively revelatory in the context of pre-existent Social Scientific knowledges 
about `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' which have too little to say about these 
characteristics. 
3.2 Moments of S Club consumption 
The chapter thus proceeds by contemplating the characteristics of S Club 7 `consumption' in each 
of the five households in turn. Each example follows the same format, beginning with a scene- 
setting extract from a classroom group session, before juxtaposing each household's self-directed 
photographs, household members' open-ended post hoc talk about and around them, as well as 
my own comments, afforded by this juxtaposition, towards an apprehension of the specific, 
contingent materiality characteristic of this instance of 'children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption'. The chapter concludes - and then the next chapter is anticipated - via a reiteration of 
the importance of taking seriously this fivefold, increasingly complex, apprehension of the material 
characteristics of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. 
i. Lucy's "Stuff 
An extract from a later research session with the by-now somewhat familiar 
friendship group 
introduces Lucy further, and sets the scene for empirical material presented by her household: 
[School group session 6: 2 / Emily, Hayley, JH, Leanne, Lucy, Ryan / Friday 
2-6-00,2pm] 
.... 
JH: "okaaay... Last time, we started to talk about our rooms and what's in them, how our rooms 
are important to us. And what 
I thought it would be interesting to do today would be to take it in 
turns telling the group about our rooms in a bit more 
detail... [] Does anyone want to go first? 
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Lucy: "meee! " 
JH: "aww thanks Lucy... Okay, so, imagine you're in your room right now - what can you see, off the top of your head? " 
Lucy: "just, stuff... all my stuff".. 
JH: "right".. 
Lucy: "all the stuff that belongs to me" 
JH: "like what? Whets the first thing that comes to mind? " 
Lucy: "my cd player".. 
Hayley: "cool".. 
Lucy: "its on my chest of draws, for playing my cds and tapes" 
JH: "do you listen to your music a lot? " 
Lucy: "yes, all the time" 
JH: "and what tunes do you like? " 
Lucy: "S Club 7, the Spice Girls, STEPS, Boyzone, stuff like that. They're my favourites" 
JH: "right".. 
Hayley: "cool".. 
JH: "okay, so apart from the cd player, what else is in your room? " 
Lucy: "welill, there's my girly stuff, and my pop stuff".. 
JH: "okay, tell us about girly stuff first? " 
Lucy: "well just, like, you know what I mean... clothes, and jewels and stuff".. 
JH: "right... and what about pop stuff? " 
Lucy: "cds and tapes and posters and magazines and that... all my S Club stuff and Smash Hits" 
JH: "right... anything else? " 
Lucy: "oh, loads of stuff".. 
JH: "like? " 
Lucy: "like, toys, and games, and drawing things and all my cugglys, and like, stuff like that".... 
There is much that might be said about this short extract, but as a point of departure for this 
chapter and thus for the empirical thesis I want to think through just one observation: that is, the 
centrality of the repeatedly evoked notion of 'stuff' in Lucy's description of her bedroom. 
`Stuff' was a word I heard a lot when listening to research participants talk about their lives, not 
least their popular cultural lives. It is a word which is easily overlooked. In all probability, very few 
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Social Scientists would consider the quote "just, stuff... all my stuff.. " worthy of repetition. But I 
contend that this notion of `stuff' demands attention, for it is literally and metaphorically the very 
`stuff' of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. That is, in all of the senses in which the 
term is used - whether it is meant as in `things' ('all my stuff'), articulated with a more potent 
signifying prefix ('my stuff', 'girly stuff', `S Club stuff'), or mobilised as a verbal shrug ('just... stuff') - 
'stuff' stands for a series of characteristics which are central to `children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption'. 
Thinking on from Lucy's comments, the first aim of this chapter is thus to engage with this idea of 
'stuff'. This is possible via an engagement with empirical research conducted by Lucy and her 
household, just over a week later, over the week of June 10th-17th 2000. Over this period, a series 
of twelve self-directed photographs were taken by Lucy, and her teenage sister Rachel. All but one 
of the photographs depicts the members of the household - Mr. B (Lucy's father), Mrs. B (Lucy's 
mother), Rachel, Lucy, and Dan (Lucy's younger brother) - at leisure (and, incidentally in the 
process of 'consuming' S Club 7 in different ways) in their semi-detached suburban home, on the 
morning of Sunday 11th June. I subsequently met with Lucy, Rachel and Mrs. B to discuss the 
series of photographs. I will re-present five photographs from this series, along with extracts from 
the salient discussion. From and through them it is possible to think through Lucy's notion of 'stuff', 
and thus to apprehend several foundational characteristics of `children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption', and the S Club 7 phenomenon in particular. 
The first photograph of the series (fig. 8) was recalled and narrated by Lucy as follows: 
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[Household interview 2: 1 / JH, Lucy, Mrs. B, Rachel / Friday 23-6-00,5pm] 
.... JH: "okay, so tell me about this picture first of all" 
Lucy: "I was just... hanging out in my room, playing tapes and cds.. " 
Mrs. B: "this was on the Sunday morning, after we'd had our breakfast.. " 
JH: "right.. " 
Lucy: "and I just wanted to get a photo of some of my things really, to show you.. " 
JH: "aww! Well, go on then, tell me about some of the things in the photo? " 
Lucy: [pointing] "well, that's my bag of cugglys, and that's my pyjama case, and that's my Winnie- the-Pooh washbag, those are my headphones, errm... that's my crayon box with some drawings I did, and those are my scrunchies, and that's some of my Smash Hits... that's my Barbie pencil 
case, and that's my Powerpuff Girls jigsaw, and that's some of my stickers, and that's the box for 
my Mr. Frosty, and that's my Mr. Men annual.. " 
JH: "phew! Goodness!... And that's just the things in front of you! What about the stuff I can see 
behind you [on the photograph]? " 
Lucy: [pointing] "well, that's my cd player, and there's all my cds and tapes, and then there's more 
tapes in the tape boxes.. and that's all my drawing and painting things, and errm... you can see my 
piggy bank, and my forever friends lamp, and some of my posters... So now you know, I've got 
loads of stuff! ".... 
What emerges strikingly from this photograph and extract is a sense of how Lucy was surrounded 
and engaged with a remarkably extensive and complex miscellany of material objects, there and 
then. Lucy pointed out many, many material objects - some she especially foregrounded, some 
which just happened to be in shot - and this description evokes only a small subset of Lucy's 
'things': much that is shown by the photograph is described barely (the many tapes and `cugglies', 
for example), or not at all (notably her clothes, but also many other items which are unclear on the 
developed photograph); and so much is out of shot, in Lucy's room, or elsewhere in the house, for 
example. Lucy reaches a personal conclusion - `so now you know, I've got loads of stuff' - which 
asserts the way in which material things are numerously, complexly and importantly present in the 
milieu of her bedroom, and thus of her life, and this demand had much broader resonance. For all 
of the children with whom I worked had `loads of stuff' too: a clutter of material objects constituted a 
substantial part of the context of their lives. It might be said that "from the very moment of birth we 
are surrounded by the material world. Engagement with the world comes through interaction with 
that materiality and through material expression" (Derevenski 2000b: 9). That may seem a 
somewhat commonsensical, basic statement, but I contend that in the particular context of previous 
Social Scientific work approaching `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' - (albeit 
important and insightful) bodies of work which I understand as largely dematerialised and/or 
decontextualised, with little to say about the specific, non-abstract, material stuff of their field of 
enquiry, and thus embodying a more general "extraordinary lack of academic 
discussion pertaining 
to artefacts as objects, despite their pervasive presence as the context for modern 
life" (Miller 
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1987: 85) - it is positively revelatory. Lucy's comments begin to suggest the sheer multiplicity of 
varieties and forms which such objects and contexts could take, there and then. 
Important characteristics of this material context for Lucy's life emerge from the following extract, a 
continuation of the previous conversation: 
[Household interview 2: 1 / JH, Lucy, Mrs. B, Rachel / Friday 23-6-00,5pm] 
.... JH: "and I bet there's loads more stuff in your room, that's not on the photo?.. " 
Lucy: "too right! " 
JH: "do you want to tell me about some of that? " 
Mrs. B: "crumbs! I wouldn't know where to start... there's so much! " 
JH: "well maybe, lets [imaginatively] go round the room, and think about small parts one at a time.. " 
Lucy: "yes.. " 
Mrs. B: "right... Let's think... Well, before you even get into the room there's allsorts hanging off the 
back of the door.. " 
Lucy: "there's my badge bag, and my Groovy Chick bag, and my Furby backpack.. " 
Mrs. B "that's always assuming you can open the door in the first place, which isn't always easy 
with all the tape boxes and cd boxes all over the floor, I can tell you!.. " 
JH: "and these all belong to you? " 
Lucy: "yes.. " 
JH: "wow.. " 
Lucy: "the tapes are all taped off Radio 1" 
JH: "right... and what about the cds? " 
Lucy: "I ask Mum and she gets them for me... I've got everything, except I still need the S Club 7 cd 
[album], but I'm getting that for my birthday' 
JH: "right... anyway, keep going... What's the first thing that hits you once you're through the door? " 
Mrs. B: "the chest o' draws.. " 
Lucy: "that's where I keep all my tapes and cds.. " 
Mrs. B: "when they're not all over the floor, that is!.. " 
Lucy: "and my little creatures.. " 
JH: "eh? " 
Mrs. B: "they're these little ornaments called Colourbox... You have one every birthday and 
Christmas, don't you? " 
Lucy: "yes.. " 
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Mrs. B: "and then.. Its never ending isn't it?!... You come to all the things that live on the bed" 
Lucy: "my dolls, and my teddies, and the big cugglies.. " 
JH: "aww".. 
Mrs. B: "you've got your Barbie doll, and your Buzz [Lightyear], and your Bagpuss... and all the teddies.. " 
Lucy: "yes" 
Mrs. B: "and then, I suppose the next thing you come to is your bookshelf.. " 
Lucy: "yes.. " 
JH: "right... what sort of books have you got? " 
Lucy: "I've got Ladybird books and annuals, and old books I had off my Nan.. " 
Mrs. B: "and then next to that is the wardrobe, which is a real box of delights... In there you've got 
your clothes, obviously, and anything that's in a box, basically, and then there's all the stacker boxes.. " 
Lucy: "yes, they've got my toys and my animals.. " 
Mrs. B: "they're like the Britain's animals.. " 
Lucy: "and my Lego and my Playmobil, in them... " 
Mrs. B: "everything but the kitchen sink really! ".... 
This extract prompts three related observations. Firstly, it is striking that many, many of the things 
which constituted the material context of Lucy's household life - certainly the vast majority of things 
that came most readily to mind in her description of her room - were mass manufactured products 
of the contemporary popular cultural industries, and were purchased at some time. Indeed, "today it 
seems impossible to conceive of [the stuff of children's lives] as being anything other than 
dependent on... popular culture" (Fleming 1996: 40). Secondly, it follows that most of the objects 
Lucy describes are single or small component parts of much larger popular cultural series. Indeed, 
"a truly and absolutely unique object, one without antecedent, without dispersal in any series 
whatsoever, seems unthinkable" (Baudrillard 1990a: 49). Consider Lucy's copies of Smash Hits, 
her Ladybird books, Colourbox animals, Britain's animals, Barbie doll, Buzz Lightyear, Bagpuss and 
`pop stuff': each of these things are singular elements of "little worlds arising from media narrative 
and total marketing... designed to configure identifiable complexes of characters and settings which 
can be sold as a package, either as a whole or through the joys of collecting. Most of their 
characters and settings are highly mediatised, from Star Wars figures to Transformers, from My 
Little Pony to Barbie. The worlds on offer are a series of micro-ontologies which children can link to" 
(Thrift forthcoming: 6). And typically inherent in such `micro-ontologies' - via constant rebranding, 
innovation, and product research and development for example - is a sense that no matter how 
`linked' one might be, there will always already be some different or more desirable part of the 
ontology left to which to link. So for example, S Club 7 were one such `micro-ontology', there and 
then. Lucy `linked' to the band (and a complex of narratives, characters, meanings and associations 
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cast into them through their means of mass-production and media-tisation) by acquiring, largely via 
purchase or purchase-by-proxy, and arranging and engaging a substantial complex of inter-related, 
juxtaposed mass-produced material `S Club 7 stuff' in her bedroom: posters, cds (and - in "double 
articulation" (Ang 1996: 69) - cd player), tapes (and radio/tape player), magazines, annuals, videos 
(and TVNCR set), stationery, etc. Yet Lucy's assemblage of 'S Club 7 stuff' was only a small 
fraction of the totality of `S Club 7 stuff' which was available for purchase there and then (which was 
itself only a small fraction of the 'pop stuff' available). She is surrounded by much `S Club 7-stuff', 
and yet much more 'S Club 7-stuff' remains "in the space between pure desire and immediate 
enjoyment, with some distance between them and the person who desires them, which is a 
distance that can be overcome... in and through economic exchange" (Appadurai 1986: 3). Thus, 
although when it comes to cds she has 'everything', she still 'needs' the just-released cd album: the 
more `S Club 7 stuff' she acquires, the more of an 'S Club fan' she becomes, and thus, at least for 
the moment, the more she is spurred on to acquire more `S Club 7 stuff' as and when it becomes 
available. Most of the objects to which Lucy drew attention were small elements of much broader, 
ever-expanding, never-complete popular cultural ontologies in this way. 
This observation demands, thirdly, a more general apprehension of the materiality of `children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption'. That is, as my preceding conversation with Lucy and Mrs. B 
suggested in many different ways, material things are, literally, the very stuff of popular cultural 
consumption. It is with, amongst, through or from particular mass-produced material things that 
Lucy's popular cultural consumption happens. It is precisely her stuff - "a multiple universe of 
mutually reinforcing and self-referential media" (Baudrillard 1990b: 89) - which enables Lucy to 'do' 
consumption, and `be', for example, an `S Club fan'. In short, `consuming' S Club 7 was here a 
matter of a particular 8-year old doing particular things with particular material things - engaging in 
particular ways with particular cds (and a particular cd player), particular audio tapes (and a 
particular radio/tape player), particular copies of particular edition of Smash Hits, particular books, 
particular posters and single, specific examples of diverse miscellaneous other material objects, for 
example - in a particular room, in a particular nitty-gritty geographical milieux, there and then. 
`Children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is, to use Lucy's words, a matter of `doing stuff' 
with `stuff'. 'Stuff' takes innumerable forms - and, to anticipate the following chapter, there are 
innumerable ways of 'doing stuff' with it - but it always has a specific, grounded, nitty-gritty 
materiality: specific material things, which are stubbornly there-in-the-world, are characteristically 
involved somehow and somewhere. I feel strongly that it is important to make this plain, such is the 
predominance of Social Scientific approaches to `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' 
which are predicated upon "theories of representation which talk up the importance of the sign over 
that of the thing itself" (Attfield 2000: 42). 
More, further complexifying, nuances of this popular cultural materiality are evoked by the following 
extract, again a continuation of the previous conversation, in which Lucy and her older sister 
comment on, and bicker around, more photographs from the series: 
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[Household interview 2: 1 / JH, Lucy, Mrs. B, Rachel / Friday 23-6-00,5pm] 
Mrs. B: "yeah, all these [photographs] were taken on that same Sunday'.. 
Lucy: "that's (fig-9) my Smash Hits, and my poster".. 
(cont. ) JH: "right... did the poster come with the magazine? " 
Lucy: "yes" 
JH: "and do you get Smash Hits every week? " 
Lucy: "yes... its out every two weeks".. 
JH: "ah, ok".. 
Lucy: "and I buy it out of my pocket money'.. 
JH: "right.. " 
Lucy: "I give my dad the money before he goes to [the newsagents] on Sunday" 
JH: "ok".. 
Lucy: "and this one (fig. 10) is our new music video of S Club 7".. 
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(cont. ) Rachel: "errm excuse me Lucy!! I don't think so!! I think you'll find its my video. It was me 
who paid for it. Out of my paper[round] money, if you remember'?!! ".. 
JH: "blimey! Moving swiftly on! ".. 
Rachel: "well the next one's (fig. 1 1) us watching my new video".. 
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(cont. ) Rachel: "and this one's (fig. 12) Lucy... look, you're not even watching it! ".. 
(cont. ) Lucy: "oww Rachel! ".. 
Rachel: "get your own video, brat! ".. 
Lucy: "I will when its my birthday".... 
This extract inspires three observations. Firstly, simply, it is worth making the empirical observation 
that both Lucy and Rachel - and many other research participants who were also `children' by the 
terms of most prior Social Scientific work at the time of the interview - alluded, in a quite matter of 
fact way, to varying degrees of economic and consumptive agency, whether direct (earning and 
spending money earned from doing chores or, for example, paper rounds) or by proxy (deciding 
and directing or negotiating how to spend pocket money). Secondly, it is striking, though easily 
overlooked, that Lucy used the prefix "my' many, many times when discussing material `stuff' in the 
research session extracts which structure this subsection. Clearly, ownership of particular material 
things mattered a great deal to her, there and then, in a way which was amplified during Lucy and 
Rachel's friction over the ownership of the S Club 7 video. Here, the presence of the videotape in 
the house, such that both Lucy and Rachel could watch it relatively freely, was not enough (and 
certainly, neither was the possibility that S Club 7 might be consumed without the need for 
additional material possessions, by chancing upon them on the radio or television, for example): 
possession of `S Club 7 stuff' was something that mattered a great deal, something worth arguing 
over. This demands an appreciation of the importance of ownership of material objects - as "a form 
of ecology of personal possessions" (Attfield 2000: 7) - to the materiality of `children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption'. And thirdly, one characteristic of this `ecology' is suggested by the 
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household's photographs of S Club 7 'consumption' in situ, particularly figures 9 and 10. Here was 
a household containing two self-styled `huge' `S Club fans', in a place and time where S Club 7 
were the all-important best band ever, and had just released the best song ever, in a room and at a 
moment when S Club 7 were being `consumed' directly, their tunes blasting via music video 
playback. And yet, in these photographs, what is striking is the slightness - in purely material terms 
- of this S Club 7 phenomenon. That is, in a household where S Club 7 were in the process of 
being consumed directly, and were considered the best thing ever by two fifths of the household, 
there was actually very little material trace of the S Club 7 phenomenon. The `S Club 7 stuff' in the 
house would fill a small shelf, but not much more: this stuff does not add up to a great deal in 
purely material terms, but has a modest quotidian presence which quite belies the significance of S 
Club 7 to Lucy and Rachel, there and then. Even when the video was playing directly into the living 
room, it was 'consumed' with "not the rapt attention of the cinema spectacle... intermittent glances 
between the many competing interests and demands of viewing in a domestic setting" (Burgess 
1987: 3) 
Building on these foundational comments, the following two examples think through this latter 
observation in greater depth. Having argued that specific material things are central to `children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption', I want to immediately contend, via the following 
subsections, that at the same time, material things themselves do not explain it all: they do not, by 
themselves, sum up to the whole of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. 
ii. Leanne and "everything, all of the time" 
Another extract from a research session with the by-now somewhat familiar friendship group 
introduces Leanne, and sets the scene for empirical material presented by her household: 
[School group session 6: 3 / Emily, Hayley, JH, Leanne, Lucy, Ryan / Friday 9-6-00,2pm] 
JH:.... "and what about you Leanne... what'll you be getting up to tomorrow? " 
Leanne: "well, saturday mornings, me and my baby brother and little sister like to watch the 
children's programmes, and play our music, and get all our things down.. " 
JH: "what TV do you watch? " 
Leanne: `Live and Kicking' 
JH: "right, and what tunes do you like listening to? " 
Leanne: "S club 7, and STEPS, and the Tweenies... anything really.. " 
Lucy: [pointing at Emily, Hayley, and Leanne] "all of us like the same.. " 
JH: "yeah, you lot do all seem to have the same taste.. " 
Lucy: "we're like, exactly the same.. " 
Leanne: "and sometimes mum makes us listen to her old people's CDs".. 
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JH: "ha! Careful, she's not much older than me! So yeah, which things do you have out? ".. 
Leanne: "well, like, everything, all at the same time".. 
JH: "wow".... 
This extract is, in many ways, resonant with the preceding and following subsections, but here I 
want to think through just two comments from this conversation: firstly, the offhand observation that 
`all of us - us being the four female group members - like the same', and secondly Leanne's notion 
of engaging with `everything, all at the same time'. This is possible via an engagement with 
empirical research conducted by Leanne and her household in the week following the extracted 
research session, over the week of June 10th-17th 2000. Over this period, a series of five self- 
directed photographs were taken by Lucy's mother (Mrs. C). All five photographs depict the 
remaining household members - James (Leanne's younger brother), Kelly (Leanne's younger 
sister) and Leanne - at leisure (and, incidentally in the process of `consuming' S Club 7) in their 
semi-detached suburban home: three were taken on the morning of Saturday 10th June, and two 
were taken on the morning of Saturday 17th June. I subsequently met with Leanne and Mrs. C to 
discuss the series of photographs. I will re-present two photographs from this series, along with 
extracts from the salient discussion. From and through them it is possible to apprehend a number 
of important characteristics of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption', and the S Club 7 
phenomenon in particular. 
The two photographs (figs. 13 and 14) were recalled and narrated by Leanne and Mrs. C as follows: 
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[Household interview 3: 1 / JH, Leanne, Mrs. C/ Monday 26-6-00,5pm] 
JH: "so do you want to talk me through the photos you took?.. " 
Mrs. C: "Do you want to go first? " 
Leanne: [re. Fig. 13] "we were just hanging out, watching the children's programmes and listening to 
some cds on the cd player".. 
JH: "what? Both at the same time? " 
Leanne: "Yes" 
JH: "crumbs, I bet your mum loved that! ".. 
Mrs. C: "oh you can imagine! What happens is, the terrible trio start off watching telly, then one of 
them, usually bossyboots here, decides they want a CD on, so we put a CD on... The same songs 
over and over again I hasten to add".. 
JH: "right".. 
Mrs. C: "but of course we can't turn the telly off in case we miss anything".. 
JH: "Obviously'.. 
Mrs. C: "so we have the telly on mute!.. 
JH: "Right.. and what else were you doing, apart from listening to your music and watching 
the telly 
with the sound turned down? ".. 
Leanne: "well, me and James are playing with my Pound 
Puppies, and Kelly is being silly playing 
with my Chicco things".. 
JH: "right, and is that Lego there? " 
Leanne: "yes".. 
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JH: "and what were you building? " 
Leanne: "I can't remember... I think I was making a vet's centre, and Kelly was helping me, and James was making a helicopter".. 
Mrs. C: "oh god look at the mess!... As you can see, my plans for a nice relaxing weekend go straight out the window! " 
Mrs. C: "and here (fig. 14) we are again... same mess, different day basically'.. 
JH: "so this is the same time, Saturday morning, a week later? ".. 
Mrs. C: "yes, that's right".. 
JH: "and pretty much the same scene? ".. 
Mrs. C: "yes... again, its TV on, CD player on, mess everywhere, and mum's the skivvy in the background".. 
JH: "and what are you playing with this time? " 
Leanne: "we're playing with my game".. 
JH: "is that Ludo? " 
Leanne: "no, its a game called Knockout".. 
JH: "ah, right... and... what else can you see in the picture? " 
Leanne: [pointing] "errrm... that's my magic drawer and that's the book that goes with it... those are 
my Bob the Builder toys".. 
JH: "and that's Lego again, yeah? " 
Leanne: "yes".... 
This extract, and the two photographs, evoke (in me, at least) three observations pertaining to the 
materiality of Leanne's popular cultural life. The first observation follows from my juxtaposition of 
empirical material from the households of different `S Club-fans'. At the time of research, Leanne, 
Lucy, Hayley and Emily were close schoolfriends and near neighbours on a housing estate, and 
their households were part of what seemed to me to be a relatively close knit inner-urban housing 
estate community. These four friends were quite sure that they were `like, exactly the same' and 
that they all `like the same', culturally speaking. It was striking, from engaging with this friendship 
group for even a short time, that these individuals owned very many of the same material things, 
and spoke about them in very similar ways: all of them owned a practically identical core list of `S 
Club 7-stuff', and all of them took similar pride in going out of their way to make their `S Club 7 
fandom known to me, in very similar ways, for example. Yet it was also striking how even the most 
fleeting glimpses of these research participants' households showed how 'identical' mass produced 
material things can be - and were - inserted in very different ways into everyday material milieux 
which are very different, despite the `identical' objects which recur in them. 
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For example, Leanne and Lucy spoke and apparently thought similarly about S Club 7, and it 
emerged during the period of research that they owned a remarkably similar set of `S Club 7 stuff' 
which constituted what might be called "the terms of a latent and repetitive discourse" (Baudrillard 
1990a: 49). And yet the photographs of these two friends' respective households - even, or 
especially, those which show them at home `consuming' the same CDs less than 24 hours apart - 
reveal material milieux which despite their profound similarities are profoundly (albeit relatively 
slightly) different in a grounded, material sense. For although, in this instance, both households 
were photographed in the process of `consuming' the same, 'identical', mass produced pop CDs, 
the materiality of this consumption differed greatly in the ways in which the material `S Club 7 stuff' 
(in this specific example, the CD being played) was articulated with the different materialities of the 
two households and juxtaposed, and inter-related with other co-present popular cultural ontologies 
in very different at quite contingent ways. In and of the photographed moments, in Lucy's 
household, the CD was part and parcel of a popular cultural materiality of `cugglies', Powerpuff girls 
merchandise and Britain's farm animals etc, while in Leanne's household the same CD was 
consumed as part of a material Milieux of Lego, Chicco toys and Pound Puppies. In short, 
"[d]ifferent children in different circumstances may be associated with different material resources - 
producing... many competing versions of childhood" (James et al 1998: 168). That is, material 
things in and of themselves do not explain it all: there can be "no general theory of the object world 
as an abstract set of relationships to be applied indiscriminately to a plethora of domains... we 
cannot hope even to enumerate the types and varieties within which the object world might be 
categorised" (Miller 1998: 6). For "not only is there more to life than meets the eye, that `more' is 
never something that will ultimately make its appearance in the domain of representation" (Dillon 
2000: 15). The remainder of this chapter is, largely, a thinking through of different aspects of this 
'more' 
My second observation pertains to Leanne's earlier-stated notion of engaging with `everything, all at 
the same time', which was very much borne out by the empirical material from Leanne's household. 
In even the most fleeting of moments re-presented here it is striking just how many popular cultural 
materials were in play `all at the same time'; how multiple genres (pop music, children's television, 
soft toys, construction toys, board games, children's literature), multiple popular cultural ontologies 
(S Club 7, Lego, Bob the Builder, Chicco, Pound Puppies, etc), and multiple particular popular 
cultural things (Leanne's CD in the living room CD player, Leanne's collection of Pound Puppies, 
Leanne's many Lego bricks, etc) were being `consumed' all-at-once, there and then, by Leanne, 
Kelly and James. All of these elements were in play at once, were encountered simultaneously, and 
were juxtaposed, linked, combined and recombined in all sorts of complex ways: 
here, as in the 
materiality of everyday lives more generally, "nothing is without being in relation, and... everything 
is 
- in the ways that 
it is - in terms and in virtue of relationality" (Dillon 2000: 4). This characteristic 
`everything, all at the same time' materiality of `popular cultural consumption' problematises many 
previous Social Scientific accounts of `popular cultural consumption' which 
have tended to consider 
individual genres, popular cultural ontologies or sensory registers in isolation from one another 
and/or approach particular material cultural artefacts as clear-cut, cool, 
isolable, readily-analysable, 
consistently-bounded sign systems. 
Leanne's popular cultural material is simply not that neat and 
tidy: after all, to take the moment depicted 
in fig. 13 as an example, where are the boundaries 
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between her television-watching and her listening to music and her Pound Puppy play and her Lego 
play and her Chicco play? In short, messiness and all-at-once-ness are central characteristics of 
the materiality which is central to these instances of 'children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption'. 
My third observation follows from the juxtaposition of the two photographs (figs. 13 and 14) of 
Leanne and her siblings taken at about the same time on consecutive Saturday mornings. In these 
photographs, the `terrible trio' are shown similarly arrayed and ostensibly doing same stuff with the 
same particular finite array of stuff - listening to CDs, watching television, `hanging out', playing with 
a selection of Leanne's `stuff' - to the extent that the photographs are described as essentially the 
same (the `same mess, different day basically'), but it is striking that the two photographs depict 
profoundly, albeit subtly, different scenes (which are, again, profoundly, albeit subtly, different from 
photographs depicting moments of the 'same' sort of 'popular cultural consumption' from other 
households shown in this chapter). What is striking, to me, about the profound albeit subtle 
differences between Leanne's music-television-Lego-Pound Puppy-Chicco `consumption' in the first 
photograph, and her music-television-Lego-Knockout 'consumption' in the second is "the 
contingency of the world and the many possibilities that are open at any point" (Thrift 1999: 57). 
That is, the materiality of Leanne's `popular cultural consumption', like everyday materialities more 
generally, is in "a continuous process of being complexly enfolded in ways that simultaneously also 
spontaneously produce the unfolding of `form': `form' of diverse changing shape" (Dillon 2000: 11). 
This diversely changing form is characterised by its contingency: in each of the photographed 
moments, as with all simple everyday moments, "everything had to be working properly... [and a] lot 
of connections had to made: between heres and theres, between humans, between humans and 
non-humans, between non-humans and non-humans... thoroughly grounded, fleshy connections" 
(I. Cook 2002: 1). And as the two photographs make plain, slightly different sets of connections (in 
this instance, the connections leading to particular stuff being `brought down' to be played with 
whilst listening to CDs and watching television) can produce very different materialities and 
moments, even when context, participants and material resources are held constant. It thus follows 
that the materiality of Leanne's popular cultural consumption is dynamic and ongoing, always 
emergent, in process and open to many possibilities (most of which will only ever be latent) all of 
the time. 
Drawing together these three observations (which will be elaborated further still in following 
subsections and chapters) demands an apprehension of popular cultural `stuff' such as S Club 7 
stuff', like `stuff' generally, as occurring in situ as a dynamic, multiplying and interacting "cumulative 
mess... layered, tangled, textures... a gigantic web of interoperability" (Bowker and Star 1996: 5). 
This `cumulative mess' constitutes densely lived and textured "vivid, detailed interwoven narratives, 
relationships, and experiences" (Fiske 1992b: 155): connected, all-at-once assemblages of 
material minutiae which are "supportive of a process of `constructive elaboration' of the world" 
(Thrift forthcoming: 6). This in turn demands an understanding of consumption as part of this 
elaboration: that is an understanding that "culture exists neither in our minds, nor does it exist 
independently in the world around us, but rather is an emergent property of the relationship 
between persons and things" (Graves-Brown 2002: 4). One corollary of this is that even an 
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ostensibly all-encompassing popular cultural concern such S Club 7-fandom will be folded into 
everyday materialities in complex and subtle ways. Another corollary is that consumption is always 
already a matter of multiple relations. These observations are developed in the next and following 
subsections of this chapter. 
iii. Ryan and `just whatever" 
Another research session extract introduces Ryan, and sets the scene for empirical material 
presented by his household: 
[School group session 6: 3 / Emily, Hayley, JH, Leanne, Lucy, Ryan / Friday 9-6-00,2pm] 
.... JH: "and how about you Ryan, what do you get up to on Saturday mornings? 
Ryan: "oh y'know, just whatever" 
JH: "so what do you get up to while your sister is playing her records or watching [what Ryan had 
previously called] `girly things' on telly?.. " 
Ryan: "err.. nothing.. " 
JH: "there's no escape is there? " 
Ryan: "nah its alright.. I have to sit through it, but I don't take no notice".... 
Here, I want to think through two comments from this short extract: firstly Ryan's evocation of doing 
`just whatever' in and of the lived materialities of his household, and secondly his notion of `taking 
no notice' of the girly popular cultural materialities which (thanks to his sister) are very much 
present in his household. This is possible via an engagement with empirical research conducted by 
Ryan and his household in the week following the extracted research session, over the week of 
June 10th-17th 2000. Over this period, a series of twenty self-directed photographs were taken by 
Ryan and Mrs. E (Ryan's mother). The photographs depict various formations of household 
members - David (Ryan's older brother), Michael (Ryan's younger brother), Mr. E (Ryan's father), 
Mrs. E (Ryan's mother), Natalie (Ryan's younger sister), Ryan - in their detached suburban home, 
over the course of what they called `a normal week'. I subsequently met with Ryan and his parents 
to discuss the series of photographs. I will re-present three photographs from this series - again, 
focusing on photographs depicting the members of the household during weekend leisure times 
(and, incidentally in the process of `consuming' S Club 7) - along with extracts from the salient 
discussion. From and through them it is possible to apprehend a number of important 
characteristics of the articulation of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption', and the 
S 
Club 7 phenomenon in particular, with contemporary lived everyday materialities. 
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[Household interview 4: 1 / JH, Mr. E, Mrs. E, Ryan / Thursday 29-6-00,5pm] 
.... Mrs. E: "well this (figs. 15,16 and 17) is just Saturday morning in the {E} house... these are all 
pretty boring really... god, the house looks a right mess! Its like that when you've got kids and its 
Saturday morning... its not a showhome!.. " 
JH: "do you want to set the scene? " 
Mrs. E: "oh right... well this is just our little routine.. " 
JH: "right.. " 
Mrs. E: "its just what we've always done of a Saturday morning.. " 
Mrs. E: "its just, y'know our only chance in the week to have some proper quality time together.. all 
together a family.. boring stuff really.. " 
Mr. E: "I suppose its just what we always do on Saturday after breakfast.. " 
Mrs. E: "that's right.. we've all had our breakfast, and I've finished the dishes, the washer's on, I've 
made all my phone calls, and.. " 
Ryan: "god! you always natter for ages... its like, you can't shut her up!.. " 
Mrs. E: "well you see, we do our shopping and visiting on Saturday, so its like.. I have to have a 
gadabout to arrange everything.. " 
JH: "right.. " 
Mrs. E: "so yeah, as I was saying, in the couple of hours we have between breakfast and all the 
palaver of getting everyone ready to go out, its just our... like a chance to slob around for a bit, and 
put the kettle on, and spend some proper quality time with the kids... Its funny, I've never had to talk 
about this before"' 
JH: "right, so what sort of stuff do you get up to when you're having this quality time?.. Do you want 
to say, Ryan? " 
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Ryan: "err... OK... well, Dad reads the papers.. " 
Mr. E: "aye, that's right... well, this is hardly worth mentioning, but before breakfast I'll walk to [the 
newsagents] to get the papers and something for the kids.. " 
JH: "what, like magazines?.. " 
Ryan: "yeah... me and Michael get Art Attack, David gets a Nintendo magazine, and Natalie 
sometimes gets Smash Hits.. " 
JH: "right.. " 
Mrs. E: "yes, she's the resident pop music fan... " 
JH: "aww cool!.. " 
Ryan: "bleeeurgh!.. " 
Mrs. E: "she's just starting to get into the pop music... " 
JH: "right.. " 
Mrs. E: "its only been in... what? the last 6 months? That she's started to have her favourite 
popstars, and posters on the wall... Its like, she likes listening to the radio, and playing her new CDs 
but she doesn't like, understand it properly yet, if you know what I mean?.. " 
JH: "yeah, I see what you mean.. Its just like fun?.. " 
Mrs. E: "that's it... no deep meanings or anything.. " 
JH: "right, so hold on, where were we? Your dad reads the paper?.. " 
Ryan: "yeah.. " 
JH: "and what? Do you read your magazines while this is going on?.. " 
Ryan: "yeah we have a bit of a look at them.. " 
JH: "and what else? " 
Ryan: "errm... David's always playing on his Gameboy.. " 
JH: "right.. " 
Ryan: "and Natalie makes us watch the girly programmes on telly... " 
JH: "like what? " 
Ryan: "Sabrina, the S Club Farty, Rugrats, CD: UK... all them.. " 
Mrs. E: "Ryan!... sorry about that! Yeah, Natalie will watch Saturday morning kids TV til the cows 
come home, with all her bands and cartoons... or if there's nothing on, she'll play one of 
her pop 
videos, or we'll listen to her cds.. " 
Ryan: "bleeuuurgh! " 
JH: "so what do you get up to, while all that's going on? " 
Ryan: "just... nothing.. " 
Mrs. E: "oh aye, nothing apart from getting up to allsorts and making a racket!.. 
" 
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JH: "Surely not!.. " 
Mrs. E: "to be fair Ryan isn't as bad as the other two [brothers], but he does have his moments, don't you?!... What happens is, everyone starts out sitting and playing nicely in the living room, but then one or other of the boys decides to buzz off upstairs, and that's when it starts going a bit chaotic.. " 
JH: "right.. " 
Ryan: "and mum sits around watching telly as well.. " 
Mrs. E: "cheeky sod!... who do you think does all the housework and tidying up?! ".... 
More moments; more observations pertaining to the materiality of popular cultural life in this 
household. Firstly, it is striking that in these glimpses of the household's Saturday `routine' - as in 
most of "the landscape closest to us, the world most immediately met" (Highmore 2002: 1) - "things 
are folded into the human world in all manner of active and inseparable ways, and most especially 
in the innumerable interactions between things and bodies which are placed at particular locations 
in particular configurations of action and value" (Thrift 1999: 312). For "much more of our daily lives 
is spent interacting with material objects than interacting with other people. Even when not actually 
handing them, our contact with objects is often continuous and intimate in comparison with our 
contact with people (think of the chair you are sitting on and the range of objects in sight... ). As well 
as supporting us they serve our needs, entertain us and act as a go-between in our interactions 
with others" (Dant 1999: 15). In particular, it is striking that the mass produced materiality of popular 
cultural life is intimately and importantly a part and parcel of these scenes, and of the lives of 
everyone in the household. The material 'stuff' - television, CDs, toys, magazines - of 'children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption' is seen to be complexly and intimately and subtly 
articulated with the materiality of this household, and the routines of what this household have 
`always done of a Saturday morning': consider for example the distracted gazes of the household 
`watching' Saturday morning children's television, which competes with many other available 
ongoing interests, activities and things, in `the couple of hours' between breakfast and visiting; 
flicking through the newspaper or magazines whilst sitting with the family enjoying Saturday 
morning `quality time'; hearing CDs or television programmes as background sounds while washing 
up, phoning friends relatives, or playing; or playing with train set with half an eye on the television. 
Secondly, relatedly, it is striking that this everyday household materiality, in which popular cultural 
materialities are so importantly and intricately bound, is so taken-for-granted by those who live 
there: it is said to be `hardly worth mentioning', `pretty boring really', `just... nothing'. "[T]he 
sensuous immediacy of the objects we live, work and converse with, in which we routinely place our 
trust, which we love and hate, which bind us as much as we bind them" (Pels et al 2002: 1) 
generally, and the importance and intimacy of mass produced popular cultural things in the "non- 
special and mundane,... merely that which makes up the physicality of the everyday' in particular, 
"renders the physical banality of the everyday invisible and thus hides its role as the physical 
embodiment of culture behind an apparent anonymous inevitability that raises no questions" 
(Attfield 2000: 9,16). Popular cultural materialities thus constitute a large part of "the unnoticed, the 
inconspicuous, the unobtrusive" (Highmore 2002: 1) in this household and, I suggest, much more 
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broadly: "the absence of an empirical sociology of things is perhaps because we live so closely with 
things; we take them for granted, and do not regard our relationship with the washing machine or 
the chair as in any way important or problematic. Once acquired, we often do not notice these 
objects until they break or are commented on by someone else. Until they are put in a museum or 
turn up in a strange context, we do not notice that they culturally distinctive that they are part of our 
lives alongside the people we live with [sic]" (Dant 1999: 15). 
Thirdly, it is striking how frequently the research participants were unable or unwilling to find words 
to describe their familiar Saturday morning household routine and materialities: `its just.. yeah', 
`just... whatever', `its funny, I've never had to talk about this before', 'bleeuurgh! '. This perhaps 
partly because of reluctance to tell all about intimate and private household geographies; partly 
because the taken-for-grantedness of so much of the everyday results in much of it - not least the 
many varieties of [paid and unpaid "hard labour in effortless ease" (Bowker and Star 1996: 1), 
which constitute everyday materialities - being `forgotten' by those who live there and then; and 
partly because so many aspects of the everyday are always already emergent, in-the-making, as- 
yet-unspoken, never-wholly-known and thus irreducible to language in and of the moment. Fourthly, 
it is striking that the photographs and the ways in which research participants spoke about them 
problematise, if not preclude, several dualistic assumptions taken-for-granted in much previous 
Social Scientific research into `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. In particular it is 
striking that, in the photographs: (i) `children' and 'adults' alike are 'consuming' the same children's 
television programme, with the same distracted gaze, in the same material milieu: there is simply 
no neat distinction to be made between the simultaneous and overlapping materialities of 
`children's' and `adults' popular cultural consumption here; (ii) males and females alike are 
`consuming' the same 'girly' children's television programme: there is simply no clear cut distinction 
to be made between the simultaneous and overlapping materialities of `boys' and `girls' popular 
cultural consumption; (iii) material cultural things are important and numerous in these scenes, but 
they are not a discrete array, separate from other material things in the household: it is difficult to 
draw a distinction between `cultural' and `not-cultural' things here; moreover, (iv) popular cultural 
things are important and numerous in these scenes, but they are not a discrete array, separate 
from other material cultural things in the household: it is difficult to draw a distinction between 
`children's and `grown ups' things here; (v) `popular cultural consumption' overlaps and is 
simultaneous with many other aspects of everyday life in these scenes: "searching fruitlessly for the 
magic distinction between commodities and other sorts of things" is thus difficult and problematic 
(Appadurai 1986: 13); (vi) research participants spoke about the photographs in ways emphasising 
"the multiple... ways in which social and material relations are entangled together, blurring 
conventional distinctions between the software and hardware of our lives" (Pels et al 2002: 1). 
Thinking on from these photographs and comments, there is a sense of how "the boundaries 
between bodies and other materials become blurred and the body is extended through its 
association with material culture" (Derevenski 2000a: 9): that is, "the 
distinctions between that 
which is social and that which is material are not as easily made as the social sciences 
traditionally 
assume. The argument being put forward 
here is that social forms are not only contingent on 
human activities but also contingent on the material environment of those activities. The material 
environment is not natural or given, 
it is itself a social product and as such it feeds back on the 
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development of social forms - institutions, rituals, practices, modes of interaction, activities, beliefs" 
(Dant 1999: 12). It thus follows that 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' has the 
capacity to appear surreal, unorthodox, idiosyncratic or surprising in ways that Social Scientists 
have all-to-readily ignored. This observation is developed in the next and following subsections of 
this chapter. 
iv. Hayley's "daftness" 
A fourth extract introduces Hayley, and sets the scene for empirical material presented by her 
household: 
[School group session 6: 1 / Emily, Hayley, JH, Leanne, Lucy, Ryan / Friday 19-5-00,2pm] 
.... JH: "how about you Hayley, what S club stuff have you got? " 
Hayley: "everything".. 
Ryan: [jokingly, affectionately] "don't ask her, she's a nutter! ".. 
Hayley: "me and my sister, we've got every single poster, every single CD, every single Smash 
Hits".. 
Lucy: [pointing to Emily, Hayley, Leanne] "all of us lot have".. 
Hayley: "yeah, but me and [younger sister] Louise, we've got S Club 7 things that no one else has 
got, I swear".. 
JH: "wow! Such as? ".. 
Hayley: "rabbits".. 
JH: "errmm, okaaay! ".. 
Ryan: "see i told you she was a nutter".. 
Hayley: "haha you're gonna tell your teacher about this and they'll be like... okaaaay... Sorry, its just 
me and my daftness... I'll stop now! ".. 
Ryan: "you'll soon get used to it! ".... 
Here, I want to think through several examples of the self-styled `daftness' of Hayley's S Club 7 
consumption. For although Hayley was quick to apologetically dismiss her `daftness', I contend that 
her notion of `daftness' stands for a number of telling characteristics of her S Club 7 `consumption', 
which evoke a number of realisations about `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' 
more generally. Engagement with this `daftness' is possible via empirical research conducted by 
Hayley and her household just over a week after the extracted research session, over the week of 
June 10th-17th 2000. Over this period, a series of twenty four self-directed photographs were taken 
by Hayley and Mrs. J (Hayley's mother). The photographs depict various formations of household 
members - Becky (Hayley's youngest sister), Hayley, Louise (Hayley's younger sister), Mr. J 
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(Hayley's father), and Mrs. J (Hayley's mother) - in their detached suburban home, over the course 
of what they called `a weekend in the life... ', and several photographs were deliberately framed to 
bring their S Club 7 consumption to my attention. I subsequently met with Hayley, Louise and Mrs. J 
to discuss the series of photographs. I will re-present four photographs from this series along with 
extracts from the salient discussion. From and through them it is possible to apprehend a number 
of important characteristics of Hayley's 'daftness', and in the process, of materialities of `children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption' more broadly. 
Hayley, Louise and Mrs. J's narration of fig. 18 evokes a saturday morning household scene rather 
similar to other Saturday morning household scenes re-presented in this chapter: 
[Household interview 5: 1 / Hayley, JH, Louise, Mrs. J/ Monday 3-7-00,5pm] 
Mrs. J: "aww, that's a nice snap (fig. 18)!... a weekend in the life.. " 
Fig. 18 Hayley and Louise 'watching the children's programmes and just I 
chillina out' (ohotoarar)h taken by Mrs. J. Saturday 17th June 20001 
(cont. ) JH: "yeah, it really is.. " 
Hayley: "this is our house, not Saturday, but the Saturday before that... two Saturdays ago.. " 
JH: "right... and do you want to say what's going on in the picture? " 
Hayley: "well us two were watching the children's programmes, and just chilling out.. " 
Louise: "and we were playing.. " 
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JH: "right.. " 
Mrs. J: "every Saturday its the same isn't it? You have your breakfast and then the girls watch the television, or listen to whatever CDs they've got a fad on at the moment, or get some toys out... until its time for tidy up time... that's when we get ready to go out".... 
Talking to 'S Club fans' there and then, I quickly came to recognise a core of mass produced 'S 
club stuff' (notably CD singles, the new videotape, posters, specific issues of Smash Hits) which it 
was essential to own in order to be an `S club fan', to `consume' the S club, as well as a large range 
of mass produced 'S club stuff' (like stickers, stationery, or more expensive acquisitions such as 
dolls or the CD album) with which more devoted fans demonstrated their fandom. Moreover, talking 
to `S Club fans' and their 'households' resulted in many very similar accounts of these material 
things in situ, in the material geographies of each respective households. Hayley was a somewhat 
typical enthusiastic `S Club fan' in both these senses: she and her younger sister Louise were 
proud to own 'everything... every single poster, every single CD, every single Smash Hits' and 
more; and this 'S Club stuff' was a part and parcel of the household's material weekend milieu in 
ways which were familiar from other households with which I conducted research. However, the 
empirical material produced by Hayley's household was distinctive and striking, for Hayley and 
Louise also went out of their way to draw close attention to a several material manifestations of the 
sorts of S Club 7 `consumption' that Hayley had earlier dismissed as `daftness', which were ongoing 
on that Saturday morning. These photographs and the salient discussions, inspire a number of 
realisations about the materiality of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption', which 
complicate the somewhat neat notion of `S club stuff' assumed in previous subsections of this 
chapter. 
Consider, for example, Hayley and Louise's `S Club shoes': 
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[Household interview 5: 1 / Hayley, JH, Louise, Mrs. J/ Monday 3-7-00,5pm] 
.... JH: "what about this one [fig. 19]? " 
Louise: "yay! More S Clubby-ness.. " 
Hayley: "these here are our S Club shoes.. " 
Louise: "this is just our favourite thing.. " 
JH: "S Club shoes?... Tell me more? " 
Hayley: "well sometimes we get my posh shoes and Mum's tall shoes all together upstairs, and we play at being the S Club.. " 
Louise: "we have to wear the shoes.. " 
JH: "right, obviously!.. " 
Mrs. J: "ah, so that's the shoe game?! " 
Louise: "you have to wear the shoes to get properly into it... They help you dance better, like you 
can learn the routines better.. " 
Hayley: "you wouldn't get it".... 
These `S Club shoes' were - in a rigidly material sense - just a pile of `[Hayley's] posh shoes and 
Mum's tall shoes, all together upstairs': they were not, in terms of their production, affiliated in any 
sense with S Club 7; they were not made or bought for the purposes of dancing or play; and they 
do not bear any resemblance to the shoes worn by the members of S Club 7. However, there and 
then, the S Club shoes were an important part of Hayley and Louise's S Club materiality - `just our 
favourite thing' - and an important facet of their S Club fandom and consumption: `you have to wear 
the shoes to get properly into it'. Hayley and Louise's S Club consumption via the 'S Club shoes' is: 
(i) strikingly imaginative: an example of how material things can be creatively "made, remade, 
remodelled, or renamed by children themselves" (Schlereth 1992: 93); (ii) strikingly improvised out 
of and into material resources which happened to be at hand there and then, even though these 
materials were not designed or bought to be `S Club stuff'; and (iii) strikingly agentic, to the extent 
that Hayley and Louise's parents are evidently barely aware of this activity, and unaware that the 
assembled shoes are `S Club shoes'. This demands a realisation that, as a construct of such 
imagination, improvisation and agency, the 'S Club shoes' - like most material things - "are not 
straightforward `objects' but are rather progressively more unstable, temporary collections of 
objective and imputed characteristics - that is, highly complex material-symbolic entities" (Leiss 
1978: 92). The materiality and form of the `S Club shoes' does not exhaustively explain their 
function, there and then: the `S Clubby-ness' of the shoes, which is so important to Hayley and 
Louise is not at all evident from the photograph alone. It might be said that the shoes are only `S 
Club shoes' because `S Clubby-ness' is done with or through them, and this demands a much 
broader realisation about the material 'stuff of everyday life: "the world of things which we routinely 
inhabit has of course always extended far beyond raw tangible matter and `really existing' realities 
into the vast realm of the abstract, the invisible, the imaginary, and the virtual... In a culture which 
favours bricolage, simulation, performativity and acting-as-if, we have increasingly learned to 
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calculate and play with this radical indeterminacy between the real, the not-so-real and the 
imaginary" (Pets et al 2002: 3). Two more examples of Hayley and Louise's `daft' 'S Clubby-ness' 
enable a sense of this indeterminacy to be developed. 
Consider, next, Hayley and Louise's `S Club rabbits': 
[Household interview 5: 1 / Hayley, JH, Louise, Mrs. J/ Monday 3-7-00,5pm] 
.... JH: [on fig. 20] "aww bless!.. " 




Fig. 20 `S Club rabbits' (photograph taken by Hayley, Saturday 17th June 
2000) 
(cont) Louise: "yay! our bunny rabbits.. " 
Hayley: "more of our S Clubby things.. " 
JH: "oh right, so these must be?.. " 
Hayley: "yeah, these are our S Club rabbits.. " 
JH: "ah, the famous S Club rabbits!.. " 
Louise: [pointing] "that one's Tina and that one's Bradley.. " 
JH: "aww... well of course!... What made you pick those two? I mean, why not Jo and John?.. " 
Hayley: "its just.. " 
Louise: , you wouldn't get it.. " 
Hayley: "yeah, if you knew all about the S Club, and if you came to our house and met our rabbits... 
you'd get it.. " 
JH: "right.. I see... so its just obvious?.. " 
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Hayley: "yes" 
JH: "fair enough! and why did you name them after S Club 7..? 
Louise: "its just... umm.. " 
JH: "obvious, again?.. " 
Louise: "yeah, its just obvious... and they [the rabbits] like the tunes as well! " 
Hayley: "and in case you hadn't noticed, we love S Club 7.. " 
JH: "yeah, but why them? Why not... I dunno... Konnie and Stu? Or Clarissa and PJ?.. " 
Hayley: "stop being silly! ".... 
Hayley and Louise counted Bradley and Tina the `S Club rabbits' amongst their `S Club stuff': `the S 
Club 7 things [we've got] that no one else has got'. This inspires three observations. Firstly, it is 
clear that, in this example at least, `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is not entirely 
a matter of material things "produced en masse through highly sophisticated manufacturing 
techniques by waged labour working at machines with entirely manufactured materials... [before 
being] bought and inserted into material milieux" (Dant 1999: 5). There and then, Hayley and 
Louise's S Club consumption did not just involve material things mass produced expressly for S 
Club consumption; nor, moreover, did it solely involve things mass produced for 'consumption', 
more generally. Rather, Hayley and Louise's S Club consumption involved and enrolled a broad 
range of `S Club stuff', much of which was expressly mass-produced for S Club consumption, yet 
some of which - like the `S Club shoes' and the `S Club rabbits', was not. Secondly, relatedly, 
Hayley and Louise's evocation of the two rabbits as 'more of our S Clubby things' suggests that 
popular cultural 'stuff' need not be inanimate. Indeed, more generally, it suggests a sometimes 
somewhat blurred distinction between the commonsense-ibly distinct mileux of 'the material' and 
`the animate'. This indeterminacy which is also suggested, in a different way, by the status of living 
pop stars such as S Club 7 in relation to processes of mass production which render them 
consumable via purchase-able industrially-produced material objects such as stationery, hair bands 
and posters (and literally thousands of other product lines), and which objectify them as icons of, for 
example, fandom and desire (Dyer 1986). 
Thirdly, talking with Hayley and Louise about their `S Club rabbits' demanded an appreciation of just 
how different were our assumptions and logics about particular material things. To me, the 
photograph of rabbits was notably primarily for its `aw bless' factor. The notion of `S Club rabbits' 
only occurred to me upon remembering my earlier research session conversation with Hayley, and 
struck me as utterly surreal: to me, there were simply no grounds to understand why a particular 
rabbit should signify a particular popular cultural ontology rather than another ('why them? Why 
not... Konnie and Stu? Or Clarissa and PJ? '), let alone a particular character rather than another (I 
mean, why not Jo and John? '). However, to Hayley and Louise, the notion that their rabbits should 
be anything other than `S Club rabbits' was equally surreal. Just as, more generally, "children are 
acutely sensitive to what any specific object could represent, being happy to pretend that a shoe is 
a boat, for example, but emphatically refusing to treat a comb 
in the same way" (Williams and 
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Costall 2002: 98), they were quite emphatic about what the rabbits could and did stand for: it was 
`just obvious' why they were `S Club rabbits', and `silly' to suggest that they might be 'Blue Peter 
rabbits', or `Clarissa rabbits'. So this demanded an appreciation that: (i) the rabbits had no a priori 
`S Clubby-ness'; yet also (ii) as part of Hayley and Louise's everyday material milieux, the rabbits 
were S Club rabbits, and a whole set of logics and assumptions were worked out, based on and 
moored to this premise. 
Finally, consider Hayley and Louise's `S Club monsters': 
[Household interview 5: 1 / Hayley, JH, Louise, Mrs. J/ Monday 3-7-00,5pm] 
.... JH: "and what's this [fig. 21 ] all about? " 




Fig. 21 Louise and Hayley `playing at being the S club with S Club monsters' 












(cont. ) Louise: "this is us two playing at being the S Club, with our S Club monsters.. " 
Hayley; "these are some of our really important things.. " 
JH: "monsters?!.. " 
Hayley: "you know like, the Neopets?.. " 
JH: "ohh, right... I'm aware of it, but I'm a bit baffled my it all really... it makes me feel very old and 
grown up!.. " 
Mrs. J: "god, how do you think I feel?!.. " 
Hayley: "so this is like, our monster team, and we bought seven [monsters].. " 
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JH: "ah and did you name them after...?.. " 
Hayley: "Tina, John, Paul, Hannah, Bradley Rachel and Jo.. " 
JH: "gotcha.. " 
Hayley: "we made all the girls Uni unicorns, and all the boys are little Chomby monsters... they're like these cute little dinosaurs.. " 
JH: "I'm with you so far!.. " 
Hayley: "except we made Bradley and Tina into rabbits.. " 
Louise: 'they're called Cy-Bunnies.. " 
Hayley: "to look like our rabbits.. " 
JH: "wow... clever!.. " 
Hayley: "its taking us ages.. " 
JH: "is there anything else I should know about the S Club monsters? " 
Hayley: "well, we made them all disco coloured.. " 
JH: "well that makes sense I suppose... but what's `disco' coloured? 
Hayley: "oh, its like, all different coloured flowers and rainbows and, like, swirls.. " 
Louise: "we made all our own designs.. " 
JH: "aww... cool! " 
Hayley: "except we just made Tina a cute baby colour, and Bradley's all firey now.. " 
JH: "is that because Tina's cute, and Bradley's hot, by any chance?.. " 
Hayley: "haha! Sort of.. " 
JH: "see, I'm getting the hang of this!.. " 
JH: "what else? " 
Hayley: "we've given them all different moves.. " 
JH: "what? Like fighting moves, yeah?.. " 
Hayley: "well, sort of, but if you're in the pop guilds the dance moves are more powerful.. " 
JH: "well, er I'll take your word for it... guilds?! Is that a technical term?.. " 
Hayley: "god, you're just like my Mum when you say things like that! " 
Hayley: "and we've been trying to win all different secret items for them.. " 
JH: "like what?.. " 
Louise: "its a secret!.. " 
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JH: "of course... silly me! " 
Hayley "you're not allowed to tell muggles.. ".... 
For Hayley and Louise 'playing at being the S Club, with our S Club monsters' was an important 
facet of their S Club consumption, fandorn and experiences: there and then, their'S Club monsters' 
were 'some of [their] really important things'. This inspires four observations. Firstly, it was striking 
just how much time, effort and imagination Hayley and Louise devoted to the elaboration of this 
custornised virtual 'team' of 'S Club monsters'. Through this committed engagement they were able 
to exercise a great deal of agency and creativity, imagining and fashioning an intricately thought- 
through world of 'S Clubby' characters from and through material and virtual resources to hand, 
even though those resources had no a priori 'S Clubby-ness'. Secondly, it is striking how the ability 
to transform, engage with, and make sense of this particular expressive environment was almost 
entirely the preserve of Hayley and Louise. With all examples of the material stuff of popular 
cultural consumption, "knowledge is required to consume it appropriately, to know what the 
commodity is good for' (Dant 1999: 24): in this example, it was only Hayley and Louise who knew 
all the 'secrets', tricks of the trade, projects, features and terminology necessary to construct a 
team of 'S Club monsters' from and through the material resources (an internet-ready PC) to hand, 
and it was clear those (grown ups') outside this clique of popular cultural consumption were left 
bewildered ('guilds?! ') or resigned to a lack of agency and participation (I just pay the... bill! '). 
Thirdly, the extract demands reflection, again, upon relationships between 'material' and 'virtual' or 
imaginary realms of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. That is, the way in which 
Hayley and Louise's 'S Club monsters' are at once both a purely 'virtual' construct - they do not 
have 'a materiality' in the straightforward sense of other 'S Club stuff' described in this chapter - but 
also a thoroughly grounded matter of Hayley and Louise diligently working on a particular PC in a 
particular living room in a particular home. This blurred and indeterminate - perhaps increasingly 
soo - relationship between the commonsense-ibly distinct realms of 'the material' and 
'the virtual' or 
imaginary, will be traced more thoroughly in the next subsection and in the following chapters of this 
thesis. And fourthly, in hindsight, the extract is striking for the way in which it embodies the complex 
all-at-once-ness of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. Popular cultural enthusiasms 
do not exist or proceed in mutual isolation: consider how, in this short extract alone, S Club 7 are 
described and 'consumed' through the lens of Neopets; how the term 'muggle' - from the lexicon of 
the Harry Potter stories, which are the focus of chapter 4- is applied to all those who 'non- 
Neopians', that is, who are not Neopets users; and how, in hindsight, the concept of 'Neopets', 
which was popular with only a few, corn puter-I iterate research participants, anticipated 
the 
forthcoming, much more widespread fad for'Pok6mon', which is the focus of chapter 5. 
So Hayley and Louise's `daftness' is central to their S Club 7 `consumption', and 
inspires a number 
of realisations about the materiality of 
'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' more 
generally: (i) that `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' 
is a matter of (frequently 
creative, agentic, opaque-to-'adults') engagements with material 
'stuff' to hand, and these materials 
are often mass produced popular cultural products; 
(ii) that, nevertheless, material things which are 
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central to individuals' `consumption' of a particular popular cultural ontology need not be the mass 
produced facets of that ontology; (iii) that, moreover, material things which are central to individuals' 
`popular cultural consumption' need not be produced with 'popular cultural consumption' in mind, or 
indeed, they need not be mass-produced at all; (iv) that 'children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' embodies complex interactions between or blurrings of (commonsense-ibly dualistic) 
categories of 'material'/'animate', 'material'/'virtual', 'real'/'imaginary' and so on. Engaging with a 
final set of photographs and comments, the following subsection thinks on from the last of these 
observations. 
v. Emily's "latest things, shared stuff, special things" etc 
A final extract from a research session with the by-now somewhat familiar friendship group 
introduces Emily, and sets the scene for empirical material presented by her household: 
[School group session 6: 2 / Emily, Hayley, JH, Leanne, Lucy, Ryan / Friday 2-6-00,2pm] 
JH: "do you want to say what you had for your [recent] birthday Emily? 
Emily: "well, off my mum and dad I got some CDs, and some gel pens, they're so cool! and a Play 
Doh pizza maker... 
Hayley, Leanne, Lucy: "wow, coool! ".. 
Emily: "and I'm going clothes shopping, and I can pick something out of the Argos catalogue... I 
haven't decided what to get yet... Its got to be something really special.. " 
JH: "right... anything else? ".. 
Emily: "my Nan gave me a book voucher and a Pikachu bubbly bath, and my auntie and uncle gave 
me a Woolworths voucher, and... I had loads of little presents as well... I can't remember".. 
JH: "aww cool... well I'm glad you were happy with your presents. Did you spend any of your 
vouchers yet? " 
Emily: "yeah, I got a Rachel doll out of Woolworths... just the ordinary one".. 
Hayley, Leanne, Lucy: "wow, coool! That's soo cool! ".. 
Emily: "but guess what?! My Dad nearly lost it the day after I had it! ".. 
JH: "oh no!?.. " 
Emily: "I was nearly crying, I swear".. 
JH: "aww, how did he manage that? " 
Emily: "well, he was rushing around, nagging at us to tidy up, and he just... put it in the wrong 
place, like the wrong draw".. 
JH: "oh no!... well, I'm sure his heart was in the right place! ".. 
Emily: "yeah, but its like he just doesn't understand... there's a special place for some things".... 
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Finally in this chapter, I want to think through two observations evoked by this short extract: firstly, 
the profoundly felt emotions related in, and in response to, Emily's account (I was nearly crying'; 
`that's soo cool! '; `oh no!? '), and secondly, the importance attached to tidying up, things being in the 
`right' draw, and the `special place for some things' in Emily's account. This is possible via an 
engagement with empirical research conducted by Emily and her household in the week following 
the extracted research session, over the week of June 10th-17th 2000. Over this period, a series of 
seven self-directed photographs were taken by Emily and Mrs. F (Emily's mother). The 
photographs depict various formations of household members - Emily, Lee (Emily's younger 
brother), Mr. F (Emily's father), Mrs. F, and Scott (Emily's youngest brother) - in their semi- 
detached suburban home, over the course of what they called 'a typical boring week'. I 
subsequently met with Emily and her parents to discuss the series of photographs. I will re-present 
two photographs from this series - again, focusing on photographs depicting the members of the 
household during weekend leisure times (and, incidentally in the process of 'consuming' S Club 7) - 
along with extracts from the salient discussion. By focusing enquiry upon a particular part of these 
scenes, it was possible to apprehend a number of important, characteristic ways in which 
attachments, associations, meanings and orders were made, there and then, with and through the 
material stuff of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption', and the S Club 7 phenomenon 
in particular. 
The two photographs (figs. 22 and 23) were recalled and narrated by Emily as follows: 
[Household interview 6: 1 / Emily, JH, Mr. F, Mrs. F/ Thursday 7-7-00,5pm] 
JH: [on fig. 22] "so tell be about all the shelves and stuff behind you [on the photograph]? " 
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(cont. ) Emily: [pointing] "errm... well that's my draws, and that's Scott's draws, and that's Lee's draws... They're normally all tucked in" 
JH: "right".. 
Emily: "and that's my box... and that's mine, and that, that, and that are the boys' boxes... that's got their dinosaurs in, that's their car box, and that's their Thunderbirds things in that one... cos, if you 
put things in the right place, you know where to find them the next time".. 
JH: "so do all your things go in them [ie. her draws and boxes] then? " 
Emily: "well not exactly... not everything' 
JH: "go on? ".. 
Emily: [pointing] "well you see... my latest things go in there, and the stuff we all share goes in that 
one, like crayons and that, but my special things all go in that one, like my pop stuff and doll stuff 
and that".. 
JH: "right".. 
Emily: "that's secret... Scott and Lee aren't allowed to look in there".. 
JH: "well that's very sensible! Is that all? ".. 
Emily: "the only other thing is... I keep my bestest brand new things up in my room".. 
JH: "right".. 
Emily: "and things that are a bit old... they go up into our bedrooms too, and when things get really 
old, they go up into the loft".. 
Emily: "ooh! this [fig. 23] is in my bedroom and its our boards for sticking stuff on".. 
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Fig. 23 Emily's boards for sticking stuff on' (photograph taken by I 
Mrs. F, Saturday 17th June 2000) 
(cont. ) JH: "aww bless!, that's a nice idea".. 
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Emily: "yeah, its just... cool... its for..., like, our special-est things... like, that's my favourite pop stars drawing... I did it while I was on holiday'.. 
JH: "wow... and what else? ".. 
Emily: "well, you see the Mr Men pictures all around the wall... that's my favourite... I did one every day in the summer holidays... like, colouring them in" 
JH: "aww... lovely.. 
Emily: "and everyone helped me... and it was lovely like Auntie [] did that one, and Auntie [] did that one, and my cousin did that one... I love them".... 
This extract inspires two observations. Firstly it is striking that many felt emotions and affective 
attachments are associated with and evoked by the material things of Emily's everyday popular 
cultural consumption. On one hand, talk about and around these material things was characterised 
by many strongly felt affective 'gut reactions' by participants ('aww!, 'I was nearly crying', 'that's 'soo 
cooW, 'oh no!? ', 'lovely! ', 'I love them! '). These material things mattered enormously: and there and 
then, some things (the things that Emily highlighted in discussion; "very mundane, but at the same 
time quite magical things" (Connor 2002: 347)) mattered more than others (the many 'background' 
things unmentioned in her account; the many things which are 'unnoticed' in and of the 'mere', 
'banal', clutter of everyday lives, and rarely offered up in research participants' talk; "lower case 
things", as opposed to "things with attitude" (Attfield 2000: 45)). The way in which things mattered is 
suggested by the range and lexicon of weights and affects used in the extract: 'mine'; 'bestest'; 'my 
favourite'; 'my special-est', and so on. Frequently, Emily's matter in a way which- was non-verbal or 
non- representational in character, there and then: it was 'just... cool'; a matter of 'awvW, 'bless! ', 
'woKA', 'ooff, VovelV'. I know exactly what Seiter means: I was especially struck by the poignant 
way these children treasured toys. They came to school clutching G. I. Joes and My Little Ponies as 
through they were the most precious possessions on earth. I noticed how a T-shirt with a favourite 
television character could prompt a stream of talk from an otherwise reticent kid, and how a 
conversation on the playground about Ghostbusters could make children who were normally silent 
and withdrawn extremely animated, even garrulous" (Seiter 1995: 3). Emily's account thus 
suggests a paradox which was characteristic of most research participants' relationship with the 
material things of their popular cultural consumption. it is easy to overlook ways in which things 
mass produced via the multinational machinations of popular cultural industries actually matter- in 
profound, deeply felt, emotive, personal ways - to individual 'consumers'; yet conversely, 
witnessing individual popular cultural things is use and in context, it is also easy to overlook the 
chains of paid and unpaid labour that constituted them. 
On the other had it was striking that so many stories, sentiments, reminiscences, narratives and 
attachments were made with and through popular cultural things by Emily. It is easy to overlook the 
particular "cultural biography... appropriate to specific things, as they move through different hands, 
contexts and uses, thus accumulating a specific biography" (Appadurai 1986: 34). Yet with Emily's 
account as a suggestive guide, it becomes clear that "everywhere you rest your eyes, invisible 
stories blossom" (Cohen 1997: 289); that particular things are, to her, material traces or aides- 
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memoires of particular lived experiences (I did one every day in the summer holidays', `I did it while 
I was on holiday'); that, to her, particular material things stand for or embody particular values, 
relations, ideas and norms ('special-est things', `Scott and Lee aren't allowed to look in there', `a 
special place for some things'); and that "everyday things - even impersonal things (like the table) - 
are everywhere imbued with the presence of particular someones... You can tell that a room bears 
the mark of the people that live in it. You see this without noticing it really, in the things that show as 
theirs - mementoes, keepsakes, ornaments and souvenirs - in all the bric-a-brac, the seen but 
unnoticed clutter in the room" (Scannell 2000: 17-18). These affects and attachments evoked by 
Emily around particular material things have two characteristics: they were encyclopaedically and 
intimately known by Emily, the 'consumer'; and they were not at all discernable from (photographs 
of) the material things themselves. 
Secondly, it is striking that categories, orders, relations, and rules (cf Wood and Beck 1990) which 
are important in Emily's everyday life are embodied by or worked out through reference to the 
material stuff of her `everyday popular cultural consumption', and these orders, in turn, importantly 
constitute the affects and attachments associate with that `stuff'. In particular, consider some of the 
elaborate rules and classifications suggested by Emily which are involved in the important matter 
of `put[ting] things in the right place': `my draws', 'Scott's draws', 'Lee's draws'; `normally all tucked 
in'; `my box', `the boys' boxes', 'the dinosaurs box', 'the car box', `the Thunderbirds box'; 'latest 
things', 'stuff we all share', `my special things'; `secret... Scott and Lee aren't allowed to look in 
there'; 'bestest brand new things up in my room', "and things that are a bit old... up into our 
bedrooms', ' when things get really old, they go up into the loft'. This is a suggestive "testimony to a 
kind of muddled folk classification... piles, locations, and implicit labels", partly based upon a 
hierarchy of favourites and frequency of use, partly based upon particular, apparently quirky, 
idiosyncratic contingencies - occasioning "the stark impossibility of thinking thaf'! (Foucault 2002: 
xvi) amongst outsiders (why separate dinosaurs and Thunderbirds? etc), and partly based upon 
everyday habits of thought and activity: "we have certain knowledge of these intimate spaces, 
classifications that seem to live partly in our hands - definitely not just in the head or any formal 
algorithm... [more] embodied in a flow of mundane tasks and practices and many varied social 
roles (child, boss, friend, employee). When we need to put our hands on something, it is there" 
(Bowker and Star 1993: 1). This then, is "a taxonomic structure that defines the world of things, 
lumping some things together, discriminating between others, attaching meanings and values to 
these groupings, and providing a basis for rules and practices governing the circulation of these 
objects" (Appaclurai 1986: 14), demanding, suggesting or constraining particular actions or notions 
of 'appropriateness'. It follows that such groupings, rules and practices were important in ordering, 
maintaining and reproducing the orders and relations of this particular household. Each of the 
material things of Emily's everyday popular cultural life has a series of rules pertaining to its use, 
not least of which is the notion of a 'right place' where it should be put away. These rules and 
practices - and the negotiation thereof, 
between Emily's notion of 'a special place for some things' 
and her father's prerogative of quickly 'tidying up', for example - have constitutive significance in 
this household: "objects are an effect of stable arrays or networks of relations" (Law 2002: 91), yet 
equally, the negotiation and conduct of these particular everyday material relations establish, 
reproduce and effect 'the household' 
(and 'the living room, 'the bedroom', 'childhood' and so on) 
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here. That is, "the material environment is not natural or given, it is itself a social product and as 
such it feeds back on the development of social forms - institutions, rituals, practices, modes of 
interaction, activities, beliefs. The things we make, appropriate and use are a manifestation of 
social forms while also shaping them. This is the idea that I want to develop...; not only are things 
our products... but also they are an expression of who and what we are that shapes how society 
can proceed" (Dant 1999: 12). Again, the orders and rules evoked by Emily around particular 
material popular cultural things have two characteristics. Firstly, they were encyclopaedically and 
intimately known by Emily, the `consumer'. Secondly, they were not at all discernable from 
(photographs of) the material things themselves, and indeed they were by no means always 
inherent or prior to the objects per se: material form does not always reveal material `function'; 
materiality in itself does not cover or exhaust the objects' attachments, meanings, connections, 
affects which are so important to Emily. 
3.4 Summary 
Through a close narration of five research participants' interview talk about and around their S Club 
7 'consumption' this chapter has introduced a deal of complexifying texture - engaging ideas of 
'stuff', 'everything... all at the same time', 'whatever', 'daftness', 'latest things, shared stuff, special 
things' etc - to pre-existent approaches to 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption', which 
might particularly unsettle the sorts of 'material cultural' accounts sketched in chapter 1. Implicit 
and inherent in all of these sets of empirical material is a sense that "most of the while, human 
beings 'get on with things' (in both senses of the term) in such a way that mind, body and the world 
are totally enmeshed" (Thomas 1996: 67): in other words, practical, embodied activity is what 
'consumption' is. Also implicit was the way in which consumption was always relational. In the 
preceding examples, this relationality was repeatedly arranged as an "island of family time/quality 
time" (Christensen 2002: 78), in which a particular version of family life (and a particular spatial 
pattering and division of labour) was the norm: that is, particular forms of parenthood (Valentine 
1997a, 1997b, Aitken 1999), home making (gregson and lowe 1995), family life (Dunn 1988b), 
leisure time (Christiensen et al 2000), (gendered) domestic spatiality (Aitken 2000, Valentine 
1997c), and self -presentation (Amato 1989) - no doubt momentarily embodying much broader, 
longer-running class/culture-bound norms and ideals - repeatedly course in and through the 
moments shown here in this chapter. The preceding examples thus suggest that, in and of 
gconsumption', "our bodies and, indeed, a vast universe of quite diverse (human and non-human, 
organic and inorganic, corporeal and incorporeal) matters come to participate - through a countless 
number of ways - in the movements of thought, in the working of memory and forgetting, in the 
modalities of habit, in the machineries of the unconscious, in the experience of 
lived/living/im passive time and space, in all of the most extraordinary and absolutely ordinary parts 
of our 'selves"' (Seigworth 2000: 239). The following chapter proceeds (with the stuff of this chapter 
always in mind), by thinking through precisely this sort of relationality, and this sort of embodied 
practice, by attending to the second major popular cultural fad amongst research participants 
during 2000/01: reading Harry Potter books. 
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Chapter 4 
`Reading Harry Potter': practices of children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption 
C 
p 
Fig. 24 Chlöe's drawing of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire 
,:. 
4 `Reading Harry Potter': practices of children's everyday popular cultural consumption 
"And so it is with reading - an activity that is both everyday and magical and passionate. Potentially, at least" (Game and Metcalfe 1996: 125) 
This chapter concerns an activity which preoccupied seriously large numbers of research 
participants, throughout the period of research: reading the (then newly published) Harry Potter 
storybooks, written by J. K. Rowling. In contrast to ,., IT, 
other activities discussed in this thesis, I propound 
the Harry Potter phenomenon (fig. 25) as an instance 
of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' 
which, unusually, has (already) been widely written 
about and reflected upon by posterity and academia. 
The chapter draws upon empirical research 
conducted during 2000/01 to re-present fleeting, 
open-ended empirical glimpses of six research 
participants in the act of reading Harry Potter books. 
Two sets of observations about `reading Harry Potter' 
ýi 
emerge from this material. Firstly, I suggest that, respectively and collectively, the six empirical 
moments demand recognition of the specific and contingent practices involved in this instance of 
`children's everyday popular cultural consumption': particularly how, (i) `reading' is a specific bodily 
practice (contextualised and afforded by precisely the sorts of messy, complex material 
geographies sketched in the previous chapter); (ii) such `reading' practices are unique, individual 
and contingent, irretrievable and unrepeatable; (iii) such practices constitute particular performative 
styles of (literally and metaphorically) getting to grips with, and moving through, a material text; (iv) 
such practices are to some extent cognitive and purposeful, and to some extent embodied, habitual 
and disciplined; (v) such practices are part and parcel of everyday lives, and the nitty gritty 
situations, routines, relations and orders which constitute it; (vi) such practices can matter, in 
emotional, `really real' ways. Again, these are perhaps banal, commonsensical observations, but I 
hold that such (ostensibly, unremarkably humdrum) practices are curiously and problematically 
absent from pre-existent writing about Harry Potter, and widely-written-about popular cultural 
phenomena per se. As such, the first half of the chapter might be understood as a challenging 
counterpoint to Social Scientific ways of knowing `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' 
more broadly, and in particular to the sorts of `ideological' critiques of popular culture sketched in 
Chapter 1. 
Secondly, developing one axis of this challenge, and directly engaging the question of `effects' 
which so preoccupies the `ideological' body of work, 
I briefly consider the somewhat different 
readings of (identical) Harry Potter books produced 
through these research participants' different 
reading practices. Again, I hold that small, 
local, contingent (material-practical) moments pose 
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Fig. 25 Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire for 
sale (and `flying off the shelf') 
www. qeocities. com/ clewis4u/Games. html 
accessed 4/8/04 
profound questions of the Social Scientific knowledges which are suppose to order them. For the 
differences of readerly opinion, understanding and attitude which become evident at this local, 
particular scale are rarely acknowledged in Social Scientific ways of knowing 'children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption' which too often tend towards a selectively blinkered and 
oversimplifying mobilisation of self-justifying empirical `proofs'. Juxtaposing six quite markedly 
different `readings' of a particular passage of a Harry Potter text, the latter half of the chapter might 
thus be understood as a demand for more complexity, texture, honesty and bewilderment in Social 
Scientific ways of knowing `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' generally, and in 
particular, in describing its `content' and `effects'. This demand, which I articulate more fully in the 
thesis Conclusion, has potentially profound implications for Social Scientific understandings of 
representation, literacy and learning (and, by extension, for modes of writing, research and 
teaching). 
4.1 `Reading Harry Potter' 
The previous chapter offered suggestive glimpses of the bewilderingly complex, extensive and 
profuse assemblages of material - including 'popular cultural' - things which surrounded individual 
research participants in their everyday lives. Developing and complexifying this thesis, this chapter 
considers some of the practical activities which are done with, amongst, and through such material 
things: that is, some of the specific practices of `children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. 
To this end, attending to a different set of research participants now, the chapter focuses closely 
upon a particular, ostensibly identical, activity which preoccupied seriously large numbers of 
research participants, at all stages of the period of research: 
[School group session 5: 1 / Daisy, Hazel, JH, Mandy, Violet / Wednesday 17-5-00,2pm] 
.... JH: "so what else 
have you been up to? " 
Daisy: "I've been reading Harry Pottes".... 
[Library group session 1: 1 / Charlotte, JH, Katie, Melissa, Paul, Robert / Monday 31-7-00,2pm] 
.... JH: "so what other sorts of 
things do you like?.. 
Paul: "reading Harry Potter, and stuff like that".... 
[Library group session 1: 2 / Charlotte, JH, Katie, Melissa, Paul, Robert 
/ Monday 14-8-00,2pm] 
.... 
JH: "so what have you been up since last time? " 
Robert: "I've been reading Harry Potter.. " 
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JH: 
Robert: "yeah, its an amazing story... and its cool cos the goodies are all children and they can all do magic... and you imagine what its like to be chased by Voldemort and Professor Snape and all the other baddies.. "... 
[Library group session 2: 2 / Gemma, JH, Lindsay, Luce, Stacey / Monday 14-8-00,2.30pm] 
JH: "so what other books do you like reading?.. " 
Gemma: "I like reading Harry Potter.. " 
JH: "right.. " 
Gemma: "I like it because of the magic... and all the monsters and ghosts and things... There's one 
called Nearly Headless Nick, and one called Moaning Myrtle, and there's these horrible ones called dementors, and there's a dragon and one called a hippogriff, there's a dog with three heads called 
Fluffy.. " 
JH: "wow.. " 
Gemma: "and there's a tree called a whomping tree that's got arms... there's loads of magical 
creatures".... 
[Household interview 18: 1 / Chlöe, JH, Mr. R, Mrs. R/ Monday 12-1-01,5pm] 
.... JH: "so what else have you been up to over the holidays? " 
Chlöe: "reading Harry Potter.. " 
JH: "aww, you like your books don't you?.. " 
Chlöe: "I've read all the Harry Potter books now... I can't wait for the next one to come out... I want 
to know what happens next!.. " 
JH: "so what is it about Harry Potter that you like so much?.. " 
Chlöe: "just the... the magic... like, the whole magical-ness? " 
JH: "right... you mean like the world that its set in? " 
Chlöe: "yes... like, the way that there's all these magical places, and shops and just loads of 
random things that are cool... like, it tells you all about the magic sweets, and food they have, and 
how to fly on a broomstick, and all the things to do with Hogwarts.. " 
JH: "right.. " 
Chlöe: "its boring being a muggle... I wish I was a wizard! " 
JH: "well you never know! When you're eleven, maybe Hagrid will come and collect you!.. ".... 
[Household interview 25: 1 / JH, Mrs. Y, Simon / Friday 20-4-01,5pm] 
... 
JH: "what else have you been getting up to over the holidays Simon? 
Simon: "erm... well I've been reading Harry Potter".. 
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JH: "blimey!... well I think that's pretty much everyone in the whole of {town} has read it now! ".... 
By 'reading Harry Pottee, Daisy, Paul, Robert, Gemma, Chl6e and Simon exemplified a much 
broader trend amongst research participants, there and then. At any given point during the period 
of research, at least one research participant was in the process of 'reading Harty Pottee. Indeed, 
the growing popularity of J. K. Rowling's Harry Potter books amongst research participants - part of 
the slow but sure development of the Harty Potter books into a "commercial success... without 
precedent in twentieth-century British children's literature" (N. Tucker 1999: 221); "the biggest 
publishing storm within living memory" (A. Hill 2001: 53); the fastest selling hardback book in history 
(Roberts 2003) - is an abiding memory of the period of research. 'Reading Harry Pottee came to be 
a remarkably ubiquitous common denominator amongst research participants. On reflection, the 
vast majority of research participants (both 'child' and 'adult') read at least one of the four Harry 
Potter books which were available there and then - Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone 
(1997); Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (1998); Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban 
(1999); Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (2000) - at some point during the period of research. 
The example of 'reading Harty Pottee thus affords an opportunity to think through a number of 
different research participants' 'engagement with a single; 'identical' mass produced material 
popular cultural thing. 
Moreover, the example of the Harry Potter books is instructive and unusual in another sense: in 
that they have (already, so soon after their publication) been widely written about and reflected 
upon by posterity and academia, drawing extensive comment, which might be characterised along 
two lines. For on one hand, many, many column inches have been devoted to hailing the Harry 
Potter books as `modern classics'. In this school of thought, the books are said to have had many 
intrinsically positive effects on contemporary children's lives by, for example: encouraging children 
to read (indeed, making reading positively `cool'); drawing children away from their televisions or 
video games; firing the imagination of a generation hitherto desensitised by all-encompassing 
mass-media; exercising and improving children's (assumed-zero) attention span; inspire children's 
creative impulse, in particular a desire to imagine and write; improving children's educational 
performance and making school 'cool'; re-forging assumed-long-lost links between society and 
literature generally; kickstarting "more shared enthusiasm and family time for reading in general" 
than ever before (N. Tucker 1999: 233), thus re forging assumed-diminished links between children 
and their parents; singlehandedly instilling a taste (among both parents and children) for 'quality 
children's popular culture, not least by encouraging a break from "the crassness and aggression 
that marks most of the newer, imported children's franchises" (Morrish 2002: 1) and inspiring a 
new wave of enthusiasm for 'classics' of British children's literature; instilling a belief that a 
character with a "nerdy trainspotter face" (N. Tucker 1999: 227) (and similarly unassuming 
supporting characters) might be heroic and thus discouraging school bullying; encouraging, via the 
examples of the leading heroic characters, fair play, 
Christian values, goodness and responsible 
independence; encouraging children to take an interest in heritage, historical monuments, etc 
(National Trust 2001); providing resources for the teaching of citizenship; and so on. 
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On the other hand, however, an equally extensive oppositional school of thought holds that the 
Harry Potter books have had many intrinsically negative effects on contemporary children's lives by, 
for example: instilling a lifelong taste for "lowest common denominator storytelling" characterised by 
easy, literal descriptive prose; rendering-idyllic a distinctly backward-looking conservatism, "a world 
where drugs, alcohol, divorce, or sexual activity of any kind is simply not a problem" (N. Tucker 
1999: 221; Seden 2002); promoting various perniciously scornful social and personality 
stereotypes, of suburbia and teachers for example; valorising a system of castes and privilege 
based upon bloodlines (albeit a fantastical one, based upon the bloodlines of wizardry) (Blake 
2002); "[harking] back affectionately to a time when a boarding school was seen as unquestionably 
the best place for children to be", celebrating "the notion of a different and exclusive form of 
education for a privileged few... set well apart from other children" (N. Tucker 1999: 223); actively 
promoting an interest in black magic, witchcraft, Wicca, paganism, devil worship, the occult and the 
supernatural (Malcolm 2000, Bates 2001); normalising aggressive competitiveness between 
individuals, groups, or in sporting activities; encouraging violence against animals; making 
scapegoats of 'overweight' children; repeating and re-centre-ing troubling sexist stereotypes found 
in a great deal of older children's literature, with "boys out for action and the one salient girl 
character forever urging caution" (N. Tucker 1999: 229); making children think exclusively in terms 
of "simple heroics and moral absolutes", and basically "conveying a basically intolerant, 
judgemental attitude to readers" (N. Tucker 1999: 229); inducing false desires for consumption of 
the huge ontology of Harry Potter commodities and merchandising which followed the books' 
success (Blake 2002); kickstarting the development of a quite reactionary, backward-looking British 
children's literary scene in which texts and forms assumed to have been thoroughly critiqued have 
been revived, and the work of many more innovative, less-formulaic authors is stifled; and so on. 
As the most written-about contemporary 'children's popular cultural' phenomenon of recent years, I 
suggest that the extensive body of responses to Harry Potter sketched in the preceding paragraph 
provides a telling cross-section and microcosm of academic or quasi-academic ways of knowing 
'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' generally, pointing to the significance of 
'ideological' critiques in mapping this territory. This body of opinion has two striking, consistent 
features: firstly, a profound concern with the effects that the books might have, the impressions that 
their content convey, the changes they may cause, and so on; and secondly, an absence of any 
attention to the consumption and consumers of these books. That is, plot description and textual 
analysis are utterly privileging, while very little is said about the 'consumption' of these plots and 
messages: overwhelmingly, the impression is given that 'consumption' is generally straightforward, 
unproblematic and unworthy of mention, and 'reading' is an abstract, decontextualised, passive, 
disembodied, universal, transcendental pursuit. Where consumers appear at all in these accounts, 
it is as singular cameos 'proving' the point being made -a child who never picked up a book before 
Harry Potter; a child who became interested in the occult after reading Harry Potter; and suchlike - 
that is, in the form of selectively blinkered and oversimplifying self-justifying empirical 'proofs'. The 
act of 'consumption' itself is thus implicitly positioned as straightforward and not at 
issue: it is 
(implicitly, in the absence of an adequate consideration of 'consumption') assumed that, simply, the 
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more a child reads these texts, the more `effect' their `contents' have, and the onus is upon parents 
and other responsible adults to invigilate, police, and/or participate responsibly in this reading. 
I too am concerned with the 'content' and 'effects' - so to speak - of the Harry Potter books, and of 
'children's popular culture' generally. But I am doubly concerned that a failure to engage with the 
'consumers' and 'consumption' mitigates precisely against a thoroughgoing apprehension of 
I popular cultural' 'content' and 'effects': "ignoring the imaginative and practical constitution of many 
consuming experiences has meant that these experiences have often remained disembodied, 
decontextualised and bereft of emotions, imaginations and sensations. One result of the empirically 
restricted boundaries around studies of contemporary consuming has thus been a rather limited 
conceptual understanding of how and why people consume what they do, where, with whom and 
how this intersects with other facets of their lives" (Malbon 1999: 23). So the aim of this chapter is 
to think through a neglected aspect of the already-widely-written-about Harry Potter books: namely, 
what actually consumers do with them. To this end, the chapter re-presents six more sets of 
moments from self-directed photography projects conducted by six households, at different points 
in the period of research: the households of Daisy, Paul, Robert, Gemma, Chl6e and Simon, who 
there and then were engaged in, and spoke at greatest length about, 'reading Harry Potter'. I 
suggest that this material is telling and insightful because of the similarities - at least the 
'similarities' in terms of most prior Social Scientific classifiers - between Daisy, Paul, Robert, 
Gemma, Chl6e and Simon: here were six research participants who were are in many ways 'the 
same'. They were all only children of the same age, living in nuclear family units in semi-detached 
houses, all within about a mile of one another, on the same housing estate in the English West 
Midlands; they all counted 'reading' amongst their top three hobbies or interests, and were all 
described as 'good', 'conscientious', 'clever', 'brainy or 'nice' by parents or teachers; they all had 
similarly-aged parents, who were similarly employed, with similar household incomes; and so on. 
Ostensibly they were in the process of doing 'exactly the same' thing (reading Harry Potter and the 
Goblet of Fire, at home, during leisure time, during 2000/01) there and then. The different ways of 
reading, and readings of, the same book which emerged, despite this ostensible 'sameness, 
provide a number of profound challenges to pre-existent Social Scientific assumptions about 
'reading', and, by extension, knowledges about 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' 
more broadly. 
Again, the following short empirical episodes might be said to be underwhelming and unworthy of 
attention, but I suggest that they constitute a profound challenge to pre-existent Social Scientific 
knowledges about `children's everyday popular cultural consumption' which rarely engage with 
consumers and consumption in situ. This observation weighs on all of the pre-existent work 
sketched in chapter 1, and particularly challenges the 'ideological' critique. Through the twofold 
structure of this chapter I develop this challenge in two directions. In the first half of the chapter I 
offer a glimpse of the six research participants in the act of 'reading Harry Potter' - in fact, in the act 
of reading the very same text, Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, the fourth and then most-recent 
of the Harry Potter series - and contemplate the 
(perhaps surprisingly) complex practical activity of 
'reading', and the complex practices of 'consumption' more generally. Each example follows the 
same format, beginning with a self-directed photograph 
from each household, juxtaposed with 
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household members' open-ended post hoc talk about and around it, as well as my own comments, 
afforded by this juxtaposition, towards an apprehension of the specific, contingent practices 
characteristic of this instance of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. This post hoc 
talk continues in the second half of the chapter, where - developing my concern with the 'content' 
and 'effects' of 'children's popular cultural' products -I briefly suggest the six research participants' 
pretty different readings of Harry Potter books, derived from their respective 'reading' practices. To 
think with heightened clarity on this, I compare the six participants' 'readings' of a particular short 
passage of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire which they each brought to my attention. This 
produces a somewhat bewildered, occluded picture of events. The sense of practices developed in 
the first half of the chapter and the sense of bewilderment (consequently) developed in the latter 
half thus provides a profoundly challenging empirical counterpoint to pre-existent Social Scientific 
knowledges about 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' which rarely consider 
consumption practices, and almost never acknowledge the bewildering complexities of these 
practices. 
4.2 Research participants `reading Harry Potter' 
I thus re-present six brief empirical glimpses of ostensibly very similar children ostensibly doing the 
same thing: Daisy, Paul, Robert, Gemma, Chl6e and Simon in the act of reading Harty Potter and 
the Goblet of Fire. I stress, again, that I make no claim, and have no desire, to present this material 
as representative or exhaustive of all acts of 'reading'. Indeed, my intention is quite the opposite: I 
offer these empirical moments as suggestive, interesting, complexifying, bewildering open-ended 
snapshots showing research participants in the acts of 'reading Harry Potter' - there and then, in 
and of "the dynamic that is the present" (Dewsbury and Naylor 2002: 255) - as a contribution 
towards "a quest to progress and give texture to a number of current understandings of consuming 
more generally' (Malbon 1999: 23). 
i. Paul `reading Harry Potter' 
Consider, firstly, Paul `reading Harry Potter': 
[Household interview 9: 1 / JH, Mr. l, Mrs. l, Paul / Monday 28-8-00,1 pm] 
. Mr. l: 
"There's (fig. 26) me and the little `un getting ready for storytime".. 
JH: "aww... does this happen every night? " 
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Fig. 26 Paul `getting ready for storytime' (photograph taken by Mr. l, Tuesday 
22nd August 2000) 
(cont. ) 
ýý 
Mr. I: "we're on the new Harry Potter at the moment".. 
Paul: "yes, we're reading Harry Potter... we got to page 200 last night".. 
JH: "right, so what drew you to that? " 
Mr. I: "well I suppose it was your auntie [J wasn't it? ".. 
Paul: "yes".. 
Mr. I: "that's my wife's sister... She was always raving about it whenever we went across wasn't 
she? ".. 
Paul: "yes".. 
Mr. l: "so I put in to order it from the library, and after an age of waiting, we finally got a hold of it a 
couple of weeks ago... My wife's reading it in her spare time... She's a more 
dedicated reader than 
me to tell you the truth, so she could tell you more about books... but yes, me and 
Paul are working 
through it at bedtime, ever so slowly it must be said".. 
JH: "well, I can imagine... It is like, a hefty brick of a book! ".. 
Mr. I: "you're not kidding! We have a joke about it don't we... about the weight of the thing? ".. 
Paul: "yes... we say that dad's going to have dead big muscles by the time we 
finish the book, like... 
you'll be like Johnny Bravo".. 
Mr. l: "that's it, and as well, I do seriously worry sometimes, 
because if I accidentally slipped while 
we were reading, well I mean 
it would brain him! " 
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JH: "okay, so tell me a bit more about storytime... it sounds a daft question, but... tell me what you actually do? " 
Mr. I: `oh right.. I see".. 
Paul: "well... at storytime, you see, what happens is, I put my pyjamas on, and I get allil tucked up in bed, like I put my toes right riight down to the end of the bed... and then I choose a teddy and my dad gets that, and then I'm all ready, and that's when my dad reads a story to me".. 
JH: "aww".. 
Mr. l: "yep.. we do that for about half an hour don't we?... or until we get to the end of a chapter, and then its lights out.. " 
JH: "right.. " 
Paul: "my dad can do all the voices of all the different characters".. 
Mr. l: "and to answer your question, from my point of view what happens is, I perch on the side of the bed and read out aloud... err... sorry, that's stating the obvious a bit isn't it?!.. " 
JH: "and is that what always happens? " 
Mr. l: "well... I suppose it depends on the book, I mean I haven't really thought about this before... 
but I suppose that with something a bit difficult like Harry Potter its a case of me being in charge of 
holding the book and reading the story out, but if its something with more pictures, its more a case 
of the two of us holding the book together, and we turn the pages together and we do a lot of 
pointing and talking about things on the page".... 
There is much that might be said about this short extract, but as a point of departure for this 
chapter and the remainder of the thesis, and building upon the foundational comments about 
'popular cultural' materialities in the previous chapter, I want to think through just one observation: 
that is, the way in which 'reading Harry Potter' was described by Paul and Mr. 1 as a particular 
practical activity; a specific engagement with a specific book, in a particular place, at a particular 
moment. For throughout Paul and MrYs account of 'reading Harry Potter', the emphasis was less 
upon the content, plot or meaning of the text they were 'on at the moment' - that is, the sorts of 
issues which preoccupied most prior accounts of Harry Potter - than upon details of the practical 
activity of 'storytime'. Clearly, in this instance, 'reading Harry Potter' - to appropriate an idea about 
'thinking' and 'feeling' more generally - "[did] not go on in an interior subjective (or intersubjective) 
space of images and representations but in the space of people's actual engagement in the 
settings of practical activity' (Ingold 1999: 162). The practical details of the particular engagement 
and setting sketched here inspire - to me, at least - four realisations about 'reading Harry Potter', 
and 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' more broadly. I echo MrYs apology, should 
what follows seem like 'stating the obvious a bit', but I hold that these four observations are telling 
in ways which pose difficult new questions of pre-existent writing about 'Harry Potter', and Social 
Scientific accounts of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' more generally. 
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Firstly, a telling detail of Paul and Mr-l's account of 'reading Harry Potter' is their concern, and in- 
jokes, about 'the weight of the thing: the way in which reading this 'hefty brick of a book" might - to 
repeat their jokey, extreme examples - give the reader 'dead big muscles' or result in injuryl 
Thinking on from these comments recapitulates and furthers the previous chapter's thinking 
through of 'popular cultural' materialities in a number of senses: for clearly, access to, and 
engagement with a specific mass produced, material thing -a hardback copy of Harry Potter and 
the Goblet of Fire - is a central prerequisite of 'reading Harry Potter'; moreover, attention is drawn 
to the specific weight, feel, texture, and material presence this particular material thing; and 
moreover, it is underlined that 'reading Harry Potter' is a particular practical, bodily activity 
conducted with and amongst, and afforded by, such specific weighty, present, material things (in 
and part of the sorts of broader, contingent material contexts sketched in the previous chapter), 
which (like much supposedly disembodied cognitive activity) is "embodied and enacted,... 
seamlessly distributed across persons, activity and setting" (Lave 1988: 171). Secondly, drawing 
out this latter point, what was striking about Paul and MrYs account of 'reading Harry Potter' was 
their evocation of some of the small, mundane, nitty-gritty, practical details of 'reading' at 
'storytime': Paul's practical preparation for'storytime' (finishing 'bathtime' ablutions, putting pyjamas 
on, getting 'allil tucked up in bed... toes right riight down to the end of the bed', choosing a teddy 
bear from the bedside basket, being passed the chosen cuddly toy and holding it, 'and then I'm all 
ready); the positions of father and son during 'storytime' (Paul 'allll tucked up in bed', Mr. 1 'perched 
on the side of the bed', on the right hand side - as you look at the photograph); their practical 
procedure of turning the pages and 'reading' (Mr. 1 '[doing] all the voices of all the different 
characters', Mr. 1 'being in charge of holding the book and reading the story out' if the book is 'a bit 
difficult', the two of them 'holding the book together, [turning] the pages together... pointing and 
talking about things on the page' in the case of 'something with more pictures'); the duration of 
'storytime' ('about half an hour... or until we get to the end of a chapter, and then its lights out'); and 
so on. These examples make clear that 'reading Harry Potter' was, there and then, a particular 
practice of close engagement with the particular material thing, in this case the 'text', to hand: "on a 
very basic level... the imaginative construction of consuming in inextricably tied into the practical 
constitution of consuming through the use of the body' (Malbon 1999: 23). Moreover, these 
examples suggest a number of characteristics of Paul's practice of 'reading Harry Potter', and thus 
of consumption practices more generally: that it was always already embodied and practical - 
"reading is the gesture of the body (for of course 2, one reads with one's body)" (Barthes 1986: 36); 
that it should be understood as an ongoing, practical accomplishment, for "life... is always going on" 
(Ingold 1995: 57) and "the body is always in motion, always in action" (Harrison 2000: 503) even 
during the supposedly transcendental, mental act of reading - "something is happening here.... 
something is always happening in itself" (Dewsbury 2000: 474), although that'something' is effaced 
1 Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire is a quite densely written 'hefty brick of a book', entirely atypical of contemporary 
children's literature in that sense; not something 
that I would expect 8- and 9- year old to tackle. Indeed, very few research 
participants were able to read the 
book unaided, and few of them read right through the book. 
2 , Of course? The notion that we read with our 
body, I find, is greeted not only with surprise, but with shock. A shock that, 
in part, comes of recognition. 
Yes, I can feel it in the throat, stomach, shoulders; my hands, head, feet are moving; I am 
speaking, to myself. 'Now you mention 
it, it seems so obvious, but I would never have thought that my body was reading a 
book'. Why is the recognition that we read with our 
bodies so shocking? " (Game and Metcalfe 1996: 138) 
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and unacknowledged, when a Paul and MrYs nightly half hour of 'something' is described via the 
generalisable, reductive description, 'we're reading Harty Potter'; that it is to some extent 
purposive, for - and here the example of 'reading Harry Potter' differs from, for example, the 
incidental overhearing of an S Club 7 performance on Saturday morning children's television - Paul's 'reading Harry Potter' demands a specific, decisive "purposive orientation of the body" 
(Young 1990: 143), to prepare for 'storytime', to concentrate on the book being read, to scan the 
pages and participate in 'storytime'; that it is nonetheless, largely unthought and taken -f or-g ranted 
(I mean I haven't really thought about this before'), an example of a "complex, relatively stable, 
accomplishment that is... frequently forgotten by its users" (Laurier 2001: 489) (consider the 
scanning of printed alphabetical characters - as you 'read' this page for example: to what extent is 
this cognitive and pre-thought? ). These characteristics are drawn out and thought through more 
substantially in subsequent sections of this chapter. 
Thirdly, reiterating the previous chapter's acknowledgement of the complex connectedness of 
material (popular cultural) household geographies, Paul and MrYs account of 'reading Harry Potter' 
demands realisation of the many complex and contingent practical factors and connections which 
led to them '[getting] to page 200' of that particular copy of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, 
there and then. Their particular reading practice was, there and then, always already contingent 
upon manifold specific connections, practices and someones: not least the chance visit to Paul's 
aunt's house, the wait for the ordered library book (think also of the complex route this particular 
copy of the book took prior to the 'storytime' shown in fig. 26, and the many library users' who 
encountered this copy of the book before Paul and Mr. 1, 'dog-earing' its pages, scuffing its spine, 
constituting its particular texture and material presence 3), Paul and MrYs rate of reading during 
1storytime' (a factor of their particular 'reading' practices and habits), and no doubt many other, 
varying and contingent "minor circumstances" (Harrison 2000: 502)4 of their everyday lives. The 
particular moment shown in fig. 26 - and, I suggest, all moments of 'reading Harry Potter', and all 
moments of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' - should thus be understood as 
utterly and practically situated in such happenstance and contingency, factors, connections and 
cminor circumstances'. And fourthly it is striking that Paul 'reading Harty Potter' is not a solitary 
activity: it is a collaborative effort, co-performed with his father (and moreover this effort is 
predicated upon and connected, with varying degrees of proximity, to many other 'someones'). It 
thus makes sense to think of 'consumption' practice as effected by, and effecting, socialities (which 
is not to say that 'reading' is necessarily sociaý. It is striking that, in Paul and MrYs case, 'storytime' 
is essentially a distinctive, personalised, small-scale exclusive culture of 'consumption' ('our 
bedtime little ritual', with a habitual, ritual quality, behavioural norms, and in-jokes): this is an 
3 tg surely, the body of a book going through the hands of a reader inclined to break its spine, write into its margins, pigear 
its pages, is substantially different from the anatomy of a book whose reader would regard these habits as unforgivable 
violations" (Cavallaro 2001: 58). 
4 "here I mean all the 'minor circumstances' of everyday life, culinary practices, 
dress styles, the gait of bodies, the things 
on my desk, the wear on the carpet... 
It is from the active, productive, and continual weaving of the multiplicity of bits and 
pieces that we emerge" 
(Harrison 2000: 502). 
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observation which resounds through the examples shown in this chapter, and is thought through 
more fully in the next chapter. 
So, developing the previous chapter's comments about 'popular cultural' materialities, and as a 
point of departure for this chapter and the remainder of the thesis, it might be said that 'reading 
Harry Pottet' - indeed any instance of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' - is a 
particular embodied practice engagement with, from, amongst or via particular material things, with 
a number of characteristics which might be inferred from the particular example of Paul and Mr-ls 
'storytime' there and then. These observations might seem somewhat banal and commonsensical, 
but I maintain that that - as examples of everyday, ostensibly unremarkable "unreflective, lived, 
culturally specific, bodily reactions to events, which cannot be explained by causal theories 
(accurate representations) or by hermeneutical means (interpretations)" (Thrift 2000c: 274) - they 
are profoundly problematic, not only to previous writing about Harry Potter, but to Social Scientific 
accounts of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' in general. For - in common with 
Social Scientific canon more broadly - these accounts typically: leave unacknowledged "that part of 
the world... which is practical rather than cognitive" (Thrift 1997: 126); generally fail "to articulate 
how, moment by moment, we in fact conduct our practical everyday affairs" (Shotter 1997: 
unpaginated); ignore "what we do to get so involved" (Hartz 1999: 558) in any 'cultural' activity; 
"silence... the body and emotional life" (Seidler 1994: 18); and shy away from "the geography 
closest in" (Rich 1986: 212). The remainder of this chapter thus continues to think on from Paul and 
MrYs comments about storytime, and is concerned to engage more thoroughly with the practices of 
`reading Harry Potter', through five more short empirical moments. 
ii. Daisy `reading Harry Potter' 







[Household interview 1: 1 / Daisy, JH, Mr. A, Mrs. A / Thursday 22-6-00,5pm] 
.... Daisy: "look (fig. 27)... me, snuggled up in my bed, waiting for [sing-sing] storytime.. " 
JH: "aww".. 
Mrs. A: "sorry! You must have seen stuff like this hundreds of times on your travels.. " 
JH: "you're another one who's been reading the new Harry Potter book, aren't you? " 
Daisy: "yes.. " 
Mr. A: "yes, that's right.. " 
Mrs. A: "you can't escape it these days.. " 
Daisy: "loads of people in my class are into it.. " 
JH: "right... so how did you get into in? " 
Daisy: "the book lady on Live and Kicking said about it, and she said if you like all the witchy books 
and that, you have to read this, and it sounded really exciting and wonderful... so my mum and dad 
got the books for me".. 
JH: "what? You bought them? " 
Mrs. A: "yes, that's it... one at a time, whenever you have some birthday money or pocket money, 
isn't it? " 
Daisy: "yes".. 
JH: "okay... will you tell me a little bit about your bedtime story routine?.. " 
Daisy: "well... I get ready, like brush my teeth and everything... and I get snuggly in bed and I have 
a goodnight kiss off my mum and then she goes, and then my dad reads me a story, and then I 
have a goodnight kiss off my dad, and then dad turns the lamp off and I go to bed properly".. 
JH: "and that's what always happens? " 
Daisy: "yes".. 
JH: "aww... and its always your dad who reads the story? " 
Daisy: "yes".. 
JH: "and how does that work? Do you sit on the bed?.. " 
Mr. A: "oh no... See, Daisy's got one of those double decker beds.. " 
JH: "oh right.. " 
Mr. A: "so I'm relegated to standing at the end of the bed... with Daisy's [sing-song] big smelly feet in 
my face! - ." 
Daisy: "shut up! " 
JH: "awwl,,.. 
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Mr. A: "it varies from night to night, but we usually don't get through much before she's out like a light, half an hour, max".... 
This photograph and extract evoke a by-now strikingly familiar scene: another 'storytime'; another 
8-year old (from the same school class, the same circle of friends, the same street, the same family 
background etc, as Paul) preparing to 'read Harry Potter'; the sort of ostensibly unremarkable 
scene perhaps 'seen... hundreds of times' during a year spent researching geographies of 
'children's everyday popular cultural consumption', in various ways, in and of this milieu. In many 
ways, Daisy's practice of 'reading Harry Potter', as evoked here, is strikingly similar to Paul's 
'reading' as evoked in the previous subsection of this chapter. For example, in both cases: reading 
is done whilst 'snuggled up in... bed'; 'dad... reads the story; 'storytime' lasts for about half an hour, 
and takes place between bathtime and 'lights out.... going to bed properly'; 'storytime' is a time 
intentionally set aside nightly for father and child to devote shared attention to a 'children's book'; 
children's books are read from start to finish, over the course of a number of 'storytimes'; Harry 
Potter and the Goblet of Fire is the book of the moment; 'storytime' is described by participants in 
terms which evoke the practical, intimate and "joyful repetition of [similar] simply structured actions" 
(Lokken 2000a: 533); and storytime is recounted enthusiastically by participants. However, in spite 
of these striking similarities, it is clear that Paul and Daisy's 'reading' practices differ profoundly and 
completely, albeit in minor, subtle ways. For example: there are differences in the embodied 
practice of 'reading' (Mr. A stands at the foot of the bed, leaning on the elevated mattress; Daisy 
props herself up on the headboard of her bed somewhat; the weighty book is rested on the bed; a 
specific sequence of 'bedtime kisses' are part and parcel of 'storytime'); differences in the 
connections and routes via which this particular 'reading' came to be taking place (Daisy's 
enthusiasm for the books was fired by a feature on a children's programme and her copies of the 
Harry Potter books were purchased, sequentially as they were published, from a local bookshop by 
her parents, at her request, using her saved-up pocket and birthday money); and differences in the 
sort of 'cultural' practice which emerge through 'reading' (Daisy and Mr. A's in-jokes about 
'storytime' have a sing-song form, and revolve around 'big smelly feet' and similar gently teasing 
comments). These (and other) differences amount to two unique and, despite their striking 
similarities, actually very different 'reading' "styles" (Lokken 2000a: 531). The juxtaposition of these 
two 'storytimes' (and, moreover, the juxtaposition with the examples of 'reading Harry Potter' which 
follow in this chapter) thus "jolts us into an awareness that there is no singular meaning or 
experience of reading" (Game and Metcalfe 1996: 125). With the examples of Paul and Daisy's 
similar yet irreconcilable 'reading' practices in mind, this 'jolt' has three related effects, which pose 
difficult questions not only of previous writing about Harry Potter, but of Social Scientific accounts of 
'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' in general: firstly, demanding acknowledgement 
of the infinite varieties, possibilities, complexities, 'styles' and practices which get subsumed, 
unacknowledged and lost in the simplifying, reductive terms and verbs with which engagements 
with material geographies are customarily described (that is, how 
it is possible for two people 'to 
read', yet be involved in quite different practical activities); secondly, 
demanding acknowledgement 
of the uniqueness of individuals' 'consumption' practices 
(that is, how it is possible for two people 
gread Harry Potter', yet do quite different things and, to anticipate the latter half of this chapter, to 
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have quite different experiences); and thirdly, suggesting the unrepeatable, irretrievable, 
irreconcilable nature of ('consumption') practices per se (that is, how one person's practice of 
'reading Harry Potter' 'varies from night to night'; how each moment of 'reading Harry Potter' might 
be likened to a new improvisation around an unchanging pre-prepared script, "a 'one time-only' 
phenomenon, even when it involves repetition of a number of performances" (Thrift 2000a: 237); 
how "therefore, the world has an openness as well as an unknowability. Things could have been 
different; and they might be again. The world is a doing and a making that may be regulated by the 
past, that may be constrained in its present, but that remains open to the powers of imagination and 
invention - charged as they are with emotion as well as intention, with subjectivity instead of 
certainty, with pleasure, pain, power and politics" (S. Smith 2001: 36). These 'jolts' might be borne in 
mind, and will be developed, throughout the rest of this chapter. 
iii. Gemma `reading Harry Potter' 
Next, consider Gemma's practice of `reading Harry Potter': 
[Household interview 11: 1 / Gemma, JH, Mr. K, Mrs. K / Tuesday 29-8-00,4pm] 
.... 
Gemma: "this (fig. 28) is just before bedtime, well my bedtime... mums and dads can stay up til 
later".. 
Fig. 28 Mr. K and Gemma `sort of play[ing] at being in the story' 
(photograph taken by Mrs. K, Monday 21St August 2000) 
(cont. ) JH: "aww... and what's going on? " 
Gemma: "well every night its the same, and its like, I have a bath, then I get ready for bed and put 
my'jamas on and everything, and then when I'm all ready 
I come down[stairs], and that's when my 
dad reads me a story".. 
JH: "aww".. 
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Mrs. K: "I know... its... I'm, not sure I should say this, but a lot of children in Gemma's class, they... they might not have that sort of relationship with their dads, so when I see them sitting reading together, over there on the settee, and she's sitting on his lap, and [Mr. K]'s doing one of his epic performances, I think its lovely... I don't know who's the biggest kid really! " 
Gemma: "we share the book".. 
JH: "how do you mean? " 
Gemma: "well what I mean is... we sort of take turns.. " 
JH: "what? Like, take turns reading out loud? " 
Gemma: "yeah... like, dad starts off reading, and I hold the book and move the bookmark.. like 
under the line, like this [demonstrates]... and then we swap over, and it keeps going on like that".. 
JH: "okay.. " 
Gemma: "and we sort of play pretend".. 
JH: "how do you mean? " 
Gemma: "we sort of play at being in the story".. 
JH: "aww".. 
Mr. K: "and we have our favourite bits that we keep going back to, and its one of those things where 
you get something new out of it every time.. " 
Gemma: "and my dad's funny... he's really good at pulling faces and pretending to be all the people 
in the story".. 
Mrs. K: "oh, there's no stopping them once they get going ... Its like the bloody amateur dramatics 
society in here sometimes! They take it so seriously as well! ... Mind you, to be fair, he does make a 
good Dobby! " 
JH: "he obviously knows his place! " 
Mrs. K: "I swear they make it up as they go along most of the time! ".. 
JH: "so would I be right in thinking that you don't just go through [the book] from start to finish? " 
Mr. K: "no, not all the time, and I'll tell why... its because, when you've got a book like Harry Potter 
where there's so many different characters and so much... detail.. " 
JH: "yes, there's all the back story isn't there? '.. 
Mr. K: "that's right.... and from a parent's point of view, its important that we don't force feed her, if 
you know what I mean? ".. 
JH: "right".. 
Mr. K: "so we always take it nice and slow, and talk about things that crop up, or skip over things 
that are too difficult... 'its OK, we'll come back to that'... and we 
keep going back and forth, and 
referring back and referring back until... we get 
it all straight".. 
JH: "so Gemma gets it straight for herself? " 
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Mr. K: "yes... we get to grips with it that way'.. 
Mr. K: "sometimes I think we'll never get to the end of the story... but that isn't really the point is it".. 
JH: "go on? ".. 
Mr. K: "well for me, I work full time and I don't get to spend as much time with Gemma as I would like, so its important to have a little bit of time to spend together, and have a laugh, and a chance to talk about the day, or any problems.. and that's... that's what its about... more so than 'we will get to the end of this book"'.... 
This photograph and extract evoke another 'bedtime story', with marked similarities to (the routine 
order of 'bathtime', then 'jamas on and everything' then 'dad reads... a story'; the way in which 
6storytime' is enjoyed by all participants) and yet marked differences from ('storytime' happens 
downstairs, on the settee, Gemma sitting on MrKs lap, and involves 'epic performances') the 
preceding examples of 'reading Harry Potter'. In these similarities and differences, the example of 
Gemma's 'bedtime story' practice demands four further, complexifying realisations about of 
'reading Harry Pottee. Firstly, it is clear that the 'reading' of a text need not occur linearly, or from 
start to finish. Indeed, Gemma's reading is characterised by turn-taking, backtracking, discursive 
to-ing and fro-ing, skips forward, reference 'back and forth', and repetitive re-readings of 'our 
favourite bits that we keep going back to' ('and its one of those things where you get something 
new out of it every time). Thus, with respect to the reading of written texts, "it is important not to 
lose sight of linearity's artifice and cultural specificity" (Game and Metcalfe 1996: 109): 'sometimes I 
think we'll never get to the end... but that isn't really the point'. Secondly, moreover, it is clear that 
'reading', in this example, does not merely involve what is commonsensical understood as 'reading' 
("to utter aloud, or go over with silent understanding (written or printed words); to observe and 
interpret (signs, or from signs, other than letters)" (MacDonald and Kirkpatrick 1986: 605)). There is 
much more to Gemma's 'reading' than such a straightforward 'going over', 'silent understanding' or 
'uttering aloud' (although these are important aspects of her 'reading): discussion (about, around, 
or even without the text), 'playing pretend', 'pulling faces', 'pretending to be all the people in the 
story', 'amateur dramatics' ('epic performances', perhaps 'made up as they go along), 'funniness', 
and 'having a laugh' are also integral to this particular 'reading' practice, as "the drift across the 
page, the metamorphosis of the text effected by the wandering eyes of the reader, the 
improvisation and expectation of meanings inferred from a few words, leaps over written spaces in 
an ephemeral dance" (de Certeau 1984: xxi). Thirdly, again, it is clear that 'reading' need not be a 
solitary activity, for in this example, the 'ephemeral dance' of 'reading Harry Pottee 
is a sociable, 
collaborative, joint effort between two people. Moreover this particular collaboration problematises 
essentialist assumptions about 'adulthood' and 'childhood' 
inherent in many accounts of 'children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption'. For the 'epic performances' of 
'reading Harry Pottee are 
collaboratively performed, with equal zeal and enjoyment 
by both father and daughter. This is not a 
case of a (knowledgeable, rational) 'adult' 
'reading to' a (unknowledgeable, irrational 'child'): 'when I 
see them... I don't know who's the 
biggest kid really! '. And fourthly, by describing some of the 
techniques for 'getting to grips' with the complex minutiae and plots and 
'back story' of Harty Potter, 
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Gemma and MrKs account suggests certain aspects of "the in-folding of memory into the bodY' 
(Harrison 2000: 505). For on one hand, the extract begins to evoke the building up of particular 
practical collaborative 'reading' habits by MrX and Gemma, in order to make their way through 'a 
book like Harty Potter where there's so many different characters and so much... detail'. These 
reading practices are - like practices of 'thought' more broadly - "a matter of gesture, shape, 
movement" (Marks 1998: 11) involving, for example, 'sharing the book', 'taking turns', move the 
bookmark down, line-by-line, as each line of text is read, 'taking it nice and slow', 'talking about 
things that crop up', 'skipping over things that are too difficult' 'going back and forth, and referring 
back and referring back'. Such habits constitute an ongoing, active relation with the given book: 
"movement within a text must therefore be analysed as movement... Like talking, bike-riding and 
other activities, writing and reading create poise by letting rhythm mobilise inherently unstable 
positions" (Game and Metcalfe 1996: 110). On the other hand, the extract begins to suggest the 
way in which understandings, knowledges, memories, opinions, and 'readings' on and of texts are 
elaborated through such practices. For it is precisely through such practical 'reading' habits that 
stories are opened up, made sense of, and 'we get it all straight'. More, further complexifying, 
characteristics of these practical 'reading' habits are drawn out by thinking through the remaining 
examples in the first half of this chapter, while the elaboration of understandings, knowledges, 
memories, opinions, and 'readings' on and of Harry Potter through such practices is the concern of 
the latter half of this chapter. 
iv. Simon `reading Harry Potter' 
Consider, next, Simon's practice of `reading Harry Pottes': 
Fig. 29 Simon's 'bedtime... booktime... whatever' (photograph taken by 
Mrs. Y. Mondav ADril 16 th 2001) 
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[Household interview 25: 1 / JH, Mrs. Y, Simon / Monday 20-4-01,5pm] 
JH: "so what's all this (fig. 29) about? " 
Simon: "bedtime, booktime, whatever".. 
JH: "oh right, is that a nightly thing? " 
Simon: "yes.. " 
Mrs. Y: "it is now, yes... although for ages, well until 18 months ago I suppose it was... he was just never into reading... at all... it was just no go... wouldn't even pick up a book.. But we've tried and tried to get him into it, and touch wood, its part of the routine now... its like second nature now... we have telly off, brush of the teeth, wash of the face, pyjamas on de-de-de-de-de-de... and then dad 
will read a story, and yes, you will listen, while I make the drinks and do the sandwiches, then its 
straight to bed by nine [o'clock), no ifs and buts, no'owww mum'this or'oww'mum that'.. 
JH: "right".. 
Mrs. Y: "but it... it took a while to get into that, y'know... like getting into the habit, its like trying to find 
a middle ground... y'know, like an arrangement that suits us all... there's been a few tantrums along 
the way'.. 
JH: "aww".. 
Mrs. Y: "they're as bad as each other, I'll tell you! Either he'll be like 'oww do I have toT, or your 
dad'll be like 'oww can't you do it tonightT, like if he's been working the evening shift".. 
Simon: "I come downstairs and sit by the fire, with my duvet or whatever... and dad sits in his chair, 
and reads to me for a bit... its just what we do".. 
JH: "and goes in for a bit of a cuddle, by the looks of things 
The preceding glimpse of yet another research participant's strikingly familiar, yet unfamiliar, nightly 
'bedtime, booktime, whatever' inspires three observations. Firstly, again, in showing the intimate 
bodily co-presence of Simon and MrYs 'booktime' (a 'bit of a cuddle') the photograph and extract 
underline the way in which 'reading' is embodied, relational, and often social. 'Reading, here, is - in 
common with many other activities assumed to be cognitive and disembodied - "a social activity 
that is situated in the nexus of ongoing relations between persons and the world, and that plays its 
part in their mutual constitution. It is a process wherein both persons, as knowledgeable social 
agents, and the settings in which they act, continually come into being, each in relation to the other' 
(Ingold 1999: 162). Secondly, the extract is telling in its evocation of the significant time, patience 
(individual and collective) effort and discipline required to 'get into' a habitual everyday practice 
such as 'booktime'. In this instance, 'Booktime' is the result of a long term effort by Mr. And Mrs. Y 
to encourage or enforce a nightly bedtime reading session for their reluctant son. This now-habitual 
practice had to be learnt, disciplined, practised and perfected: it 'took a while to get 
into'; 'getting 
into the habit' required a great deal of collaborative, coercive and coaxing labour as Mr. and Mrs. Y 
'tried and tried' to establish this practice; and this process was not without 
'a few tantrums along the 
way'. Moreover, this effort is ongoing, and 
'booktime' must be enacted and vigilantly enforced each 
night: the continuation of 'booktime' 
depends upon self-discipline on the part of all-participants 
('they're as bad as each other, I'll tell you! Either he'll be like 'oww do I have toT, or your 
dad'11 be 
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like 'oww can't you do it tonight? ', like if he's been working the evening shift'), and a continual 
negotiation, 'like trying to find a middle ground', ensuring 'an arrangement that suits us all'. Clearly, 
Simon's 'booktime' is an example of an action "that... can only proceed when the persons involved 
come to some kind of a consensual definition of the situation of action at hand" (Vandenberghe 
2002: 52). Thirdly, relatedly, the extract is telling in its evocation of ways in which the habitual, 'fun' 
everyday practice of 'booktime' is saturated with, and constitutive of, various significant social and 
power relations in this household. Simon's 'booktime' is overtly, specifically rule-bound: 'telly off, 
brush of the teeth, wash of the face, pyjamas on de-de-de-de-de-de... and then dad will read a 
story, and yes, you will listen... then its straight to bed by nine [o'clock], no ifs and buts, no 'owww 
mum' this or 'oww' mum that'. Moreover, this 'reading' practice is 'rule-bound', power-laden and 
disciplined in ways which are not so easily enunciated, being "inscribed in and through the body 
rather than translated in linguistic terms" (Attfield 2000: 241): it is an example of a taken -f or-g ranted 
everyday practice which - like 'mealtime', 'schooltime', 'bedtime' - might be understood as an act of 
bodily discipline and surveillance on the part of parents, bound by, and re-constitutive of societal 
notions of 'correct' or 'appropriate' behaviour (18 months ago... he was just never into reading... at 
all... it was just no go... wouldn't even pick up a book.. But we've tried and tried to get him into it, 
and touch wood, its part of the routine now... its like second nature now'); and, no doubt relatedly, 
'booktime' might further be understood as a part and parcel of specific and unique "long term 
understandings, unspoken striations" (St. Pierre 1997b: 373) in this particular household, 
exemplary of everyday practice which are "at all times interrelational between individual subjects 
and performative.... saturated with power, bound up within and enmeshed within in very complex 
ways, the already-established knowledges which they cite" (Gregson and Rose 2000: 445), "heavily 
embedded in interactional patterns in family life" (Lareau 2000: 423) (consider, for example, the 
single, simple notion of 'dad sitting in his chair'; 'its just what we dd). This latter characteristic of 
Simon's 'reading' practice - 'its just what we dd - is somewhat significant - for "a lot of one's actions 
one can't give a coherent account of. Not afterwards, and not at the time either, because one is too 
busy doing the particular thing one is doing" (Frayn 1999, in Dewsbury 2000: 474) - and I think on 
from this observation, via two further empirical moments. 
v. Robert `reading Harry Potter' 
Consider, fourthly, Robert's practice of 'reading Harry Potter': 
[Household interview 10: 1/JH, Mrs. J, Robert / Monday 28-8-00,5pm] 
Mrs. J: , Harry Potter, its one of those books where, once he's into it, he'll 
forever have his nose in 
it".. 
J H: "aww".. 
Mrs. J: "no matter what... at the dinner table, in the car, 
in the bath! ".. 
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JH; "well, I was going to mention that! ". 5 
Mrs. j: "yeah, you should see him sloshing away with the book open, and we won't even go into reading on the toilet! ".. 
Mrs. J: "all hell can be breaking loose... like, we'll be getting ready for visitors, or we'll be getting ready to go out for the day, or even getting ready for school... and I'll be rushing around like a blue- arsed fly trying to chivvy everyone along, and tidy up the chaos my two boys leave behind, like you wouldn't believe... and I'll find him there in the middle of it all, nose in a book, and its always... " 
Robert: "just to the end of this chapter".. 
Mrs. J: "that's right, that's one of our little family jokes".... 
The preceding examples in this chapter have shown that 'reading' is never a disembodied, 
abstract, dis-placed activity: rather, in its infinite forms, 'reading Harry Potter' was always and 
already a particular embodied, practice engagement with particular material things, somewhere, 
there and then. It follows that 'reading' practices rarely, if ever, happen in isolation: other 
happenings, and other "situations pertaining to the different processes of the body" (Dewsbury 
2000: 492) will typically be ongoing simultaneously, there and then, and indeed may be importantly 
part and parcel of 'reading' practice. This much is strikingly evoked in the preceding extract about 
Robert's practice of 'reading Harry Potter'. For Robert 'forever has his nose in [a book], no matter 
what', whether 'at the dinner table, in the car, in the bath... and we won't even go into reading on 
the toilet! '. Clearly, in Robert's case at least, 'reading' is not a singular activity nor a set-aside 
domain in everyday life. Even thought 'reading' might be foremost in the 'reader's mind in a given 
moment, many other everyday situations and activities (such as dining, travelling, bathing and 
going to the toilet), and the many complex practices, interactions and bodily processes pertaining to 
those activities, can and do proceed simultaneously. Indeed, such situations can come to define, 
and be defined by, the practice of 'reading' ('yeah, you should see him sloshing away with the book 
open'). In Robert's case at least, 'reading' is inseparably located in, and mutually constitutive of, all 
sorts of ongoing everyday situations, routines and practices, such as mealtimes, schooltime, 
journeys, visits, bathtime, bedtime and so on: 'all hell can be breaking loose... like, we'll be getting 
ready for visitors, or we'll be getting ready to go out, for the day or we'll be getting ready for school... 
and I'll be rushing around like a blue-arsed fly trying to chivvy everyone along, and tidy up the chaos 
my two boys leave behind, like you wouldn't believe... and I'll fihd him there in the middle of it all, 
nose in a book, and its always... ' 'just to the end of this chapter'. As this 'just to the end of this 
chapter' sentiment suggests - and as might be inferred from the intimate infolding of 'reading' 
practices and other practices of everyday lives -'reading Harry Potter' was something that mattered 
dearly to many research participants. This observation is thought through via the final empirical 
moment in this section of the chapter. 
51 decided I was uncomfortable with this photograph of Robert reading 
in the bath in this thesis. 
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vi. Chloe `reading Harry Potter' 
Finally in this section of the chapter, consider Chbe's practice of 'reading Harry Pottee: 
[Household interview 18: 1 / Chl6e, JH, Mr. R, Mrs. R/ Monday 12-1-01,5pm] 
Chlöe: "(on fig. 30) I love reading I do! " 
V 
VV 
Fig. 30 'Give her a book and a bit of peace and quiet and she's 
perfectly happy for hours on end' (Photograph taken by Mr. R, 
Mondav December 12 th 2000) 
(cont. ) Mr. R: "she's very, what's the word?... conscientious... Give her a book and a bit of peace 
and quiet, and she's perfectly happy for hours on end... Nothing like me, I don't know where she 
gets it from!... 
Mrs. R: "and that's good in a way because, especially at holidays, you can send her off to her 
grandparents' or her auntie and uncle's house, and know that she's not going to be any trouble... 
she's never any trouble whatsoever really'.. 
JH: "so do you like reading by yourself".. 
Chlöe: "yes" 
JH: "and I know you said you've been reading a lot over the hols".. 
Chlöe: "yep".. 
JH: "cos you're another Harry Potter expert aren't you? ".. 
Chl6e: "um hum... I got the new one with my [bookshop] tokens [a Christmas gift], and I've nearly 
read all the way through it now".. 
JH: "coool".. 
Chlöe: "its the best book I've ever read".. 
JH: "aww... what do you like most about it? ".. 
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Chl6e: "oh just the whole thing is like oooh... its just wow.. and you can really picture everything in your brain... and other parts are like [shudders theatrically]".. 
JH: "right".. 
Mrs. R: "and tell John about your drawings".. 
Chl6e: "yeah... I like drawing... all things from Harty Potter".. 
JH: "aww... so tell me about the [impersonates Chl6e shuddering theatrically] parts".. 
Chl6e: "oh, there's just lots of scary parts, and parts that... make you sad".. 
Mrs. R: "I'll never forget... the time I came in from the kitchen and I found her, book open, holding onto a cushion like this [demonstrates], looked like she'd been sobbing her eyes out... and of course, I was like 'what's the matterT but it turns out it was because of the book!... It had really really really got to her'.. 
[I 
Chl6e: "loads of times over the holidays I was like 'aggggh', cos I've got to read to the end of this bit, cos it was a really cool scary part or whatever, and I was dying to know what happens, but then mum'd be like 'come and play with [younger cousins] now', or 'come on, time to go out' or 'come along, lets make some pies'.. 
JH: "aww".. 
Chl6e: "its not funny John! Its serious! Loads of times I'd be there playing with [younger cousins'] 
children's things, just thinking 'I need to get back and find what happens'! ".. 
JH: "so, it was always at the back of your mind, even when you were making mince pies or 
whatever? " 
Chlöe: "yeah, totally! ".... 
For Chl6e, like many research participants, 'reading Harty Pottet' mattered a great deal: 'its 
serious! '; 'really really really' serious. Her 'reading' practices had the capacity to bring about 
weighty, really felt, vividly remembered personal emotional responses: for example, feelings of joy, 
curiosity, 'coolness', sadness, fear, suspense and 'aggggh', cos I've got to read to the end of this 
bit! ' so compelling as to be 'totallýA' 'always at the back of your mind, even when you were making 
mince pies or whatever'. They also brought about much playful imagination ('you can really picture 
everything in your brain P6 ) and an unprecedented creative impulse ('I like drawing... all things from 
Harry Pottet'): "the book sets us on a train of thoughts, associations, memories, anticipations of 
meanings... (day)dream[s]" (Game and Metcalfe 1996: 134). And moreover, Chl6e's 'reading' 
practices had the capacity to set up quite bodily affective gut reactions - "visceral sorts of emotional 
states" (Hartz 1999: 560) - both 'emotional' (I'll never forget... the time I came in from the kitchen 
and I found her, book open, holding onto a cushion like this [demonstrates], looked like she'd been 
sobbing her eyes out') and 'imaginary' ('wow! Cool! Just like... ooooh... oh just the whole thing is 
like oooh... its just wow.. and other parts are like [shudders theatrically]"). Clearly, "when an image 
6 NB my research preceded the release of the first film of the Harry Potter 
franchise in the run up to Christmas 2002 
(Morrish 2002: 1). There and then there were very few non-literary Harry Potter products to buy: the book, and the book 
alone, was the focus of enthusiasm. 
And considering this, these research participants' 'reading Harry Potter' really was an 
extensive feat Of imagination, with no media saturated 
filmic iconography or characters to fall back on. 
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reverberates in us, we live that image, we experience the image. If an image reverberates, it moves 
us, emotionally and bodily - we feel it"; "texts invite different bodily-emotional responses. Some 
leave us cold, some make us feel sick, others voracious, turned on, high, joyful or sad. A text can 
set up rhythms in us, set us singing, set us dancing. A text can move us", literally (Game and 
Metcalfe 1996: 135,139) 
The sense of practices of 'popular cultural consumption' developed through the six preceding 
fleeting empirical moments provides a profoundly challenging counterpoint to previous accounts of 
Harry Potter - and pre-existent Social Scientific knowledges about 'children's everyday popular 
cultural consumption' more broadly - which rarely consider 'consumption practices', let alone the 
bewildering complexities of these practices. Thinking through one axis of this challenge, the brief 
remainder of this chapter considers the question - which concerns me, and many pre-existent 
Social Scientific accounts of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' - of the 'content' and 
'effects' of 'children's popular cultural' products, in the light of this attentiveness to the complexity of 
gpopular cultural' practices; "practices, mundane everyday practices that shape the conduct of 
human beings towards others and themselves in particular sites" (Thrift 1997: 126-127). 
4.3 Readings' of Harry Potter 
Having shown, in the first half of this chapter, the myriad practices inherent in any given moment of 
'reading Harry Potter', and thought through some characteristics and complexities of such 
6consumption' practices, I now return to the troubling and important issue which has preoccupied 
previous accounts of Harry Potter, and pre-existent Social Scientific knowledges about 'children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption' more broadly: the question of the 'effects' of the 'content' of 
'children's popular cultural' products. In the light of an attentiveness to the complexity of 'popular 
cultural' practices, this question becomes somewhat different, somewhat more complex: for if 
understandings, knowledges, memories, opinions, and 'readings' on and of 'popular cultural' 
products are elaborated through individuals' specific 'consumption' practices, and if such practices 
are unique, complex and contingent, then might individuals' 'readings' of 'popular cultural' products 
be better understood as themselves unique, complex and contingent? To consider this question, 
and to anticipate the following chapter, I again turn to empirical encounters with Daisy, Paul, 
Robert, Gemma, Chl6e and Simon. 
The first half of this chapter showed Daisy, Paul, Robert, Gemma, Chl6e and Simon momentarily 
"in that living relation between reader and text, in the play-work, performance, of readiny' (Game 
and Metcalfe 1996: 142). Although they were all 'reading Harry Pottee - and moreover 
'reading' the 
same title, Harty Potter and the Goblet of Fire, in often strikingly similar and 
familiar ways - in these 
glimpsed moments, 'the play-work, performance of reading' was notably, 
inherently unique, 
contingent and complex in each case. What then, of the understandings, 
knowledges, memories, 
opinions, and 'readings' on and of Harty Potter and 
the Goblet of Fire produced through these 
research participants' different reading practices? 
To think with heightened clarity on this, the 
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remainder of this chapter is concerned to compare the six participants' 'readings' of just one 
particular short passage of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire. 
When discussing the 'content' of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, certain scenes were 
repeatedly brought up in conversation by Harry Potter-readers. The book's opening scene - in 
which Harry awakes from a nightmare during the summer holidays, and then eats breakfast at the 
home of his aunt and uncle, the Dursleys - was, despite being a short and somewhat peripheral 
passage, one such common talking point. I have extracted part of this passage here (fig. 31). I 
encourage you to pause to read it, and think about both your 'reading' practice, and your 'reading' 
of the extract: what do you make of the Dursleys? 
Fig. 31 Extract from Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (Rowling 2000: pp-29-30) 
" By the time Harry arrived in the kitchen, the three Dursleys were already seated around the 
table. None of them looked up as he entered or sat down. Uncle Vernon's large red face was hidden behind the morning's Daily Mail and Aunt Petunia was cutting a grapefruit into quarters, 
her lips pursed over her horse-like teeth. 
Dudley looked furious and sulky, and somehow seemed to be taking up even more space than 
usual. This was saying something, as he always took up an entire side of the square table by 
himself. When Aunt Petunia put a quarter of unsweetened grapefruit onto Dudley's plate with a 
tremulous 'there you are Diddy Darling'. Dudley glowered at her. His life had taken a most 
unpleasant turn since he had come home for the summer with his end-of-year report. 
Uncle Vernon and Aunt Petunia had managed to find excuses for his bad marks as usual; Aunt 
Petunia always insisted that Dudley was a very gifted boy whose teachers didn't understand him, 
while Uncle Vernon maintained that'he didn't want some swotty little nancy boy for a son anyway' 
They also skated over the accusations of bullying in the report - 'He's a boisterous little boy, but 
he wouldn't hurt a fly! ' said Aunt Petunia tearfully. 
However, at the bottom of the report there were a few well-chosen comments from the school 
nurse which not even Uncle Vernon and Aunt Petunia could explain away. No matter how much 
Aunt Petunia wailed that Dudley was big-boned, and 
p. 30 that his poundage was really puppy-fat, and that he was a growing boy who needed plenty of 
food, the fact remained that the school outfitters didn't stock knickerbockers big enough for him 
any more. The school nurse had seen what Aunt Petunia's eyes - so sharp when it came to 
spotting fingerprints on her gleaming walls, and in observing the comings and goings of the 
neighbours - simply refused to see: that, far from needing extra nourishment, Dudley had reached 
roughly the size and weight of a young killer whale. 
So -after many tantrums, after arguments that shook Harry's bedroom 
floor, and many tears from 
Aunt Petunia - the new regime had begun. The diet sheet that had been sent by the 
Smeltings 
school nurse had been taped to the fridge, which had been emptied of all Dudley's favourite 
things - fizzy drinks and cakes, chocolate bars and burgers - and 
filled instead with fruits and 
vegetables and the sorts of things that Uncle Vernon called 'rabbit food'... [Aunt Petunia] now 
passed a grapefruit quarter to Harry. He noticed that it was a lot smaller than Dudley's. Aunt 
Petunia seemed to feel that the best way to keep up Dudley's morale was to make sure that he 
did, at least get more to eat than Harry " 
As a point of departure for the remainder of this chapter, I will show how Daisy, 
Paul, Robert, 
Gemma, Chl6e and Simon each independently spoke about this same passage from Harry Potter 
and the Goblet of Fire, when discussing the book 
(I encourage you to re-'read' the six empirical 
moments - showing 'reading' practices - 
from the first half of this chapter, to have them in mind 
when 'reading' about the six research participants' 
'readings' of the passage from Harry Potter and 
the Goblet of Fire: 
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[Household interview 9: 1 / JH, Mr. 1, Mrs. 1, Paul / Monday 28-8-00,1 pm] 
JH: "so, tell me a bit about the story so far? ".. 
Paul: "well... at the beginning, he has to live in this house with those horrible people".. 
JH: "right".. 
Paul: "its like his wicked step-uncle, or something... like that man off... what was that programme? He was this horrible... you know Dad? ".. 
Mr. l: "oh.. you don't mean David Copperfieldl? ".. 
Paul: "yes... that's what I was trying to say' 
JH: "ah, wow! ".... 
[Household interview 1: 1 / Daisy, JH, Mr. A, Mrs. A / Thursday 22-6-00,5pm] 
JH: "so, tell me some things about the story? ".. 
Daisy: "I've never hated anyone as much as those Dursley-s".. 
JH: "blimey, why's that? " 
Daisy: "well, its just the way they are... I mean it... They're a nasty piece of work 
[Household interview 11: 1 / Gernma, JH, Mr. K, Mrs. K / Tuesday 29-8-00,4pm] 
.... Mr. K: "to be honest... with that one, we usually skip over the 
first few chapters... I mean, we read 
them of course, but... to get to the juicier parts".. 
JH: "right".. 
Mr. K: "its only the last few times we've gone back over the early bits, and really had a go at them".. 
Gemma: "you should see my dad... he goes like this [impersonates; 'chubby cheek' gestures! ] 
'Harry Potterr.. Get OuttV... 
JH: "aww.. cool! ".. 
Mr. K: "but I mean, I wouldn't say its... its just not one of our favourite parts".... 
[Household interview 25: 1 / JH, Mrs. Y, Simon / Monday 20-4-01,5pm] 
JH: , Will you tell me something about the story? " 
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Simon: "he always starts off and he's in his aunt and uncle's house and he's stuck there, and he can't get out, and he's always looking for a way to get out because its nasty, and they're gits".. 
JH: "right".. 
Simon: "but you know in the end he always gets out... That's what always happens... and they [the Dursleys] always end up like they're prats ".. 
Simon: "did I tell you about there's this funnyman who lives in [street name], and me and my dad always say he's uncle Vernon because he's horrible and he shouts all the time, like if you kick the ball on his garden ...... 
[Household interview 10: 1/JH, Mrs. j, Robert / Monday 28-8-00,5pm] 
Robert: "do you know all about the Dursley people? " 
JH: "yes, pretty much, I think" 
Robert: "they're hilarious" 
JH: "you think so? " 
Robert: "yes" 
JH: "what makes you laugh? " 
Robert: "everything about them ... they give me a laugh... they're like this big wobbly [gesture; beer belly], and they're funny people ... it cracks me up".... 
[Household interview 18: 1 / Chl6e, JH, Mr. R, Mrs. R/ Monday 12-1-01,5pm] 
Chl6e: "its really sad because he hasn't got a mum or a dad".. 
JH: "yes".. 
Chl6e: "and you know how he gets locked in the room [by Uncle Dursley]? " 
JH: "yes? " 
Chl6e: "well it was really bad because I saw this programme on the news once, and it was telling 
you about a little boy who'd they'd found, and that had really happened to him".. 
JH: "aww no".. 
Chl6e: I couldn't sleep".. 
JH: "aww... so did Harry Potter make you think of that? " 
Chl6e: I know its only pretend... and its funny some of the time... but those bits are... I don't like it".. 
J H: "aww".. 
Chl6e: "it makes you feel lucky".. 
JH: "yes? 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Chl6e: "to have a mum and dad and everything... and it would so be horrible if you were locked UP ...... 
It is clear from the preceding juxtaposition of empirical extracts that it is quite possible for ostensibly 
quite similar readers to 'read' the same short passage of text, more-or-less simultaneously, with 
similar enthusiasm, and come away with actually quite different 'readings' of the text. Indeed, 
diametrically different 'readings' of the chapters of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire featuring the 
Dursleys were advanced: for Daisy, the Dursleys were figures of a quite visceral hatred (Tve never 
hated anyone as much as those Dursleys... its just the way they are... I mean it... They're a nasty 
piece of work'); while for Robert, the Dursleys were affectionately-recalled, clownish, rotund figures 
of fun ('they're hilarious... everything about them... they give me a laugh... they're funny people... it 
cracks me up'). 
Daisy and Robert's standpoints represented the outer limits of how research participants spoke 
about the Dursley family when talking about the early chapters of Harry Potter and the Goblet of 
Fire. For the majority of research participants who spoke on the subject, including those 
foregrouncled in this chapter, there was a broad consensus of readerly opinion, which might be said 
to be inbetween Daisy and Robert's 'readings': the Dursleys are horrible, but in a comedic, 
pantomime-villain-esque way; 'they're gits, but comically grotesquely caricatured 'gits' who 'always 
end up like they're prats'. However, despite this broad consensus of readerly opinion, this same 
'reading' was elaborated and talked through in ways which were unique to each reader who 
attempted such an elaboration. Consider, for example, the way in which Paul, Simon and Chl6e 
spoke about the Dursley family in Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, in the preceding extracts. 
Although these three research participants all took an essentially similar, consensual line when 
discussing the Dursley's, they did so in quite different ways, and in ways which were suggestive of 
some of the many, many ways in which 'readings' emerge via many different sorts of complex 
practical engagements, connections and associations made in and of particular everyday material 
and (popular) cultural contexts. Paul's version of this 'reading', for example, was thought and talked 
through via a very specific quickfire intertextual analogy to an ostensibly unrelated and very 
different 'popular cultural text': a televised dramatisation of Charles Dickens' David Copperfield 
which he had recently seen a little of with his parents. This particular viewing of David Copperfield 
happened, there and then, to be Paul's own "ur-text" (Sipes 2000: 79) of the common fictional trope 
of 'wicked step-parents' (with all of its archetypal characters, plotlines, themes, symbolism, and 
evoked feelings), and Paul's sense of this archetype ('[having] to live in this house with those 
horrible people... its like his wicked step-uncle or something'), was triggered, relived, re-engaged 
and elaborated when 'reading Harry Potter', and talking about that reading. Simon's version of the 
modal 'reading' of the Dursleys was elaborated somewhat differently: via more a more abstract 
intertextual reference to the norms and conventions of earlier Harty Potter books which he had 
read ('he always starts off and he's in his aunt and uncle's 
house... but you know in the end he 
always gets out... That's what always happens'), and via very personal, 
local in-jokery (the nick- 
naming of a disliked near neighbour, who 
is an irritant to Paul in his everyday milieux: 'he's uncle 
Vernon because he's horrible and he shouts all the time, like if you kick the ball on 
his garden'). 
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Meanwhile, Chl6e's version of the same 'consensus' 'reading' of the Dursleys was elaborated via a different sort of intertextual association: an emotive, troubled reaction to 'this programme on the 
news once' about an abused child, which led Chl6e to think in much broader existential terms ('it 
makes you feel lucky... to have a mum and dad and everything... and it would so be horrible if you 
were locked up'), and which was recapitulated upon reading scenes from Harry Potter and the 
Goblet of Fire, evoking Harry's somewhat analogous treatment at the hand of Dursleys (I know its 
only pretend... and its funny some of the time... but those bits are... I don't like it'). 
So: the juxtaposition of Daisy and Robert's 'readings' of the early chapters of Harry Potter and the 
Goblet of Fire make clear that multiple, and very different 'readings' of an identical popular cultural 
text are quite possible; and the subsequent juxtaposition of Paul, Simon and Chl6e's 'readings' of 
the Dursley family shows that multiple, unique elaborations, producing the same 'reading' are quite 
possible. The account of Gemma and MrX demands a third and fourth realisation: that it is quite 
possible to 'read' and re-'read' a text, such as the much-discussed the early chapters of Harry 
Potter and the Goblet of Fire, and yet simply not produce a particularly interested 'reading' at all 
('we usually skip over the first few chapters... I mean, we read them of course, but... to get to the 
juicier parts... its just not one of our favourite parts"); and that 'readings' are always potentially 
ongoing, and subject to change ('its only the last few times we've gone back over the early bits, and 
really had a go at them'; 'you should see my dad... he goes like this [impersonates; 'chubby cheek' 
gestures! ] 'Harry Potterr.. Get Outit! "). 
The preceding juxtaposition of Daisy, Paul, Robert, Gemma, Chl6e and Simon's talk about just one 
passage from Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire thus suggests a bewilderingly complex 
understanding of 'readings': even with reference to just a short passage of children's literature, 
there might be multiple, very different 'readings'; multiple, very different elaborations of 'identical' 
'readings'; and no guarantee that 'reading' will produce a particularly interested 'reading'. Thinking 
more broadly, and in terms of the issues of 'popular cultural' 'content' and 'effects', the following 
realisations might be drawn from this bewildering complexity. Firstly, although 'popular cultural 
texts' have 'preferred', 'intended' meanings as a result of their means of production, and although a 
given text will "give the reader clues and tips suggesting how it could and should be read" - and 
these clues and tips vary in their force, so different texts might be more or less open or closed to 
interpretation - it is clear that "texts do not provide monolithic messages but rather vast galaxies of 
signs to be pursued in many directions" (Cavallaro 2001: 51). The highlighted passage from Harry 
Potter and the Goblet of Fire provided one such 'galaxy of signs', of which there was no single, 
gcorrect' 'reading'. Secondly, it is clear that material popular cultural things "are made meaningful, at 
least in part, through the social practices and expectations of the households in which they are 
consumed" (Chaney 2002: 64): more broadly, "the forms people build, whether in the imagination or 
on the ground, arise within the current of their involved activity, in the specific relational contexts of 
their practical engagement with their surroundings" (Ingold 1995: 76). There are as many 
forms of 
the practical engagement of 'reading' - "body work... at the invitation of the text's signs" 
(Barthes 
1986: 31) - as there are 'readers'. It follows, thirdly, 
that there will be myriad 'readings' of a given 
texts' 'galaxy of signs', for "if we think of reading as a living, dynamic relation 
between text and 
reader, then it is clear that not everyone will 
have the same response to any particular text" (Game 
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and Metcalfe 1996: 140); more broadly, "how things show up to us is understood as inseparable 
from our (disclosive) actions towards them" (Harrison 2000: 507). There are as many specific 
'readings' - and/or elaborations of similar 'readings' - as there are specific disclosive 'reading' 
practices. It follows, fourthly, that "texts are not so much fixed entities as processes: they keep 
changing and gaining novel connotations according to how they are received and perceived by their 
readers and to the cultural circumstances in which they are produced and consumed" (Cavallaro 
2001: 59). 'Popular cultural' 'readings' are never total, never singular and never closed: they are 
always already specifically situated, contingent, multiple, complex, ongoing and subject to change, 
as the 'play-work, performance of reading' "unsettles a final location of meaning" (Game and 
Metcalfe 1996: 133). In order to understand 'readings' - as the outcomes of embodied everyday 
practices more generally - "it is necessary to stall both objective and subjective transcendence and 
to consider both subject and object as provisional, relational and enacted outcomes" (Harrison 
2000: 507). And so, fifthly and crucially, I want to problematise some of the neat lines of cause and 
effect which have often been drawn and/or assumed in previous accounts of Harry Potter, and pre- 
existent Social Scientific knowledges about 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' more 
broadly. For, as the juxtaposed examples of Daisy, Paul, Robert, Gemma, Chl6e and Simon make 
clear, there is never a straightforward relationship between 'content' and 'effects': "in the reading 
process meaning is being produced, sensually, materially; meaning, a meaning, is not being 
trans m itted- received directly. And it is not as if the body passively absorbs meaning, like a sponge; 
a physical-emotional response to a text implies an active relation" (Game and Metcalfe 1996: 140). 
Moreover, these examples also make clear that no neat consistent relationship between 'reading' 
practices and 'readings' can be assumed: readers 'reading' in similar circumstances can elaborate 
diametrically different 'readings'; similar lone readers, similarly left to their own devices with little 
parental support for reading, can elaborate 'readings' which are very different in their sense and 
profundity (compare the examples of Robert and Chl6e); similar readers who participate in similarly 
close discursive 'reading' with nightly parental support can elaborate 'readings' of greatly varying 
sophistication, or simply not produce a particularly interested 'reading' at all (compare the examples 
of Paul, Daisy and Gemma); and so on. In short, this question mark over the notion of 'popular 
cultural' 'content', and this question mark over the notion of 'popular cultural' 'effects' produces a 
somewhat bewildered, occluded picture of events, and profoundly problematises Social Scientific 
ways of knowing 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' which rarely acknowledged 
differences of readerly opinion, understanding and attitude, and tend towards a selectively 
blinkered and oversimplifying mobilisation of self-justifying empirical 'proofs' in support of their a 
priori position. The preceding juxtaposition of empirical moments might thus be understood as an 
attempt, and a demand, to introduce more complexity, texture, honesty and 
bewilderment into 
Social Scientific ways of knowing 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption': for "if there is 
any site of meaning, it is in the relation, the listen ing-playing relation, 
between text and reader[s]" 
(Game and Metcalfe 1996: 134). 
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4.4 Summary 
Through a juxtaposition of six research participants' interview talk around and about 'reading Harry 
Potter', this chapter has introduced a further layer of complexity, by attending to multiple small, 
local, personal, momentary 'reading' practices and 'readings'. Acknowledging this complexity 
stages a number of challenges to pre-existent Social Scientific approaches to 'children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption', and in particular to the sorts of 'ideological' critiques (sketched in 
chapter 1) which are widely supposed to make sense of precisely this sort of reading. These 
challenges are drawn out more explicitly in the thesis Conclusion, as are a number of much 
broader implications of this now-practical sense of reading (regarding theorising, learning, teaching 
and research, for example) 
Also implicit in all of the moments included in this chapter was a sense of the relationality of the 
shown practices. In particular there were recurrent gestures towards ways in which these 
'consumption' practices were staged in advance and structured from without: by the prior cultural 
knowledge that Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire was a 'must read'; and by households' routines, 
norms and spaces, and the "knowing, managing, controlling and caring about children's bodily 
activities" (Bell and Valentine 1997: 34) therein; and by cultural norms of parenting (Aitken 1999), 
fatherhood (Connell 1995, Lareau 2000, Marley 2000), and daughterhood (Walkerdine 1997). So 
reading thus emerges as exemplary of the paradox of everyday practice: "it is on the one hand a 
relationship of the human being with his [sic] own body, with his tongue and speech, with his 
gestures, in a certain place and with a gestural whole, and on the other hand, a relationship with the 
largest public space, with the entire society' (Lefebvre 1996: 235). Moreover, material things 
emerge as central in these relationships: "the thing is a doorway into a web of relationships. 
Moreover, as a locus through which these relations flow, a thing can be said to assemble different 
parts of the world" (Thomas 1996: 72). Thinking on from here, the following chapter concerns a 
third British 'children's popular culture' fad from 2000/01, and thinks through one particular aspect 
of the 'playing relation' of consumption (an aspect which has also been strikingly prevalent in all 
examples so far): the way in which the specific practices of consumption of global, mass-produced 
popular cultural phenomena produce specific local and personal cultures of consumption with 
specific spatialities and socialities. 
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Chapter 5 
'Our Pokemon places': social spacings of 
children's everyday popular cultural consumption 
A. 
Fig. 32 Hana's drawing of Pok6mon 
0 
5 'Our Pokdmon places': social spacings of children's everyday popular cultural consumption 
"So what is Pok6mon 'in itself'? It is clearly not just a 'text, or even a collectl on of texts -a TV serial, a card game, toys, magazines or a computer game. It is not merely a set of objects that can be isolated for critical analysis, in the characteristic mode of academic Media Studies... Pok6mon is something you dd'(Buckingham and Sefton-Green 2003: 379). 
"What is certain is that all of this relates to space" (Maffesoli 1988: 150). 
This chapter concerns a popular cultural phenomenon which engaged seriously large numbers of 
research participants, during the latter stages of the period of research: 'Pok6mon', in its many 
simultaneously available, variously mediated forms (fig. 33). 
I propound the Pok6mon phenomenon as an instance of 
'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' which, to 
an unusual extent, has thoroughly bamboozled most 
interested adult onlookers, and has thus moved academic 
and journalistic commentators to take a relatively child- 
centred view of things, seeking children's own explanations 
of Pok6mon, and considering the effect of Pok6mon upon 
children's own (hitherto somewhat overlooked) peer 
relations, cultural groupings, and spaces. The chapter 
draws upon empirical research conducted during 2000/01 
to re-present a series of fleeting, open-ended empirical 
glimpses of three groupings of research participants in the 
act of 'doing' Pok6mon in their own ways. I suggest that, 
respectively and collectively, this empirical material 
demands recognition of the specific and contingent 
socialities and spatialities inherent in these groups' 
Fig. 33 Just a snapshot of the 
available Pok6mon stuff 
http: //wwwl. odn. ne. *P/s- 
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'everyday popular cultural consumption': particularly how, (i) 'popular cultural consumption' 
practices are - to develop a point already strongly implicit in the two preceding chapters - always 
and already inherently characterised by sociality, to some extent; (ii) at any given moment in an 
ostensibly shared, mass-mediated culture, multiple different (albeit overlapping and complexly inter- 
related) social groupings will practice 'popular cultural consumption' differently; (iii) such social 
groupings, shaped and enforced from without and within, might be understood as both the pre- 
existing, constraining context for, and the (re)produced outcome of 'consumption' practices; (iv) 
'popular cultural consumption' practices - notably the exchange of previously-purchased immutable 
mass-produced material 'popular cultural' stuff - importantly facilitate encounters and engagements 
within and between such social groupings, (at least) potentially affording new and unprecedented 
social encounters, relationships, groupings and collaborative practices; 
(v) such socialities are 
always in a process of becoming and are never 
finished or fixed, contrary to appearances from 
without and within; (vi) all of the above must 
be understood as inherently and complexly spatial, 
being both effected by and effecting everyday spacings, which must thus themselves be 
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understood as relational, multiple, and becoming, both pre-existent and constantly (re)produced, 
shaped and enforced from both without and within. This last point is emphasised and thought 
through in the latter part of the chapter, where four research participants' accounts of their (very 
similar, in Euclidean terms) journeys 'home' after school - which there and then were replete with 
descriptions of (thei6 different 'Pok6mon places' en route - are juxtaposed. Then, finally, with 
reference to Pok6mon talk in the run-up to Christmas 2000, a sense of the temporalities and 
money bound up in all this is developed. Again, these are all perhaps banal, commonsensical 
observations, but I hold that many of these complexifying aspects of sociality and spacing are 
broadly absent from Social Scientific ways of knowing 'children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption', and curiously and problematically sidestepped in those accounts which - in response 
to bewildering phenomena such as Pok6mon - have sought to correct that absence by exploring 
children's 'social worlds' and 'spaces', but which have too often tended to fall back upon an 
oversimplifying, essentialising, deprecating, and surreptitiously Geometrical, rationalising and all- 
knowing, Social Scientific spatial imaginary. This chapter might thus be understood as another sort 
of demand for more complexity, texture, honesty and bewilderment in Social Scientific ways of 
knowing 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. 
5.1 'What the... is this all about?! '- introducing Pokdmon 
The two preceding chapters offered suggestive glimpses of the bewilderingly complex, extensive 
and profusive assemblages of material - including 'popular cultural' - things which surrounded 
individual research participants in their everyday lives, and some the specific practices done with, 
amongst, and through such material things. Developing and complexifying this thesis, this chapter 
thinks through aspects of a characteristic already noted, in a number of ways, to be coursing 
through the two preceding chapters: namely, the relationality, and inherent spatiality, of 'children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption'. To this end, the chapter focuses closely upon a particular, 
ostensibly shared, enthusiasm which preoccupied many groups of research participants, 
during the 
latter stages of the period of research, as parental onlookers noticed: 
[Household interview 25: 1 / JH, Mrs. Y, Simon / Friday 20-4-01,5pm] 
JH: "Soo... anything else? " 
Mrs. Y: 96 well, I suppose the other main thing... and this seems to 
be all over the place, and I'm 
thinking 'oh my God, this is going to be expensivel'... its these Pok6mon... 
is that how you say it? ".. 
JH: "oh yes".. 
Mrs. Y: "all the kids seem to be getting into that... you can just tell 
its going to be one of those things 
thats massive, y'knoW'.. 
JH: "yes".. 
Mrs-Y: "but You'll have to ask Simon about all that, 
because... well, its right over my head to be 
honest with you".... 
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[Household interview 26: 1 / Fraser, JH, Mrs-Z / Thursday 26-4-01,5pm] 
JH: I&so its all Pok6mon, Pok6mon, Pok6mon at the moment? " 
Fraser: "yes" 
Mrs. Z: "oh... every spare moment... the cards come out, and give him half an opportunity and he's with his little gang, and they're beetling away playing with their Pok6mon... its like, they've got their heads down and it all looks a very, very serious business... I don't dare disturb them! ".. 
JH: "heaven forbid! ".. 
Mrs. Z: "so, to be honest with you, I don't know exactly what it all involves... I mean, I really don't know what it is that they get up to exactly... I'm just the mug who keeps doling out the pocket money ..... 
[Household interview 27: 1 / Hana, JH, Mr. AA, Mrs. AA / Friday 27-4-01,5pm] 
.... Mr. AA: "if its popular things you're interested in, then... from what I can gather, Pok6mon seems to be the 'in' thing at the moment".. 
Mrs. AA: "he says, like he knows all about it! ".. 
Mr. AA: "Oh, I never said that! ".. 
JH: "ha! ".. 
Mr. AA: "in fact... you're meant to be the expert, maybe you can help us out!... because, I mean, I've 
sat and watched the cartoon on telly, and I've sat with the girls and watched them playing and 
they've told me all about it in words of one syllable, and I've read all the instructions and blurb that 
go with it... and it just makes me feel so... Soo... ".. 
Mrs. AA: "olcl?! ".. 
Mr. AA: "yes... old, and pathetic!... Out of it, unhip, or however they say it these days!... I realise that 
I'm just clueless... and this is from someone who believes passionately in taking an interest in these 
things... I just stare at these things and it makes me so... 'what the... is this all about? F".... 
The preceding conversations with parents of 8-year old research participants in April 2001 - typical 
of many, many conversations with parents of 8-year old research participants during April 2001 - 
evoke a moment when, there and then, many research participants' everyday lives seemed to be 
going 'all Pok6mon, Pok6mon, Pok6mon'. School 'show and tell' sessions at this time were 
suddenly dominated by drawings, magazine clippings, and collectible cards featuring the vast 
"group of... different cute monsters that look like birds, insects, or take on more mythical 
appearances.... [with] varying personalities, ways of fighting and physical attributes" (Crow 2001: 1), 
known as 'Pok6mon' (a contraction of 'Pocket Monsters'), originally created by the eccentric 
Japanese inventor Satoshi Tajiri in 1996. And suddenly, little else was on the agenda in research 
sessions as many research participants went out of their way to 
bring 'Pok6mon' to my attention: 
they eagerly; sometimes competitively went out of their way to show off their 
learnt knowledge 
about the 'Pok6mon' characters and milieu; 
they debated which of the 'Pocket Monsters' were 
6coolest', 'cutest', 'raddest', 'hardest', or Tarest'; they showed me a proliferating array of official and 
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unofficial Pok6mon-branded stuff (collectable cards, stationery, soap, toothbrushes, badges, t- 
shirts, marbles, stickers, hamburger wrappers, lunchboxes, hairbands, trainers, purses, and much 
else) - the fruits of a "booming multi-million pound empire boasting collectors cards, computer 
games, soft toys and plastic figures" etc (Guardian 2000: 2), developed by the transnational popular 
cultural corporation, Nintendo; they compared the extent of their collections of Pok6mon stuff, and 
daydreamed, planned and schemed about acquiring ever-larger collections for themselves; they 
discussed the then-proliferating Pok6mon television cartoons and magazines, and Pok6mon- 
appearances in television programmes, magazine features and adverts, promotional events, shop 
window displays etc; they compared notes on their performances in the Pok6mon card and 
computer games; they compared and elaborated imaginings afforded by their collections of 
Pok6mon stuff; and so on. So the sudden and extensive upsurge of enthusiasm for 'Pok6mon' 
amongst research participants at this time is an abiding memory of the period of research, and this 
enthusiasm was part and parcel of a much broader contemporary British popular cultural trend: 
there and then - at the height of Nintendo's aggressive and strategic translation and marketing of 
Pok6mon to Anglo-European popular cultural markets during 2000/01 - Pok6mon products were in 
the process of becoming some of the bestselling popular cultural products of all time in Britain'. 
There and then, Pok6mon really did '[seem] to be all over the place'; 'the 'in' thing at the moment'; 
'you [could] just tell it [was] going to be one of those things thats massive'. 
In addition to gesturing towards the then increasingly apparent popularity of Pok6mon, the 
preceding parental comments also evoke a significant characteristic of the Pok6mon phenomenon: 
namely its capacity to utterly bewilder most 'adult' onlookers (Sefton-Green 2000). 1 suggest that 
the 'clueless' 'what the... is [Pok6mon] all about?! ' incomprehension felt by even the most 
interested parental onlookers encountered during this period of research, might be rationalised in a 
number of overlapping ways: because such is the unprecedented rigour and extensiveness of the 
simultaneous multi- and cross- mediation of Pok6mon that (to a far greater degree than the 
preceding examples of S Club 7 and Harry Potter, as well as the lineage of earlier 'popular cultural' 
phenomena with which Pok6mon are commonly compared, such as ninja turtles, power rangers, 
tamagotchi, POGs) "what is becoming increasingly hard to identify here is the 'source text': we 
cannot make sense of phenomena such as Pok6mon in terms of an original text and a collection of 
'spin-offs that subsequently exploit its success" (Buckingham and Sefton-Green 2003: 386); 
because the 'Pok6mon' television cartoon series - most parents' first and main exposure to 
Pok6mon - is quite unlike anything previously aired on British (children's) television, being an 
idiosyncratic "blend of Anima, Manga and the nuclear-bomb scarred Japanese psyche" (A. Burns 
2001: 1), characterised (to caricature and collude in an Anglocentric perspective (Orecklin 1999, 
A. Allison 2003, Iwabuchi 2003)) by non-linear narrative form, rapidly switching scenes and set 
pieces, and a profusion of battles, explosions, colours, battle-cries, seemingly randomly pointless 
1 For example, by mid-2001: the Pok6mon card game was the best-selling collectable card game of all 
time in Britain 
(Tobin 2003); the first Pok6mon computer game was the best-selling computer game of all time in Britain (Business Wire 
1999); the Pok6mon Magazine was the best-selling children's magazine of all time in Britain; the 
Pok6mon sticker album 
was the best-selling sticker album of all time 
in Britain; and it was commonly claimed that the official Pok6mon website was 
'the most visited website of all time' (Crow 2001). Moreover, 
during 2001 newly released Pok6mon toys, children's 
television shows, books, computer games, movies, and soundtrack 
CDs routinely topped their respective ratings and sales 
charts. it is claimed that, globally, the 
Pok6mon brand was worth US$ 5 billion during 2001 (Nintendo 1999), and sustained 
around 1000 profitable mass-produced product 
lines in Britain alone (Nintendo 2000). 
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happenings, and quirkily incongruous moralistic interludes; because the Pok6mon themselves are surreal creatures which defy explanation (Handyside 2003), and seem entirely separate from any of the already-familiar tropes of British children's popular culture; because as an idiosyncratic popular 
cultural milieu which just is - with few evident deeper meanings, linear narratives or descriptively 
contextual back stories (Joyce 1999, Supak 1999) - the Pok6mon phenomenon eludes 
rationalisation and denies the means for a critical analysis; because the elements of the Pok6mon 
phenomenon were so intimidatingly numerous (McLaughlin 1999, Cooper 2000), and complexly 
layered and inter-related, that it was simply incredibly difficult to get any sort of handle on the 
phenomenon; and because fundamentally, Pok6mon only seemed to make perfect sense to those 
who were utterly engaged in it, while to (adult) outsiders it felt like "a secret world... some weird 
stuff! " (Millman 1999: unpaginated; BBC 2000a, 2000b). In short, it was quite possible, and quite 
usual, for 'adults' to bear close witness to a world gone 'all Pok6mon, Pok6mon, Pok6mon' -a 
world, to quote contemporary banner headlines, in the midst of "Pok6mania" (Chuaa-Eoan and 
Larimer 1999); a "Pok6mon Planet" (Kaplan and Rogers 1999) - without '[knowing] exactly what it 
all involves... [or] what it is that they get up to exactl YY2. 
This bewilderment - in effect an absence of any means of making sense of and colonising the 
Pok6mon phenomenon in terms of many a priori 'adult' narratives about 'children's popular culture' 
- has frequently stalled academic and journalistic commentators' attempts to make sense of 
Pok6mon. In search of answers about, and a handle on, this globally significant 'popular cultural' 
phenomenon these commentators have thus has little choice but to seek, quiz and observe 
Pok6mon consumers themselves, in situ. This endeavour has amounted to a quite substantial body 
of academic and quasi-academic writing devoted to observation and anecdotal narration of the 
local Pok6mon practices of particular peer groupings of children, usually in the context of spaces 
of childhood such as the school classroom and school playground. These accounts invariably, ý but 
variously, find Pok6mon to importantly present, and sometimes radically instrumental, in the 
everyday lives of the observed peer groupings and spaces. An number of observations about these 
locales and groupings recur in these accounts: (i) that, as a globally mass-produced 'popular 
cultural' product designed from the outset to be "exported and adapted to local needs and tradition" 
- perhaps the most sophisticated and successful "manifestation of... 'glocalisation' (global 
localisation)" of 'children's popular cultural' products yet (Buckingham and Sefton-Green 2003: 384) 
- Pok6mon exemplifies the growth of an increasingly globally common culture and experience of 
childhood, and the disappearance of traditional, local child cultures, ties and experiences; (ii) that 
the enthusiasm for Pok6mon, perhaps more than any other popular cultural enthusiasm to date, 
has effectively and profoundly recast the experience of childhood so that: childhood play, culture 
and peer group belonging are increasingly accepted to be commodified on a'pay to play' basis; the 
ostentatious display, consumption or purchase of mass-produced things increasingly becomes the 
central mode of childhood identity and inclusion in peer cultures; children's lives are increasingly 
driven by 'false needs' endlessly perpetuated from without by popular cultural industries and, as the 
2 This adult bewilderment was evidently a worldwide phenomenon, judging from the numerous 'Bluffers' guides' mass- 
produced to serve/exploit a niche market of bewildered parents 
(BBC 2000c, X. Brooks 2000, Hom 2000). Even these 
ostensibly authoritative guides are quite shaky and 
inconsistent when it comes to even the most straightforward details of 
Pok6mon, such as the number of cards in a full set of Pok6mon cards (Roberts 2000) 
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effects and imperatives of global, corporate capital thus increasingly settle close to all parts of 
children's everyday lives (Brougbre 2003), "other forms of children's culture - forms that might be 
more 'dangerous' or 'oppositional' - [are prevented] from ever existing" (Buckingham and Sefton- 
Green 2003: 384); (iii) that Pok6mon consumption leads Pok6mon fans to display novel, intensified 
or 'abnormal' everyday childhood behaviours of which the most commonly observed (M. Cox 1999, 
CWfA 1999, FGN 1999, M. Jones 1999, Maeder 1999, FLAP 2000, Guardian 2000, Hunker 2000, 
Yano 2003) are: a tendency towards addictive, compulsive, obsessive behaviours; an 
unprecedented awareness of materialism, material responsibility and the cash nexus; a tendency 
towards a sometimes devious or violently competitive possessiveness, purposefulness and 
acquisitiveness; a sometimes fervoured predilection for gambling and competitive memory or 
strategy games; a tendency towards a deliberately exclusionary, non-disclosive culture of secrecy 
closed to outsiders and adults; a temptation - occasionally put into practice - to commit acts of 
theft, violence and assault to acquire more Pok6mon in response to Pok6mon-consumption 
incidents; a tendency towards envy, resentment and depressive behaviours among those 
unsuccessful in Pok6mon-consumption; (iv) that Pok6mon consumption effectively disrupts many 
cconventional' stabilities, spaces and striations of childhood, not least by diminishing children's 
emotional and physical attachment to the private familial realm of their 'home', and subverting 
'normal' or 'ideal' separations between childhood and the economic, between places of play and 
places of education, and so on; (v) that Pok6mon consumption produces new or restructured peer 
groups cohered around Pok6mon, and facilitates new spaces of encounter - notably via local, 
national, global and online communities of Pok6mon- commerce, exchange, or tournament - which 
bring children into potentially risky, and often - because of the secretive pare nt-bewi Ide ring nature 
of Pok6mon consumption cultures - unregulated contact with older Pok6mon consumers; (vi) that 
Pok6mon consumption effects new frictions and conflicts between children and adults, as 
Pok6mon-consumers are noted to enact an unprecedented degree of wily and aggressive 'pester 
power' in the company of their parents, and new levels of resistive "general school turmoil" 
(A. Burns 2001: 1) when at school; (vii) that Pok6mon-consumption is the stimulating focus for a 
number of unprecedented projects of childhood, with Pok6mon-consumers engaged in creative and 
agentic initiatives such as developing their own websites, penning - and publishing online - their 
own fanfiction, setting up local trading circles for Pok6mon cards, and actively helpingto organise 
much larger scale Pok6mon conventions and tournaments; (viii) that many Pok6mon-consumers 
are noted to adopt roles and identities quite unprecedented in the milieu of contemporary 
childhood, becoming entrepreneurs, traders, auctioneers, experts, hucksters and, collectively and 
above all, a niche market of active consumers with significant and increasing 
(direct or proxy) 
purchasing power - that is, "just another Values & Lifestyles 
(VALS) demographic to be marketed 
to" (A. Burns 2001: 1); (ix) that Pok6mon is a new benchmark of the way in which popular cultural 
enthusiasms produce a wisely shared sedentary, 
(sociospatially, emotionally, experientially) 
diminished, unhealthy experience of childhood; and (x) that Pok6mon, perhaps more than any other 
popular cultural enthusiasm to date, has effectively and profoundly altered 
the visuality, language 
and material serniotics of contemporary childhood. 
Thinking through Pok6mon in this chapter, I share many of this 
body of work's core concerns: an 
imperative to approach Pok6mon consumers as experts on a phenomenon 
not fully understood by 
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me; an inclination to represent Pok6mon consumers own words, to assemble a somewhat child- 
centric, consumer-centric account; a conviction, or hope, that participative encounters in situ might 
enable such an account; a belief that momentary observations of everyday small scale incidents 
can provide a means of making sense of, or thinking through, a global phenomenon such as 
Pok6mon; a broader interest in children's cultures, peer groupings and spaces; a particular 
fascination with, and attentiveness to, instances of consumers' creativity, enthusiasm, agency and 
resistance, albeit tempered with a profound concern with forces effecting consumers from without; 
an underlying confidence that 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is important and 
worthy of attention and thought; and so on. But - to underline comments made previously in 
introducing the body of recent Social Scientific assertions of children's creative competence and 
agency as popular cultural consumers, with which these accounts of Pok6mon are resonant and 
part and parcel - this chapter is also written from several concerns with the undertows of this body 
of work, particularly: (i) the way these accounts are, despite their ostensibly radical turn towards 
consumer-centrism, typically "simply a way of carrying on the old debate about media effects under 
a different rubric" (Buckingham and Sefton-Green 2003: 390): the same old sorts of answers are 
sought, to the same old (important) questions (what is the content of Pok6mon? What are its 
effects? Is it good or bad for consumers? ), while the capacity of a newly cons umer-centric 
approach to the debate to rethink the sorts of questions that might be asked and/or texture and 
complexify the sorts of answers that might be given in response, has seldom been thought through; 
(ii) the way these accounts cleave, often implicitly, to an authoritative (Social) Scientism - that is: 
their narrative voice often recalls a non-reflexive, ostensibly all-seeing, all-knowing anthropological 
dnon -participant observation; they posit a world of Pok6mon consumption which is 
un problematically 'out there' to be visited, mapped, chronicled, colonised, completely described and 
found out; their accounts are presented as generaliseable, certain truths, representative of 
'Pok6mon' and 'Childhood' per se; and so forth - when the sorts of uncanny, bewildering everyday 
complexities encountered in these accounts might otherwise profoundly problematise such an 
authoritative, singularly truth-telling attitude; (iii) the way these accounts collude, in many ways, in 
imagining an essential, ideal 'Childhood': that is, for example, they position Pok6mon consumers as 
mappable objects of enquiry, as objects of manipulation from without and above, as threatened by 
exposure to popular culture and the economic, and as participants in 'Children's cultures' (as 
distinct from, and lacking the kudos, cool, agency and gravitas of 'youth' or 'adult' subcultures); (iv) 
the way these accounts typically offer an essentialising, reductive, a priori approach to childhood 
groupings (only and already described in terms of the inevitability of pre-assumed axes of 
differentiation of gender, age and race) and spaces (usually barely introduced as 'the school', 'the 
playground', 'the street', and assumed to have intrinsic and unchanging characteristics): that is, the 
way they are examples of accounts which both produce "a troubling reification of social categories" 
and wherein "spaces are assumed to pre-exist their performance" (Gregson and Rose 2000: 437), 
when first-hand experience of the "complexity, contradictoriness and contingency' of consumers 
everyday lives might be expected to problematise socio-spatial reification (Renold 2001: 372); 
(V) 
the way these accounts idealise a norm of what children's everyday life should 
be like: that is, their 
emphasis on noting 'extraordinary' outpourings of the 
Pok6mon 'craze' -a term "which of course 
implies that those who pursue it are in some sense mentally deranged, if only temporarily' 
(Buckingham and Sefton-Green 2003: 379) - using the frames of reference of 'ordinary' 
(non- 
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crazed) childhood formations, rather than examining the underlying assumptions about 
'ordinariness' themselves; (vi) the way these accounts never fail to assume that consumers are 
knowing subjects, straightforwardly performing, negotiating or 'socially constructing' 'roles', 
I resistances' or consumption practices, albeit from a range of options limited from without, when 
witnessing the complex dynamics of consumption milieus might be expected to suggest other, at 
least more complexly nuanced, versions of consumer agency; and (vii), bearing in mind both 
preceding chapters of this thesis, the way in which these accounts shy away from "the unutterable 
complexity of the spatial" (Massey 1998: 126), particularly geographies of material things, and 
practices associated with them: moreover, amplifying an insight implicit in the two preceding 
chapters, notably absent from these accounts - as from Social Scientific accounts of children's 
geographies more broadly - "is a consideration of the affordances provided by other people in the 
child's environment" (Clark and Uzzell 2002: 96). 
In short, this chapter's approach to Pok6mon is aligned with many concerns and aims of these 
relatively cons umer-centric takes on the extraordinary Pok6mon phenomenon, and with the turn to 
child-centric accounts of children's cultures, peer groupings and spaces more generally. But, -unlike 
many such accounts, this chapter is also written from an expectation that so doing will inherently 
effect an unsettling rethinking of assumptions, norms and a prioi ideas which such accounts - and I 
- typically bring to those cultures, groupings and spaces. To these ends, the chapter re-presents a 
number of school research session encounters - narratively framed by reminiscent observations 
drawing on my observant participation - with three friendship groups of research participants who 
there and then were individually and collectively prominently engaged in Pok6mon consumption, 
specifically centred upon Pok6mon collectable cards. I suggest that this material is telling and 
insightful because these consumers' accounts of Pok6mon consumption were invariably steeped in 
talk of their friendship groupings (and their i ntra- relations, differences and inter- relations), and, in 
many senses, of the spatialities of these groups' Pok6mon consumption. Again, these empirical 
episodes might be said to be underwhelming and unworthy of attention - especially given the recent 
profusion of accounts of Pok6mon-consumption cultures, and of children's peer cultures more 
generally - but I suggest that, as re-presented here, they effect a profoundly challenging demand 
for a shift in mindset in Social Scientific encounters with 'children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' in situ: that is, a demand to acknowledge not only the complexities of children's 
cultures, peer groupings and spaces, but the potential capacity of those complexities to bewilder 
taken -f or-granted (academic and personal) assumptions about 
'Childhood', 'cultures, 'peer groups' 
and 'spaces' themselves. 
Through the twofold structure of this chapter I develop this challenge in two directions. In the first 
half of the chapter I re-present school research session talk offering glimpses of 
the three 
friendship groupings' Pok6mon consumption practices and habits, and contemplate the contingent 
sociality of these specific groupings' consumption, and the relationality of 
'popular cultural 
consumption' more generally. In the second half of the chapter - 
thinking through the inherent and 
complex spatialities of all this -I juxtapose and consider 
four research participants' research 
sessions talk about their (very similar, in 
Euclidean terms) journeys to school, which there and then 
were frequently replete with descriptions of 
(theiý different 'Pok6mon places' en route. The sense 
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of socialities and spacings developed through this chapter thus provides a profoundly challenging 
empirical counterpoint to pre-existent - and I suggest, limiting - Social Scientific assumptions about 
'cultures' and 'spaces' of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. 
In the following subsection, then, I present a number of brief extracts from school research 
sessions conducted with three different friendship groups from the same school class - friendship 
groups which respectively included Simon, Fraser and Hana, whose parents' bewildered talk about 
Pok6mon introduced this chapter - in which the groups talk in different ways about their collective 
practises of Pok6mon consumption. I stress, again, that I make no claim, and have no desire, to 
present this material as representative or exhaustive of 'Pok6mon culture' per se. Indeed, my 
intention is quite the opposite: I offer these empirical moments as suggestive, interesting, 
complexifying, bewildering open-ended snapshots of multiple Pok6mon consumption cultures; 
multiple "secret... microeconomic systems of trades and deals, using language that... parents 
cannot understand" (Snowdon 2001: unpaginated). 
5.2'we... we... we: Pok6mon socialities 
The following school research session extracts usefully introduce the three friendship groups (and 
the personalities and friendship groupings within and beyond those research session groups) 
foregrounded in this chapter, and flag this chapter's first central concern: 
[School group session 4: 6 / Danny, JH, Josh, Simon, Spencer, Timothy, Tyrell / Friday 30-3-01, 
1 Oam) 
JH: "so what have you all been up to since I last saw you? " 
Danny: "well, we're all into Pok6mon now, aren't we? ".. 
Simon: "yes, everyone is".. 
JH: "what? Everyone? ".. 
Simon: "well, not everyone... but you know what I mean".... 
[School group session 2: 7 / Amy, Becky, Binesh, Fraser, JH, Sarah 
/ Thursday 29-3-01,2pm] 
.... JH: "and you 
two, I hear on the grapevine you're pretty hardcore Pok6mon people? " 
Fraser: "yes, us two".. 
Binesh: "yes, that, s it... me and him, we're the one's who are always playing".. 
Fraser: "the main ones in the class" 
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[School group session 3: 9 / Becca, Hana, JH, Kathryn, Rose / Thursday 29-3-01,2.30pm] 
.... JH: "and I'm guessing from your new hair thing that you're into the Pok6mon stuff? ".. 
Becca: "yes".. 
Hana: "all of us lot, we all really, really like Pok6mon".. 
Becca: "yes, there's us, and our friends... you know 
Rose: "Amy, and Daisy and Chl6e, and Leanne, Tanya, Emily, Hayley, all them lot".. 
JH: "yes".. 
Becca: "we always play together, and we're really into it, and... we just love it 
As a point of departure for this chapter and the remainder of the thesis, and building upon the 
foundational comments about 'popular cultural' materialities and practices in the two preceding 
chapters, I want to think through a recurrent characteristic of the three preceding extracts: that is, 
the way in which social groupings, of different kinds, were central to the discussion of Pok6mon 
consumption. In these accounts, Pok6mon consumption is inseparable from the social groupings 
which and in which it proceeds: it is variously a matter of 'we.. we... we', 'us', 'us, and our friends', 
'us two', 'me and him', 'all of us lot', and 'everyone' ('well, not everyone... but you know what I 
mean'). This sense of the sociality of Pok6mon consumption was inherent and explicit, to some 
extent, in all research participants' accounts of Pok6mon (and might be understood as a more 
explicit and visible version of the sorts of sociality coursing, albeit implicitly and in many different 
ways, through the two preceding chapters). Thinking on from this observation, a number of 
realisations about Pok6mon consumption, and 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' 
more broadly, were afforded by the three friendship groups' discussion of different aspects of this 
sociality. 
Firstly, a number of insights about the sociality of Pok6mon consumption, and 'children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption' more broadly, were demanded by the way in which the three 
friendship groups spoke at length about themselves, and their Pok6mon consumption: 
[School group session 3: 9 / Becca, Hana, JH, Kathryn, Rose / Thursday 29-3-01,2.30pm] 
JH: "so you lot have got your own little gang? ".. 
Kathryn: "yes, we're all best friends... we always play together".. 
Becca: "we've always been the best friends haven't we? ".. 
Kathryn: "for ages".. 
JH: "so tell me about playing Pok6mon? " 
Becca: "we sit around for, like hours... like looking at each others' cards".. 
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Kathryn: "and we talk about them".. 
Becca: "and lots of other things".. 
JH: "what like? ".. 
Becca: "make up stories, and drawing pictures... and we imagine what its like".. 
Kathryn: "talk about our favourites".. 
Hana: "cos like, we all think different things... like, Mew is my favourite, Kathryn likes Pikachu, Becca's favourite is New Bulbasaurus, nobody likes Professor Oak except Hayley".. 
JH: "right".. 
Becca: "and we take it in turns to play swaps".. 
JH: "and how does that work? ".. 
Hana: "except Tanya... because she's not allowed [to have the cards]".. 
JH: "right".. 
Hana: "her mum won't let her... but she sits and joins in".. 
JH: "right... so swapping? ".. 
Bbcca: "how it works is... some days we all bring our spares to school... and all of us have got a list 
of all the ones we need".. 
JH: "oh wow.. that's organised! Do you write it out yourself? ".. 
Becca: "yes... with my mum helping me".. 
JH: "aww".. 
Hana: "everyone takes it in turn".. 
JH: "what? ".. 
Becca: "everyone reads out [their list], and we all say like, I've got that one spare, or I've got that 
one spare... and then you're allowed to choose one [card] from each person".. 
JH: "aww... and do they get to keep? ".. 
Becca: "yes... and then its the next persons turn [to read out their list]... and it goes round like that".. 
J H: "aww... cool".. 
Becca: "and everyone knows how to be fair".. 
J H: "awW'. - 
11 
Kathryn: "or sometimes, if someone is really sad or poorly, we give them a card on 
their list as a 
present".. 
JH: "aww".. 
Kathryn: "or like one time Rose did that really good thing 
for the assembly, so we all clubbed 
together".. 
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JH: "what? To give her a [Pok6mon] card? ".. 
Kathryn: "yes" 
JH: "aww".. 
Kathryn: "its well weird telling you this".. 
JH: "so what does [the teacher] think of all this? ".. 
Becca: "we're good, so [the teacher] lets us, as long as its only in breaktimes... as long as your mum says its OK".. 
Kathryn: "and she lets us sit in the [classroom's] garden to get some peace and quiet".. 
Rose: "and she lets us put our books [of Pok6mon cards) in her desk, to look after them all the rest 
of the time ...... 
Becca: "and at dinnertime, the dinner ladies let us stay in the classroom, after we've cleared up 
after sandwiches".. 
JH: "oh right... so you sit in here and play? ".. 
Becca: "sometimes we play in the garden, and sometimes we stay in".. 
Rose: "the dinnerladies, let us put the desks together, so we can all sit round 
[School group session 2: 7 / Amy, Becky, Binesh, Fraser, JH, Sarah / Thursday 29-3-01,2pm] 
JH: "so you two are really into the cards? ".. 
Binesh: "yes, but I haven't got that many really'.. 
JH: "right".. 
Binesh: "my mum says they're too dear".. 
JH: "do you actually know how to play the game, or? ".. 
Binesh: "Yes".. 
Fraser: "we used to play normal, but now we play Jungle, and we've been getting into Good versus 
Rocket".. 
JH: "wow... well I don't know what any of that means! It all sounds a bit complicated! 
".. 
Amy: "you have to be brainy to even understand what they're on about".. 
Fraser: "its nothing really, once you're into it".. 
[I 
JH: , wow, thats really interesting actually, cos hardly anyone actually plays 
the game properly'.. 
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Binesh: "yes".. 
JH: "soo... do you want to say a bit about how you play it? ".. 
Fraser: "well you start with your deck".. 
JH: "thats all the cards you've bought? ".. 
Fraser: "yes... they've all got different strengths and skills and stuff, so".. 
JH: "so there's a bit of luck involved [in determining the strength of one's 'deck']".. 
Fraser: "yes".. 
Binesh: "and you have the active one, and six on the bench [see fig. 34]".. 
/ 
Fig. 34 Binesh's diagram of the rules of Pok6mon 
(cont. ) 
Fraser: "and you take it in turns".. 
JH: "take in turns to do what?! ".. 
Fraser: "you turn one card [from the 'deck'] over each go... and each card can do different things".. 
Binesh: "there's power-ups, and moves, and evolution cards and things like that".. 
Fraser: "so like, you can make your team better".. 
Binesh: "and then when you're strong enough you start doing attacks".. 
JH: "wow... I see... so how do you decide who wins".. 
Fraser: "well when you play in playtime, you can't finish properly, so the winner is the one who's 
killed the most, or battered the other team most".. 
JH: "I see.. and what's the prize".. 
Binesh: "nothing... we just write down the scores in my rough book".. 
JH: "oh right... but I assume you get to keep the ones you've 
killed? ".. 
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Fraser: "no... we never play keepsy... we've got all our cards written down, so we don't get our decks mixed up... between us, we know what we're doing".. 
JH: "do you swap the cards as well? " 
Binesh: "yes... I look at his swaps... like 'got, got, need got', then you make a pile of the needs, and then its his turn [to look at my'swaps'], and then you decide the swaps".. 
Fraser: "and sometimes you have to have different piles of swaps for different values".. 
JH: "oh right... how does that work then".. 
Fraser: "well it tells you".. 
Binesh: "there's a little sign that shows you if its 'common'... and you get 'uncommon' ones, and we 
say that you can swap an 'uncommon' one for two 'commons'.. 
JH: "oh wow, thats neat".. 
Fraser: "you get really rare ones too, but we've never got any of them".. 
Binesh: "and sometimes we go round his house after school, to play properly'.. 
Fraser: "yeah... and sometimes my big [12 year old] brother joins in... he's really good... he's got the 
computer game".. 
Binesh: "he shows us moves and new stuff and new tactics and that 
[School group session 4: 6 / Danny, JH, Josh, Simon, Spencer, Timothy, Tyrell / Friday 30-3-01, 
1 Oam] 
JH: "so its a big gang of you play Pok6mon together? ".. 
Danny: "yes".. 
Josh: "but its just hanging out like we always do... Its not like we're bumchums or anything".. 
JH: "err OK... so who's in the gang? " 
Josh: "everyone".. 
II 
JH: "so do you lot play the proper (card game] rules? " 
Josh: "oh, we can't be arsed with that... we do our own thing, y'know".. 
JH: "so what do you do with the cards, in that case? " 
Danny: "a bit of kingy fobs, a bit of coins... we play keep".. 
JH: I see... so the winner takes all? ".. 
Danny: "yes.. thats the whole point" 
Tyrell: , gotta catch em all'.. 
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JH: "so who decides... I mean, who plays who, and who goes first and all that sort of thing? " 
Danny: "it depends who's around".. 
Spencer: "someone'll be boss".. 
Danny: "and sometimes its'bagsees', sometimes 'foil"'.. 
JH: "and what does [the teacher] make of it? " 
Danny: "she goes mad".. 
JH: "really? Why's that? ".. 
Josh: "they hate us".. 
JH: "who? " 
Josh: "grown ups" 
JH: "and why's that? " 
Josh: "oh Yknow! " 
Danny: "everyone's always having a go at us... we muck about".. 
JH: "oh really?! Why, I can't imagine you lot getting into any trouble! ".. 
Josh: "yeah, well there's nothing they can do to stop us... as long as we don't do anything in class, 
there's nothing in the school rules against it, and they've got to catch you first... and once school 
finishes, there's no-one going to stop us... not even our mums and dads... you just have to know 
the trick".. 
JH: "so I take it you do stuff outside of school as well? " 
Josh: "we don't have to tell you" 
JH: "right, fair enough! " 
JH: I mean.. you guys have got loads of [Pok6mon] cards! Where do you hide them all? And 
where do you get them all from? " 
Danny: "do I have to say? ".. 
JH: "well no... of course not, not if you don't want to".. 
Josh: "no don't say anything! We don't want to get twagged up 
The three preceding extracts inspire a number of insights about these research participants' 
Pok6mon consumption, and 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' more 
broadly. 
Firstly, en masse, the extracts hint at the inherent relationality of the 
'popular cultural consumption' 
practices described, and suggest the sheer complexity 
of this relationality, gesturing towards, for 
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example: salient relations between research participants ('we're all best friends... we always play 
together', 'between us, we know what we're doing', 'a big gang of you play Pok6mon together'); 
salient relations between research participants and 'grown ups' ('with my mum helping me', '[the 
teacher] lets us' ' the dinner ladies let us' 'my mum says they're too dear', 'they hate us', 
'sometimes my big brother joins in'); salient relations between 'grown ups' ffthe teacher] lets us... 
as long as your mum says its OK'); salient relations between research participants and certain 
material objects ('well you start with your deck, 'we sit around for, like hours... like looking at each 
others' cards', ' a bit of kingy fobs, a bit of coins... we play keep'); propitious couplings of certain 
material objects and certain other material objects ('she lets us put our books [of Pok6mon cards] 
in her desk, to look after them all the rest of the time, 'the dinnerladies, let us put the desks 
together, so we can all sit round'); juxtapositions of ostensibly disparate facets of the Pok6mon 
4popular cultural' ontology (Pok6mon marbles coupled with Pok6mon cards, Pok6mon card game 
coupled with strategies learnt from a Pok6mon computer game, and so on); and, distantly and less 
tangibly, relations between these consumers and the producers of Pok6mon ('there's a little sign 
that shows you if its 'common'... and you get 'uncommon' ones, and we say that you can swap an 
'uncommon' one for two 'commons', 'you get really rare ones too, but we've never got any of 
them'). And the multiple direct social encounters and less tangible 'relations' mentioned in these 
extracts are surely only a minimal allusion to the infinitely greater complex of relations constituting 
these research participants' Pok6mon consumption, let alone 'popular cultural consumption' per se. 
Secondly, juxtaposed, the three extracts demand realisation that, - even within the confines of a 
small primary school classroom, utterly awash with the trappings and talk of a shared 'popular 
cultural' 'craze' - there can be multiple quite different, relatively distinct, social groupings of 
'consumers', and they can practice the same sort of 'consumption' in multiple quite different, 
relatively distinct ways. For example, although they centred upon the same mass-produced series 
of collectable Pok6mon cards, Fraser and Binesh's lengthy games of 'normal', 'Jungle', or perhaps 
'Good versus Rocket', differed markedly from Becca and co. 's 'looking at each others' cards', 
differed markedly from Josh and co. 's games of 'a bit of kingy fobs, a bit of coins". These friendship 
groupings 'consumed' their similar collections of Pok6mon cards in quite different ways, with: 
substantively different habitual "repertoires of action" (Gilbert and Gilbert 1998: 51) (compare ten or 
so gconsumers' quietly engaged in conversation, comparison, drawing, etc in the classroom garden, 
with a duo of 'consumers' simultaneously intensely engaged in a card game at a classroom 
desk, 
with a group of twenty or so 'consumers' simultaneously boisterously engaged 
in a series of marble 
games along the classroom floor and out into the playground); quite different group enthusiasms, 
motivations and attachments (conversation, imagining and storytelling, or a 
love of complex 
strategy games, 'moves and new stuff and new tactics and that', or a competitive zeal 
for 
accumulation where 'the winner takes all', perhaps); 
different rules and rationales ('be fair', 'no 
keepsy', 'play keep' 'someone'll be boss'); different specialist vocabularies, sayings and 
catchphrases (Tve got that one spare, or I've got 
that one spare', 'power-ups, and moves, and 
evolution cards', 'the deck', 'the active card', 
'the bench', 'the winner is the one who's killed the 
most, or battered the other team most', 
'kingy fobs', 'coins', 'bagsees, sometimes 'foil", etc); and 
different skills, knowledge and competences required 
for participation in a group's activities (a 
keenness and ability to acceptably 'make up stories, and 
[draw] pictures... and imagine what its like 
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and talk about our favourites', or an ability to weigh up the 'different strengths and skills and stuff of 
a deck, as per the card game rules and also to coordinate a rough book score sheet and league 
table, or an ability to compete at 'kingy fobs', for example). In each case, in different ways, the three 
groups' Pok6mon consumption practices demand and invite a substantial investment of time, 
energy and imagination on the part of participants: "it is difficult to overestimate the amount and 
complexity of the knowledge that is required here... to 'commit' to Pok6mon is to commit to a long- 
term engagement, which poses some significant challenges in terms of finding, processing, 
remembering and applying information. In interpersonal terms, this level of complexity also 
provides Pok6mon enthusiasts with a great deal to talk about. Like many parents, we have been 
astonished by our children's ability to sustain extended conversations with their friends about 
Pok6mon; and of course it is not coincidental that these conversations remain largely impenetrable 
to us" (Buckingham and Sefton-Green 2003: 388). There and then, groupings - "pockets of 
repetitively reassembling solidarity' (M. Collins 2003: 72) - within research participants' peer group 
cultures were characterised by the almost constant, thoroughly engaged, habitually repeated, 
somewhat distinctive relational practices of such Pok6mon consumption. Thirdly, relatedly, the 
juxtaposed extracts demand realisation that - even within a relatively small, ostensibly close knit 
community such as a primary school class - different social groupings display quite markedly 
different, parallel styles of doing ostensibly shared (including 'popular cultural') activities. The three 
friendship groups introduced here differed in more than their specific practices, ends, vocabularies 
and group members: they also differed markedly in the styles of social encounter typical of them, 
day on day. For Becca and co., Pok6mon consumption was a matter demanding 'some peace and 
quiet' in which all participants were 'good' and everyone 'knows how to be fair': it involved much 
giggly creative discussion, periodic sessions of 'fair', organised, co-operative, calmly negotiated 
'swapping', and acts of reciprocal kindness and gift-giving, and it was blessed with parental and 
teacherly approval. For Fraser and Binesh, on the other hand, Pok6mon consumption was a more 
intensely insular, serious, cerebral matter: it involved quite long sessions of intense, taciturn 
concentration, a sporting adherence to the rules of the game and their own pre-decided 'gentleman 
agreements', an ongoing, rigorous, mutually co-operative getting to grips with the complexities and 
strategies of the card game, and a businesslike approach to swapping, again prescribed by their 
own ethical codes. And for Josh and co., Pok6mon consumption was a matter of 'hanging out' and 
'mucking about' as part of an extensive peer group, with a straightforwardly competitive agenda 
where 'winner takes all' was 'the whole point': since it frequently ended in volatile failings out, rough 
and tumble or even full-blown scraps, it had come to involve a great deal of subterfuge to evade 
disgruntled parents and teachers. Yet here and in general, research participants found difficultly in 
sustained discussion of the friendship groupings of which they were part, and their own 
'consumption' styles: Pok6mon consumption was variously 'just... oh y'know', 'nothing really, once 
you're into it' and it was 'well weird' to talk about. Evidently, the groups' consumption practices - 
their "common focus of attention, common intentions and the sharing of affective states" (Lokken 
2000a: 532) - importantly entailed a great deal of "word-less co-presence, shared experience of 
the 
unspeakable" (Reichert 1992: 91): that is, the extracts afford glimpses of 
"the world-that-goes- 
without-saying" (Amirou 1989: 119) where "'what goes without saying' makes 
the community' 
Maffesoli 1993: xiv). 
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Fourthly, in relation to all of the above, the juxtaposed extracts demand realisation of ways in which 
these social groupings - and the 'world that goes without saying' glimpsed in relation to them - are both shaped and enforced from without and within, and might be understood as both the pre- 
existing, constraining context for, and the (re)produced outcome of 'consumption' practices. For on 
one hand, they contain many allusions to ways in which 'consumption' never starts from nowhere, 
and "consuming is, of course, not completely fluid and up-for-grabs" (Malbon 1999: 30). These 
accounts gesture towards ways in which research participants' Pok6mon 'consumption' was 
preceded, contextualised, and variously effected by: (i) pre-existent, prevailing patterns of 
interpersonal relations - particularly long standing local geographies of consumers' peer and 
friendship groupings with already "strong and long-lasting ties, proximity and a common history... 
[and] narrative of the collective" (Wittel 2001: 51) (for example, consider the long-standing 
patterning of these research participants' 'gangs', 'best friends' and so on: 'its just hanging out like 
we always do', 'we're all best friends... we always play together... we've always been the best 
f riends... for ages'), and well-established relations between consumers and interested 'adults' (for 
example, consider how parents, teachers, custodians are 'always having a go at' consumers with 
reputations for 'mucking about', and rewarded those with a reputation for being 'good'), as well as 
the "simmering power-related tensions beneath the surface" (Swain 2000: 99) internalised in all 
such relations - and, no doubt, broader social and historical geographies structuring them in turn; 
(ii) already laid-down rules and regulations that discipline groups of 'popular cultural consumers', 
from without (for example, via school rules about no playing 'in class' during lesson time and no 
'mucking about' at any time, or parental rules about not being allowed things that are 'too dear') and 
from within (for example, Josh and co. 's use of bagsees' or 'foil' to adjudicate many sorts of 
scenarios, including popular cultural contests, or more broadly, Becca and co. 's self-imposed rules 
about 'being fair); (iii) the representational and performative resources made available by the 
&popular cultural' industries generally - and the particular logics underlying them - and the particular 
prescribed limited scripts, rules and games made available by producers of Pok6mon in particular 
(for example: consider Tyrell's singing of 'gotta catch em all; Becca and co-'s lengthy and 
opinionated discussions of the prescribed attributes of Mew Pikachu, New Bulbasaurus, Professor 
Oak et al; Fraser and Binesh's extensive knowledge of the rules of the prescribed 'Normal', 
'Jungle', and 'Good versus Rocket' games, and the scarcity value of different Pok6mon cards); and 
(iv), a 'world-that-goes-without-saying' of pre-existent tacitly taken-f or-g ranted norms around all of 
the above (for example, to scratch the surface: that 'popular culture' is fun and a part of everyday 
life; that the latest 'popular cultural' phenomenon is 'where its at'; that 'grown ups' probably won't 
'get it'; indeed, that the distinction between children and 'grown ups' is the major cleavage in all of 
this). 
But then again, on the other hand, the extracts contain many allusions to ways in which social 
groupings - and the 'world that goes without saying' glimpsed 
in relation to them - encountered 
there and then were might also be understood as the (re)produced outcome of 
'consumption' 
practices. In particular, and in relation to the four effective 
fields just described, these accounts 
gesture towards ways in which research participants' 
Pok6mon 'consumption' was, there and then: 
(i) focally present in local geographies of consumers' peer and friendship groupings 
(it was what the 
research participants' were absolutely 
into, and mostly engaged in, when 'hanging out' in their 
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&gangs', with 'best friends' and so on) as well as relations between consumers and interested 
I grown ups' (Pok6mon - and issues about culture, pocket money, 'consumption' etc. it raised - 
were a core, and often divisive concern, of many conversations and encounters between 
consumers and 'grown ups' in everyday settings): indeed, these geographies were actualised and 
(re)produced in and through Pok6mon practices, and at times came to be cohered around novel 
Pok6mon-centred routines and habits (for example: the teacher routinely keeping the cards of 
'good' pupils safe in a locked draw; Josh and co. 's new subversive practices to evade Pok6mon - 
detection and -confiscation; Binesh and Fraser's newly rigorous habit of playing Pok6mon together 
after school); (ii) a practice which, to some extent, unsettled most of the prevailing rules and 
regulations governing 'popular cultural consumers', from without and from within, of which it was a 
focus: it effected and enabled new ways of resisting, evading or bending rules imposed by 'grown 
ups' ('there's no-one going to stop us... you just have to know the trick'); it was one area where 
'grown ups' rules could be negotiable (consider, for example: the relative leniency shown by school 
staff as long as they Pok6mon fans were 'good', as long as they only played Pok6mon during 
breaktimes and lunchtime, as long as dinnerladies were amenable to repositioning furniture, as 
long as sandwich detritus was cleared away, 'as long as your mum says its OK'); it was the focus of 
new, specific agreed-upon rules within friendship groupings ('no keepsies' versus 'play keep', for 
example); and it came to be not only the focus of newly imposed 'grown ups' rules about Pok6mon, 
but also a bargaining chip in longer standing disciplinary sagas (to foreshadow extracts later in this 
chapter: 'I'll treat you', 'they're like.. I'll take them off you if I have to tell you one more time'); (iii) a 
matter of particular groupings of 'consumers' producing novel local, sometimes improvised games, 
stories, imaginings, practices and so on, from and amongst the material representational and 
performative resources made available by the producers of Pok6mon ('oh, we can't be arsed with 
that... we do our own thing, yknow' being a not-uncommon sentiment); and (iv) generative of a 
'world -th at-goes-with out-sayi ng' of new, tacitly taken -f or-g ranted norms relating specifically to 
Pok6mon consumption practices (for example: that Pok6mon is 'cool'; that ones' favourite 
Pok6mon is a matter of considerable, potentially divisive importance). 
So, to summarise this last point, research participants' friendship groups there and then might be 
understood, in many ways, as both the pre-existing, constraining context for, and the (re)produced 
outcome of their 'consumption' practices. Pok6mon consumption practices were, to some extent, at 
once the consequence and cause of peer groupings and wider social relations, of rules and 
regulations disciplining 'popular cultural consumers', from without and from within, of available 
'popular cultural' resources and of a 'wo rld-th at-goes -with o ut-s ayi n g' of tacitly taken -f or-g ranted 
norms. Inevitably, these realisations have significant outpourings in relation to questions of 
'difference' and spatiality. The question of spatiality is thought through in the latter part of this 
chapter, but next, attention turns obliquely, and amongst other things, to 
the former question, of the 
lines of social difference characteristic of the classroom culture of which 
these Pok6mon 
consumers, and their consumption practices, were part. 
A second set of insights about the sociality of 
Pok6mon consumption, and 'children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption' more broadly, were 
demanded by the way in which the three 
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friendship groups spoke at length about one another, when talking through their Pok6mon 
consumption: 
[School group session 3: 10 / Becca, Hana, JH, Kathryn, Rose / Friday 30-3-01,2.00pm] 
JH: "so do you lot play with all the other Pok6mon people in the class? " 
Becca: "nd'.. 
Kathryn: "you've got to be joking".. 
JH: "oh, why's that then? " 
Rose: "because theyre boysý'.. 
JH: "oh, so you don't do swaps with them? " 
Rose: "no".. 
JH: "not even if theyve got some super rare [card]".. 
Rose: I keep telling you... no! " 
Becca: "we never even talk to them".. 
Becca: "all boys are horrible, and that's just the god's honest truth".. 
Kathryn: "theyre mean silly".. 
Becca: "think they're king of the classroom or something... why can't they just behave? " 
JH: "yeah, but not all boys... i mean... I thought you swapped Pok6mon with some... lads in the 
class? ".. 
Hana: [to Rose] "hahaa... who's got a new boyfriennnd? ".. 
JH: "oh really?! What's all this? ".. 
Rose: "look... I swear they're not my boyfriend or anything... we just do swaps".. 
Hana: "yeah righff'.. 
JH: " so how did this come about? " 
Rose: "look, its nothing... he [Fraser] just came over one time in break and said 'do you want to do 
some swaps with us'? ".. 
JH: "awvV'.. 
Kathryn: "he was all shy because we've never been never been friends with them before" 
JH: "aww... so you do swaps with them sometimes now? ".. 
Kathryn: "yes".. 
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Rose: "we let them play, because they're good [ie well-behaved]... They're not like the normal boys in the class".. 
Kathryn: "they're alright, for boys 
[School group session 4: 6 / Danny, JH, Josh, Simon, Spencer, Timothy, Tyrell / Friday 30-3-01, 
1 Oam] 
JH: "so can anyone join in with you [playing Pok6mon]? " 
Josh: "no!... there's some people in the class who are just no! ".. 
Danny: "its like... 'get lost'... 'go away ..... . you're not our friends"'.. 
JH: "right".. 
Danny: "so there's no girls".. 
Josh: "and spods... and Islam boys".. 
[everyone except JH laughs] 
JH: "woah... hold on, lets talk about this... I dunno where to start!... errm... well, for starters... I 
mean, if you think about it, you do hang out with quite a few people who are Islamic, so thats a bit 
of a funny thing to say... I mean its not like you're all a gang of white ....... 
Josh: "well thats different, I mean they're our mates, so they're alright" 
JH: "and tell me about'spods'? " 
Danny: "theyre the ones who no-one wants to be friends with".. 
Timothy: "theyre like bloody.. the teacher's pet".. 
JH: "aww".. 
Timothy: "they don't get it, basically".. 
Tyrell: "I'm like... just... act normal'. - 
JH: "how so? " 
Timothy: "just the way they sit there in their povvy g asses 
Spencer: "Oxfam clotheg'.. 




[everyone except JH laughs] 
JH: "aww... you lot are terrible, y'know! ".. 
Josh: I swear, we are always doing them" 
JH: "what 
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Josh: "like, you pretend to look at one of their cards, and then you go like 'you're not having it back unless you give me ten hundred cards".. 
JH: "aww... thats dead mean".. 
Timothy: "or if you've got some card they want.. you keep saying 'give me one more and I'll think 
about it' and you keep doing it like that".. 
JH: "aww.. and that works? ".. 
Josh: "well, its not like they can do anything about it, except go all crybaby to their girlfriends".. 
Danny: "some of [the 'spods'] are OK".. 
JH: "well, thats very generous of you to say so! ".. 
Danny: "its like Connor... we only just found out he's cool".. 
JH: "well while you're on a roll you might as well tell what you've got against girls? " 
Josh: "oh, they're just silly and goody goody... irritating".. 
Danny: "you know they're allowed to play [Pok6mon] just because they're girls".. 
Timothy: "its not fair.. they're always sucking up".. 
Josh: "and they hate us, cos we're always trying to nick their cards".. 
JH: "well, I don't blame them 
[School group session 2: 7 / Amy, Becky, Binesh, Fraser, JH, Sarah / Thursday 29-3-01,2pm] 
... JH: "so do you 
two ever play [Pokernon] with the gang.. you know, the rest of the lads who are 
into Pokdmon? ".. 
Binesh: "nah, I don't think".. 
Fraser: "we've never been in the gang, really'.. 
JH: "well thats no bad thing, if you like doing your own thing together... 
What about swapping?... Do 
you swap with that bunch? " 
Fraser: "sometimes... they have a lot of good ones [swaps] so we join 
in for that".. 
JH: "right".. 
Fraser: "but they sometimes... mess us up".. 
JH: "what do you mean? " 
Fraser: "well... not bullying, but like, they pick on people, y'know".. 
JH: "aww... that sounds really mean".. 
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Fraser : "its no big deal... its just normal".. 
Binesh: "its the same with the big kids".. 
JH: "what? In the playground you mean? " 
Binesh: "yes".. 
Fraser: "they do swaps too, and they have really really amazing ones... but if you go up them, you might get you head kicked in, cos they're all really hard".. 
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JH: "and what about the girls... I mean they're all well into Pok6mon... do you ever hang out with them? ".. 
Fraser: "nah".. 
JH: "oh right".. 
Fraser: '*ell sometimes now... we didn't used to, before".. 
JH: "aww, cool".. 
Binesh: "we sometimes do some swaps"... 
Fraser: "they're sensible and they don't pick on you:.. 




Fraser: "they're alright cos they don't mind us looking at all their drawings and that, and they let us 
sit down on their table sometimes ...... 
The three preceding extracts inspire a number of insights about these research participants' 
Pok6mon consumption, and 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' more broadly. 
Firstly, they provide yet more complexifying texture to observations already made about the 
inherent relationality of Pok6mon consumption practices, evoking yet more details about the three 
friendship groups' members, their styles of Pok6mon consumption, differences between them, and 
their causes and effects, in the context of this particular classroom community. Most explicitly, the 
extracts thus gesture towards the friendship groupings' actually very different styles of interacting 
with one another: for although they were all participating in the same shared 'popular cultural' 
phenomenon, in the same small classroom, there and then, Becca and co. 's avoidance of those 
outside their 'best friend'-ship group (with the exception of the handful of approved individuals who 
are 'good', who are tentatively treated with the same sort of reciprocal co-operation, affection and 
kindness characteristic of relations amongst these 'best friends), differed markedly 
from Josh and 
co. 's dismissive, derogatory attitude towards - and habit of aggressively, exploitatively 
'doing' -those 
outside of their 'gang', differed markedly from 
Fraser and Binesh's occasional pragmatic (and 
perhaps too trusting for their own good) practices of 
'joining in' with classmates who they would not 
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choose to 'hang out' with, but who 'have a lot of good ones [swaps]', and their earnest resignation to being 'messed up' and having 'never been in the gang, really'. When recounting these inter- 
group relations - and they were generally described in that sense: as a meeting of incommensurable groups) - it was clear that each grouping considered other groupings somewhat 
odd and 'other' ('why can't they just behaveT, 'I'm like... just... act normat), although, again, they 
found it troublesome to think through their own 'normal'-ness (whatever', 'its just normal'): indeed, 
perhaps "none of us can say exactly how, across the myriad factors of the lived experience of each 
minute, day, week or year, a person takes on this embodiment as their own" (Prendergast and 
Forrest 1998: 156). 
This leads, secondly, to a sequence of realisations about the lines of social difference characteristic 
of the classroom culture of which these Pok6mon consumers, and their consumption practices, 
were part. For on one hand, I find that the more that one reads of the lengthy preceding extracts - 
and indeed, the more time one spends as an interested 'grown up' in and of the sorts of contexts in 
which they were spoken - the more one is led to notice, think in terms of, and fret about the social 
geographies of this classroom culture, in binary terms, and in terms of quite certain lines of division, 
not least between: inclusions and exclusions; peer "identifications (belongings) and dis- 
identifications (outsiders)" (Malbon 1999: 90) (where 'outsider' status is "typically related to 
generalised external signs of difference" (Hill and Tisdall 1997: 105), in this case encompassing 
'spods', 'Islam boys', those with 'povvy glasses' or 'Oxtam clothes', 'lards', 'the ones who no-one 
wants to be friends with', and those who have to 'share between two'); those who take their 
centred-ness for granted ('I'm like... just... act normal) and those who "learn to endure" the status 
quo, to "cope with, hide, or repress feelings of unfairness or injustice" (Prendergast and Forrest 
1998: 166) ('its no big deal... its just normal'); boys and girls ('so there's no girlsTwe never even talk 
to them'); children and 'grown ups'; one's own cohort and 'bigger kids'; those who are 'cool' and 
those who are not ('they're our mates, so they're alright', 'they don't get it, basically' / 'we've never 
been in the gang, really'); bullies and bullied ('I swear, we are always doing them' / 'they 
sometimes... mess us up'); 'goody-goody' 'bloody... teacher's pets' and those who 'muck around. 
Such long-standing binary lines of social difference seem to be "a core element to children's 
experience of connectedness and participation in school life" (Devine 2002: 315): they certainly all 
mattered, and mattered profoundly, to these research participants, and broadly and importantly 
contextualised and shaped their 'popular cultural consumption' (as indeed they contextualised my 
own research practice, and the sorts of research encounters which I found recurrent), and they 
were very much evident, proceeding through their Pok6mon consumption. But then again, at the 
same time, the extracts also prompt misgivings about the, sometimes troublingly, essentialising 
ways in which these lines of difference were mobilised and discussed in terms of a priori certainties 
about a priori social categories (for example: 'because they're 
boys', 'all boys are horrible, and 
that's just the god's honest truth; 'there's some people in the class who are just... no! ', 'its like... 
'get lost'... 'go away ..... . you're not our friends"; '[girls] are just silly and goody goody... irritating'). 
And the extracts contain a number of allusions to ways 
in which particular Pok6mon consumption 
practices to some extent unsettle long-standing, 
taken-for-granted lines of difference, and bring 
new social alliances into being (consider, 
for example: 'he [Fraser] just came over one time in 
break and said 'do you want to do some swaps with us', 
'he was all shy because we've never been 
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never been friends with them before', 'we let them play, because they're good [ie well-behaved]... 
They're not like the normal boys in the class'; 'some of [the 'spods'] are OK... its like Connor... we 
only just found out he's cool'; 'the big kids... do swaps too, and they have really really amazing 
ones'). So, again, the lines of social difference which were so central to research participants' 
accounts of Pok6mon consumption there and then might thus be understood as both the pre- 
existing, constraining context for, and the (re)produced outcome of their 'consumption' practices: 
"not... [contrary to appearances] something that 'is', but something continually created through a 
series of performances and repetitive acts" (Renold 2001: 373), constituting "an edifice of social 
constructions which become guides for action and constraints upon action" (Shields 1991: 30). In 
these consumers' accounts, this 'edifice' - and the somewhat durable social spatial isations, forms, 
divisions, exclusions, inclusions and habits predicated upon it - appears quite proper, fixed and 'just 
normal'. Yet these same accounts also suggest the capacity of everyday practices, such as 
Pok6mon consumption practices, to potentially afford new and unprecedented social encounters, 
relationships, groupings and collaborative practices within and between particular existent peer 
groupings: they show glimpses of ways in which new, emancipatory, social formations might 
potential be brought into being and explored through consumers' cultural practices. And yet, as with 
many potentially transformatory practices, in practice, there and then, the upshot of these 
consumers' Pok6mon- consumption practices - "caught within and reproductive of the hetero norms 
and dominant understandings... which they cite" - is "the reinscription through practice of highly 
traditional and dualistic conventions" (Gregson and Rose 2000: 445). However, as a final 
observation in this sequence of realisations, I find that the more one thinks in these relatively neat 
terms about lines of social difference in a 'classroom culture', the more one thinks back to the 
actual experience of being in such a context, there and then, and the overloaded, complex, all-at- 
once-ness and momentary play of such an experience: "when we go into a classroom, what do we 
first see? We see people doing things: sitting, standing, moving, talking, in silence, writing, drawing 
pointing, singing, fidgeting, crying laughing, whispering, or even sleeping" all at once (D. Martin 
2002: 139). So in addition to being "relational, multiple and diverse... [at least partly] actively 
construct[ed] and negotiate[ed] through a complex web of social interaction" (Renold 2001: 
372), 
the sorts of social relations and divisions important in these consumers' Pok6mon consumption 
practices should also thus be understood as characterised by a number of 
further inherent 
complexities following from their very contingent, microgeographical unfolding, 
there and then. 
Thirdly, adding further complexifying texture at this point, the extracts 
demand realisation of the 
importance, there and then, of Pok6mon cards "[in facilitating] interaction 
in a wide range of 
children's social spaces, providing a ticket of entry to play, a pretext 
for negotiating friendships, as 
well as a vehicle for friendship and conflict" (Buckingham and 
Sefton-Green 2003: 389). That is, 
they suggest the centrality, there and then, of these readily portable, 
exchangeable, immutable 
mass-produced material things as foci of particular groups' 
relational consumption practices, and 
as 'boundary objects' facilitating interactions 
between disparate friendship groupings, via practices 
such as swapping, bargaining and gift-giving. 
More broadly then, this suggests "the performative 
and integrative capacity of things to 
help make what we call society... the socialising effect of 
things" (Woolgar 2002: 261): that is, the capacity of material 
things to be "the connecting tissues of 
everyday interaction and co-operation" 
(Shields 1992: 106), constituting part of "the basic everyday 
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ways in which people relate to one another and maintain an atmosphere of normality, even in the 
midst of antagonisms based on gender, race, class or other social fractures" (Glennie and Thrift 
1996: 225). Underlying this observation is a further, significant realisation: that each of the 
Pok6mon cards which were so significant in these connective senses, there and then, must have 
been paid for - typically for a price of F-2.50 for a pack of six - by somebody, somewhere along the 
line. This realisation will remain implicit for now: it will be thought through at greater length in the 
next chapter. Next though, approaching several facets of the complexities of these consumers' 
Pok6mon consumption practices and socialities, attention briefly turns to a telling miscellany of 
comments about Pok6mon consumption. 
A third set of insights about the sociality of Pok6mon consumption, and 'children's everyday popular 
cultural consumption' more broadly, were demanded by the way in which the three friendship 
groups evoked a number of miscellaneous quirks and idiosyncrasies of their group's Pok6mon 
consumption: 
[School group session 3: 9 / Becca, Hana, JH, Kathryn, Rose / Thursday 29-3-01,2.30pm] 
Hana: "the only thing is there's one dinner lady who's really snotty".. 
JH: "how do you mean? " 
Hana: "she's really strict" 
Kathryn: "they all let us stay and play [Pok6mon] except [her]... she always has a go at us, and 
makes us go out".. 
JH: "awW'.. 
Hana: "she's hardly ever on duty in [this classroom], so its not all that bad".. 
JH: "and what else? ".. 
Hana: "the other thing that messes it up is when its 'out of bounds' weather".. 
JH: "why's that? " 
Hana: "because everyone has to stay in, and they sit all over the 
desks and that".. 
JH: "oh no... so you canft get to your desk to play? " 
Hana: "yes... and everyone makes a noise, and runs around 
...... 
[School group session 2: 7 / Amy, Becky, Binesh, 
Fraser, JH, Sarah / Thursday 29-3-01,2pm] 
Binesh: "you know Connor used to be our other best 
friend".. 
JH: "oh right".. 
Binesh: "he used to play [Pok6mon] with us all 
the time in the old days".. 
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JH: "but not anymore? ".. 
Fraser: "he's gone off and joined Josh's gang and he acts all tough now... a bigmouth".. 
Binesh: "he wants to play kingy fobs with that lot instead of hang around with us".. 
JH: "aww".. 
Binesh: "when he's playing with just us two, he's like how he was before".. 
JH: "right".. 
Binesh: "he's more sensible".. 
JH: "but that doesn't happen that much now? " 
Binesh: "no... only if like, someone's off poorly or something and no-one wants to play with him".. 
JH: "right".. 
[School group session 4: 6 / Danny, JH, Josh, Simon, Spencer, Timothy, Tyrell / Friday 30-3-01, 
1 Oam] 
JH: "so... I was wondering... did you all start collecting [Pok6mon] at the same time? " 
Simon: "no".. 
Tyrell: "loads of people weren't allowed".. 
JH: "why not? " 
Tyrell: "because of their mums" 
JH: "but everyone collects them now? " 
Simon: "yes".. 
JH: "so what happened? " 
Simon: "well they can't stop you".. 
Tyrell: "and they want you to join in, so you just have to go like 'oww mum, go on! 
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JH: "so why do you think you've been having your cards confiscated? " 
Timothy: "well, [the teacher] used to be alright, but then she made this new rule about not playing in 
class, and now she's like, I'll take them off you if I have to tell you one more time"'.. 
JH: "right... cos a lot of classes aren't allowed to have them at all are they... and thats been like, for 
ages? ".. 
Timothy: "and now [the Headteacher]'s said there's a new rule about your only allowed to swap with 
people in same class".... 
The three extracts contribute a further, profoundly complexifying, layer of realisations pertaining 
to 
all of the above: for they briefly show that practically every nuance of 
Pok6mon consumption that 
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was taken for granted - that seemed permanent, fixed, normal - there and then, was actually open to change, unfixed, and processual. Changes which were becoming evident, even within the 
relatively fleeting time frame of the period of research thus included: changes on the cast of individuals participating in or effecting Pok6mon these friendship groups' Pok6mon consumption 
('the only thing is there's one dinner lady who's really snotty', 'like, someone's off poorly or 
something'); the changing materiality of the milieu in which Pok6mon consumption took place ('the 
other thing that messes it up is when its 'out of bounds' weather... because everyone has to stay in, 
and they sit all over the desks and that'); the changing context of rules and norms effecting or 
enabling Pok6mon consumption from without ('loads of people weren't allowed... because of their 
mums... [but now they want you to join in', '[the teacher] used to be alright, but then she made this 
new rule about not playing in class... and now [the Headteacher]'s said there's a new rule about 
your only allowed to swap with people in same class'); the changing context of social relations, as 
friendship groupings endure or shift, "form, break up, regroup with different members" (Watt and 
Stenson 1989: 255) ('Connor used to be our other best friend... he used to play [Pok6mon] with us 
all the time in the old days' '[but] he's gone off and joined Josh's gang'); the permeability of lines of 
social division taken for granted which cut across the classroom culture ('he's gone off and joined 
Josh's gang and he acts all tough now... a bigmouth', 'he wants to play kingy fobs with that lot 
instead of hang around with us'); and the situational specificity and changeability individual 
behaviours, including 'consumption' behaviour ('he's gone off and joined Josh's gang and he acts 
all tough now... a bigmouth', 'when he's playing with just us two, he's like how he was before... he's 
more sensible'). Moreover, as the successive chapters of this thesis attest, the enthusiasms, 
including 'popular cultural' enthusiasms, which preoccupied these friendship groups was itself 
changeable. And so the research session extracts which frame this chapter - and this thesis - make 
sense as momentary snapshots of the longer term, shifting and becoming, social and cultural lives 
of these research participants. An obvious corollary of this observation - that 'children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption' is complexly temporal - is thought through in the next chapter of this 
thesis, but prior to that, I will consider a fourth and final characteristic of the way in which these 
three friendship groups' accounts of Pok6mon consumption: namely, the way in which their 
descriptions of Pok6mon consumption were invariably couched in spatial terms. 
5.3'Pok6mon places': 'consumption' spacings 
The following extracts from various research sessions conducted with individuals from the now 
familiar friendship groupings flag this chapter's second central concern: 
[Household interview 26: 1 / Fraser, JH, Mrs. Z / Thursday 26-4-01,5pm] 
.... JH: 
"so I'm interested where you keep your [Pok6mon] cards when you're not in the middle of a 
game? " 
Fraser: "well the main pile's up in my room" 
JH: "right".. 
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Mrs. Z: "up on the bookshelf... I daren't touch it if I'm going round with the duster! ".. 
JH: "right, so there's more than one pile? " 
Fraser: "well, I put all the ones I need in my pocket".. 
JH: "your pocket? " 
Mrs. Z: "he means his coat pocket... his big school coat".. 
Fraser: "its a secret pocket inside".... 
[School group session 3: 10 / Becca, Hana, JH, Kathryn, Rose / Tuesday 1-5-01,1 Oam] 
JH: "so this is where it all happens? ".. 
Rose: "yes, everyone knows this is where we sit and play'.. 
Kathryn: "its like, the table next to [the teacher]'s desk... that's our desk, the one with the bitty top".. 
JH: "well, I appreciate you letting me interrupt your Pok6mon-ness... Its a privilege to sit here! ".. 
Becca: "its our table, but sometimes... ".. 
JH: "I clunno.. some people eh?! ".... 
[School group session 4: 6 / Danny, JH, Josh, Simon, Spencer, Timothy, Tyrell / Friday 30-3-01, 1 Oam] 
JH: "so if you don't play [Pok6mon] in school anymore... do you do it somewhere new? ".. 
Danny: "we've got loads of places you don't even know about, all over this whole estate".. 
JH: "right, but its all hush hush? ".. 
Josh: I bet you'd love it if we told you about our Pok6mon places wouldn't you mate?! ".. 
Danny: "nog".... 
Thinking on from comments about the Pok6mon socialities in the first half of this chapter, I want to 
think through a recurrent characteristic of the three preceding extracts: that is, the way in which 
research participants' accounts of their Pok6mon consumption, and the social milieu which is 
context and product of that consumption, was frequently deeply rooted in talk of the particular 
locations of their Pok6mon consumption. In these accounts, Pok6mon consumption was 
inseparable from the 'Pok6mon places' where it happened: a matter - characteristic of 'children's 
talk about social relations in general - of "all manner of spaces, places, environments and 
landscapes, [recalled]... in remarkable detail" (Philo 2000b: 244). In discussing Pok6mon 
consumption, research participants evoked many aspects of "the minutiae of the micro- 
environments where they spend most of their time" - including details unknown to, or overlooked 
by, adults - (Hill and Tisdall 1997: 110), from the intimate, micro-textural, haptic "personal realm" 
(Malbon 1969: 96) ('in my pocket', 'the [desk] with the bitty top'), to larger scale navigable 
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architectures and areas and "such immediate people, devices, things and other stuff which are 
specific to the topology of that space" (Laurier 2001: 488) ('the main pile up in my room... up on the bookshelf', 'the table next to [the teacher]'s desk... that's our desk', 'loads of places... all over this 
whole estate'). Pok6mon consumption was em-placed, in one way or another, - just as in general "our knowledge of the world is always em-placed, it is always starting from and based around 
places as centres of our 'care' about the world" (M. Crang 1998: 110) - in all research participants' 
accounts of Pok6mon (and this em-placement might be understood as a more explicit and visible 
version of the sorts of em-placement coursing, albeit implicitly and in many different ways, through 
the preceding two-and-a-half chapters of this thesis). And this realisation - that Pok6mon 
consumption always happened somewhere - demands consideration of those inherent 
lsomewheres', and broader questions of spatiality which follow from them. 
As a device to think on from this latter realisation, and to consider some of the complex spatial 
outpourings of the sorts of Pok6mon socialities evoked in the first part of this chapter, the chapter 
proceeds and concludes by juxtaposing four research participants' accounts of their journeys 
'home' at the end of a school day, which were very similar, in Euclidean and time-. space terms, and 
which there and then were replete with descriptions of (theiý different 'Pok6mon places' en route. 
These four accounts are illustrative of four quite different positions from within the by now 
somewhat familiar social milieu of this particular classroom culture: they are, respectively, the 
accounts of Hana, Danny, Fraser, and JH. For these research participants - and indeed for the 
majority of research participants with whom I worked in school - 'hometime' entailed a near 
identical space-time routeway from school to 'home', repeated daily, at the end of the school day: 
this routeway entailed a turn left out of the school gate, a five minute-ish walk along a moderately 
busy road, a turn left, a ten minute-ish walk along a very busy main road, and finally a turn left into 
one of the cul-de-sacs which constitute the housing estate which was the home of most research 
participants. Descriptions of locations of 'popular cultural consumption' - and, there and then, 
Pok6mon consumption in particular - were integral to these research participants' accounts of their 
walk 'home', and vice versa. 
i. Hana's'hometime' 
So consider, firstly, Hana's 'hometime', as evoked in a household interview session with Hana and 
her parentS3: 
3 In these examples, I have re-presented the component parts of each research 
session extract in the order in which they 
were uttered. For each extract, I have numbered 
these component parts, so that, in Euclidean terms, the route from 
school to 'home' might be followed linearly, 
from the beginning [1], onwards. I do this to make a point about the messiness, 
non-linearity, all-at-once-ness and (for want of a 
better word) 'irrationality' of thoughts, memorial isations and verbal 
accounts: the way in which, when describing something 
like a linear journey, research participants rarely began at the 
beginning and worked neatly from A to B. 
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[Household interview 27: 1 / Hana, JH, Mr-AA, Mrs. AA / Friday 27-4-01,5pm] 
[61 .... JH: "so do you all like the children's programmes after school".. 
Hana: "yes, obviously! ".. 
JH: "go on? ".. 
Hana: "well, everyone watches CBBC".. 
JH: "what? Together? ".. 
Hana: "no, silly!... everyone goes in to watch CBBC, and then after Newsround and Neighbours, everyone has their tea, and we go and call for everyone".. 
JH: "oh right... so you all go out to play after tea? ".. 
Hana: "we all go each others' house until its time to go in" 
JH: "cool... so you carry on Pok6mon-ing there? " 
Hana: "yes, we play in everyone's house".. 
Mrs. AA: " take it in turns, don't you? " 
[1] JH: "so, I'm interested... tell me a bit about hometime? " 
Hana: "when its time to go home, [the teacher] gives us our [Pok6mon] books and we all go and 
play in the [classroom] garden for a bit... cos mum always stands around talking for ages"... 
Mrs. AA: "cheeky! its the only chance we get... You have all day to sit around and natter!... Wait 
until you're grown up and you have to rush around and do the housework and look after the baby! ".. 
Hana: "we always sit under the blossom tree... let them get on with it! ".. 
JH: "aww... lovely! " 
Hana: "its nice and quiet" 
JH: "right, because.. " 
Hana: "you go everywhere else, and there's everyone hanging around and being irritating, and we 
just want to do our own thing".. 
JH: "and what if its a rainy day like today? " 
Hana: "we just stay sitting at our desk" 
[2] JH: "and YOU Pick Hana up from school, and you walk home together, right? " 
Mrs. AA: "yes, that's right".. 
Hana: "everyone's mum comes and we all walk home together".. 
JH: "right".. 
Mrs. AA: I know some of the kids in [Hana's class] walk home by theirselves now, 
but to me... its 
the only time we [ie the mothers] have a chance to get 
have a gossip... and its nice to walk with the 
girls y'know... you get to find out what they've 
been doing at school, and who's fallen out with who, 
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and who fancies who, and whatever... and of course at the moment they're all very keen to tell everyone about who's swapped what with who".. 
JH: "aww".. 
Mrs. AA: "but... the bottom line is they're not old enough".. 
JH: "right... I mean, its been pretty dodgy for as long as / can remember! ".. 
Mrs. AA: "because at the end of the day, they have to walk along a main road with boyracers and god knows who going up and down... and you hear all the stories about the older kids from the comp hanging out across the field and everything else... and I just like to keep an eye on her... All Hana's friends' parents say the same... 'wait til your in the juniors', that what I keep telling her'.. 
JH: "right... cos you all live really close together on [the same housing estate] don't you? " 
Hana: "yes".. 
Mrs. AA: "that's what's nice really... I mean, they sort of knew each other from day one... and with Hana and Kathryn and Becca being next to each other on the register, they've been put together [in 
class] right from the beginning 
[1 
[41 JH: "OK, Hana, do you ever want to go over the park? ".. 
Hana: "nah... its boring ... you have to be a boy... I mean, if you're not into football and silly boys' 
games... there's no point ...... 
[5] JH: "right... and remind me what you said about playing [Pok6mon] under the street sign? What 
was that a reference to? " 
Hana: "its like, ittakes ages".. 
JH: "You what? ".. 
Hana: "because every street you come to Mum's all like 'blah blah blah"'.. 
JH: "ah right... so walking home takes ages... because you stop at every street corner? ".. 
Hana: "yes... so we all sit down and play until they've finished".. 
Mrs. AA: "well I think you're being silly... You're making it sound like we stand around all night! Who 
do you think rushes back to make the tea? " 
[I 
[3] JH: "so where do you get all your cards from in the first place Hana? " 
Hana: "the shop" 
JH: "right... and how often do you go there"... 
Hana: "whenever mum has to".. 
Mrs. AA: "we'll pop in a couple of times a week on the way 
home... if ever there's something 
y'know, like if we've run out of milk or whatever".. 
JH: "right".. 
Mrs. AA: "usually on the monday, after the weekend, y'know".. 
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JH: "right... so out of that... how often do you get a pack of cards? ".. 
Hana: "mum always gets me a pack".. 
Mrs. AA: "well, it started out... the rules were, 'one a week', but its crept steadily up".. 
Mr-AA: "and on top of that I'll usually get her a packet as a treat of a weekend... just for a treat when I get the Saturday papers".. 
Mrs. AA: "its frightening really... me and other the parents have a joke that we keep that place in business... There's always someone coming out of there having spent E2.50 on yet another pack of cards... I mean, if you add it all up, we're talking silly money'.... 
In the preceding extract, Pok6mon consumption practices and socialities are a constant 
undercurrent to Hana's account of her journey 'home' at 'hometime': and, vice versa, the places 
and social encounters which are nodes of her journey 'home' propelled her account of Pok6mon 
consumption. 'Our desk', 'The garden' 'the blossom tree', 'the walk home', 'the shop', 'the park, 
'the [housing estate]', 'the street sign', 'everyone's house[sl' were, there and then, principal nodes 
of Hana's everyday 'hometime' journey (and her everyday life per se) and of her Pok6mon 
consumption (and her 'popular cultural consumption' per se). Her narration of these everyday 
('consumption') locations prompts three related observations. Firstly, the extract serves as a 
reminder that "when talking about children's spaces... we necessarily implicate adults... We cannot 
isolate children from their social experience with adults nor the particular places in which these 
social relationships occur" (Sibley 1995: 137). This implication was particularly marked in the case 
of research participants such as Hana and co., where 'grown ups' (teachers, parents, friends' 
parents, the shopkeeper) were habitually close by, and often closely involved, in all, of the everyday 
places they frequented, and in the things - including 'popular cultural consumption' - that they did 
in those places. Secondly, relatedly, the preceding extract shows a number of factors which 
effectively spatially delimit and shape everyday practices and socialities, including practices and 
socialities of 'popular cultural consumption'. In terms of its spatiality, Hana's 'hometime' routine, 
and all of the 'Pok6mon-i I ng' along the way, is evidently: somewhat effected by the pre-existent 
material geography of their surroundings, "mediated [like much human agency] by the space itself 
and by the serniotics of its heterogeneous materiality' (Hetherington 1997: 201) (consider the 
routeways prescribed by urban planners, and the effects of housing estate construction, and 
residential patterns within them, upon social groupings: 'that's what's nice really... I mean, they sort 
of knew each other from day one'); inseparable from time/space constraints upon 'children's and 
(particularly maternal) 'grown ups' action (consider the need for 'children' to be at certain places at 
certain times during a school day, coupled with parental need 'to rush around and do the 
housework and look after the baby', and the impact of all this upon both 'children's and 'grown ups' 
"habitual range" (R. Moore 1986)); steered by, and coupled to, grown ups' (particularly parents') 
everyday ends, interests, activities and movements (for example, 
the desire to 'have a gossip' with 
other parents, the need to 'pop in [to the shop] a couple of 
times a week on the way home... if... 
we've run out of milk or whatever... usually on the monday, after weekend', 
or the imperative to 
'[rush] back to make the tea'); overlain and delimited by multiple other material, 
discursive or 
imaginary spatialities, "predominantly constructed and ordered 
(both materially and symbolically) on 
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adult terms and scales" (O. Jones 2000: 31) (consider what it means to say: 'right... I mean, (the 
parkjs been pretty dodgy for as long as / can rernernbed'; 'because at the end of the day, they have 
to walk along a main road with boyracers and god knows who going up and down'; 'you hear all the 
stories about the older kids from the comp hanging out across the field and everything else'; '[the 
park]s boring... you have to be a boy... I mean, if you're not into football and silly boys' games... 
there's no point'; or 'the bottom line is they're not old enough' [to walk there, alone]. In these 
senses, "children mostly live their lives within the warp and weft of the striations of adult space. 
These material, symbolic and disciplinary structures are both incidental and deliberate in their 
relation to children. Children's geographies operate within these patterns" (O. Jones 2000: 43). 
And yet thirdly, the extract also tellingly suggests ways in which, under the surveillance and 
striations of these "second nature" (Malbon 1999: 92) "spatial practices, the habitual routines of 
'place ballets' (Shields 1991: 53), Hana and co. were able to 'do their own thing' - which there and 
then invariably involved a great deal of 'Pok6mon-ing' - all along, in ways which were somewhat 
creative, somewhat resistive and somewhat subversive: that is, how "within this (inadequately 
depicted) adult geography... children do construct their own imaginative and physical geographies... 
It is within this generally highly ordered adult territory that the 'dynamic trajectories' of children's 
becoming and milieu mapping... happen" (O. Jones 2000: 32) ('we always sit under the blossom 
tree... let them get on with iff, 'every street you come to Mum's all like 'blah blah blah'... so we all sit 
down and play until they've finished'). And so, combining these three observations, and paralleling 
observations already made about Pok6mon socialities, it seems that taken for granted spatiality of 
Hana' hometime walk - with all the 'Pok6mon-ing' along the way - might be understood (like 
spatialities per se) as "simultaneously (1) a medium of social actions, because it structures them, 
and (2) a product" (Shields 1991: 52). That is, Hana's account evokes a number of senses of the 
spatiality of everyday life (encompassing the spatiality of her 'popular cultural consumption'), with 
varying degrees of complexity: as with all spatialities, "there are spaces constituted by fixed 
geometrical shapes, Euclidean spaces; there are discursive spaces that overlay these geometric 
spaces, spaces that have some form of argument or narrativity; and there are also folded spaces, 
rhizomatic and uncertain in their assemblage... As well as the geometry of Euclidean space, there 
is, in other words, also a more uncertain topology" (Hetherington 1997: 200). This sort of 'uncertain 
topology', and specifically the sorts of dynamically creative or subversive practices by which 
C consumers' can bring such a spatiality into being, is thought through via 
the next research 
participants' account of 'hometime'. 
ii. Dannys'hometime' 
So consider, secondly and as a point of contrast, 
Danny's comments about 'hometime': 
[School group session 4: 7 / Danny, JH, Josh, Simon, 
Spencer, Timothy, Tyrell / Monday 30-4-01, 
11am] 
[3] .... 
JH: "I wanted to ask if... you ever, y'know, hang out at 
the shop? " 
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Danny: "yeah".. 
JH: "and is that where you all get your (Pok6mon] cards from? " 
Danny: "might do".. 
JH: "so is there any point me asking where you get all the money from... cos I mean, it must cost a bomb".. 
Danny: "errr... whatever" 
JH: "I'll take that as a no then!... So what else do you get up to at the shop, apart from not doing anything dodgy at all [to get cards] that is?! ".. 
Danny: "yeah, yeah... ermm... Its cool to hang out there because its the best place in the world for 'gutters' and 'drains'... but you have to look out for [the shopkeeper]! ".. 
JH: "right".. 
Danny: "and there's other kids who hang out there, and its good for swaps... its like, you sometimes get other stuff".. 
JH: "what like? " 
Danny: "anything.. magazines... allsorts... like, this one time I got a Micro Machine" 
[2] JH: "so dare I ask what you got up to after school yesterday? ".. 
Danny: "err.. yeah, we went down, hanging out in the kingy fob trees" 
JH: "errr... what's all that about then? " 
Tyrell: "its one of the dens that we did".. 
JH: "right".. 
Danny: 'Yknow... a the bottom of the bank, like... the rough.. where the tractor man used to go".. 
JH: "I won't ask how you got down there! " 
Danny: "yeah".. 
JH: "I mean, I'm sure you walked all the way round... nothing at all to do with holes in the fence, I 
bet? ".. 
Danny: "shut up! " 
JH: "yeah, so anyway... you don't mean the football trees do you? ".. 
Danny: "you what mate? " 
JH: "thats the trees you're on about... the football trees!... honestly, kids today!! " 
[1] JH: "cos you lot walk home by yourselves don't you... your mum or dad doesn't come and pick 
you up? ".. 
Danny: "yeah, some".. 
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JH: "right, but there's a few of you".. 
Danny: "yeah" 
JH: "and a lot of you hang out at the top of the bank, yeah? ".. 
Danny: "yeah... not so much now... everyone used to".. 
JH: "oh right... why not so much now? ".. 
Danny: "because the teachers come out now... cos there's the new rules [about Pok6mon swapping], and they found out about it".. 
JH: "right... so now? ".. 
Danny: "we have to get out... and hang out somewhere else, because they can't do anything if you're not in school, so we're all like 'let's get out of here"' 
JH: "right" 
Danny: "there's loads of places we hang out, and they've got no chance of finding out".. 
II 
[4] .... JH: " so at what point do you actually get home?! ".. 
Danny: "well, everyone's mum comes out shouts so we have to go in for tea... if they can find us that is!... so, yknow, just whenever'.... 
If Hana's account of ', hometime' was illustrative of the way in which some research participants' 
everyday - including 'popular cultural consumption' - practices were largely (intentionally or not) 
prescribed and delimited by 'grown ups' (and yet small moments of mildly subversive creative 
practices were still possible), then Danny's comments alluding to the journey 'home' at 'hometime' 
present a somewhat contrasting example: of the way in which some research participants everyday 
- including 'popular cultural' - practices were less restrained, more off the radar of interested 'grown 
ups', more able to be explicitly resistive to adult surveillance and regulation (and yet, at the end of 
the day, were subject to many of the same sorts of limits and restraints). In this extract, again, 
Pok6mon consumption practices and socialities were a constant undercurrent to talk of the journey 
'home' at 'hometime, and the places and social encounters which were nodes of the journey'home' 
likewise propelled Danny's account of Pok6mon consumption. Yet here, Danny talked up the 
aspects of his everyday life, and Pok6mon consumption practices, which: existed without 'grown 
up' company or regulation (not least as a result of walking 'home' unaccompanied, not having to 'go 
in for tea' until 'yknow, just whenever'); proceeded in often quite explicit disregard or resistance of 
I grown up' wishes or rules ('there's the new rules [about Pok6mon swapping], [so now]... we have 
to get out... and hang out somewhere else, because they can't do anything if you're not in school, 
so we're all like 'let's get out of here", 'you have to look out for [the shopkeeper]! '); deliberately 
eluded 'grown ups' ('there's loads of places we hang out, and they've got no chance of finding out', 
'we have to go in for tea... if [our Mums] can find us that is! '); exemplified the purposeful, self- 
directed creativity of his friendship grouping ('its one of the dens that we did'); and were quite 
mysterious to interested 'grown ups' (I think my reaction to hearing about 'the kingy 
fob trees' - 
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gerrr... what's all that about thenT - was typical of the response of those 'grown ups' who did get to hear about such 'dens'). As such, Danny's account is particularly suggestive in two senses. 
On one hand, the extract offers glimpses of how the relatively 'free range'-ness of Danny's 
everyday - including 'popular cultural' - practices was afforded and manifest in quite material spatial 
terms. That is, the various examples of Danny's Pok6mon consumption show a number of ways in 
which "the dominant, striated fabrics of adults' geographies are, or can be, rendered flexible or 
porous enough for children to form their own geographies within them... to spatialise their lives 
according to their own rather than adult agendas" (O. Jones 2000: 30). For when describing his 
'hometime' journey, and alluding to his friendship group's 'Pok6mon places'therein, Danny focused 
mostly upon the sorts of locations which were most conducive to this sort of productive 
spatialisation, for example upon: 'hang outs' which were out of the sight of most 'grown ups' ('the 
bottom of the bank', the 'loads of places we hang out, and they've got no chance of finding out'); 
locations which could be occasionally inhabited via acat and mouse' relationship with the location's 
custodian (such as teachers, the shopkeeper, 'the tractor man'); "disordered spaces" (such as the 
waste ground of 'the rough'); "polymorphic spaces... [which] can somehow accommodate the 
differing uses of adult and childhood spatial configurations" (such as the road and pavement 
outside 'the shop', which was 'the best place in the world for 'gutters' and 'drains'); "variable and 
manipulable spaces" ('the dens that we did' such as 'the kingy fob trees' - albeit Danny was not 
forthcoming on what sort of manipulation this involved, exactly); "opportunist spaces.... responding 
to shifting, unexpected, often fleeting opportunities for expression" (such as the use of the part of 
'the rough... where the tractor man used to go', or the area outside the shop at times when the 
shopkeeper was not looking out); and "permeable boundaries" (such as the hole in the fence 
offering an illicit shortcut onto 'the bank') (O. Jones 2000: 37,37,39,41,41). So, taking Danny's 
account at face value, Danny's everyday (including 'popular cultural consumption') practices were 
defiantly spatially productive, bringing ostensibly autonomous, agentic, autonomous, resistive or 
subversive spaces of practice - which no doubt spatialise the sorts of inclusions, exclusions and 
assumption Danny and co. promoted earlier in this chapter - such as his friendship group's 
4 'Pok6mon places' , into being. 
And yet, at a number points, Danny's account of 'hometime' also demands a yet more complex 
apprehension of this sort of spatialisation. For several times, Danny's account gestured towards 
ways in which, like all spaces of 'cultural consumption', the Pok6mon places' he mentions "are not 
discreet, bounded stages, but threatened, contaminated, stained, enriched by other spaces" 
(Gregson and Rose 2000: 442), and ways in which, like all cultural groupings, the friendship 
groupings. to which he belongs is not closed, local, or autonomous, but "a product of interaction... 
[a]nd such interactions could be exemplified in a million ways" (Massey 1998: 122). 
Consider, for 
example: the interactions - whether 'dodgy' or not - necessary to obtain enough money 
to spend on 
Pok6mon card at 'the shop'; the (implicit) interactions between Danny's friendship group and 
'everyone' (including 'big kids' and 'little kids') who 'hangs out' at gathering points such as 'on top of 
4 The act of naming a space Io invent them, to bring them into cultural circulation" a 
declaration that this is a place with a 
presence and a history (Carter 1987: 28); Io say'that's 
how we do things here' is to make a claim about a place, to refer to 
a place, and to define a place" (Curry 1999: 99). 
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the bank'; the (implicit) interactions between Danny's friendship group and the 'other kids' who 
'hang out' at 'the shop'; the (implicit) relationship between Danny's friendship group and other users 
of places they frequent, for example 'the park'; the previously evoked interactions between Danny's 
friendship group and other Pok6mon fans and swappers; the backdrop of interactions between 
Danny and co. and their parents who - much as Danny might not broadcast it - evidently keep a 
watchful eye and call when its 'time to go in for your tea'; the inter-relations which are made 
between Pok6mon and completely different popular cultural ontologies altogether (such as 
'magazines' and 'Micro-Machines), through the practice of swapping; the broader interdependence 
between the particular local cultural grouping of which Danny is part, and the global 'popular 
cultural' industry which makes Pok6mon available, that is, the hybridity through which mass 
produced 'popular cultural' objects "mixed in with locally distinct cultures which have their own 
histories, via a complexly "active importation, adoption and adaptation" (Massey 1998: 122). 
So the social groupings characteristic of Pok6mon consumption were not pre-given, autonomous, 
self-contained or self -generating, but - like cultural groupings more generally - were"the outcome of 
incessant processes of social interaction" (Massey 1998: 123). Further characteristics of this sort of 
'incessant interaction', and its spatiality, are suggested via the next research participants' account 
of 'hometime'. 
iii. Fraser's 'hometime' 
Consider, thirdly and as a further layer of realisations about the spatialities of Pok6mon 
consumption there and then, Fraser's comments about 'hometime': 
[School group session 2: 7 / Amy, Becky, Binesh, Fraser, JH, Sarah / Thursday 29-3-01,2pm] 
[1] JH: "and you two walk home with your mums don't you? " 
Fraser: "sometimes... sometimes Binesh's mum comes and we all meet up by the yellow pegs 
and other times me and him walk round to my place".. 
JH: "so you go round each others' house".. 
Fraser: "yeah... cos we live next door, in the same close" 
JH: "do you carry on your marathon Pok6mon games there? 
".. 
Fraser: "what so you think?! " 
[3] JH: "so do you ever go to the shop... to hang out? 
" 
Fraser: "not to hang out... the other lot don't... like 
it... yeah, that really sucks 
JH: I bet".. 
Fraser: "it can hurt your feelings a bit but you get used 
to it... and my mum gets cross about it".. 
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JH: "right, just? ".. 
Fraser: "well its their place to hang out... so they just do their stuff, and its like.. you don't belong if 
you want to... y'know. - they'd just take the mick".. 
JH: "yeah, but".. 
Fraser: "I go in there to get [Pok6mon] cards... when we've saved up enough pocket money'.. 
Binesh: "my mum swaps it [collected pocket money, ie. loose change] for two pounds and a 50p".. 
JH: "right... and how long does it take to save up for a packet of cards? " 
Fraser: "ages" 
[2] JH: "what about you Fraser... do you ever hang out in the alley? " 
Fraser: "my mum says I'm not allowed, cos there's always big kids and stuff and it stinks of wee, 
and you always hear the big kids on motorbikes".. 
JH: "right, and what about the park".. 
Fraser: "nah... you get killed'.. 
JH: "so you never go there".. 
Fraser: "only with my dad... people jump out at you" 
[5] JH: "so when you're playing round each others' house, when do you go home".. 
Fraser: "until tea" 
JH: "yeah... when's that? ".. 
Fraser: "like, when I'm at his, you hear the phone".. 
JH: "to say you have to go for your tea".. 
Fraser: "yeah".. 
JH: "and what if you're in the middle of a [Pok6mon] battle"? 
)I Fraser: "well its like 'you've got to go in ten minutes' so ... .. 




[4] JH: "does anyone else have anywhere they hang out 
that they want to own up to? ".. 
Fraser: "we sometimes hang out in the [unused 
lock-up] garages".. 
JH: "what, the ones on [the main road]? 
Fraser: "yeah" 
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JH: "wow... what do you get up to there? " 
Fraser: "there's this wall, that's all... ".. 
JH: "yeah, I know... its got, all the bricks are 
Fraser: "yeah... you have to go through the little alley... but don't tell my mum! ".. 
JH: "right" 
Fraser: "well that's where we sit sometimes, where nobody knows about, to do swaps and that... its really really cool, like the best place to hang out" 
JH: "awv, (' 
Fraser: "we used to hang out on the other side, but that got a bit 'arrgh", 
JH: "eh? " 
Fraser: "like we'd get there and be like 'uggh"'.... 
Fraser's comments alluding to the journey 'home' at 'hometime' were in many ways related to, and 
resonant with, both Hana and Danny's accounts. On one hand - resonating with a theme explicit in 
Hana's account, and implicit in Danny's comments - Fraser alludes to several ways in which his 
everyday life (and Pok6mon consumption) was there and then effected and shaped by'grown ups' 
('sometimes Binesh's mum comes [and walks us home]', 'my mum says I'm not allowed'), through 
incessant, inequitable interactions with peers "engaged in efforts to territorialize, or claim, spaces, 
to include some and exclude others from particular areas" (Massey 1998: 126) ('not to hang out... 
the other lot don't like it'), and via the "active ingredient" of the material milieu (Massey 1998: 127) 
('we live next door, in the same close'). And on the other hand - resonating with a theme explicit in 
Danny's account, and implicit in Hana's comments - Fraser also alludes to several ways in which 
his everyday life (and Pok6mon consumption) was there and then somewhat free-range ('other 
times me and him walk round to my place') and somewhat creative and subversive vis-, ý-vis those 
'grown up', peer, and material striations (hanging out in unused lock up garages 'where nobody 
knows about', taking the short cut through 'the alley, 'but don't tell my mum! '). However, Fraser's 
account also demands a further layer of realisations about research participants' everyday - 
including 'popular cultural consumption' - spatialities. These realisations follow from Fraser's more 
affective evocation, in several related senses, of what it was like to be there and then the 
'livedness' of experience" (Lorimer 2003: 202) - in and of these social and spatial relations, 
particularly via reference to his experience of the resultant spatial divisions and boundaries: "the 
limits beyond which children feel they should not go and the excitement, exhilaration or anxieties 
associated with transgression" (Sibley 1995: 123). 
For firstly, Fraser's comments suggest how the lived spatialities of Pok6mon consumption were 
really felt, and really matterect they could be 'really really cool', or 'really suck', or 'hurt your 
feelings'. This demands a realisation that the social and spatial relations of research participants' 
everyday lives, including their 'popular cultural' lives, were not an abstract academic matter, nor 
mere cultural froth: at times, there and then these sorts of relations seemed to 
be a// that mattered 
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to these research participants, with the capacity to effect and affect them in ways which sometimes 
delighted me, and sometimes dismayed me. Secondly, Fraser's comments illustrated how each 
research participant - and, more saliently, each friendship grouping of research participants - took for granted an array of 'truths' about these all-important spatialities of everyday life, including 
everyday 'consumption'. Thus, like all research participants, Fraser was able to share in detail a 
considerably broad knowledge of his everyday spatial domain, including: the labels and names of 
key places ('the yellow pegs', 'my place', 'the close, 'the shop', 'the small alley', 'the garages'); a 
series of certainties about those places ('there's always big kids and stuff [there]', 'its got, all the 
bricks', 'its really really cool'); meanings and narratives and rules attached to those places ('nobody 
knows about [it]... like the best place to hang out', 'I'm not allowed [there]', 'we used to hang out on 
the other side'); and assumptions about what sort of people and activities 'belong' in those places 
(or not) ('its their place to hang out... so they just do their stuff, and its like.. you don't belong if you 
want to... y'know'). There and then, all of this was taken for granted 5- 'you get used to it' - and 
effective, in that spatial suppositions... ground a cultural edifice of perceptions and prejudices, 
images of places and regions, and... establish performative codes which relate practices and codes 
of social interaction to appropriate settings" (Shields 1991: 46). Thirdly, Fraser's comments 
illustrated how - via the "over-simplification (ie. reduction to one trait), stereotyping (amplification of 
one or more traits) and labelling (where a place is deemed to be of a certain nature)" (Shields 1991: 
47) at the heart of such knowledges - research participants often elaborated a remarkably 
heightened, dramatised apprehension of their surroundings, most notably in relation to people and 
places to avoid ('you get killed [there]', 'people jump out at you [there]'). And fourthly, moreover, 
Fraser's preceding comments illustrated how research participants' apprehension of their everyday 
cconsumption' milieu - that is, the part of that apprehension which they were able to vocalise there 
and then - were frequently complexly multisensory, evoking all sorts of sights (the yellow pegs), 
smells ('it stinks of wee'), sounds ('big kids on motorbikes') and textures ('all the bricks are... ') of 
their surroundings. But fifthly, Fraser's comments also illustrated how research participants' 
apprehension of their everyday 'consumption' milieu was often, perhaps largely, inarticulable there 
and then - how "children experience things acutely in a physical sense... 
[so] [p]laces, events, 
relationships with others, may be experienced as butterflies in the stomach, nausea, or may 
engender a pleasant physical sensation" (Sibley 1995: 124) - that is, a matter of places being 
'a bit 
'arrgh' or 'like luggh", where this 'arrgh' and 'uggh' no doubt stood for a broad non- representational 
realm of affective, embodied experience. And sixthly, in juxtaposition with the preceding research 
participants' accounts, Fraser's comments illustrate the variety of experiences 
in and of this 
particular spatial milieu. There is no universal spatial experience amongst 
these research 
participants, and thus no entirely prior, essential, anterior 'space' per se: rather, 
to recapitulate an 
utterly related argument about Pok6mon socialities, "space 
is always a matter of partial and relative 
geographies based on both conscious and unconscious experiences. 
To this extent, we should 
5A resonant quote: "mention 'beach' and people 
immediately tend to think not just of an empirical datum -a sandy area 
between water and land caused by deposition, longshore 
drift, and so on - but also of a specific kind of place, peopled 
by 
individuals engaging in predictable routines What's more, these practices 
(the odd culture of sunbathing, the tradition of 
sand-castles, and so on) make up a specific ensemble of practices. 
We learn that bare, carefree and relaxed are not only 
appropriate but also natural attitudes and 
behaviours for a beach. This naturalness derives from attitudes 
towards specific 
places such as a beach. Through a process of 
labelling, sites and zones associated with particular activities 
become 
characterised as being appropriate 
for exactly those types of activities. Other activities are excluded, 
forced into wilderness 
or barren spaces 'outside'... or they are associated with 
their own... spaces" (Shields 1991: 60) 
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question the idea that certain ways of perceiving the world and representing space are more correct than others. All configurations of space are effects of subjective responses that combine elements 
of realism and fantastic distortions" (Cavallaro 2001: 172-173). 
iv. My'hometime' 
I briefly conclude this thinking through of these sorts of childhood spatialities, with all of the above in 
mind, with a fourth 'subjective response' to this same everyday milieu: my own memorialisation of 
'hometime', and the many 'consumption' places en route. Journeying to and from the locales where 
I conducted research, passing through my old neighbourhood and my own childhood milieu, along much 
of the same route where I walked to school myself, day on day, year on year, between the ages of 3 and 11,1 
found myself scribbling a lot, reflecting on this experience, on my research notebook as I walked along, or on 
the bus home. I also found myself taking a few snapshots of old haunts, using up unused film from research 
participants' returned cameras. What follows is a brief and knowingly inadequate attempt to evoke some of 
these ('childhood' and/or 'now) places (which were, there and then, 'research participants' Pok6mon 
places') along this same route, by juxtaposing some of these photographs with some verbatim 
quotes from my research notebook (fig 35). 
Fig. 35 My hometime: some photographs and research notebook quotes 
Leaving the classroom 
draws and cloakroom area... parents gossip.. some children outside, others sit diligently 
turning left down the corridor, exiting the school building via the assembly hall 
things that tug at me... the smell , the 
brown wood floor/climbing frame, chairs in the library... Book 
of Monsters, Dr Who, 3 Comers, Choose Your Own Adventure, Usbournes (monsters, ghosts, 
knights in armour), Mr Men, Garden Gang, Monster Gang, Old Flagpole, Giant Tumip, Charlottes 
Web, the Green Knight.. the very same copies.. 
walking up the school drive 
so much changed- new structures, new facilities, new fences, new decor, new murals, the 
Small 
Playground now a portakabin, the Nursery now a nature garden... the blossom tree has grown 
about 6 foot... top of the bank = the place to be... old haunts fenced off or 
built on now... past the 
blossom tree... the skyline looks a lot less dramatic now.. remember sitting here painting a 
silhouette, crayoning the chimneys and smoke 
through the school gate 
the grey railings... that it was such a challenge to pull ourselves up 
to peep over... Its quite 
unsettling to be much taller than them now... 
The schoolkids jostle and barge their way through... 
lunchboxes, coats, arts and crafts all over the place 
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Fig. 35 My hometime: some photographs and research notebook quotes (continued) 
turning left along the road 
old habits I still live by: not stepping on cracks, looking wistfully at a certain door... picking leaves off 
privet... I still instinctively sneak past certain houses even though at east two of the nosey 
neighbours are dead... kicking pebbles into drains... New traffic lights... the postbox gone! Memories of 'gutters', 'walls', 'telegraph poles ...... manhole covers and tarmac patterns.. New 
windows, walls, porches, extensions, cladding.. the familiar petrochemical-y creosote-y smell in the 
air that makes me nostalgic... Honeysuckle... houses boarded up, burnt out, tidied up, empty.. 
dishevelled... satellite dishes... natwest pigs, teletubbies... rabbit ornaments, barbie, elmo... 
starlings... hanging baskets... traffic calmed- wheely bins.. the famous bus stop.. memories of 
graffiti I'd rather not admit to right now, memories of graffiti that I'd tell you about if it wasn't for a 
thesis!!... Lampposts, telegraph poles... garages, alleys, shortcuts... sounds of the mway buzz, 
trains and foundries, ice cream van/chimes and football training... smells. Of curry for dinner, roast 
dinner ... pigeons in the air, starlings on the roofs ... puddles... the cone tree, the chip van, the pop 
man, the milkman... 
(passing the entrance to the park) 
The football trees... the mitre delta football... climbing over fences to retrieve the ball... hang out... 
all sorts of stuff played out on these bumps and hollows (a literally underlying geography)... yoyos, 
poppers, wrestlers from frosties.. playing golf in a thunderstorm... beaten up, chased, cigarette 
smoking big kids at the beginning of 4th year juniors: 'you feel like the oldest now, but you'll feel 
little when you get to the big school'... drinking, smoking, snogging.. No Fouling, No Golf ... cloying 
nostalgia... the feel of walking there... footfalls.. but can't stop, can't look back... it feels awkward to 
be here no... John's lucky pitch ... the 
burnt down community centre... jam sandwiches ... flyers 
for 
CIDS, gigs, clubs 18 months out of date... broken glass, burnt out cars ... dodgy 
deals ... guys on 
BMX... ask no questions, keep your eyes open... sitting in the sun reading music papers every 
wednesday 
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Fig. 35 My hometime: some photographs and research notebook quotes (continued) 
turning left along the main road... 
buses.. 331,531 ... remember the old mini buses?... 32 and a 16 ..... running for the bus.. kicking 
(passing the shop) 
20p for a can of coke ... 1 Op mix or some Garbage Pail Kids or a Slush Puppy or some Garfield Stickers, or football stickers... Allowed one magazine a week... Match/Shoot, Discovery... BBC 
Wildlife, Zoids comic, Gary Linekar Magazine, Whizzer and Chips, Buster... Wednesdays NME, 
and Kerrang.. Fridays local paper... round the back of the chipshop, 
(passing the close where I lived... on the left) 
up the drive, through the garage... rushing in to watch Dogtanian, Blue Peter, Grange Hill, Really 
Wild Show, Superted, Bananaman, Playschool... playing in my bedroom or other peoples' 
bedrooms... He Man, Monopoly, Transformers, toy cars, ZX Spectrum, Starwars figures... 
Remembering the view from my bedroom window. 
waiting at the bus stop, for the bus to take me into town, and back home. 
All the street signs are brown now. 
. 4--IW 
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The preceding project of remembering and re-presenting recent everyday experiences of my own 'childhood' milieu occasions a number of further observations about all of the above. 
Firstly, thinking through the experience of encountering research participants' peer groupings in 
and of these spacings, it was striking just how many lines of social geographical difference bind this 
milieu: "we are thus confronted by an indefinite multitude of spaces, each one piled upon, or 
perhaps contained within, the next: geographical, economic, demographic, sociological, ecological, 
political, commercial, national, continental, global. Not to mention nature's (physical) space, the 
space of (energy) flows, and so on" (Lefebvre 1974: 8). In particular, when contemplating the 
friendship groupings with whom I worked, I feel strong resonances with accounts of masculinities in 
education (Conell 1995, Askew and Ross 1988, Mac an Ghaill 1994, Gilbert and Gilbert 1998), 
notions of schoolyard 'hardness' and 'popularity' (Willis 1977, Eder 1985, Dyson 1994, C. Skelton 
1996,1997, Kenway and Fitzclarence 1997, Renold 2001), bullies/bullied (Connell 1989, Epstein 
1998b, Percy-Smith and Matthews 2001), exclusionary lines of race and gender in children's 
geographies (Best 1983, Thorne 1993, Francis 1997, Renold 1997, Connolly 1998, Swain 2000), 
peer/school social life (Coleman 1979, Pollard 1987, Corsaro and Eder 1990, Prendergast and 
Forrest 1995, Hill and Tisdall 1997, Adler and Adler 1998, Blatchford 1998, Gagen 2000), children's 
activities in unsupervised outdoors places (Hart 1978, Ward 1978, R. Moore 1986, Owens 1994), 
the coping strategies of non-hegemonic masculinities (Gordon 1989, B. Davies 1993, Raphael- 
Reed 1999), and the use of spaces by different (age) groups (Hart 1979, Schiavo 1988, Aitken 
1998). These encounters also prompt strong resonances with accounts of motherhood (B. Brown 
1979, Amato 1989) and its spatiality (Tivers 1988, D. Richardson 1993), and of parents and 
children's differing knowledges of public spaces (Watt and Stenson 1998, T. Skelton 2000), and of 
the negotiations and practices that follow (Valentine 1996b, 1997a, 1999c). These lines of 
difference already bound research participants lives', although at the same time, the spaces of 
such "relations are never fixed, but are in constant ebb and flow of construction and deconstruction" 
(O. Jones 2000: 36). 
Secondly, what also becomes clear is the perpetual, potential changeability of spatialities: the way 
in which "the most fundamental thing about life is that it does not begin here or end there, but is 
always going on. And for the same reason, environments are never complete but are continually 
under construction" (Ingold 2000: 22). The sorts of everyday - including 'popular cultural 
consumption' - spatialities which have preoccupied the latter part of this chapter emerge as 
dynamic continua, always unfixed and unfinished, always becoming and subject to change. This 
observation applies to pretty much every aspect of this milieu, encompassing: (i) its materiality, not 
least the way in which some features of that materiality are more "materially solid and narratively 
fixed" than others (Hetherington 1997: 208); (ii) the ways in which lives and such materiailties 
Intermesh in ways that continually evolving" (Jackson and Thrift 1995: 214), as different practices, 
'styles', routines, habits, orientations and ends produce different events, 
dramas, subjectivities in 
and of this particular materiality, in "a process wherein both persons, as 
knowledgeable social 
agents, and the settings in which they act, continually come 
into being, each in relation to the other" 
(Ingold 2000: 162), in "webs of tension across space that accord human 
beings capacities to the 
extent that they catch them up in hybrid assemblages of 
knowledges, instruments, vocabularies, 
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systems of judgement" (N. Rose 1996: 143-144); (iii) the cast of individuals, groupings, interrelations, communities and generations who inhabit and shape these materialities through 
such practices; and (iv), the spatial orderings, assumptions, knowledges, inclusions and exclusions 
which are taken for granted in relation to this materiality. So "the world is always in process, 
becoming and thereby encountering. This is a prepositional world... [TIhere is only direction and 
movement, never any fixed stations or final places" (Thrift 1997: 129). 
Thirdly, witnessing this changeability demands a realisation of "the accomplished orderliness of a 
setting" (Laurier 2001: 491) at any given time. That is, the way in which "performances do not take 
place in already existing locations... These stages do not [I would add, 'entirely] pre-exist their 
performances, waiting to be mapped out by performances; rather, specific performances bring 
these spaces into being. And, since these performances are themselves articulations of power, of 
particular subject positions, then we maintain that we need to think of spaces too as performative of 
power relations" (Gregson and Rose 2000: 441). This is to demand an apprehension of spatiality as 
.. "a formation more than a framework, a function more than a principle: a technd' (Shields 1991: 
63): thus I use the term 'spacing' in term of 'space' for similar reasons that 'consuming', 'ordering' 
and 'clubbing' are more useful conceptually than 'consumption', 'orders' and 'clubs' respectively... 
Spacings differ conceptually from spaces in that the former are explicitly 'never finished', always 
open to negotiation and thus always in a process of becoming. Further, many'sets'of spacings (or 
spatial orderings) may co-exist within the same physical space. Each spacing, that is, each 
understanding of that space, will have its own usually unwritten codes, rules, symbols and customs 
and will generate its own systems and relations of power... These rules, customs and rituals form 
the processes of sociality that may have evolved over time, across spaces and through 
experiences" (Malbon 1999: 94). Popular cultural things were importantly, yet somewhat implicitly 
involved in al of this. And fourthly, moreover, witnessing the changeability of familiar domains 
demands a realisation of one's frequent failure to notice this changeability at the time: that is, the 
way in which one's surroundings seem and feel like final, finished, all-important, everlasting, normal 
'spaces', much of the time. 
Fifthly, the experience of being there, (re)visiting these places, and attempting to evoke them in 
writing has demanded realisation of the complex, all-at-once-ness of everyday spatialities. So much 
happened in this milieu, and so much was evoked - partially, complexly, all-at-once, variously, bit by 
bit - by my (re)visiting it, that it is impossible to conceive or convey a neat singular spatial narrative: 
this spacing, and my inadequate narration of it "has no distinct direction... it goes off in all directions 
at once, this way and that... It is a space of multiple and indeed partial connections... continually 
pulling in all directions at once" (Hetherington 1997: 214). And this, 
fifthly, suggests the complex 
way in which "place and time and memory become folded 
into the materiality of the space", 
continually (Hetherington 1997: 207). This 'folding' can produce a quite 
'normal', taken -f or-g ranted, 
everyday spatiality, or it can profoundly unsettle one's sense of a particular 
'space' through, for 
example, new encounters and experiences, or sudden recollections. 
This problematises attempts 
to narrate and remember all of this linearly: "the 
ideas of beginning, middle and end are not taken 
from experience: they are not traits of real action, 
but effects of poetic ordering" (Carr 1986: 15). 
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So finally, I contend that the four preceding juxtaposed accounts of 'hometime' disallow "grandiose 
statements about 'spatiality... and demand an appreciation of "how spaces are constructed as 
practical ensembles" (Thrift 2000c: 269), as part and parcel of "the mangle of practice" (Pickering 
1995: 1), there and then: that is, how shared, social practices are always already shared, social 
spacings. Thus there is no single, neat narrative to be told here, for "it is clear that there are 
multiple spaces and times, not one Newtonian grid" (Thrift 2000a: 221): "instead of a single space- 
time, we will generate as many spaces and times as there are types of relations" (Latour 1997: 
174). It follows that this multiplicity of spacings can never be completely known, that there is no all- 
encompassing standpoint to be assumed: "we can still see bits of the geometry but only from a 
certain standpoint. To see it all we have to inhabit all possible standpoints at once and that is not 
possible. All that is left are lines of flight, ventures down which we might travel in our search for 
partial truths and incomplete perspectives. All the same, these can be just as illuminating as the 
quest for geometry" (Hetherington 1997: 215). And so it was that amidst all the obfuscation and 
complexity re-presented in this chapter there was a recurrent, underlying, 'illuminating' 'truth': that 
every single Pok6mon card (and each piece of S Club 7 'stuff', and every Harry Potter book) 
mentioned in this thesis was paid for, by someone, somewhere along the line. This 'truth' was 
particularly felt by research participants in the run-up to Christmas 2000. A brief, illuminating 
engagement with research talk from this period is presented in the following, final empirical section 
of this chapter (and this thesis): here there is time to think through the financial outlay in involved in 
this and each example of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' mentioned so far; there 
is also time to think through the more abstract, but central issue of the temporalities of (these) 
things, practices, socialities and spacings. 
5.4 'And then its microscooter time': notes on 'money, money and temporalities 
Of course, the 'mangle of practice' - "the culture of everyday... concrete practices which embody 
and perform differences" (Fiske 1992b: 162), through which multiple different groupings "exhibit 
their liveliness" (Dillon 2000: 1) and make and live spacings - glimpsed in this and the preceding 
chapters all happened sometime and was predicated upon a whole set of preconditions which have 
(as yet) remained implicit. Towards the end of 2000, as research session talk came to be 
increasingly, invariably, inescapably obsessed by the approach of Christmastime, a sense of some 
of these sometimes, and the economic activities which are always already involved in the things, 
practices, socialities and spacings of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption', became 
somewhat clear. To conclude this chapter I will show two final snapshots of empirical material, 
from 
this particular period, involving two research participants who may, 
by now, be familiar. Although 
research session talk at this time was pretty much exclusively and explicitly concerned with 
anticipation of/reflection on Christmastime (and 
in particular, the popular cultural thing which was, 
for many research participants, the 'must-have' item of 
Christmas 2000: the Microscooter), 
Pok6mon was still very much the 'in-thing, there and then, and indeed Pok6mon stuff figures 
strongly, albeit implicitly, in the two following extracts. 
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So consider, firstly, the pre-Christmas anticipation of Simon in a school group session on 
December 1st 2000, and then the post-Christmas reflections of Simon's household as they 
discussed, in January 2001, the self-directed photography projects they conducted over the 2000 
Christmas holidays. 
[School group session 4: 2 / Danny, JH, Josh, Simon, Spencer, Timothy, Tyrell / Friday 1-12-00, 
1 Oam] 
.... Simon: "I'll tell you what's good! " 
JH: '*hat's that then? " 
Simon: "got my advent calendar today' 
JH: "aww cool... me too" 
Simon: "I got a Pok6mon one this year" 
Josh: "I had that too" 
JH: "very posh!... I just got a nice straight-down-the-line normal one... none of this fancy 
malarkey!... There was no chocolates when I was your age you know! ".. 
Simon: "and we're gonna put the Christmas decorations up soon... not tomorrow but the Saturday 
after that" 
JH: "so you're looking forward to Christmas already then?! " 
Simon: "yeah... it takes ages to get here! " 
JH: "so what are you looking forward to the most? " 
Simon: "just the morning" 
JH: "right" 
Simon: "its like.. you get up dead early and its still dark-and you open the sacks on the landing, 
and then you have wait for your mum and dad and when they say so".. 
JH: "then its all pile downstairs? " 
Timothy: "me and my brother are allowed to go down just whenever" 
Simon: "and then its Scooter time for me! ".... 
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Fig. 36'Simon with his new prize possession' (photograph taken by 
Mr. H Christmas Day 2000) 
1 
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I Fig. 38 'Look who's doing all the work' (photograph taken 
[Household interview 8: 1 / JH, Mr. H, Mrs. H, Simon / Tuesday 9-1-01,5pm] 
Mrs. H: "that's (fig. '36) him with his new prize possession" 
JH: "aww".. 
Mrs. H: "he wasn't gonna have one at first but... well he was like 'mom mmm'.... little nagger'.. 
JH: "yeah".. 
Mrs. H: "and I said no, its too expensive... end of story... but him [ie Mr. H]... you always let him get the better of you".. 
Mr. H: "well, to be fair... it was Christmas... and its special... I always say you've got to make it 
special because it only comes once in the year, and they'll be old before you know if'.. 
Mrs. H: "This (fig. 37) was when I was traipsing up and down... up the market... looking for his bloody 
thing... and you find out there's nothing in a thirty mile radius".. 
JH: "yeah" 
Mrs. H: "and its not like I've got nothing better to be getting on with"... 
Mrs. H. "there you go.. that (fig. 38) says it all! Look who's doing all the work while everyone else is 
on their backsides watching Wallace and Gromit".... 
And now consider the parallel research talk of. David, as he anticipated Christmas, and then David's 
household as they reflected on the photographs they took during the Christmas holidays. 
[Library group session 3: 1 / David, JH, Lee, Stuart / Saturday 2-12-00,3pm] 
JH: "so have you any idea what you're getting? " 
David: "Stone Cold Steve Austin... and... its meant to be a surprise".. 
Stuart: "go on?! " 
David: "well, alright then... I might be getting a scooter but 
JH: "yeah? " 
David: "it's a bit pricey... I dunno if I'll be able to afford one with my Christmas money'.... 
[Household interview 9: 1 / David, JH, Mr. U, Mrs. U. /Thursday 10-1 -01,5pm] 
Mrs. U: "this was Christmas Eve, believe it or not" 
JH: "wow" 
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Mrs. U: I was out.. y'know, picking up a few... odds and ends" 
JH: "right, gotcha" 
Mrs. U: "and I thought 'well that just sums it up-.. 
JH: "yeah" 
Mrs. U: "freezing with rain... litter all over.. you should see the litter!... and you can't walk two feet without getting knocked over and they queue up to take your money away, that's all it is, money money, and I'm still out... I mean its just never ending... and you say to yourself I'm supposed to be on holiday... sorry... I'll come down off my soapbox now"'.. 
JH: "be my guest! " 
Mrs. U: "well, of course this year we had the added bonus of my sister.. she decided to come and 
visit on the spur of the moment... so on top of all that, that was just something else to consider... 
and of course you've got to get all the trimmings done, and get the kids ready for bed... and that's a drama in itself".. 
JH: "yeah I can remember! " 
Mrs. U: "and then in the morning they're hyperactive... I mean normally I can't get you out of your 
p it3y 
David: "well it is Christmas" 
Mrs. U "and all the while my darling husband sits there drinking his port, like the lord of the manor' 
Mr. U: "that's our little ritual... have a glass of port after the kids are packed off to bed".. 
Mrs. U: "but by this stage you're absolutely zonked out... " 
JH: "so tell me about the new scooter (fig39)? " 
David: "yeah, its cool" 
Mrs. U: "when he first said he wanted one, and showed 
us the one he wanted, we were like, 'no way'.. that's way 
too dear... but when he kept on about it.. and he wasn't 
just being a pest, you could see he really wanted one, we 
said 'okay.. here's the deal... you can have one if you 
save up and put some money towards it' and we'll pay 
the rest... on one condition and that's that you have to 
wait til Christmas before you have a go on it" 
David: "it was up on their wardrobe for ages" 
JH: "right, really 
Mrs. U: "so he saved up his pocket money and did some 
odd jobs".. 
Mr: U. "the car's never been cleaner' 
Mrs. U: "cos we thought.. y'know... its about time he 
learned... but then next thing you know he starts dropping 
hints whenever we go round my mum's... cos she's a total 
pushover".. 
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Fig. 39 'the new scooter' (photograph 
taken by Mr. U, Christmas Day 2000) 
Mrs. U: "and then this was Christmas dinner... I got in all sorts of trouble because it clashed with Wallace and Gromit! ".... 
The preceding extracts explicitly draw out two further characteristics of 'children's everyday popular 
cultural consumption', which were always implicitly and importantly present throughout all the 
preceding empirical chapters. Firstly, there is a strong sense of the multiple sorts of economic 
agency which 8- and 9- year old research participants were able to enact through and for 'popular 
cultural consumption: through their ability to practice 'pester power' ('mommmm'! ); through 
coercion or 'dropping hints' ('you always let him get the better of you'; 'she's a total pushover'); 
through negotiation ('okay.. here's the deal') or through saving pocket money, accumulating 
'Christmas money', or doing 'some odd jobs'. This is the merest glimpse of the economic activity - 
and the commerce, commercialisation and degrees of economic agency - ultimately underlying all 
'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' (including, of course, all examples shown in this 
thesis). Of course, thinking on from the sense of socialities emergent from preceding chapters, all 
this 'money, money talk acknowledges some of the stubbornly social (and occasionally starkly 
inequitable or exclusionary) geographies inherent in, and produced by such 'consumption'. 
Secondly, even in these relatively limited extracts, there is an evocative sense of some of the 
manifold temporalities inherent in the sorts of "space as practiced place" (de Certeau 1984: 33) 
already shown to be characteristic of everyday lives, and of 'popular cultural consumption'. 
Consider, for example: the excitement and practice if opening the advent calendar; the temporality 
of nostalgia ('there was no chocolates when I was your age you know! '); the annual routine of 
putting up Christmas decorations; the device of 'not tomorrow but the Saturday after that'; the 
perception of Christmas as taking 'ages to get here! But flying by in hindsight (Adam 1994, Vail 
2001); the wistful excitement of 'it only comes once in the year, and they'll be old before you know 
it'; the angst of getting everything done by the end of Christmas eve; the relationship of holiday 
times, school times and work times; the gendered experience of time in the confines of the same 
home ('look who's doing all the work while everyone else is on their backsides watching Wallace 
and Gromit") (Adam 1989, Forman and Sowton 1989, K. Davies 1990); the contingent time surprise 
of unexpected visitors ('on top of all that, that was just something else to consider'); 
the drama of 
'getting the kids ready for bed' and the heightened experience of bodily rhythms experienced at 
times of excitement such as Christmas (Luce 1973, K-Rose 1989); the 'little rituals' and refrains of 
such "small worlds of intimacy' in which "the material world of coffee spoons, clothes and 
household goods also keep individuals in touch with life as a sense of tie-passing 
in a day-to-day 
manner that is not necessarily articulated" (Attfield 2000: 235); the 
time of deadlines, chores, and 
household routines; the shared experience and common reference points of 
'Wallace and Gromit' 
time; and, longer term, "how what was once popular becomes unpopular, and why' 
(Buckingham 
and Sefton-Green 2003: 385). Thus "everyone it seems, 
holds a very exclusive, personal meaning- 
cluster of time, a distinct, but not fixed composition, one open 
to change and linked to shifts in 
personal circumstances, emotional states, health, age and context" 
(Adam 1995: 5): clock time 
was, ironically barely mentioned at all, in and of 
these moments. In short, in and through such 
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temporal talk - about the little routines of everyday life, and the special annual routines of 
Christmastime; about the passing of years, the passing of the year 2000, the passing of days until 
Christmas day, and the passing of hours until Christmas morning; about the routine structure of the 
school and work year, and the Christmas holiday season; about nostalgia, and how times change; 
about age, and growing up; about anticipation, and reflection; about nationally shared temporal 
reference points and individual households' own idiosyncratic routines and moments; about bodily 
rhythms of sleep and digestion; about the lived experience of moments per se; and about 
differences between different individuals' experience of different moments; and so on - 'children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption' was, there and then, importantly part and parcel of 
"biographical times; daily times; scheduled, spontaneous but also socio-geological times: the times 
of the long dur6e" (Silverstone 1994: 132). 
5.5 Summary 
Through a juxtaposition of friendship groupings' interview talk about and around 'Pok6mon', this 
chapter has introduced yet more layers of bewilderment, briefly glimpsing some socialities, 
spacings (and non-linear affective experiences of them), temporalities and 'money, money 
characteristic of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption', there and then. Again, these 
are perhaps banal, commonsensical observations, but I hold that they are broadly absent from 
Social Scientific ways of knowing 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. Thus, through 
this chapter, and the chapters preceding it, the thesis has by now developed an almost 
overwhelmingly dense, multi-layered sense of the things-practices-spacings-times of 'children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption'. In the following Concluding chapter I pause for thought to 
reflect on all this density, and to more carefully draw out some consequent realisations regarding 
'children's everyday popular cultural consumption', Social Scientific approaches to this subject, and 




"I didn't understand how it had all got so complicated. It's never so complicated in books. Well, it is, but 
in a different way. Complications in stories are simple complications. Lives, plots, twists and turns. 
Complicated but solvable. But these complications, real complications, these were all blurred together, 
all mixed up. It's like the difference between a we II -constructed ball of string and a raggedy old pile of 
knots. With the ball of string you an get hold of one end, slowly unravel it, and eventually you'll find out 
where it comes from. But with the pile of knots you pull on one end and the whole bloody lot moves at 
once. All together. Its just a mess" (K. Brooks 2002: 199). 
6. Concluding comments 
Beginning from a purposefully broad/multifaceted interest in 'children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' (cf Preface; Chapter 1) and proceeding via a purposefully open-ended methodology (cf 
Chapter 2), my doctoral research has produced a thesis which propounds three particular, substantial 
empirically-engaged chapters (cf Chapters 3,4 and 5). This has amounted to a rather huge, dense, all- 
at-once accumulation of details, observations, thoughts, ideas, words and re-presented moments. This 
concluding chapter allows a pause for thought, to reflect on all this in four ways: firstly, through a 
reiterative review of the thesis, summarising what, in effect has been achieved here; secondly, through 
a declaration of the key contentions/coagulations which have, in effect, emerged longitudinally (and 
perhaps implicitly) through the thesis; thirdly, through an expansive thinking through of those 
contentions, and some of their potential implications (regarding 'children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption' in particular, but also Social Scientific ways of knowing much more generally); and 
fourthly, in conclusion, through a return to the mass of fragments and ideas which preface the thesis, 
with the above in-mind. 
6.1 A reiterative review of the Thesis 
The key achievements of this thesis might be characterised, chapter by chapter, as follows: 
Chapter 1 serves as an introductory frame for the thesis, mapping a wilfully broadly-ranging range of 
intentions, issues and contentions. Thus, through a sequence of sketch reviews it introduces: (i) recent 
Social Scientific (including Human Geographical) 'turns'through which childhood, the everyday, culture, 
popular culture and consumption have become key loci of enthusiasm and enquiry; (ii) bodies of Social 
Scientific (including Human Geographical) work which, at the confluence of these turns, have studied 
'children's everyday popular cultural consumption', variously foregrounding its material cultural, 
ideological, sociological and economic import; (iii) more recent Social Scientific (including Human 
Geographical) literatures which profoundly contest the very notions of 'childhood', 'the everyday, 
'culture', 'popular culture' and 'consumption' on which all this is predicated. This juxtaposition 
represents a major innovative purpose of the thesis: to assert that all of this ought to matter, all-at-once; 
and to come to terms with, work with, think through, and think on from this knowingly broad assertion 
with a particular substantive focus on 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' here and now 
(or, as it is now, there and then). 
Chapter 2 describes the profuse empirical-thinking-writing tactics with which, in 2000-2003,1 worked 
within the broad terrain mapped in Chapter 1, towards a particular research engagement with 'children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption'. It describes four commitments which were a necessary part 
and parcel of this: (i) a commitment to address the multiple methodological issues/difficulties which are 
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thus raised, and which are shown to amount to a demand for research methods which are low-key, 
small scale, actively engaged, concerned with particularities, auto-affective and - perhaps most key - 
radically open-ended, (ii) a subsequent practical commitment - which entails a great deal of hard work 
- to devising multiple, in-depth methods (in particular places) with which to do all this; (iii) an ethical 
commitment - which entails a great deal of thought, self -reflection, honesty and a rigorous sense of 
one's responsibilities as a Social Scientist - to acknowledge, address and prepare for the multiple 
ethical dimensions which (might) emerge in and of this closely engaged, open-endedness; and (iv) a 
commitment to a concomitant honest, open-ended intellectual development, to think-as-one-goes-along 
from the broad, open-ended beginnings thus staked-out. In the event, this open-ended approach has 
solicited a particular thesis about a particular groups of research participants, doing particular things 
and concerned with particular contemporary 'popular cultural' fads, in and of particular times and 
places. All of which makes multiple ostensi bly-sm all -but-(I argue)-profoundly-tel ling contributions to an 
understanding of 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' (and, potentially, to Social Scientific 
knowledges more generally). These contributions are shown and developed in the three subsequent 
empirically-engaged chapters, as follows. 
Chapter 3 glimpses five research participants (Emily, Hayley, Leanne, Lucy, Ryan) in the act of 
'consuming' the pop group S Club 7 during May 2000. The particular ways in which these research 
participants' talked about S Club 7, and their 'consumption' of S Club 7- in terms of 'stuff, 'everything, 
all of the time, 'just whatever', 'daftnessý, and the Vatest' Pshared'I'special 'things', respectively - afford, 
multiple small senses of the complex and contingent materialities of the everyday lives, and in particular 
the everyday 'consumption', of these research participants. For material, mass-produced things were 
central to the lives and 'consumption' of these research participants. These things (and the sorts of 
'consumption' done with, to or through them) evidently really, really mattered to these research 
participants in quite particular, often quite idiosyncratic and personal, ways. Also evident in research 
participants' talk about their S Club 7 stuff was a succession of radically contextualising complexities 
related to such stuff the way in which each bit of stuff is always already contextualised by other stuff in 
particular milieus in particular moments; the very personal, contingent and always-shifting sense of 
some things mattering more than others - that is, of a distinction, to particular individuals in particular 
moments, between "lower case things" vis-&-vis "things with attitude" within these milieus (Attfield 2000: 
45); the ways in which stuff is an essential, taken-for-g ranted part of individuals' everyday lives and thus 
a basis of manifold quite different experiences/memories and presents/histories; and so on. This raises 
a layer of likewise complexifying/contextualising issues regarding the relationship between consumers 
and consumption objects: the complex relationship between globally mass-produced fads and the 
particular, profoundly personal, everyday, material milieus in which they are played out (Morley 1986); 
the complex relationship between the production - in inherent "equivalence and indifference" 
(Baudrillard 1976: 65) - and consumption - contextualised 
in multiple, particular, everyday places and 
lives - of mass-produced things; the relationship 
between identical popular cultural stuff owned and 
used differently by different 'consumers'; the relationship between 
different individuals' formations of 
stuff which can be materially identical , but profoundly 
different in their everyday particularities (Gill 
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1997); the ways in which identical things can matter in very different, or very similar ways, to different 
I consumers'; the multiple existent/potential relations to/between multiple objects in and of multiple 
"arrays or networks of relations" (Law 2002: 91); and so on. All of which seems to me to be overlooked 
by pre-existent Social Scientific work on 'children's everyday popular consumption'. Always-present, 
although as yet somewhat implicit, in all of this are multiple practical, bodily, situational engagements 
with stuff, and the shared experiences and multiple relations inherent in such engagements. Such 
practices and relations become more explicitly apparent in the two following chapters. 
Chapter 4 glimpses six research participants (Daisy, Paul, Robert, Gemma, Chl6e, Simon) in the act of 
'reading Harry Pottee. The different ways in which these research participants spoke about their 
'reading' -a matter of 'storytime', 'bedtime', 'play pretend', 'cuddling', bathing, and quiet reading, 
respectively - afford multiple small senses of the complex and contingent (and material) practicalities of 
the everyday lives, and in particular the everyday 'consumption', of these research participants. For 
such small everyday practices - multiple deeply habitual (Solberg 1994), deeply affective/affecting 
(Read 2000), complexly interrelational and co-constituted (Miller 1997c) instances of the "joyful 
repetition of simply structured actions" (Lokken 2000c: 13) - were central to (or, we might say, were) 
the lives and 'consumption' of these research participants. Research participants' talk about 'reading 
Harry Pottee allow a sense of how their various practices matter a great deal, but constitute a sens 
pratique (Bourdieu 1990: 69): "a form of knowledge that is learnt by the body but cannot be explicitly 
articulated" (McNay 1999: 101); a form of knowledge, therefore, that can only be glimpsed, sidewards, 
through talk. Even so, the glimpses re-presented in this chapter offer many, many rich-albeit-small 
illustrative insights into practices of 'children's everyday popular consumption': how such instances of 
"intersubjectivity in practice" (Lokken 2000c: 13) are practiced/negotiated in tacit and/or unthought 
and/or pre-planned ways (Lokken 1999,2000b); how such particular practices are bound to and 
produce particular everyday habits, familiarities, patterns, repetitions and histories (Moss 1993a); how, 
therefore, "when [popular cultural] consumption takes place in the family... it takes place in a complex 
social setting in which different patterns of cohesion and dispersal, authority and submission, freedom 
and constraint, are expressed in the various sub-systems of conjugal, parental or sibling relationships 
and in the relationships the family has between itself and the outside world. These relationships are 
played out in variously cramped or expansive, highly differentiated or undifferentiated domestic spaces; 
and they are played out through variously organised or disorganised, routinised or chaotic domestic 
temporalities. They are played out in public and they are played out in private. Patterns of [popular 
cultural] consumption... are generated and sustained within these social, spatial and temporal relations" 
(Silverstone 1994: 33); and so on. All of which was ongoing in the everyday milieus of the different 
research participants research participants in ways which were at once broadly similar/familiar (they 
were, after all, always already embedded in much wider relations, practices and material/social worlds), 
and yet particularly dissimilar/unfamiliar (they were, after all, always already highly personal, particular, 
idiosyncratic). Emergent from all this is an apprehension of "popular (and indeed unpopular) 
geographies as produced and consumed in embodied, interrelational, contextual practices, not as 
disembodied cognitions, floating commodity-signs, or imaginative projections" (P. Crang 1996b: 632). 
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And this sensibility effectively makes plain a profound lack of research into (or even 
acknowledgement/appreciation of) practices - and thus, perhaps, "a profound lack of imagination" 
(Bingham et al 1999: 655) - in pre-existent Social Scientific accounts of 'children's everyday popular 
cultural consumption'. Always-present, although as yet somewhat implicit, in all of the practices around 
stuff thus described, are spatialities: "to enact objects is also to enact spatial conditions of 
im/possibility... and... these spatial im/possibilities are multiple" (law 2002: 92). Some spatialities of 
4consumption' - and the fraught relations and temporalities bound up in them - become more explicitly 
apparent in the following chapter. 
Chapter 5 glimpses some engagements and activities of three friendship groupings of research 
participants (Fraser and Binesh, Becca et al, Josh et al) around 'Pok6mon' 'consumption'. The ways in 
which talk of this 'consumption' emerged - as the groups talked about themselves, each other, and 
their 'hometime' habits - affords multiple small senses of the complex, contingent and shifting (and 
material-practical) socialities and spacings of the everyday lives, and in particular the everyday 
'consumption', of these research participants. For such everyday socialities and spacings material, 
mass-produced things were central to were central to (or, again, we might say were) the lives and 
'consumption' of these research participants. Like all popular cultural practice, the character of 
'Pok6mon' consumption "can only be seized in terms of the wider systems of human relationships with 
which it is intertwined" (Scott 1999: 807); it is thoroughly "constructed through social relations which are 
both internal and external and constantly shifting in their power and significance... [often] intensely 
disputed, and intensely exploitative... [and] positively and negatively experienced" (Silverstone 1994: 
28). A number of keen-albeit-small illustrative insights into practices of 'children's everyday popular 
consumption' thus follow, via the glimpses re-presented in this chapter: how the ways in which 
friendship groupings "exhibit their liveliness" (Dillon. 2000: 1) constitute everyday "culture[s] of concrete 
practices which embody and perform differences" (Fiske 1992b: 162); how such differences - between 
different friendship groupings at particular moments; between different modes of behaviour and/or 
popular cultural 'consumption'; between 'insiders'Poutsiders' in particular contexts; between 
bullies/bullied; between boys/girls; between 'spods'Pus lot'; between feeling at home/out of place in 
particular milieus; and so on - really matter and are really feft (at the time, and in the future); and how 
such felt differences thus constitute - or are - (frequently stressful and inequitable) social geographies 
which then/thus always and inescapably shape 'consumption'. Moreover, research participants' 
Pok6mon talk, particularly that dating from just before/during/after Christmas 2000 suggests other key - 
though as yet implicit - dimensions of these lived socialities and spacings: on the one hand the 
(frequently stressful) imperative and negotiated activity of purchasing which is inescapably part of 
'consumption' (Mishler 1979) (and all of the well-developed skills of trading, demanding and economic 
knowledge/agency/exertion thus implied to be very much the norm amongst these research 
participants); and on the other hand - since "practice, therefore, generates time" 
(McNay 1999: 101); 
since "time is engendered in the actualisation of the act" (Bourdieu 
1992: 138) - the complex and 
contingent (and material -practical -social -spatial) temporalities of everyday 
lives, as experienced, 
domestically (Silverstone 1994: 24), socially (Blatchford 1998), situationally (Adam 1994,1995), 
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spatially (Hillman 1991), in school (Sufton-Smith 1997: 168-169), in everyday routines (Adam 1989, 
Bergmann 1992), over the course I of childhood' (Brannen and Nilsen 2002), and over longer durations 
(Adam 1992), for example. Thus emergent from all this is an acknowledgement of the multiple activities 
and contexts - and the multiple perspectives (Chaiklin and Lave 1993) and complex social networks 
(Feiring and Lewis 1989) - which are the socialities and spacings of 'children's everyday popular 
cultural consumption'. All of which further complexifies an already formidably complicated/co-implicated 
material -practical picture: "space complicates to the point where it can obscure" (Thrift 1999: 31). 
As this latter point suggests, the thesis thus presents a formidably complicating set of novel (in the 
context of pre-existent Social Scientific literatures) acknowledgements, notes, observations and 
thoughts on 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. Having reiterated the thesis, chapter-by- 
chapter, I proceed with a second sort of Concluding stand-back from the thesis: a declaration of the key 
contentions/coagulations which have, in effect, emerged longitudinally (and perhaps implicitly) through 
the thesis. 
6.2 Key contentions/coagulations of the Thesis 
The juxtaposition of, and journey through, the Thesis chapters effectively produces a number of key 
(albeit perhaps more implicit) longitudinal contentions, which speak to both literatures on 'children's 
everyday popular cultural consumption' and Social Scientific ways of knowing more generally, and 
which might be stated as follows: 
9 An attentiveness to small, mundane, taken-for-g ranted, oft-overlooked (as 'trashy', 'fun', 
'ephemeral', 'rubbish', 'boring', 'obvious' etc) stuff in and of particular low key everyday geographies 
can pose profound questions with much wider resonance, per se. 
* Thinking through specific instances or moments of stuff vis-&-vis prior claims to know that 'stuff' 
(specific moments of 'consumption' vis-&-vis prior Social Scientific knowledges about 'consumption', 
for example), and vice versa, is invariably messy and fruitful, in both small and large ways (and I 
insist that a commitment to such grounded thoughtfulness does not necessarily presuppose grand 
claims of Empiricism). 
When such close attention is paid to 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' it is striking 
just how profoundly such 'consumption' can matter to 'consumers'. 'Consumption' was a central, 
taken -for-g ranted, deeply felt, really real part of the everyday lives of all of the research participants 
with whom I worked. 'Popular culture'was a profoundly important focus of their everyday imaginings, 
actions and spending power: much of their time, effort, thought, liveliness and activity was oriented 
towards or accompanied by 'popular cultural' stuff in one way or another, implicitly/incidentally or 
explicitly/purposef ully. 
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'Popular culture' matters in multiple quite different ways to different consumers. Within the 
ostensible blanket conformity of the mass-produced 'popular cultural' milieu in and of a certain time, 
different 'consumers' develop/practice multiple quite unique/idiosyncratic/personal everyday modes 
of engagement with(in) that milieu. 
Different 'consumers' thus articulate multiple different senses of how particular instances of 'popular 
culture' matter. A multiplicity of voices/positions emerge around each 'popular cultural' fad: to some 
it will be loved, magical, fondly remembered, while to others it will be stupid, hated, rubbish; to some 
it will be our thing (a part and product of belonging, participation, friendship) while to others it will be 
their thing (a part and product of rejection, not-belonging, exclusion); to some it will be an 
unproblematic prerogative of everyday life (something, simply, that you've gotta have) while to 
others it will be a source of tension and fraught relations (something, simply, that / can't have); and 
so on. Invariably, a given 'popular cultural fad' is all this at once. 
To say that 'popular culture' matters is not the same as saying that it means something. This is an 
important distinction to make, particularly in the context of 'children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption'. For, as I laid out in Chapter 1, the context for research in this field is an academic 
scene which takes 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' seriously, primarily, because 
of what it means (or, perhaps, what is Means: what it tells us as material culture; what it means 
ideologically/hermeneutically; what it shows us about children's agency; its economic implications; 
and so on). By contrast, I found that, when speaking to 'consumers' (in their own milieus, on their 
own terms) the predominant themes of their talk were the ways in which 'consumption' mattered (to 
them, in their own everyday milieus, on their own terms, in their own senses). This mattering was 
invariably profoundly personal, deeply felt and often thoroughly idiosyncratic and unpredictable. This 
mattering only overlapped slightly and/or fleetingly with the Meanings predominantly ascribed to 
&consumption' in the pre-existent Social Scientific literature. I emphasise that these sorts of 
Meanings are of great and growing importance (indeed, we might say that the Meanings of 'popular 
culture' always matter, and the matter of 'popular culture' always has Meaning). However, it was 
because of the predominant absence of mattering from pre-existent Social Scientific accounts that 
this thesis became, in effect, an acknowledgement of just how 'popular cultural' stuff matters so 
much to so many lives. I intend this as a profoundly complexifying contribution to this important pre- 
existent Social Scientific literature. 
0 'Consumers' articulate multiple different ways in which a given 'popular cultural' fad might be 
characterised: as a set of things; as a set of practices; as a set of socialities and spacings; as a set 
of temporalities; and so on. Each fad makes available a deliberately unique, novel, now, must-have 
array of things broadly aimed towards, and/or suggestive/constitutive of, particular forms of 
practices, socialities, spacings and temporalities. The ways in which all this happens in and of 
particular everyday geographies of things, practices, socialities, spacings and temporalities are 
innumerable, and unpredictable in their particularities. Attentiveness towards things, practices, 
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socialities, spacings and temporalities is useful in 'making sense' of the manifold popular cultures 
which ensue. 
Thus, more generally, 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is radically less neat and 
clear-cut than suggested by pre-existent Social Scientific knowledges. In just the snapshot of 
material presented in this thesis, questions of 'material culture', 'ideological content', 'agency' and 
economy - that is, the lines of enquiry with which pre-existent Social Scientific knowledges have 
been concerned - have all cropped up, and mattered to 'consumers', but they never crop up cleanly, 
or matter in isolation: on the contrary, they crop up intermittently, messily, inseparably all-at-once, 
and at the same time as all sorts of other contemporary prerogatives, contexts and stuff. 
'Children's everyday popular cultural consumption' is radically more complex (and interesting) than 
suggested by pre-existent Social Scientific knowledges. Chapter by chapter, this thesis evokes just 
one line of thought about this complexity, making plain (the ostensibly rather banal - except in the 
circumstances of pre-existent Social Scientific literatures - observation) that 'consumption' is: 
invariably material; invariably practical; invariably social; invariably spatial; invariably temporal 
(indeed, I could equally have written about the materiality of Harry Potter, the practices of Pok6mon, 
the spacings of Christmas and the times of S Club 7, etc). Moreover, this juxtaposition of chapters is 
intended to convey the way in which 'consumption' is invariably m aterial-practical-social -spatial - 
temporal: that is, that the things, practices, spacings, socialities and temporalities of particular 
everyday lives are mutually constitutive and mutually implicated, in 'consumption' and the world per 
se. Here, they all matter, all-at-once. Thus - turning again to pre-existent Social Scientific takes on 
'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' -I contend that it is often unhelpful, oversimple, 
dogmatic and diminishing to think of 'material culture', 'ideology', 'agency' and 'economy' in the 
absence of this material-practical-social-spatial-temporal-ness (which encompasses much which is 
unapprehendable, unpredictable, lived, unsaid, non- representational and/or unthought). 
But then again, perhaps in spite of all this complexification, this thesis has also gestured towards a 
number of 'nitty gritty, 'Social' and economic and politically charged facets of 'children's everyday 
popular cultural consumption' which make some sort of live generosity towards older statements 
about'material culture', 'ideology', 'agency' and 'economy' vital, to my mind. 
In other words, through the thesis, I have come to feel that it is important: (i) to recontextualise, 
recast, rethink, complexify, contest, update and/or restate pre-existent Social Scientific literatures 
about 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' in the light of more recent literatures 
concerning materiality, practices, spacings and temporalities; but also, conversely, 
(ii) to 
recontextualise, recast, rethink, complexify, ground and put in perspective these more abstract 
literatures about materiality, practices, spacings and temporalities in older, and still keenly salient, 
Social Scientific literatures about 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. I take both 
sides of this equation seriously (or at least, I aspire to). I intend this as a radically connective, and 
rather ideological, statement (which I level at myself before anyone else, and which 
I am still thinking 
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through) with much broader resonance. That is, a demand for a grounded thoughtfulness which cuts 
two ways: rethinking older, still-vital concerns via newer thinking; and recontextualising newer 
thinking in older, easily overlooked specific contingent nifty gritty issues. 
With all the above in mind, there is also a demand (which I level at myself before anyone else, and 
which I am still thinking through) for more honest, open, bewildered, complex, inventive, 
affective/affected, engaged ways on (methodologically, conceptually, substantively), in this field, and 
in Social Scientific endeavours more broadly. 
I do not intend these 'key contentions' to be closed, final statements. On the contrary, I see them as 
provisional statements of where I'm at, here and now, at the end of the thesis. Already implicit in all of 
these statements is a sense of what more I feel could, or ought to be, done: they are 
platforms/invitations to more thinking, more research, more writing, more thinking, more research, and 
writing and so on and so on. With a mind to this, I proceed with a third sort of Concluding stand-back 
from the thesis: an expansive thinking through of some implications of, and ways on from, this Thesis. 
6.3 Notes to self (and others): some ways on from the Thesis 
The first two sections on this Concluding chapter have outlined what, in effect, might be thought of as 
the main substantive 'achievements' of the Thesis. Above and beyond all this, the Thesis is also 
intended to make a much broader and enduring sort of 'contribution' by raising many potential 
challenges, swirls of thought, and ideas for further action in its wake. The sorts of challenges and 
responses thus raised will no doubt vary from reader to reader. In this third Concluding pause for 
thought I present a necessarily personal overview of some potential ways on which are on my mind, 
here and now, in the immediate aftermath of the Thesis. I will do this in the (purposefully less- 
declarative, more-speculative, work-in-progress, begin ning-not-an-end) form of a succession of 'notes 
to self' (and others) around each Thesis chapter in turn. 
i) re: Chapter 1 
I have characterised Chapter 1 as a purposefully broad mapping of salient intentions, issues and 
contentions. So, here and now, 'where am I at' in relation to this mapping? Or, to put it another 
way, how might I characterise my relationship to my doctoral research, I write the Thesis 
Conclusion? Now reflecting on Chapter 1, and my PhD research and thesis as a 'whole', I find 
myself pulled in different directions, on a number of levels: 
between excitement about the aspects of 'consumption' which are theoretically thought- 
provoking VS profound concern about the aspects which are Socially and politically troubling. 
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between the concerns and directions of newer (arguably more philosophically keen and free- 
thinking) Social Scientific approaches VS the concerns and directions of older (arguably more 
critically engaged) Social Scientific approaches, which are arguably left behind too readily in the 
excitement of the new. 
e between an impulse to write/theorise playfully and creatively about 'consumption' VS an impulse 
to intervene politically and purposefully in 'consumption' discourses. 
between a particular interest in the smallest, most mundane, fleeting everyday instances of 
'consumption' VS a profound concern with much broader themes and problematics inherent in 
'consumption'. 
between a pride and enthusiasm, and a desire to do more, with what this thesis did well VS a 
frustrated desire to go beyond its limitations. 
between an urge to complexify; to bewilder, and show up the limitations of, pre-existent 
knowledges about 'consumption' VS a wish that I could speak with more clarity and gravitas and 
general iseability; particularly on themes which preoccupied pre-existent knowledges about 
gconsumption'. 
e between an urge towards academic introversion VS an urge towards academic extroversion and 
collaboration; between an urge towards extended thoughtful writerly/auto- introspection VS an 
urge towards a more outward-looking empiricism; and between enthusiasm for empirical projects 
VS a strong personal undertow of anti-empiricism. 
* between an impulse to say something about 'consumption' VS a feeling that, like 'the everyday' 
per se, 'consumption' is best left alone, to its own devices. That is, between an occasional 
certainty about my future in all this VS an occasional uncertainty about my future in all this. 
So, reflecting on this chapter, and the overall Thesis: where now? Certainly, with all this in mind, I 
experience reflection on each part of the thesis as a compulsion to do yet more thinking and 
writing and work on the themes therein; as an invitation or imperative to do much more thinking, 
writing, encountering, exploring and experiencing. The bulk of these potential ways on emerge in 
specific relation to Chapters 2-6, as I sketch in the remainder of this Concluding section. However, 
I believe that a public and focused thinking through of issues raised in, and stirred up by, Chapter 
1 would be useful in number of senses: 
-1 believe that there is a need for much more open(-minded) collaborative 
conversations about 
what matters both in the context of research into 'children's everyday popular cultural 
consumption', and in Social Sciences generally. My own inclination here would 
be to make a much 
more pointed, general statement encompassing the points raised above: that 
is about the mutual 
import of both older (arguably more Socially and politically engaged) Social Scientific 
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understandings and practices and newer (arguably philosophically keener, creative and forward- 
thinking) Social Scientific understandings and practices. 
-Then there is a need to have this Sort of conversation, over and again, with reference to the 
studies of 'childhood', the everyday, 'culture, 'Popular culture', and 'consumption'. 
-And then there is a need to have this sort of conversation with direct reference to studies of 
I children's everyday popular cultural consumption'. 
I hope that this Thesis might prompt, or stir up, debate around these issues. 
ii) re: Chapter 2 
Methodologically, I hope that the thesis might serve as an illustrative (thought-provoking, though 
certainly by-no-means-perfect) example of research which seeks to engage older 'nifty gritty 
Social Scientific issues and newer 'non-representational' sensibilities. In particular, I hope this 
Thesis makes a usefully illustrative contribution (perhaps as an example of 'good' or 'not-quite- 
good-enough' practice) to the following key contemporary methodological issues: 
-the need for research methods and concepts which "proceed from the bottom up... to experience 
the everyday at close quarters", "grasping everydayness at the level of movements, gestures, 
practices" (Sheringham 2000: 187); 
-moreover, the need for research methods and concepts which honestly and actively "[recognise] 
that apprehending the ordinary is a task, a performative... act, articulated not through knowledge - 
the already is the already-known - but through acknowledgemenr'... Mhe everyday... is where we 
already are: to find it we cannot 'arise and go there'... but have somehow to bring about a 
transformation that will make it visible or palpable" (Sheringham 2000: 188); 
-the need for research methods and concepts which acknowledge both (and do not diminish 
eitheo large-scale general, contextual Social geographies and particular, personal, momentary 
experiences; that is, which acknowledge "how (a) the 'feeling into' the hidden inner structure of 
materials through the use of a tool like a file, connects with (b) sensing the ... structure of the 
social world through the use of words", and "how (a) our lack of words to express how and why... 
'trivial' things matter so much to us, connects with (b) how we still do not quite understand how to 
articulate the way these small things work to influence us in our feelings as to'who'we are, that is, 
to influence us 'in' our identities" (Shotter 1993: xii); and which are able to take all this seriously, 
all-at-once; 
-the need for research methods and concepts 
"that embrace the openness of the world... that 
leave a space for something else to happen"; which acknowledge that "the world is more 
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excessive than we can theorise... The world does not resolve or come to rest"; which recognise 
that "the world does not add-up, there is always something exceptional, somebody else... another 
example to be given" (Dewsbury et al 2002: 439,437,438); 
-the need for research methods and concepts which acknowledge and work with the role of the 
'body' and 'memory and 'autobiographical' sensibilities and 'reveries' (Philo 2003, O. Jones 2003) 
in research; which thus think through "the intersubjective anxieties so often buried in accounts of 
'good research', the contingencies, and the strains of relating the imperfectly performing 'me' to 
muddled and always partial senses of a true T, let alone understanding 'them' - the respondents" 
(M. Crang 2002: 651); 
-the need for understandings/practices of research ethics in line with all of the above. 
In addition to these more widely-ranging Social Scientific contributions, Chapter 2 also stirs up (in 
me) a number of issues more-specifically related to (my) research on 'children's everyday popular 
cultural consumption': 
-1 am excited by the possibility of doing this sort of research more extensively. I think all manner of 
new, thought-provoking material would emerge if this sort of work was done over longer periods, 
with more participants, encompassing more and more different microgeographies, following longer 
and longer chains of connections, and so on. The incredible development of readily available 
everyday technologies (mobile phones, video cameras, internet resources) surely enables exciting 
possibilities, too. 
-1 wonder, a lot, about qualitative methods, and what to do with them, and the ways in which they 
are received. I find myself in a curious bind: utterly committed to close, empathetic, involved, 
engaged qualitative methods on well thought-out methodological grounds; and yet frustrated by 
my, as yet, inability to know what to do with their results, really (how to talk about them in any way 
that seems convincing, or rigorous, or beyond what sometimes feels like the 'merely' anecdotal). I 
need to work on my style of oral presentation and writing here. 
-1 wonder, too, about the nature of 'methods' per se. There is much more to be said about how 
everything I have said, in this thesis, about everyday materialities, practices, spaces, socialities 
and temporalities applies, equally, to the curious business of 'doing research', with particular 
salience to research ethics. I find myself wanting to advance a 'grounded thoughtfulness', or a 
'messy empiricism', or 'down-to-earth theorising', or something like that: I need to work on a clear 
declarative statement of what I mean here. 
-Also, what can I now say about pre-existent literatures about children's 
drawings and visual 
methods, in the light of my approach in this thesis? 
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-But then again, I often wonder if I could bring myself to do this kind of intensive empirical 
research again (especially in the particular loaded context of increasing societal panics/news 
stories about male adults in contact with children). But perhaps that's another story. 
iii) re: Chapter 3 
Here, as with each of the empirical chapters, I find myself wanting: on one hand to think 
extensively and abstractly on salient theoretical interests; and on the other hand to purposefully 
investigate, or have something clear to say about, specific Socially, politically and culturally loaded 
issues. The following short list sketches some of these interests and concerns: 
-Everyday 'stuff' in general: taken-f or-g ranted 'stuff'; special 'stuff'; nostalgically remembered 
'stuff'; childhood 'stuff'; the 'daftness' and randomness of 'stuff' more generally; the locatedness, 
density, associations and 'everything, all of the time'-ness of stuff more generally. 
-The routines, boundaries, rituals of 'the household', 'the family', or'the home' more generally. 
-Broader issues around pop music: on one hand the manifold centrality of pop fandom to the 
social geographies of contemporary 'girl' cultures; on the other hand, the popular cultural 
fetishisation of particular celebrities, and thus representations of people and versionsPideals' of 
the body, lifestyles, aspirations, and so on. What can now be said about this? 
-The ever-shifting milieu of 'stuff' and technologies present and constitutive in 'children's everyday 
cultures'. 
-The "all manner of quite humble and mundane objects [which] swim into focus" when one looks 
beyond "the distracting glitter of certain kinds of objects" (Laurier and Philo 2003: 88) (the sots of 
'glittering objects, that is, which have come to the fore in this research project). 
-The broader implications of 'mess' and 'randomness' and daftness' - as evoked 
in Chapter 3- 
for 'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' and for research, writing, and all of the 
methodological issues outlined in the previous subsection, more broadly. Isn't 'research' rather 
'messy, 'random' and 'daft' in all these ways? Should it be more'messy, 'random' and 'daft'? 
-The potential uses of stuff - including popular cultural stuff - 
that matters in innovative modes of 
teaching, creative development, art therapy, and so on (Albright 1997, Holt 1997, Furlong and 
Maynard 1998, Wilson et al 1999). 
iv) re: Chapter 4 
Likewise, here I have a number of increasing ly-developed interests and concerns, as follows: 
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-The practical doings, 'knowledges' and happenings of 'everyday' lives, more generally. Not least, 
the 'everyday' doings, 'knowledges' and happenings of 'doing research' and 'research ethics'. 
-The question of 'reading' - in whatever sense of the word -'representations' and 'texts': what are 
the broader implications of this chapter, here? In particular, what can now be said of longer run 
debates about famously contentious 'texts' for children, or of longstanding readings of popular 
culture in terms of gender, identity, meanings and so on (Moss 1993b, Dyson 1994, J. Best 1998, 
Plesa 1998, J. Marsh 2000, Messner 2000)? What are the implications of a sense of mattering 
which takes "representation not as a code to be broken or as an illusion to be dispelled, rather 
representations are apprehended as performative in themselves; as doings,... redirect[ing] 
attention from the posited meaning towards the material compositions and conduct or 
representations" (Dewsbury et al 2002: 438)? 
-The implications of this practical sense of 'reading7mattering for (childhood) Reading and 
Literacy (as formally understood). How are practices key in Learning, Literacy, Reading and 
Lang uage-Development, for example (Barton et al 1994, Moss 1996,1999, Barton and Hamilton 
1998)? How might novel modes/practices of teaching and learning be developed with this in mind 
(Bryson and de Castell 1994, Postman 1995, Ivanid 2001a)? How might innovative modes of 
practically engaging with children, young people, families etc (as well as 'ourselves') in and of 
research (N. Lee 1988a, 1998b, 1999) and everyday lives (Wallace 1995) follow from this? And 
how might all of this contribute to a rethinking of child Development, Literacy etc (Barton et al 
2000, Cope and Kalantzis 2000, lvani6 2001 b)? 
-The implications of this acknowledgement of practices for 
Social Scientific research. With this in 
mind: what is 'doing research? What might'it' be? I would agree that "doing [research] includes 
looking, feeling, thinking, playing, talking, writing, photographing, drawing, assembling, collecting, 
recording and filming as well as the more familiar reading and listening, There is no reason 
automatically to associate 'doing' with conducting research, although far too many academics 
think of that as the pre-eminent activity' (Shurmer-Smith 2002: 4-5). What other sorts of doing 
could be done? How might these doings engage with everyday doings, not 
least to "bring... 
theoretical talk into closer alliance with... research practice" (Thrift and Dewsbury 2000: 430)? 
How might such doings constitute research practices which are less 
focused upon words and 
writings (a charge which could certainly be levelled at this thesis)? 
-The way in which 
('childhood') practices (and stuff, spatialities etc) can be so 
evocative/memorable/affective. How might such practicesPreveries' 
(Philo 2003, O. Jones 2003) 
be articulated and put into practice, towards more affective/affecting/engaged/generous 
research 
practices and accounts/acknowledgements of the world? 
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v) re: Chapter 5 
Here my concerns and interests around the chapter are as a follows: 
-Everyday spacings, more generally. In particular, 'childhood' places and the complexities of the 
memories, reminiscences, 'reveries' and nostalgia they occasion: moreover, the implications of 
this for 'Spatial' talk and concepts, per se. 
-The question of writing: in particular the possibility and quality of writing about 'places' and 
spacings, and the implications of this for research about places, spaces and mental mappings, 
more broadly. 
-Childhood friendships, (not)belonging, (dis)locations more generally: what can this chapter say to 
pre-existent literatures of childhood exclusions, bullying, etc; what can it say to pre-existent 
literatures about childhood masculinities, for example? 
-The impulse and experience of collecting: the importance of material 'stuff', and the inexorable 
commercialisation of such activity. 
-What can now be said about assumptions about 'growing up', 'youth transitions' etc, and thus 
about 'childhood' and 'adulthood'? How do the sorts of "materials, movements, shapes, gestures" 
(Dewsbury et al 2002: 437) and "the unconsidered and automatic, habitual routine of conduct" 
(C. Campbell 1996: 163) foregrounded in this Chapter and this Thesis fit into, or speak to those 
assumptions? 
-The implications of the sheer multiplicity of things being acknowledged in this Chapter and this 
Thesis. I am tugged in different directions at different moments in this Chapter: between wanting 
to speak broadly about wider Social/exclusionary geographies which were noted on the one hand; 
and between wanting to continue, in 'bewildered'/complexifying style, to chronicle the manifold 
things which matter to research participants. Perhaps, ultimately, it is the 
things/practices/spacings/times where these two impulses meet which demand most attention. 
-The question - with important methodological implications - of who volunteered to participate in 
this sort of research: in particular who wanted to share their 'homes' and everyday lives, (and who 
didn't? ) and why? And what did they got out of it all? 
-What can this chapter say to the broader issue of 'childhood' 
desires and economic agency, in 
particular, d iffe rent 'ch il dh ood'/pa rental experiences of consumerism, in different Social situations? 
-What can this chapter, and this Thesis, now say to pre-existent 
literatures about (toys as) material 
culture? How should such contributions proceed? 
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-The implications of this now material -practical -spatial -relational sensibility - and thus, as a part of 
this, "how different layouts of situation, context, event, can produce different effects (including 
emotional charges) on those participating in... them" (Thrift 2002: 296) - for the making of spaces 
(for children): what can now be said contributed to debates surrounding the making of 'spaces' for 
(children's) learning, play, activity and/or inclusion (J. Collins 1999)? 
This third Concluding 'pause for thought' has presented a succession of potential ways on from the 
Thesis. The 'notes-to-self' format is intentionally personal, representing my sense of 'where I'm at' and 
perhaps 'where I'm going', now and next. You are, of course, welcome to draw your own conclusions 
(positive or negative) from the Thesis. Indeed, it would be valuable and fascinating to hear what 
thoughts (again, positive or negative) my thesis has stirred up in you. Seriously: see Section 6.6 for 
details. 
Bringing the Thesis full-circle to its conclusion, and with all of the above now in mind, I proceed with a 
fourth sort of Concluding stand-back from the thesis: a slight return to the mass of fragments and ideas 
which Preface the thesis. 
6.4 Returning to the Thesis Preface 
And so, after all that, I think it is important to reflect, again, on the expansive clutter of formative writing 
fragments which preface this thesis: how do I now plug into the broader, rather idealistic, sweep of 
ideas and projects contained therein? Here and now it seems salient to comment on the following 
themes from those fragments: 
* re: the anti-essentialist critique of "simple answers [which]... strip the world of its enchantment 
[and] perpetuate repressive thought" (Shurmer-Smith and Hannam 1994: 2) (p. xix). Here, I want to 
elaborate a now-more-carefully-thought-through ambivalence: on one hand I am more convinced 
than ever of the need to complexify, question, nuance and recast pre-existent 'simple answers' 
(particularly in the aftermath of salient post-structural critiques); but then again, on the other hand, I 
also recognise, more than ever, the importance of grounding this anti-essentialism, to have 
something to say about the'difficult questions', which have not gone away. 
* re: 'DEMOLISH SERIOUS CULTURE' (p. xix) and the idea of a 'low culture manifesto' (p. xxiv). Here, 
I want to articulate a more careful, less snotty dayglo statement, through contemplation of the 'stuff', 
practices, socialities, spacings and temporalities of contemporary 'culture'. 
re: 'I [heart) Brurn centre for cultural studies' (p. xix). Here I want to restate my position, with a little 
more care. This nostalgia for the work of the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies 
has always been twofold: (i) its work remains some of the only pre-existent Social Scientific literature 
which unashamedly foregrounds popular culture; (ii) its work seems to me to represent a moment 
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when a holistic approach to 'culture' was put into practice, and as such, I see it as an example of 
important older demands which have been too readily overlooked in subsequent academic 
innovation. I have sought to re-engage with both of these excitements in this thesis. However, his 
should not be understood as an uncritical acceptance of 'Cultural Studies' per se: indeed, I wonder 
what I can say back to the discipline of 'Cultural Studies' in the aftermath of this thesis. 
re: the notion of a 'circuit of culture' (p. xix). As I explained at the beginning of the thesis, my 
concentration upon 'consumption' in this thesis should not be understood as an ignorance of cultural 
'production'. Indeed, I now wonder about how to plug this thesis - its glimpse of the manifold 
complexities of 'consumption' - back into ideas about 'cultural production'. Moreover, I wonder about 
the implications of this thesis for the notion of a 'circuit of culture' at all. 
re: "time to consider how the other third or quarter - the children - live" (S. James 1990: 278) (p. xix). 
Here, I wonder about the implication of two key ideas which course through the thesis: the 
problem atisation of 'childhood', and the connectedness and socialities of (children's) everyday lives. 
What do I intend to say about 'children's geographies' n the light of all this? 
re: life as "waiting in a bus shelter with your shopping, for a bus that never comes" in places like 
West Brom (p. xix). Here, I want to be more clear and positive in getting at this idea. It is absolutely 
not an anti-theory agenda. Quite the opposite, really: it is an attempt, and perhaps a plea, to think 
through a grounded, everyday thoughtfulness, which would lend itself to both older problems and 
newer ideas 
e re: memory/narrative/writing exercises (p. xx, p. xxii). I have floppy discs full of this stuff! There is an 
interesting personal paradox here: the parts of the thesis which I find most cringe-worthily 
unreadable, are also the parts which I find most thought-provoking; the parts which are lamest to 
read, were the parts which were most interesting and absorbing and revelatory to write; the worst 
parts of writing are the parts of which I am most proud. And this seems to say something interesting 
about the act of writing and thinking and reminiscing, more generally; the capacity of writing to be a 
profoundly thought-provoking method, even though you wouldn't necessarily want to read, and 
certainly wouldn't want to publish, the results! I have become interested in collaborative projects to 
play with this. 
o re: "her book is arguably brilliant, but [she] never reminded me of anyone I ever hung out with" 
(Klosterman 2002: 4) (p. xxv). Reading back over my thesis, I wonder if this is still the case? Had I 
not done this research myself, would I recognise this milieu from the words alone? Important in this 
is the question of how and what to write: how to write more creatively, interestingly and evocatively? 
I need to work on my writing and presenting skills, considerably, before I can begin to feel more 
contented about this. 
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re: 'mess' and 'modesty', etc (p. xxvii) and cake/jelly (p. xxix). I need to state, more clearly and 
positively, a central plank of my thesis: the repetitious call for more 'bewilderment' and 'honesty. I 
think that an honest uncertainty about things might be a radical and interesting place from which to 
start, academically. 
re: and 'GENDERM' etc (p. xxviii). I still find myself scribbling these messages 
urgently in the margins of my thesis. I am still getting there, I guess! This Thesis is, after all, a 
beg inning-not-an-end, and just one small part of a commitment to a much, much broader set of 
issues: 
"[S]cholarship on the spaces of childhood must focus on more than just the specifics of particular 
sets of children in particular places, and must do more than just probe the micro-scale, agency- 
based geographies of childhood behaviour, experience, perception and fantasy... [O]ur scholarship 
must also look to the larger picture encompassing many different sets of children spread across 
many different places, and must accept the challenge of tackling the macro-scale, structure-based 
geographies of childhood as shaped by broad-brush political-economic and social-cultural 
transformations... [There is a] need to study connections of all sorts, adopting a- diversity of 
theoretical perspectives, in exposing the spaces of childhood to a critical scrutiny which might herald 
'real' changes in the conditions of existence of children who are in poverty, being excluded, suffering 
abuse or simply enduing neglect" (Philo 2000b: 253). 
I am, after all that, just getting started! 
6.5 closing comments, and an invitation 
This Thesis is a declaration - or perhaps a restatement - that parts of the world which are often 
considered trivial, mundane or unimportant (not least by Social 
Scientists) are actually profoundly 
thought-provoking, interesting, important or unsettling (not least to Social Science). With this always 
in 
mind, the Thesis has emerged as a showing of particular encounters 
I had with particular instances of 
'children's everyday popular cultural consumption' in particular places/times. 
The Thesis can thus be 
read as a trace of a great deal of thinkinglwritinglthinkinglwriting stirred up, 
in, of, and after those 
encounters. This thinkinglwritinglthinkinglwriting will not end with 
the final full stop of this Conclusion. 
Like I said, I am just getting started! So, if you read this at any point 
in time, I would invite and welcome 
any comments, words, thoughts, queries or 
discussion (positive or negative) that you might have. 
Really. Seriously. Please do. Go on! Email me at: 'ohn horton@btinternet. com 
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Appendix 1 
Thinking through moments of ethical concern 
Fig. 40 'Love heart', addressed 'to John' 
Appendix 1: moments of ethical concern 
This brief series of prompts is intended to offer examples of moments from my research which were 
beyond the pale of available ethical codes; to thus instil a demand for a proactive, flexible sensibility in 
thinking, writing and practising the ethics of social scientific research (with children); and to inspire 
discussion and thought towards such a sensibility. In the first instance, I will present these moments as 
open-ended questions (I will collate my solutions at the end, not as definitive prescriptive answers, but 
more as examples of the messy, contingent, everyday, ongoing, ad hoc ways in which ethical 
dilemmas arise and resolve themselves). These prompts will be loosely grouped in two sections, to 
articulate two demands towards a more 'real' research ethics. 
1. On one hand, as I have written before, "there is an urgent need to address aspects of research with 
children which have, for whatever reason, been hitherto underrepresented or unrepresented' by Social 
Scientists (Horton 2001: 164). This means paying attention to ethical dilemmas for which there are no 
inscribed prescriptive guidelines to fall back on (or, particularly with innovative research strategies, for 
which there is literally no precedent), where "the novelty of the act - the total absence of all precedents 
to go by, be reassured by, be guided by - makes the situation totally unnerving" (Bauman 1994: 7). It 
also means owning up to the messiness, problems, fallibilities and complexities of specific research 
encounters through "honest, self-aware, reflexive accounts of research ethics" (Cloke et al 2000: 137). 
This means confronting head on some discomfiting questions and unpleasant realities which "as a 
'good [boy]' and as a student of theory on collaborative research" - both of which are steeped in "white, 
middle class notions of niceness" (Moje 2000: 32) -I would rather gloss over. The following dilemmas 
pose some of those questions, and confront some of those realities. 
1. Imagine that you are conducting social scientific research with children in an institutional setting 
which, by all accounts, no researcher has ever visited before. You are very quickly accepted as an 
everyday presence in the institution, and have an easy rapport with the institution's staff, who go out of 
their way to provide space and time for your research, and enable you to have close, sustained, 
informal contact with children in their care. This is undoubtedly a privileged position, and a pretty much 
ideal environment in which to conduct close, in-depth, informal qualitative research: 
indeed, research 
proceeds fruitfully, creatively, enthusiastically and successfully as a result. 
But, tacitly, you cannot 
believe the ease with which - without any particularly rigorous scrutiny of credentials - you 
have been 
allowed close access to young children, and afforded a seemingly 
free-run of the institution. You worry, 
profoundly, about the precedent you are setting, whilst continuing 
to opportunistically profit from it 
yourself. How might this be resolved? 
2. Picture the scene. You're conducting a research session with a 
friendship group of children, whilst 
sitting on a school classroom storymat. 
You have come to value this as a great place to conduct 
qualitative research: the informality, 
familiarity and friendliness of the setting seems to inspire so many 
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messy, brilliant, creative, profound, playful research moments. Moreover, you have come to see sitting 
on the storymat as a simple-yet-effective means of philosophically and methodologically being there, 
getting down amongst it, participating, being at the same level as participants, subverting your 'grown 
up-ness', and ensuring a more mutual research encounter. But one way in which this mutuality, 
playfulness and 'being down amongst it', manifests itself is through embodied contact, play and 'rough 
and tumble'. And so, whilst sifting on the storymat during this particular research session, the 7-year 
girl sitting to your right tries to hold your hand and then your arm while you talk; the 7-year old boy 
opposite grabs your shoulder, climbs over your legs and tries to instigate a play fight, whilst 
demonstrating a playground game; and the whole group becomes fascinated by your 'grown up' 
hands, demanding to compare hand sizes. Do such instances of bodily copresence and contact 
matter? 
3. During a group interview session, an 8-year old participant makes a series of off -hand, viciously 
pejorative jokes about girls, 'Pakis', 'gaylords' and several classmates to make a point about the 
subject at hand. It is clear from the way they are phrased that this is no big deal, and that it is taken-for- 
granted that you will find them funny, that you're in on the joke, just like the rest of the group. The way 
in which they were shared is also suggests that you have successfully created a research space for 
open, trusting, shared, non-judgmental conversations. And in many ways, these comments are the 
most interesting data to come out of the session, illuminating your understanding of the subject at hand 
in all sorts of fascinating ways. But all the same, the comments make you uneasy, affront you on all 
sorts of levels. You would walk out if someone made that joke about 'Pakis' in a social setting (indeed, 
even typing'Pakis' feels beyond the pale). Should you challenge the comments? 
4. Its a lovely summery evening. Walking home after a day's research you meet two 8-year old boys, 
who participated in research earlier that day, kicking a football in the street. One of them kicks the ball 
to you, and you pass it back. You have a brief laugh and a joke, continuing a conversation from the 
research session earlier. Then the two boys ask if you'd like to 'come over the park' with them, for a 
kickabout, to be goalkeeper, and to help them retrieve a ball stuck in a tree. What do you do? 
5. You have, on your desk in front of you, several forms of written informed consent signed by all 
members of a particular family, consenting to the use of their film of self-directed photographs in your 
written work. You have shown all the photographs to all the family members, and they 
have given their 
specific and explicit informed consent to the use of all the photographs. 
They are each, in their way, 
somewhat excited and proud by the idea of their photographs appearing 
in a thesis, paper or 
presentation. The photographs they took, and the interview material spoken around 
them, provide 
many rich insights into your area of research. But the photographs prominently 
feature images of 
children's bathtime play; partially dressed children playing and reading whilst getting ready 
for bed; 
children in bathing attire in a paddling pool; and children playing with a 
terminally ill family member. Do 
any of these photos make you feel uneasy? 
Will you use the photos? 
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6. A 7-year old boy fills in a worksheet, outlining in some detail how his parents spend too much time 
arguing and not enough time Christmas shopping, and consequently never buy him the 'right' 
Christmas presents. He has clearly put a lot of thought and time into this, and in a subsequent 
interview session he describes how he was sad last Christmas morning because of this. It is 
fascinating empirical material, directly and richly relevant to your enquiry, particularly when considered 
in the context of the interview material spoken by other members of the boy's family, which illuminates 
all sorts of complex aspects of familial politics. Approached collectively, it could make for a compelling 
thesis chapter, or paper. But, from tracking between the members of the household, you know that 
each would probably be profoundly upset if they read the others' comments, and that this could be 
divisive. You know, too, that this family and its tensions are much-gossiped about by other families with 
which you have been working. Do you go ahead and write the chapter? 
7. A heated discussion breaks out in a 'show and tell' session. One 7-year old boy is being teased by a 
number of other participants for believing in Father Christmas. He is adamant that Father Christmas 
exists, but is becoming increasingly upset by the teasing. From the point of view of your research, this 
is a fascinating exchange, relevant on many levels. But there is clearly a great deal at stake, 
emotionally, here. At last, the main protagonists in the argument turn to you and ask, in front of the 
gathered participants, 'so, does Santa exist thenT How do you answer? 
8. Transcribing taped interviews you are struck by a problematic and little-discussed ý politics of 
representation. All of the participants in the group sessions have a marked regional accent. When 
transcribing, should you: (a) deferentially translate into a 'received pronunciation' which renders them 
almost unrecognisable from the spoken word, or (b) transcribe in 'dialect', thus drawing attention to the 
speakers' 'otherness'? 
11. On the other hand there is an urgent need to address ways in which "ethics explodes with every 
circumstance... and hounds praxis unmercifully... We can never get off the hook by appealing to a 
transcendental Ethics. We are always on the hook, responsible, everywhere, all the time" (St. Pierre 
1997a: 176-177). The following dilemmas demand a realisation that "'the field' is neither static nor 
controllable, and... unanticipated events may place researchers in positions of vulnerability", (Barker 
and Smith 2001: 144); that everyday lives and ethical phenomena encountered in research are "not 
regular, repetitive, monotonous and predictable in a way that would allow them to be represented as 
rule-guided... [and so] cannot be exhausted by any 'ethical code"' (Bauman 1993: 11); that one never 
has access to a perfect sense of what's going on or coming up, so ethical dilemmas can arise before 
one can actively apply 'good practice; that people, including Social 
Scientific researchers, just don't 
carry ethical rules around and act rationally, accordingly; that "we make roads - the only roads there 
are and can be - by walking them" (Bauman 1994: 7), and even then 
"we may not know the 
implications of our [methodological] decisions" (Katz 1994: 317). 
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9. You are conducting a small group interview session with children in a corner of a school classroom, 
during the school's 'after school' club. You have always ensured that research takes place in the line of 
sight of the class teacher. In preparatory and previous discussions with the teacher in attendance, the 
'good practice' of researchers never being left alone with children has been stressed and agreed upon 
repeatedly. But when a minor emergency happens suddenly in the corridor outside, the teacher rushes 
out to help, in the heat of the moment. The teacher, who happens to be the only First-Aider in the 
building at that moment, is absent from the classroom for twenty minutes. In the confusion, you are left 
alone with the group of children for that duration. What are the implications of this for research ethics? 
10. You are tidying up the classroom storymat at the end of a group interview session. All participants 
have returned to class. On the spur of the moment, one of the participants -a 7-year old girl - decides 
to return, to ask if she might add a minor artistic flourish to her drawing. You agree, encouraged by her 
enthusiasm, and hand her the sheath of papers where you have just filed the drawing in question. In 
the process, the girl gets a nasty paper cut on her finger, and bursts into tears. She holds out her hand, 
then tries to hug you, in an instant. Do you give her a hug? 
11. Over the course of a group interview session in a school, your seemingly benign line of questioning 
about the ostensibly inoffensive subject of soft toys prompts - via a series of sudden, unpredictable, 
surreal conversational connections - group members to talk briefly in venomous terms about 
schoolchildren with 'special needs' (or, quoting verbatim: "those spackers who play with teddy bears"). 
You are well used to the unpredictable, quickfire, sometimes surreal turns of tone and subject matter 
that children's group interview discourse can take. Indeed, you value and encourage the participants' 
conversational agency and the element of surprise thus produced. But, although academically 
fascinating on many levels, this sort of conversational turn makes you uneasy, and you hurriedly 
change the subject. However, upon returning to class, group members spread this joke to classmates. 
Two days later, you hear the comment repeated in the school playground. What are the implications of 
this for research ethics? 
12. Over a series of several research sessions with a particular group of children, you cannot deny that 
you have developed quite strong and mixed feelings about the individuals in the group. You come to 
think of three group members as 'good as gold' and great fun to research with. They are conscientious, 
funny, engaging, keen to help out. Despite the professionalism and short term-ness of your 
relationship, you have developed a pretty good rapport with them, "[including] qualities of mutual care 
and friendship as well as revelation of, and respect for, personal vulnerabilities" (Busier et al 1997: 
165). However, the other two group members repeatedly deliberately ruin the stationery you provide, 
they disrupt research sessions, they make fun of you and the rest of the group and, though you 
hesitate to admit this, they make you cross. Are either of your contrasting feelings for this group's 
members problematic? 
13. Through a convoluted and mundane chain of events, a friend of your mother's friend comes to see 
a conference paper you have written, which includes 
two photographs taken by a family who 
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participated in your research. The photographs show a child opening Christmas presents and, although 
the child's face is obscured, your mother's friend's friend thinks she recognises the child, from the attire 
and room layout and furnishings on show in the photographs. She believes, unequivocally, that the 
photographs and interview material depict a family who live on her street who, as it happens, are 
apparently much gossiped-about for all sorts of reasons. It is a case of mistaken identity. But by the 
time you hear about all this, your mother's friend's friend has already used your interview material as 
evidence in gossiping about the family on her street. Is this problematic? 
14. Whilst looking over a pile of drawings produced in a group research session, you find that an 8- 
year old girl, who has seldom spoken during the course of research, has drawn dozens of red hearts 
and your name, on the back of her drawing. Is this a issue? How do you react? 
15. On two separate occasions, during the same week, staff at the school where you are conducting 
research have to deal with incidents in which certain children picked on, taunted and called 'teachers 
pets' during playtime. It transpires that the victims of this bullying are all significant contributors to your 
research project. It seems that they are being picked on because they choose to spend breaktimes and 
the 'after school club' working with you rather than hanging out with their classmates. How does this 
make you feel? What might be done? 
16. You are in the midst of a busy group interview session. As is characteristic of such sessions, the 
six group members, with whom you have so far had a good rapport, are variously engaged in a number 
of disparate activities. Three group members are talking with you, two are looking through magazines, 
listening in whilst cutting out pictures that they would like to discuss, and the other group member is 
concentrating on doing a drawing, not really paying attention to the rest of the group. Talk in your 
discussion turns to nicknames. You reveal the nickname -a pun on your forename - which, though you 
laugh at it now, used to upset you as a child. You and five sixths of the group laugh out loud about it. 
The sixth group member, who had been quietly and distractedly drawing until that moment, and who 
shares your forename, looks up, to hear the laughter and the repetition of the nickname in question. In 
an instant, they conclude that you were talking about them, and addressing the nickname to them, and 
walk away from the group in a huff. Despite repeated attempts to explain and apologise, they refuse to 
participate with research after that. What are the implications of this incident for research ethics? 
17. You are conducting an interview with a nuclear family group of three in a museum caf6. The family 
have gone out of their way to meet up with you, and have fully consented to the interview. But you 
sense a bit of an 'atmosphere' between the family members, and cannot help but notice a 
few frosty 
looks, uncomfortable silences and withering comments that pass between the two parents. At one 
point, their 7-year old son makes a point which is particularly interesting 
in terms of your research 
project. But mid-sentence, his mother snaps "oh you do say some silly things". 
The next time you meet 
with him, you learn that he had "a right shouting at" from his mother, about 
things said in the interview 
session, when they got home. What might be learnt from this? 
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My 'answers' (for what its worth) 
1-I have often been bowled over by the generosity, time and freedom I have been afforded by 
institutions in which I have conducted research. But all the same, I often worry about the risky 
precedent set by this relative ease of access, and wish that it had been made harder for me. I mean 
that not as a patronising criticism of the particular institutions in which I have worked, but as a more 
complex, reflexive concern about the actual practice of visiting an institution like a school in order to 
research with children. For codes of ethical research practice seldom have anything to say about how 
a researcher might cope and go on, moment by moment, scene by scene, when plunged into the 
complex milieux of such an institution. This is problematic, especially since 'research' is often a break 
from the norm for both researcher and researched: I can recall many instances where I have simply not 
known what it is I ought to do with myself in situations in a research setting, and where the staff in that 
setting have simply had no experience, guidelines, procedures or legislation related to what to do with 
me. In my experience, the resulting improvised arrangements by both parties position and produce the 
researcher as inbetween normal institutional boundaries, procedures and practices: someone who is 
simultaneously granted 'adult' privileges and status (allowed access to the staff room, given cups of 
coffee, given cake to celebrate teachers' birthdays, called upon by teachers to help with spelling or 
trivia, and so on), yet also able to develop close rapport with pupils by dint of being "unusual, 
interesting and different... an adult who was not a teacher and not a parent" (Moje 2000: 37). This not- 
quite-teacher, not-quite-kid status potentially enables the researcher to operate as an underdetermined 
'blank figure' "with no classification except the ability to move between classes" (Hetherington and Lee 
2000: 169) and that, clearly, is potentially risky in the context of an institution such as a school (Morrow 
1999). In my research practice in institutions I have sought to foreclose this possibility by pre-emptively 
introducing procedures and rules related to my presence. So for example, I devised a 'logbook' 
timetabling my comings and goings in, out and around the institution each day, to be placed in the 
institution staffroom; I drew up a short list of 'rules' to be agreed upon by relevant staff members (eg. I 
should never be left unattended with pupils, I should always work potentially in the line of sight of at 
least one staff member etc); I took time to explain in detail what I was doing each day at daily morning 
briefings for staff; I explicitly asked to shadow/be shadowed by a member of staff during 'inbetween 
times; and so on. Though fussy, perhaps over the top, I found such self-imposed regulation the most 
effective way to be a more 'determined' figure, and thus set a more responsible precedent. 
2. Existent codes of 'good research practice' rarely acknowledge that research, like all deeds, happens 
somewhere particular (Elwood and Martin 2000) at particular moments (Blackman 1999), 
is embodied 
(Lather 1986), and is a matter of particular individuals being there in bodily proximity (Freund 1990), 
and potentially in bodily contact, with particular others. I am not uptight, per se, about 
the notion of 
hugging, holding hands or 'rough and tumble-ing' between children and trusted, 'suitable adults', and I 
see the instances described here as examples of moments where 
in their own milieux, "child 
interviewees are often more clear than the adults are about the ethical arena" (Alderson and 
Goodey 
1996: 110): that is, the fact that these children evidently trusted me to the extent that they actively 
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sought to hug, hold hands or'rough and tumble' with me there and then probably means it would have 
been 'ethical', OK, 'no big deal' to do so. But still, I believe that there is an issue and a potentially risky 
precedent here, and my gut reaction has always been that I should minimise and shy away from such 
bodily contact, and certainly never instigate or encourage it. I have found, through much trial and error, 
that dress and self -presentation can play an important in managing this pre-emptively and 
unobtrusively. In my experience, children tend to try to instigate all forms of bodily contact much more, 
when I wear sloppy casual clothes, or clothes which leave my arms or legs uncovered. I have thus 
learnt that wearing smart-ish long trousers and long-sleeved shirts allows me sit with children 'down 
amongst it', whilst minimising their attempts to instigate bodily contact. 
3. Conducting research with children produces many stark reminders that children's worlds can often 
be horrible to 'adult' sensibilities (King 1978). My response to such instances invariably frustrates me 
and plays on my mind long afterwards. Where I have said nothing, and accepted bullying, sexism or 
racism as insightful 'data' I have wished I had been more politically engaged, voiced my opinion and 
spoken my mind. Where I have spoken up, however, I have been left feeling arrogant and judgemental: 
after all, "who am I to desire a different life for them? " (St. Pierre 1997b: 374). 1 have come to see that 
deliberately focusing group discussion around such utterances, to talk over what was said, and why, 
together is the most satisfactory way of dealing with such incidents from both a research and personal 
point of view. 
4. It is important to acknowledge that research relations do not end when the tape recorder is switched 
off: there is always potential for 'out of hours' encounters with participants, although 'research ethics' 
guidelines seldom admit to this. I personally would always politely and definitively decline any offer of 
sustained contact outside the research environment. 
5.1 personally feel profound unease when surveying a great deal of the accumulated empirical material 
which I have full consent to use, particularly the photographic material. Often, I cannot quite articulate 
that unease but I have learnt to negotiate it by asking a series of questions about each piece of 
empirical material in turn: (i) would I put this up on screen at an academic conference? (ii) what would 
my mum say about this? (iii) what is my gut reaction on this? I have withheld much material as a result 
of this idiosyncratic, ad hoc, probably hypocritical ethical sensibility. 
6. "The tension between thick description of settings and respondents on the one hand, and protection 
of identity and settings and respondents on the other" (Warren 2000: 186) troubles me a great deal. 
There are all manner of colourful, gossip-worthy, conflict-ridden, even ever-so-slightly risqu6 anecdotal 
material 1 -could re-present to great effect in writing this thesis. Here there is "a real tension 
between an 
enthusiastic researcher developing an exciting research discourse which they 
know will 'look good' 
when published, and the need not to retell that story 
because it could harm the interests of the 
individual or identity group involved" (Cloke et al 2000: 137). In deciding which material to use, and 
which to withhold, I believe it is important to understand that 
"at the moment of inscription in fieldnotes, 
the other becomes vulnerable" (Warren 2000: 186). 1 
have judged each example of this tension on an 
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ad hoc basis, always forcing myself to anticipate the process when I show participants my work for 
their comments. Through this anticipation and this process, I have withheld much material, and 
carefully re-presented the empirical material I have used in order to respect the participants' 
vulnerability. 
7. When researching with children it is very important to be sensitive to all sorts of "things which.. 
adults tend to discount... [eg. ] nightmares; breaking up with friends; verbal taunts; and fears of what 
are imaginary phenomena (in adult eyes), but which to some children can be very real - like ghosts" 
(Hill et al 1996: 139), and to avoid shattering myths which are profoundly important to them. More 
broadly, researchers working with children need to be prepared to be confronted with all sorts of big 
questions, about life, death, sex and current affairs, for example (R. Lee 1993). 1 take the view that 
conversation about such topics is healthy and should be encouraged amongst research participants. 
However, I believe that it is important to defer to adults with more experience of counselling or fielding 
big questions, if I am asked such questions outright, or if discussion of such topics becomes overly 
emotional. 
8. The practice of translation inherent in transcription is well-recognised: transcriptions are seen by 
many as "curiously lifeless. Shorn of gesture, emphasis, timbre and cadence, they are the empty husks 
of what was once a real conversation. Often they make their speakers sound completely half-witted. 
What was said with an ironic twist of the voice now reads as a solemn pontification; what was aid with 
intense seriousness comes out as a passing aside-Trying to make real people sound real on the page 
is necessarily an exercise in impressionism" (Raban 1987: 164). However, the representational politics 
inherent in many such acts of transcription/translation seems to me to be less well thought out. In my 
transcription of interview material I have taken the view (not without misgivings) that it is rather more 
dignified to re-present the spoken words of participants in 'received English' than it is to 'dialect-ise' 
them. But I want you to know, and bear in mind as you read, that all interview material included in this 
thesis was spoken in strong Midlands accents by all participants. Hearing and conducting research in 
that accent was, incidentally, significant in thinking through my positionality: "I heard myself as I 
listened to them. I was like them but different too, for I had moved away from their community and had 
been reconstituted by other discourses and practices" (St. Pierre 1997a: 178). 
9. Codes of 'research ethics' seem to envisage a neat application of ethical rules to situations. They 
say little about the converse, and no likely possibility: that situations continually go off, happen, sweep 
up thought and action and potentially produce situations of 'ethical' vulnerability, in infinitely 
unpredictable, unprescribe-able ways. Hackney-ed words of wisdom apply profoundly here: 'expect the 
unexpected', 'anything that can happen, will happen', etc. 'Research ethics' must be a constant, 
ongoing praxis, with these maxims at heart. "[T]he trick with plans is that you always 
have to take into 
account unforeseen circumstances. However well you work things out, there's always a chance 
that 
something you hadn't though of will happen, something unexpected. 
So what you have to do is work 
out all the possibilities - what if this happened? What if that 
happened? What if this happened and then 
this happened and then that happened?... It's no good just relying on Plan A, no matter how good you 
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think it is. You've got to have more up your sleeve than that. You need a Plan B, a Plan C, a Plan D, E, 
F, G. You need a whole alphabet of plans. You've got to be ready... Even then its impossible to think 
of everything - there's a billion things that could happen... You have to make sure that you're prepared 
for things to suddenly shoot off in another direction" (K-Brooks 2002: 141) 
10. Research, like all everyday life, is characteristically full of situations which can emerge or turn in a 
split second. As a researcher, such situations have frequently produced "a conflict between my human 
sensibilities and my scholarly purpose" (Rowles 1978: 179; Widdowfield 2000), when I have been 
"sucked right into the middle of things, barely able to maintain the status of fieldworker" (St. Pierre 
1997b: 372). So yes, in this instance, I took the girl's hand and held a paper tissue to staunch the 
bloodflow for a few seconds, before sending her to the First-Aider. I feel content that It was the right 
thing to do at the time. 'Research ethics' needs to accommodate precisely this sort of unpredictable 
momentary, situational praxis. 
11. Prescriptive codes of 'good research practice' seem to me to barely acknowledge the ways in 
which relationships, group dynamics, discourses, contexts and situations are in constant flux, and 
develop in often unpredictable, unprescribe-able ways. One can never know what is coming up, with 
any certainty. This characteristic mobility of 'the field' is, I think, even more pronounced when 
conducting research with children. For children in research relations often seem to go out of their way 
to deliberately confound, confuse, change direction and defy predictability or adult 'commonsense': 
"child interviewees create challenges, refusals, inversions, and ironic survival strategies, all of which 
reset the ethical framework of our encounters" (Alderson and Goodey 1996: 109). This is redoubled 
when, as in my research, agency and initiative is methodologically ceded to child participants, so they 
can say what they want, and defy predictability all the more. Incidentally, these challenges and this 
unpredictability sometimes produced situations where I felt powerless (cf Blackman 1998: 143-144): 1 
know exactly what Tracey Skelton means when she writes of how "I felt 12 years old again. The girls 
appeared to be the same as the ones who had terrified me at school... The fact that I was a mature 
woman, very well educated, now living a middle class life and... an adult, seemed to slip my mind. I 
was a teenager again in the wrong clothes, with the wrong hair, the wrong attitude to school (I really 
enjoyed it and did very well at school) and intimidated" (T. Skelton 2001: 170). 
12. Available codes of research ethics seem, largely, to overlook the specific relationality between 
specific individuals in specific research contexts, and position an abstract, neutral, professional 
relationship between researcher and researched as the norm. I wonder if this is ever the case? 
Is it 
really possible to have an absence of feelings, positive or negative, for those encountered 
during 
research? I know, in my experience, that I have come to favour some participants much, much more 
than others (not, incidentally, because of a preplanned deployment of "skills... to 
develop rapport and 
build up a relationship of trust" (S. Punch 2002b: 329) -a concept I 
find a bit cynical and sinister and 
potentially exploitative (Coleman et all 1997) - but just 
because that how things transpired). Moreover, 
in large part, I cannot really put my finger on why this was, or why and 
how different relationships 
developed differently. I believe that such ad hoc, unpredictable, fickle, shifting, unfathomable, 
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sometimes unfair feelings are inherent in all human relations, and should not be overlooked in 
'research ethics'. Indeed, I think that to hush this up is to essentialise the research participant as other 
from oneself (Domosh 2003). 
13. Potential chains of cause/effect during and after research are infinite and unpredictable, potentially 
chaotic and uncontrollable. I see incidents such as this one as clear reminders of the need to be 
rigorously and constantly ethical in practice. As in life, I believe that if honesty, respect and 
kindheartedness is practiced at all stages of research then the potential for unanticipated unethical 
consequences and sequences of events is significantly precluded. 
14. Incidents such as this have troubled me in two senses. On one hand, my initial gut reaction was 
that it is just plain wrong to receive heart-festooned drawings, and the odd Valentine's Card, from 
young children. However, I have come to understand that these greetings were given to me in an 
unmelodramatic, genuinely generous spirit, and that, in my case, such flattery was an effect of being a 
new, young-ish male in an overwhelmingly feminised peer group and workplace. On the other hand, 
this incident is an example of how, although I was present and notionally supervising the group 
interview, there was clearly a great deal going on of which I was not aware. This is problematic from 
the point of view of research ethics: how might it be possible to bring 'research ethics' to bear on a 
particular moment, when clearly, only a very limited, partial sense of what is going on in and of that 
moment is possible? The praxis of 'research ethics'thus has a positionality. 
15.1 find the capacity of methodological decisions to have unexpected implications to be profoundly 
troubling, especially when these implications effectively compound already troubling problems, such as 
bullying. Resolving such issues and incidents is inevitably quite site-specific and contingent (Waksler 
1986), but I have found it useful and important to maintain ongoing open conversations with relevant or 
experienced institutional staff in order to prevent or ameliorate such incidents. 
16. Inexplicable, perhaps surreal moments have the capacity to problematise the reliance upon prior 
codes of 'good research practice'. In this incident, my behaviour and the group's conduct was 
rigorously 'ethical' and yet, though an odd set of circumstances, I effectively hurt the feelings and 
esteem of a group member. It did not matter what was meant, so much as "What got meant" (Moje 
2000: 34). Such instances of the uncanny, surreal, unexpected procession of the everyday cannot be 
predicted or solved by prior ethical codes. Rather, ethics must be a practice; a part of that procession 
(J. Caputo 1993). 
17. It is important to acknowledge that participation in research can have unpredictable implications 
and knock-on effects upon the practices, individuals and dynamics which constitute 'the field'. For 
example, as this anecdote suggests "some parents regard research as a form of surveillance or as 
potentially implying a criticism of their home or parenting practices... Likewise, research which 
challenges the status quo of parent-child relationships, for example by seeking children's consent and 
giving them an equal voice, can threaten parent-child power relations" 
(Valentine 1999a: 145). 1 believe 
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that politeness and respect on the part of the researcher can go a long way to avoiding such tension. 
However, I have come to learn that interviewing various family groupings can often be particularly 
fraught (Amato and Ochiltree 1987, Valentine 1999b), and tensions can be very near the surface. I 
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